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“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. 
Willing is not enough; we must do.” 

—Goethe

Advising the Nation. Improving Health.
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ix

Preface

Valuing Health for Regulatory Cost-Effectiveness Analysis responds to
several important analytical and policy challenges. These include how to
estimate the health-related effects of regulatory interventions to reduce
environmental, health, and safety risks; how to conduct informative cost-
effectiveness analyses (CEAs) of such interventions prospectively; and how
to use the results of CEAs and of other kinds of economic analyses in public
policy decisions about regulating risks to human health and safety. In 2003
John D. Graham, the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regu-
latory Affairs in the Office of Management and Budget, asked the Institute
of Medicine (IOM) to convene an expert consensus committee to address
these questions. A consortium of federal regulatory and health policy of-
fices and agencies supported this effort financially and, equally essentially,
with information and analytic expertise generously provided to the study
committee throughout the project.

This report of the Committee to Evaluate Measures of Health Benefits
for Environmental, Health, and Safety Regulation is the latest in a series by
the IOM and the National Research Council (NRC) of The National Acad-
emies that have addressed risk assessment and communication; economic
evaluation of environmental, health, and safety risks; and measurement of
population health. These precursor reports include the NRC reports Risk
Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing the Process (1983);
Improving Risk Communication (1989); Valuing Health Risks, Costs, and
Benefits for Environmental Decision Making: Report of a Conference
(1990); and Estimating the Public Health Benefits of Proposed Air Pollu-
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tion Regulations (2002); and the IOM report Summarizing Population
Health: Directions for the Development and Application of Popula-
tion Metrics (1998). We build on the insights of these earlier efforts and
cover new ground in this latest work, which offers guidance on the appli-
cation of summary health measures to the economic analysis of regula-
tions. This report takes as its primary audience regulatory analysts and
public-sector decision makers. We have tried to make the text accessible
for lay readers also, to help promote public understanding of important
governmental functions and processes.

The work of the Committee to Evaluate Measures of Health Benefits
has involved multidisciplinary collaborations of a breadth unusual even for
IOM committees, which frequently draw on members with diverse exper-
tise. Representing capability in environmental and population health sci-
ences, economics, ethics, law, statistics, and medicine, the Committee
worked together over 20 months to develop a sound and feasible approach
to incorporating CEA with health-related effectiveness measures into regu-
latory impact analyses. Committee members, advisers, IOM staff and con-
sultants, and federal agency experts learned together, through undertaking
three case studies, the challenges and possibilities for regulatory CEA.

As chair, I have been most impressed by the intellectual openness and
generosity of all of the committee in our work together to address an
essentially practical problem of public policy. When conflicting convictions
and preferences grounded in members’ particular disciplines emerged, all
made a great effort to see beyond the questions of theory and the ideal to
constructive and feasible proposals and methods for analysts and decision
makers. The steady hand on the tiller of Wilhelmine Miller, study director,
allowed the committee to navigate successfully the many challenging cur-
rents of our deliberations, and for this we are all indebted to her. This
report is the result of an especially productive collaboration.

Robert S. Lawrence, M.D.
Chair
December 2005

x PREFACE
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1

Executive Summary

Regulating risks to human health and safety is an essential responsibil-
ity of government. At the federal level, agencies issue a wide range of
regulations to protect human health and safety in areas that include im-
proving air and water quality and safeguarding the food supply; reducing
the risk of injury on the job, in transportation, and from consumer prod-
ucts; and minimizing exposures to toxic chemicals. Such regulations can
substantially improve health and safety and typically impose costs, which
may be considerable, to do so.

To ensure that these regulations address hazards to human life and
health responsibly, fairly, and efficiently, policy makers and the general
public need accurate and reliable information on the likely impacts of
government actions. For economically significant rules, agencies are re-
quired to present an economic analysis—in the form of a benefit–cost analy-
sis (BCA)—of the national impacts of alternative regulatory strategies and
to assess the distribution of the impacts across different segments of society.
These BCAs, which involve the monetary valuation of the impacts, are
convenient because the index used to aggregate diverse types of improve-
ments—to health and to ecosystems, for example—is money, the same unit
in which costs are expressed. Such analyses help to inform analysts, deci-
sion makers, and the public at large about the benefits and costs of alterna-
tive interventions.

In 2003, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued new
guidance that requires agencies to supplement BCA with cost-effectiveness
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2 VALUING HEALTH

analysis (CEA) for economically significant health and safety regulations
(OMB, 2003a). In CEA, the result is a ratio of monetary costs to a non-
monetary benefit measure, which can range from single-dimension mea-
sures, such as deaths averted, cases of illness or injury avoided, or tons of
pollution reduced, to integrated measures such as health-adjusted life years
(HALYs), which combine different types of health impacts in a single num-
ber. The single-dimension measures have the advantage of being relatively
straightforward, but are of limited usefulness when more than one type of
benefit is of interest. To address this problem, integrated measures that
reflect both life expectancy and health-related quality of life (HRQL) tradi-
tionally have been developed and used in medical and public health studies.
Such estimates are available for many more types of health effects than are
estimates of the monetary measures used in BCA.

This report of the Institute of Medicine’s (IOM’s) Committee to Evalu-
ate Measures of Health Benefits for Environmental, Health, and Safety
Regulation provides recommendations and guidance regarding the mea-
surement of health and safety improvements using CEA. In response to a
request from OMB, the Committee investigated alternative approaches for
assessing health-related impacts in CEA by reviewing current federal agency
practices; commissioning supporting research; reviewing the available lit-
erature; and completing three case studies of agency rulemakings.

Based on its investigations, the Committee concludes that CEA pro-
vides useful information for the development of regulatory policies. At the
same time, CEA (like BCA) poses significant challenges in this context.
Some of these challenges are practical, relating to the time and cost of doing
such analyses, while others relate to the strengths and limitations of the
available data on the nature of the risk reductions and the measurement of
their value.

The magnitude of the impacts of major health and safety regulations
argues for careful attention to the development of high-quality, unbiased
analyses that include thorough documentation of their limitations. The
Committee’s recommendations, both for selecting measures to value health
outcomes in regulatory CEA and for supplementing these measures with
other information, aim to ensure that the analytic results are accurate and
reliable, and useful to a variety of audiences. After describing the charge to
the Committee, this summary provides an overview of the key concepts and
conclusions of this report and presents the Committee’s recommendations.

The Charge to the Committee

A consortium of federal sponsors charged the IOM Committee to iden-
tify current and proposed measures of health benefits for use in regulatory
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CEA, describe and evaluate these measures, recommend a subset of mea-
sures for use by federal regulatory agencies, and identify areas of research
needed to enhance the use of such measures in regulatory analysis.

Specifically, the Committee was asked to:

• Describe current practices among federal agencies for evaluating
the costs and benefits of regulatory actions.

• Review measures for aggregating health improvements currently
used in CEA, including specific instruments and assessment techniques for
developing composite measures that combine consideration of longevity
and HRQL.

• Develop criteria for choosing among measures potentially useful in
the evaluation of health outcomes in regulatory CEA.

• Assess the various health benefit measures in terms of their data
requirements, feasibility of application, theoretical validity, appropriate-
ness for special populations (children, ethnic minorities), and ethical
implications.

• Recommend measures appropriate for federal agency use in evalu-
ating health outcomes in regulatory CEA, given the Committee’s criteria.

• Construct CEA case studies, using information from published
BCAs, to illustrate the application of alternative health benefit measures in
CEA and to compare the CEAs and BCAs.

• Discuss criteria for identifying regulations for which CEA will be
informative.

• Recommend research that would improve the measurement of
health benefits for regulatory CEAs.

Regulatory Development and Economic Analysis

Federal agencies are directed by Executive Order 12866 and other
authorities to estimate and report the expected benefits of proposed major
regulations in conjunction with their estimated costs (EOP, 1993). The
current guidance for these analyses is provided in OMB Circular A-4, which
addresses the use of both BCA and CEA to assess the effects of economi-
cally significant health and safety regulations (OMB, 2003a). The resulting
analyses are considered, along with other factors, in determining whether
to regulate a particular hazard and to select among regulatory strategies
that differ in stringency or types of requirements. Researchers examining
regulatory priorities also use the results of these analyses to compare the
effectiveness of different types of interventions, for example, to compare
the cost per life saved across investments in diverse areas such as reducing
air pollution, increasing traffic safety, and applying new medical treatments.
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The starting point for assessing the costs of a proposed regulatory
activity is identical for BCA and CEA; they use the same conceptual frame-
work and estimation practices. On the benefits side, both BCA and CEA
begin with a risk assessment, which involves estimating the change in the
likelihood of illness, injury, or death associated with each regulatory option
in comparison to a “without regulation” baseline. Regulations often result
in small changes in individual risk, which become substantial when aggre-
gated across all of those who are potentially affected. Most major regula-
tions require the assessment of a variety of different health risks. For ex-
ample, air pollution regulations reduce the incidence of several types of
acute and chronic cardiovascular and respiratory conditions as well as
associated mortality. In addition, some health and safety regulations pro-
vide nonhealth benefits, such as preserving natural resources.

BCA is based on estimates of the monetary value of all risk reductions
and other impacts. CEA, in contrast, uses nonmonetary effectiveness mea-
sures. When a regulation reduces the risks of different kinds of illness or
injury, or of both fatal and nonfatal effects, analysts may use effectiveness
measures that reflect impacts on both HRQL and longevity. These compos-
ite measures, referred to as HALYs or (more specifically) quality-adjusted
life years (QALYs), convert different types of health effects to an integrated
unit so that regulatory costs can be compared to a single measure of health-
related effectiveness.

Federal agencies have had substantial leeway in determining their spe-
cific approach to economic analysis. This flexibility is needed due to gaps
and variability in the underlying research base as well as the substantial
variation in the types of impacts associated with different regulations. Such
analyses must often be conducted within tight time frames and with limited
staff and budgetary resources (Robinson, 2004). The rulemaking schedule
usually does not allow time for new valuation research; analysts generally
rely on preexisting studies, analytic methods, and/or quantitative models.
Some agencies have undertaken long-term efforts to develop approaches
applicable across many of their regulations.

Agencies have made substantial progress in implementing the 2003
OMB guidance requiring CEA and have completed HALY-based analyses.
Some of these analyses use expert judgment to apply one of the available
generic HRQL measurement tools (described later in this summary). Others
use HRQL estimates from existing studies of similar health endpoints; this
practice is often referred to as benefits transfer. Agencies are also con-
ducting new valuation research to a limited extent. Because some agencies
have used monetized HALY estimates in their regulatory analyses for many
years, they are using the same approaches to develop effectiveness mea-
sures for CEA.
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Health-Related Effectiveness Measures

While CEA based on integrated measures of effectiveness is just begin-
ning to be more widely applied to regulatory decision making, HALYs and
other mortality-based indicators have long been used to evaluate effective-
ness in health care policy.1 Early analyses focused on the number of pre-
ventable deaths averted; now such analyses also routinely calculate years of
life saved. The life-years approach provides more weight to averting deaths
among persons who otherwise would have longer remaining life expectan-
cies; an intervention that prevents deaths among children will generally lead
to larger estimates of life years gained than an intervention that prevents
deaths among adults.

In recent years, measures have been developed to capture the effects of
illness and injury on individual well-being prior to death. These impacts are
usually represented with indexed estimates of HRQL, using a scale an-
chored by death (0) and perfect or optimal health (1.0). Adverse health
effects associated with illness and injury can then be arrayed along this scale.

The extent to which HRQL impacts are more or less important than
changes in longevity depends on the nature of both the risk and the inter-
vention. While the challenge of calculating composite measures is often
attributed to the difficulty of valuing the changes in morbidity, changes in
longevity may more significantly affect the results. The Committee’s own
investigations suggest that the importance of mortality relative to HRQL
effects varies substantially among regulatory interventions. Regardless, both
mortality and HRQL impacts such as illness and disability are of interest to
decision makers.

HALYs address this interest by melding descriptive information about
health status and longevity. QALYs are the most extensively developed and
widely used HALY measure. As a measure of health, a QALY is a relatively
simple building block that can be applied at both individual and popula-
tion levels.

HALY or QALY estimates for various scenarios are normally con-
structed in three steps:

• Describe or characterize health states or disease conditions and
estimate their expected duration.

• Value the health states in comparison to other health states.
• Multiply the values for different health states by estimates of the

duration in each state.

1See Gold et al. (1996b) for recommendations for best practices in CEA for health and
medicine.
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6 VALUING HEALTH

When used in policy or regulatory analysis, the resulting values can then be
multiplied by the number of averted cases of each type to determine the
total impact.

For these estimates to be meaningful and useful, the characterization
and valuation of the health states of interest should be part of a consistent
set of estimates. Researchers may either survey a sample of individuals
directly to elicit values for the health states of concern or use one of several
available generic HRQL indexes, which are preference-weighted health state
classification systems. The EuroQol-5D, Health Utilities Index, Quality of
Well-Being Scale, and the SF-6D are among the most common such instru-
ments. Generic indexes provide established values (based on surveys of
general or community populations) for different states of health described
in terms of the impacts of an overall condition on aspects of functioning
and experience such as mobility, self-care, and pain. Once the charac-
teristics of the health state of interest are matched to the functional and
experiential domains used in the specific index, an HRQL index value can
be calculated based on the results of the instrument’s underlying valua-
tion survey.

Regardless of whether the index used is generic or specially designed
for a particular study, the index values for health states derived from valu-
ation surveys are based on information about individuals’ relative prefer-
ences for different states of health. The three most commonly used elicita-
tion techniques involve asking survey respondents to do the following:

• Trade off the time spent in different health states,
• Consider the trade-off between perfect health and the risks of dif-

ferent adverse health effects (standard gamble methods), or
• Locate different health states on a visual scale.

A fourth, less developed, elicitation approach that attempts to address
societal values (rather than the respondent’s preferences for own health) is
the person trade-off method. This approach asks respondents to make
choices between different health improvements for distinct groups of people.

Each of these methods for establishing health state index values has
strengths and weaknesses. All of them consider only relative preferences for
different health states (not preferences for health compared to other aspects
of welfare) and generally assume that the value elicited for a particular
health state is the same regardless of its duration.

When estimating HALYs for regulatory assessments, analysts may
choose to use existing research or to conduct new primary research. In
either case, the research may apply one of the generic indexes or be based
on index values estimated specifically for the particular study. If a generic
index is used, the research may rely on either patients or experts to describe
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or characterize the health states of interest using the index’s classification
scheme. (In either case, however, the values attached to the health states
characterized should represent those of the population affected by the policy
or regulation.)

Related decisions will depend on the nature of the health effects under
consideration, as well as on the quality and suitability of available research.
Judging the adequacy of a given approach for a particular regulatory appli-
cation requires considering the match between the risks and population
assessed in the study and the effects of the regulatory intervention.

Criteria for Selecting Integrated Measures
of Health Impacts for Regulatory Analysis

The Committee developed the following criteria for applying HALYs in
regulatory analysis.

• First, the measure should be applicable to the range of health states
and conditions considered in regulatory analysis.

• Second, the measure should be sensitive or responsive to change,
and not exhibit floor or ceiling effects within the range of measured values.

• Third, values for health states should be derived from a sample of
adequate size that is representative of the population affected by the costs
and benefits of the regulatory intervention.

• Fourth, the measure should be acceptable to users and to the pub-
lic, including those involved or interested in the regulatory development
process.

• Fifth, the measure should be practical in the regulatory context and
as inexpensive to use as is compatible with other objectives.

No single QALY instrument or estimation strategy is clearly superior to
others on all of these criteria. Analysts and decision makers must exercise
judgment in selecting an approach for a particular regulatory analysis. The
Committee concludes that health-related CEA is both feasible and informa-
tive in the analysis of any regulation for which health benefits have been
estimated.

Ethically Informed Decisions

Both BCA and CEA focus on the efficient allocation of economic re-
sources. Implicit in each approach are value judgments regarding the ap-
propriate weighting of different types of effects. It is important that the
users of BCA and CEA understand these ethical assumptions and consider
their implications when making decisions. For CEA, ethical considerations
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8 VALUING HEALTH

include concerns that are inherent in the QALY measure, along with as-
pects of regulatory impacts that the QALY measure does not capture.

By itself, a QALY-based CEA cannot address an important and diffi-
cult set of distributive questions and choices, including how much priority
to give to the sickest or the worst off in valuing health effects; when to
allow modest benefits to many people to outweigh significant benefits to
fewer; and when to allocate resources to produce “best outcomes” as com-
pared with giving more people fair chances to receive some benefit. For
example, some health risks subject to regulation disproportionately affect
those in poor health already. This raises the question of whether it is
appropriate to weight health improvements differently for persons with and
without impaired health, given that “postregulatory” health status will be
worse for the former than for the latter.

The summary, the aggregate nature of a net benefit estimate or a cost-
effectiveness ratio implies that it will not provide information on the distri-
bution of regulatory benefits or costs in a population; such measures sum
the effects on those who gain or lose under the regulation. A QALY is
valued the same (e.g., at 1.0 if in perfect or optimal health) regardless of
who is affected. Therefore, one of the most difficult issues to address in
structuring a regulatory CEA is whether and how to disaggregate impacts
that occur in different components of the general population.

The basic values embedded in our political system and reflected in
federal regulatory guidance require that decision makers consider the distri-
butional implications of regulations. As a result, such considerations must
be explicitly introduced into the process of developing and issuing regula-
tions along with the summary analytic results. The most basic normative
commitment from using QALYs as an outcome measure in CEA is valuing
some form of life years, rather than the number of lives saved. This differ-
ence between treating all deaths prevented equivalently and estimating losses
and gains in longevity across the affected population is illustrated by an
example in Table ES-1. The table shows that the use of lives as an impact
measure assigns the same value to preventable mortality regardless of
whether the individual is middle aged or elderly, while the use of life years
shows that such mortality more significantly affects younger individuals.
Adjusting for HRQL increases the relative differences between older and
younger people slightly, as shown by the ratios in the rows for life year and
QALY estimates in Table ES-1. The standard practice of discounting to
reflect the timing of the impacts and the general preference for receiving
gains sooner and deferring losses, reduces this relative difference consider-
ably, however.

Summary BCA and CEA measures also omit both costs and benefits
that cannot be easily expressed in numerical terms, either because the scien-
tific research base is inadequate to support quantified estimates or because
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values have not been developed for those impacts. For example, it may be
difficult to estimate the impact of a regulation on endangered species or to
determine the value of reduced species diversity. Similarly, certain aspects
of the risks, such as the extent to which individuals dread the prospect of
lingering illness, typically are not captured in valuation. QALY-based CEA
tracks only impacts on health and longevity, and it cannot account for the
nature of the risk itself and societal perceptions and values related to it.
Knowledge of risks, degree of personal control over risk exposures, and
other features of risks may affect the justification for regulatory action as
well as the value placed on the resulting risk reductions. These risk features
deserve explicit consideration by decision makers alongside the summary
results of economic analyses.

The failure to account for the distinctive features of risks may in some
circumstances lead to misinterpretation when cost-effectiveness ratios for
different regulations are compared. CEA is a tool for determining the rela-
tive efficiency of different interventions to achieve a defined objective, such
as maximizing life-year or QALY gains. Ignoring other qualitative features
of the risks involved or the contexts of the risks may well produce mislead-
ing comparisons of different regulatory options or interventions and lead to
poor societal and regulatory decisions.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Committee’s investigations, analyses, and deliberations led to the
following overarching conclusions.

TABLE ES-1 Lives, Life Years, and Quality-Adjusted Life Years
(QALYs)

Preventable Deaths Life Yearsa QALYsb

Age (in years)
5 1 73 65

35 1 44 37
75 1 12 9.1

Ratio of values by age
5/35 1 1.7 1.8
5/75 1 6.1 7.1

35/75 1 3.7 4.1

NOTE: These calculations are undiscounted. Discounting future life years and
QALYs diminishes the differences between results for younger and older persons.

aBased on age-specific life expectancy for 2002 (NCHS, 2005).
bBased on EQ-5D norms for the U.S. population (Hanmer et al., 2006).
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• CEA, like BCA, offers a useful tool for the development and assess-
ment of regulatory interventions to promote human health and safety.
Different measures of effectiveness, including single-dimension units such
as life years and units that combine estimates of HRQL and longevity such
as QALYs, each provide useful perspectives on regulatory impacts.

• As in the case of BCA, the results of CEA for regulatory interven-
tions are not by themselves sufficient for informed regulatory decisions.
The results of economic analyses are routinely supplemented with other
types of research and with information from the public to provide a more
comprehensive assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of different
regulatory strategies. These other sources of information are a necessary
part of the decision-making process.

• Although it is feasible to apply CEA to regulatory interventions
today, additional data and methodological improvements would enhance
the quality and usefulness of such analyses.

• Federal regulatory agencies rely on disparate types of data and
contemplate widely varying interventions and types of impacts. Conse-
quently, they use diverse approaches to value health-related benefits. Greater
consistency in the reporting of assumptions, data elements, and analytic
methods and in presenting the resulting estimates of costs and benefits and
summary measures (net benefits, cost-effectiveness) would increase the
transparency and comparability of the results and lead to better informed
policy decisions.

• Comparisons of cost-effectiveness ratios for diverse interventions
can be misleading if they do not include information that highlights differ-
ences in methods, unmeasured effects, and distributional impacts across
interventions.

These conclusions led the Committee to develop recommendations in four
areas: selecting integrated measures of effectiveness; constructing and re-
porting cost-effectiveness ratios; presenting information for regulatory de-
cision making; and collecting data and conducting research to improve
HRQL measurement for regulatory CEA.

Selecting Integrated Measures of Effectiveness

The QALY is the best measure at present on which to standardize
HALY estimation because of its widespread use, flexibility, and relative
simplicity. QALY estimates may be based on newly collected information
or on previously conducted research. The Committee recognizes that, in the
near term, regulatory agencies are likely to rely on published research and
to adopt relatively simple approaches for developing QALY estimates.
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Recommendation 1: Regulatory CEAs that integrate morbidity and mor-
tality impacts in a single effectiveness measure should use the QALY to
represent net health effects.

• QALY estimates should be based, to the greatest possible extent, on
research that considers the risk characteristics addressed and the popu-
lation affected by the regulatory intervention.

• The index values estimated for health conditions or health states of
interest should be based on information from the population affected
by the costs, benefits, or other impacts of the regulatory intervention,
which for most economically significant regulations will be best repre-
sented by the general U.S. population.

• In the absence of direct preference elicitation for health conditions of
interest from the affected population, QALY estimates should be based
on well-developed, generally accepted, and widely used generic HRQL
indexes, whose valuation is based on general population samples.

• The characterization of the health states or conditions of interest
using generic HRQL indexes should be based on information ob-
tained from people who are familiar with the conditions, such as
patients.

Constructing and Reporting Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

A central objective of the Committee’s recommendations is to improve
the quality and comprehensiveness of the information available to policy
makers to promote well-informed regulatory decisions. We believe this
objective can be met through the provision of measures of cost-effectiveness
that are standardized to the extent practical within and across agencies.
Because different measures have particular advantages and limitations, all
regulatory CEAs should report more than one measure of effectiveness.
Reporting a variety of measures provides decision makers with a more
comprehensive understanding of the impacts of different regulatory choices
and responds to different questions. It is also important to increase the
transparency of the presentation of analytic assumptions, methods, and
results in regulatory analyses.

Recommendation 2: Regulatory analyses should report four measures of
cost-effectiveness:

• Compliance cost per death averted using the net number of deaths
averted as the outcome measure.

• Compliance cost per life year gained using the net change in years of
preventable mortality as the outcome measure.
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• A health-benefits-only ratio using the net change in QALYs as the
outcome measure. This ratio focuses on the value of health benefits.
Costs would include those associated with compliance, offset by esti-
mates of the net changes in health care treatment costs associated with
the outcomes included in the QALY measure.

• A comprehensive ratio using QALYs as the outcome measure and
incorporating the value of other benefits as offsets to compliance
costs. The cost measure would incorporate both net changes in health
care treatment costs and the value of any monetized nonhealth ben-
efits as offsets.

Recommendation 3: The life-year and QALY estimates used in regulatory
analyses should reflect actual population health as closely as possible, com-
paring the predicted HRQL and life expectancy of the affected population
in the absence of the intervention (i.e., the regulatory baseline) to the pre-
dicted postintervention HRQL and health-adjusted life expectancy.

Recommendation 4: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are generally the
most useful summary measure for comparing different regulatory interven-
tions. Such ratios are not meaningful, however, for interventions that re-
duce both costs and risks. Options that are dominated (i.e., have higher
costs and lower effectiveness) also should not be included in the incremen-
tal comparisons.

Recommendation 5: In addition to reporting effects in the aggregate, regu-
latory analyses should report QALY impacts separately for each health
endpoint. Impacts should also be reported in terms of single-dimension
measures such as avoided cases of disease and cause-specific mortality.

Recommendation 6: The reporting of all CEA results should be accompa-
nied by information on related uncertainties and on nonquantified effects.

Recommendation 7: Regulatory analyses should not assign monetary val-
ues to estimates of HALYs as a method for valuing health states.

Presenting Information Needed for Regulatory Decision Making

Regardless of whether it relies on BCA or CEA, economic analysis is
but one of many inputs into the policy-making process. The Committee
endorses the emphasis in current policy guidance on considering the distri-
bution of impacts, the ethical implications of different options, and the
implications of nonquantifiable effects, and believes the results of CEA
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should continue to be one of many elements considered in a deliberative
policy development process. Numbers can be very powerful in policy con-
texts; thus it is important that decision makers not only consider the results
of economic analyses but also engage in deliberations with all constituen-
cies and affected parties.

Recommendation 8: The regulatory decision-making process should explic-
itly address and incorporate the distributional, ethical, and other implications
of a proposed intervention along with the quantified results of BCA and CEA.
Comparisons of different interventions should highlight these distinctive fea-
tures of the interventions and also any methodological differences, both in the
case of cost-effectiveness ratios and of estimates of net benefits.

Recommendation 9: Because of the many value dimensions encompassed
by societal decisions regarding the mitigation of risks to health and safety
and the far-ranging impacts of such decisions, policy makers and program
administrators should work to ensure the substantive involvement of a
broad range of individuals and groups at all stages of policy development
for regulating risks.

Collecting Data and Conducting Research to Improve
HRQL Measurement and Regulatory CEA

Although useful for regulatory analysis, the data and methods currently
available for measuring and valuing health in CEA have limitations that
should be addressed by a long-term research agenda. The areas where
additional routine data collection and research are most needed and likely
to be fruitful include the following.

Recommendation 10: A high research priority should be improving the
data used to assess the health risks (effects on incidence of particular types
of illness, injuries, and deaths, and the duration and latency of effects)
addressed by regulatory actions.

Recommendation 11: The Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) and other federal agencies should collect HRQL information
through routinely administered population health surveys and other major
studies and data collection efforts related to risk assessment and monitoring.

Recommendation 12: DHHS should coordinate, with the involvement of
federal regulatory offices and agencies, the development of an integrated
research agenda to improve the quality, applicability, and breadth of HRQL
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measures for use in regulatory CEA. The Committee identifies the follow-
ing areas as priorities for research:

• Methods for eliciting societal values for investments in health (such as
person trade-off techniques).

• Methods for measuring children’s HRQL, including characterization
of the impact of illness and injury and the valuation of these impacts.

• Methods to correlate QALY values based on different generic HRQL
indexes so that estimates from different underlying valuation surveys
are consistent and can be used in the same analysis.

Given the substantial impact of major health and safety regulations on
the national economy and societal welfare, it is imperative that related
decisions be based on high-quality analyses, the results and limitations of
which are clearly communicated in a form that is understandable by a wide
variety of audiences. Because these rules vary significantly in the type of
intervention, the characteristics of the affected population, and the charac-
teristics of the risks addressed, benefit measures are needed that can apply
to a broad range of health scenarios. These measures should be supple-
mented by discussion of any attributes of the scenarios that are not cap-
tured in the quantitative measures. Furthermore, the substantial uncertainty
that accompanies the risk analysis that underlies the calculation of health-
related effects, along with the uncertainty about the preference weighting of
QALYs, should be conveyed in sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.

Finally, the process of developing and issuing regulations should be
publicly accessible and based on information (including that used in BCA
and CEA) that is comprehensible and communicated to a wide audience.
Policy makers should facilitate the involvement of affected individuals,
populations, and organizations in deliberations about health and safety
risks and proposed interventions. Presenting the information for regulatory
analysis fully and consistently is an important aspect of an accountable
policy process.
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1
Introduction

Promoting human health and safety by reducing exposures to risks and
harms through regulatory interventions is a critical responsibility of gov-
ernment. Such efforts encompass a wide array of activities in many different
contexts, such as improving air and water quality; safeguarding the food
supply; reducing the risk of injury on the job, in transportation, and from
consumer products; and minimizing exposures to toxic chemicals. Esti-
mating the magnitude of the expected health and longevity benefits helps
policy makers decide whether particular interventions merit the expected
costs associated with achieving these benefits and informs their choices
among alternative strategies. The results of such cost-effectiveness analyses
(CEAs) can be one important contribution to the regulatory decision-
making process.

This report of the Committee to Evaluate Measures of Health Benefits
for Environmental, Health, and Safety Regulation provides recommen-
dations and guidance on the valuation of health and safety improvements
in CEA. More specifically, it considers how health-adjusted life-year
(HALY) measures, which combine morbidity and mortality effects in a
single index value, should be used to assess the benefits of regulatory
interventions.

This introductory chapter first presents the Committee’s charge in the
context of recent policy guidance. It then describes the role of economic
analysis in the regulatory development process. Next, it introduces CEA in
more detail, noting how it differs from benefit–cost analysis (BCA). The
chapter concludes with a brief overview of the remainder of the report.
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THE CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

This report responds to a change in the requirements for economic
analysis of major regulations developed by federal agencies. Until recently,
agencies were required only to conduct BCAs, assessing both net impacts
on the national level and their distribution across different subgroups of
concern. In 2003 new government-wide requirements for CEA of major
health and safety rules were added, and those are now being implemented
by the agencies. The charge of this Committee is to provide advice related
to these new requirements.

Background

Federal agencies are directed by executive order (and sometimes by
statute) to estimate and report the expected benefits of proposed major
regulations in conjunction with their estimated costs.1 For economically
significant health and safety rules, these analyses must generally include
both a BCA and a CEA. BCA involves estimating the monetary value of
benefits (e.g., improvements in human health or in the natural environ-
ment), then subtracting regulatory costs (e.g., related to industry compli-
ance) to determine the net benefits of regulatory options. Ideally, the value
of benefits is determined from estimates of willingness to pay (WTP) for the
risk reductions or other impacts. In contrast, CEA involves dividing regula-
tory costs by a nonmonetary benefit measure (e.g., number of lives saved,
cases of illness avoided, years of life gained, or tons of pollution reduced) to
determine the unit costs of achieving the benefits.

When regulations reduce the risks of different kinds of illness or injury,
or of both fatal and nonfatal effects, analysts may use measures that reflect
impacts on health-related quality of life (HRQL) and longevity as the indi-
cator of effectiveness. These measures are generally referred to as HALYs;
the quality-adjusted life year (QALY) is the most common HALY metric.
HALY measures convert different types of health effects to a composite unit
so that regulatory costs can be compared to a single measure of health-
related effectiveness.

Until recently, guidelines for regulatory analysis focused on the conduct
of BCA. In 2003, however, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) within the Executive Office of the President (EOP) issued Circular
A-4, Regulatory Analysis, which instructed executive branch agencies to

1Not all of the activities of regulatory agencies result in regulations subject to requirements
for economic analysis. For example, the Food and Drug Administration’s review and approval
of new drugs does not involve issuance of regulations and is not subject to requirements for
BCA or CEA.
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BOX 1-1
OMB’s Rationale for Requiring CEA

as Part of Regulatory Analysis

In remarks to a 2003 conference on Valuing Health Outcomes at Resources for
the Future, John Graham, Administrator of the Office of Management and Bud-
get’s (OMB’s) Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, gave the following ra-
tionale for requiring the conduct of regulatory cost-effectiveness analyses (CEAs)
in addition to benefit–cost analyses (BCAs) (Graham, 2003b):

“. . . CEA is useful because it provides information about which regulatory alter-
natives will produce the most health gains per unit of resource investment. It is a
‘bang for the buck’ exercise, where the payoff is measured in health units rather
than dollars. My experience as both a professor and government administrator is
that some people who are skeptical of traditional benefit–cost analysis gain insight
from the cost-effectiveness perspective. I think it is instructive that the peer-
reviewed medical and public health literature is far more dominated by CEA than
BCA . . . . Since the CEA only provides relative comparisons, we need BCA to
determine whether the benefits of any particular alternative justify the costs.”

“. . . In order to promote more consistency, OMB will be sponsoring interagen-
cy discussions about the most promising and practical effectiveness measures.
We will also request that agencies supply OMB their original data on mortality and
morbidity. OMB will then be in a position to compare rulemakings across agencies
using similar methods and assumptions. The Administration is moving with deter-
mination toward more performance-based budgeting, and a greater focus on cost-
effectiveness and net benefits should be helpful in budgeting.”

“In BCA, the monetary valuation of lifesaving is as important as it is controver-
sial . . . . While these issues are crucial in BCA, they may be considered less im-
portant for CEA. In the health field, CEA is often defended partly on a social-
contract basis rather than on a pure free-market basis. Here is a version of the
social-contract argument. In what the late John Rawls called the ‘original position,’
where citizens are blinded by a ‘veil of ignorance’ to their own age, health status
and wealth, they might rationally prefer a social contract that would maximize the
number of healthy life years saved through public policy, given the resources avail-
able. Of course, I am not aware of any interest groups in this town who are pre-
pared to wear this veil of ignorance when they visit Congress or OMB, but that is
‘just’ a practical problem!”

begin conducting CEAs for economically significant health and safety regu-
lations whenever feasible. The guidance also continues to require prepara-
tion of a BCA and assessment of the distribution of the impacts. The
guidelines explicitly recognize that BCA and CEA provide different per-
spectives on the economic effects of regulatory interventions, in combina-
tion offering complementary and useful information for decision making.
An additional rationale for requiring CEA offered by OMB is that it facili-
tates cross-program comparisons (see Box 1-1).
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These remarks suggest that OMB is interested in the use of CEA for
two purposes: to inform the decisions regarding the selection of a reg-
ulatory approach to a particular problem and to aid in cross-program
comparisons of performance. Such comparisons, sometimes referred to as
“league tables” or “scorecards,” might, for example, involve comparing the
cost per life saved across programs that address air pollution, foodborne
disease, and automobile accidents. In contrast, the selection of regulatory
approaches involves within-program comparisons, such as different op-
tions for reducing the emission of a particular air pollutant.

To support these applications of CEA, OMB asked the Institute of
Medicine (IOM) to evaluate various cost-effectiveness methodologies and
assess their theoretical soundness, feasibility, and ethical underpinnings and
implications, as well as to provide recommendations and guidance to fed-
eral agencies regarding the use of these measures in regulatory analysis.
This report aims to help agencies understand the strengths and weaknesses
of various health measures used in CEA, and demonstrates their applica-
tion. It also provides advice on the appropriate consideration of cost-
effectiveness within the larger decision-making context. The report builds
on the work of the U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine
(PCEHM), which published its recommendations in 1996 (Gold et al.,
1996b), and on the work of an earlier IOM Committee on Summary Mea-
sures of Population Health (IOM, 1998). It also benefits from the work of
the National Research Council Committee on Estimating the Health-Risk-
Reduction Benefits of Proposed Air Pollution Regulations (NRC, 2002).

The Task

OMB’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs and a consortium
of federal agency sponsors charged the IOM Committee to identify existing
and proposed measures of benefits for use in regulatory CEA, to describe
and evaluate these measures, to recommend a subset of measures to be
considered for use by federal regulatory agencies, and to identify areas of
research needed to enhance the development and consistent use of such
benefit measures by the agencies.

Specifically, the Committee was asked to:

• Describe current practices among federal agencies for evaluating
the costs and outcomes of regulatory measures.

• Review measures of health benefits currently used in CEA, includ-
ing specific instruments and assessment techniques applied to value health
within these composite measures.

• Develop criteria for choosing among measures potentially useful in
the evaluation of health outcomes of regulatory actions.
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• Assess the various measures of health benefits in terms of their data
requirements and feasibility of application, theoretical validity, appropri-
ateness for special populations (children, ethnic minorities), and ethical
implications.

• Recommend measures appropriate for use by federal agencies in
evaluating the health outcomes of regulatory actions in light of the Commit-
tee’s criteria.

• Construct CEA case studies, using information from published
BCAs, to illustrate the impact of alternative measures of health benefits
within CEA and to compare the CEAs and BCAs.

• Discuss criteria for identifying regulations for which CEA of regu-
latory impacts would be informative.

• Recommend research that would improve the measurement of
health benefits in regulatory analyses.

The sponsors’ charge specifically directed that aspects of CEA other
than the measurement and valuation of health benefits—discounting, for
example—be considered only as they relate to the question of valuing health
benefits.2 The charge also specified that the Committee should refrain from
examining methods for assigning a monetary value to HALY measures. The
Committee does, however, comment more generally on the practice of
using monetized HALY measures in BCA.

To respond to the charge, in March 2004 the IOM constituted a 16-
member committee of experts in health services research, environmental
health, economics, psychology and survey research, statistics and epidemi-
ology, decision analysis, ethics, law and regulatory policy, and disability
policy. This report represents the Committee’s findings, conclusions, and
consensus recommendations.

THE ROLE OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS IN
REGULATORY DEVELOPMENT

The process for developing major regulations is complex and often
spans several years. It involves numerous individuals ranging from techni-
cal experts within the agencies to political appointees in the executive
branch, and may include members of Congress and the judiciary, as well as
a large number of interest groups and individual citizens. The types of

2Throughout this report, we use the terms “value” and “valuing” in their broader, every-
day senses, that is, to represent the worth, importance, or usefulness of something (such as a
particular state of health). We do not use these terms in their narrower, economic meaning of
monetary equivalent.
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information considered are diverse, including factors such as technical fea-
sibility and equity considerations as well as economic effects. Below, we
briefly summarize the regulatory development process and the role of eco-
nomic analyses (BCA and CEA) in related decision making as context for
the remainder of this report. Chapter 2 builds on this discussion and pro-
vides more information on the types of regulations affected, the require-
ments for economic analysis, and current agency practices.

Regulatory Development Process

The starting point for the federal regulatory process is usually a statute
passed by Congress that requires the development of regulations. These
statutes identify, in general terms, the issues and goals that Congress ex-
pects the agencies to address and the goals of related regulations. Although
the statute may also legislate some specific aspects of the regulations (as
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2), executive branch agencies have
primary responsibility for determining the detailed requirements.

Although the statute may include deadlines for regulatory action, or
deadlines may be established by the courts if the action has been subject to
litigation, the executive branch usually has some discretion in setting regu-
latory priorities. Thus the schedule for regulatory activity is determined by
a combination of legal requirements, Presidential priorities, and Adminis-
tration and individual agency preferences. This schedule is reflected in the
regulatory agendas developed by each agency, which are published twice a
year in the Federal Register and list all recently completed and planned
regulatory actions.

Once an agency decides to move ahead with a regulation, it often
convenes an internal agency workgroup to study the problem and identify
regulatory options (see, e.g., EPA, 2003); generally a particular office has
lead responsibility. The workgroup is likely to include personnel with ex-
pertise in related technical, scientific, economic, legal, health, and other
issues. This workgroup or responsible office commissions related studies;
the economic analysis is often one of several research efforts undertaken to
support major rules. For example, separate studies may address the techni-
cal feasibility or effectiveness of different regulatory requirements, as well
as the health risks associated with the hazard. Agency staff also engage in
both informal and formal public outreach activities; public involvement
may, in some cases, include public hearings or negotiations among directly
affected groups and other interested parties. Based on the results of these
efforts, agency staff prepare suggested regulatory language and supporting
analyses, which are reviewed internally and then by OMB if the regulation
is significant. Other agencies are involved in this review if the regulation has
implications for their activities.
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BOX 1-2
Key Requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act

Under the Administrative Procedure Act, the key process requirements that must
be met are to provide notice to the public and to solicit public input. With excep-
tions only for emergency situations, all regulations must first be issued as a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking and published in the Federal Register. As part of the
process, agencies establish a time period (often 90 days) during which interested
citizens may submit comments. When the final regulation is published in the Fed-
eral Register, the agency’s response to the comments is included. The final regu-
lation is then incorporated into the Code of Federal Regulations.

The proposed regulatory language is then published in the Federal
Register, along with a preamble that discusses the rationale for the overall
regulation and its specific provisions and that summarizes the economic
analysis. Related reports, including the complete economic analysis, are
placed in a docket (and generally on the agency’s website), where they can
be reviewed by the general public.

This process is governed by statutory guidelines as well as by agency
administrative directives. Under the Administrative Procedure Act (APA, 5
U.S.C. Art. 500 et seq.), agencies are required to provide supporting infor-
mation and request comment from the public before finalizing the regula-
tion.3 These requirements are rooted in notions of due process and fairness
and, if not strictly followed, the courts will rule that the regulation has
not been appropriately issued. The APA requirements are summarized
in Box 1-2.

Once the agency receives comments, the workgroup may reconvene to
review the comments, determine whether additional analysis or public out-
reach is needed, and develop the final regulation and supporting analyses.
The final regulation is then published in the Federal Register after review
within the issuing agency as well as by OMB and other agencies. The
economic analysis is generally updated to reflect any new information re-
ceived as well as any changes in the regulatory requirements, and placed in
the docket along with other supporting documentation. This documenta-
tion includes the comments received by the agency and the agency’s detailed
responses. The Federal Register preamble to the regulation generally sum-
marizes the comments received and the agency’s responses, provides infor-
mation supporting and describing the final regulatory provisions, and sum-

3See Jacobson and Hoffman (2003) for more detailed information on these requirements.
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marizes the economic analysis. The final rule may later be overturned by
congressional action, the results of litigation, or new regulatory efforts.

Requirements for Regulatory Analysis and Decision Making

Within the legal framework and administrative process discussed above,
the results of economic analyses (including both BCA and CEA) are one of
many types of information considered by policy makers. Executive Order
12866, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” establishes the Administration’s
basic approach to regulatory development and decision making. This Ex-
ecutive Order was issued by President Clinton in 1993 and reaffirmed by
the current Bush Administration. Box 1-3 provides a brief review of its
evolution.

BOX 1-3
History of Administrative Guidance on Regulatory Analysis

According to the Office of Management and Budget, or OMB (1997), require-
ments for regulatory analysis and centralized review can be traced back to the
early 1970s. Initially, assessment efforts were directed narrowly at particular types
of impacts. The Nixon Administration concentrated on reducing the burden of en-
vironmental regulations on business. Under President Ford, the focus shifted to
inflation; ultimately, the members of Ford’s Council on Wage and Price Stability
concluded that a regulation would not be truly inflationary unless its social costs
exceeded its benefits. As a result, benefit–cost analysis was required for major
regulations; this requirement has persisted in modified form through today.

President Carter built on the Ford legacy, issuing Executive Order 12044, Im-
proving Government Regulations (1978). This Executive Order established gener-
al principles for regulatory development and required analysis of regulations with
major economic impacts. President Carter also initiated a process for centralized
review of significant regulations.

President Reagan then made regulatory relief a cornerstone of his economic
program and developed a more centralized system involving OMB review of agen-
cies’ major regulatory actions (1981). He issued Executive Order 12291, Federal
Regulation, which required agencies to prepare benefit–cost analyses for major
rules and instructed them to issue only those regulations that maximize net bene-
fits. The first Bush Administration continued to adhere to these requirements.

In 1993, President Clinton issued Executive Order 12866, Regulatory Planning
and Review. This Executive Order continued the Reagan requirements for central-
ized OMB review with some modifications, for example, to provide more public
information on the review process. This Executive Order retained the requirements
for benefit–cost analysis as well as the general principle that regulations should be
issued only if their benefits justify the costs. The current Bush Administration has
affirmed its commitment to Executive Order 12866, amending it only to change the
roles and responsibilities of some of the officials involved in regulatory review.
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Executive Order 12866 sets out basic principles for decision making
and establishes a regulatory analysis and review process for ensuring that
these principles are met. Some of its key provisions include:

• Ensuring that regulations are promulgated only when necessary.
• Establishing a regulatory development process that includes inter-

agency coordination, centralized review, and public involvement.
• Requiring consideration of a wide range of impacts, including both

those that can be expressed in quantitative terms and those that cannot.

The general regulatory philosophy supported by the Executive Order is
expressed in its first section as follows:

Federal agencies should promulgate only such regulations as are required
by law, are necessary to interpret the law, or are made necessary by com-
pelling public need, such as material failures of private markets to protect
or improve the health and safety of the public, the environment, or the
well-being of the American people (EOP, 1993, p. 1).

Subsequent sections of the Order implement this philosophy through a
variety of requirements for analysis and review, which are further rein-
forced in OMB’s 2003 Circular A-4, Regulatory Analysis. (This Circular is
included as Appendix C.) The Circular expands the discussion of the types
of market failures that may lead to the need for federal regulation, includ-
ing externalities (e.g., actions that impose uncompensated benefits or costs
on others, such as industrial pollution), market power related to imperfect
competition or natural monopolies, and inadequate or asymmetric infor-
mation. Both the Executive Order and the Circular direct that agencies
should assess nonregulatory approaches (e.g., economic incentives or infor-
mation dissemination) as well as a variety of types of regulatory options
when considering how to address these problems. They also emphasize the
need to consider the impact of regulations on different levels of government.

Much of Executive Order 12866 is focused on establishing a process
for centralized review of regulations to ensure they meet the goals of the
Order and of the Administration. This process includes interagency review
and review by state, local, and tribal governments, as well as by OMB staff.
In addition, the Executive Order requires agencies to involve the public in
regulatory development, for example, by disseminating information on regu-
latory plans, providing opportunities for public comment, considering the
use of consensual approaches such as negotiated rulemakings, and publish-
ing information on the rationale for the regulation as well as the supporting
analyses.

Executive Order 12866 also establishes the basic requirements for eco-
nomic analysis of major regulations. These requirements concentrate on the
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comparison of benefits and costs, although the Order also notes that regu-
lations should be designed to meet their goals in a cost-effective manner.
More specifically, in its discussion of general principles, it notes:

In deciding whether and how to regulate, agencies should assess all costs
and benefits of available regulatory alternatives, including the alternative
of not regulating. Costs and benefits shall be understood to include both
quantifiable measures (to the fullest extent that these can be usefully es-
timated) and qualitative measures of costs and benefits that are difficult
to quantify, but nevertheless essential to consider. Further, in choosing
among alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those ap-
proaches that maximize net benefits (including potential economic, envi-
ronmental, public health and safety, and other advantages; distributive
impacts; and equity), unless a statute requires another regulatory ap-
proach (EOP, 1993, p. 1).

For economically significant regulations (defined in Box 1-4), the Ex-
ecutive Order establishes a number of specific analytic requirements. Con-
sistent with its overall philosophy, the Order defines both costs and benefits
broadly to include both economic impacts and other social welfare con-
cerns such as fairness or equity, and indicates that both quantified and
nonquantifiable impacts must be considered. Examples of benefits include
“the promotion of the efficient functioning of the economy and private
markets, the enhancement of health and safety, the protection of the natu-
ral environment, and the elimination or reduction of discrimination or
bias”; examples of costs include

the direct cost both to the government in administering the regulation and
to businesses and others in complying with the regulation, and any ad-
verse effects on the efficient functioning of the economy, private markets
(including productivity, employment, and competitiveness), health, safety,
and the natural environment” (EOP, 1993, p. 7).

BOX 1-4
Definition of “Economically Significant” Regulations

According to Executive Order 12866, regulatory actions are identified as eco-
nomically significant if the resulting rule is likely to:

Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect
in a material way the economy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition,
jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal governments
or communities (EOP, 1993, p. 4).
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This focus on both quantitative and qualitative benefits and on the
distribution of impacts is reinforced by two additional executive orders that
require agencies to address risks that disproportionately affect children and
to address adverse human health or environmental effects on minority and
low-income populations. The provisions of these executive orders are sum-
marized in Box 1-5.

The analytic requirements established by these Presidential executive
orders and defined more extensively in OMB Circular A-4 are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 2 and in a background paper commissioned by the
Committee (Robinson, 2004). Although the requirements apply specifically
to significant regulations subject to OMB review, such analyses are often
carried out for rulemakings that are not economically significant, as well as

BOX 1-5
Executive Orders

Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children from Environmental
Health Risks and Safety Risks

In April 1997, President Clinton issued an Executive Order directing all federal
agencies to (1) identify and assess health and safety risks that may disproportion-
ately affect children, and (2) ensure that agency activities address such risks (EOP,
1997, p. 1). To meet these goals, the Order establishes a task force to address
these issues, requires agencies to coordinate related research, and creates a fo-
rum to measure progress. In addition, the Order directs agencies, when proposing
and promulgating regulations concerning these types of risks, to submit to the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) an evaluation of the regulation’s effects
on children and an explanation of why the regulation is preferable to other feasible
alternatives considered.

Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations

This Executive Order was issued in 1994 by President Clinton, and establishes
achieving environmental justice as part of the mission of executive branch agen-
cies. Each agency is required to identify and address “disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activ-
ities on minority populations and low-income populations” (EOP, 1994, p. 1). Spe-
cifically, the Order establishes an interagency working group to provide coordina-
tion and guidance, requires each agency to develop an environmental justice
strategy, and establishes research priorities. Agency activities must include provi-
sions for improving related research and data collection efforts, for ensuring great-
er public participation, and for identifying differential patterns of natural resource
consumption among minority and low-income populations.
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by independent federal agencies not subject to OMB review, such as the
Consumer Product Safety Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission. In addition, the Circular A-4 requirements are an important source
of information on best practices for analysts outside of the federal govern-
ment, including those working in state and local government, industry
associations and public interest groups, and academia.

Both Executive Order 12866 and OMB Circular A-4 focus on choosing
among different regulatory and nonregulatory options for meeting a par-
ticular policy goal, for example, to reduce exposure to a certain set of
hazardous air pollutants or specific types of food contaminants. However,
the resulting analyses are often also used for comparisons across different
types of interventions (for example, comparing air pollution and food safety
rules to other programs) to identify those that may be most cost-effective or
produce the greatest net benefits.

Several of these broad comparisons of the cost-effectiveness of policy
interventions have been published within the past few decades. An early
paper (Morrall, 1986) compared the costs per life saved across 44 different
risk-reducing regulations (see also Morrall, 2003). Such cross-program com-
parisons have also been provided as part of federal budget documents (e.g.,
EOP, 2002). A broader review was completed by Tengs and colleagues
(1995), who considered the cost per year of life saved for 587 regulatory
and nonregulatory interventions. Recently, Hahn (2005) provided an in-
depth discussion of the advantages and limitations of these types of com-
parisons, which he refers to as regulatory “scorecards.” Such comparisons
have been encouraged by Congress. For example, since 1997 OMB has
been required to prepare annual reports on the costs and benefits of federal
regulations under the “Regulatory Right to Know Act” (Pub. L. No. 106–
554) and its predecessors.

Summary

Within the current framework for regulatory development, economic
analysis is one of many factors that must be considered by decision mak-
ers. Other considerations include the statutory requirements, the justifi-
cation for regulatory action, the feasibility of nonregulatory as well as
regulatory options, the potential effects of nonquantifiable impacts, the
distribution and equity of the impacts, and the results of public involve-
ment and comment.

BENEFIT–COST AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Regulatory policy involves difficult and complex decisions about when
and how to require changes in behavior to promote improvements in social
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welfare. By definition, these choices involve imposing costs on some organi-
zations and individuals in order to provide benefits to the same or different
groups. Thus determining when the benefits justify the costs is an inherent,
important, and unavoidable part of regulatory decision making.

Contemporary approaches to the economic evaluation of the health
and safety impacts of public policy actions have roots in several distinct
intellectual traditions. Welfare economics, which provides the conceptual
foundation for BCA, serves as the predominant framework for informing
public decisions about the economic impact of regulatory interventions and
resource allocation. Within this tradition, social welfare or well-being is
understood as the aggregation of individuals’ personal welfare, and per-
sonal well-being is defined as the satisfaction of individual preferences,
valued in monetary terms. Although such valuation can, in theory, incorpo-
rate altruistic concerns for the well-being of others as well as consideration
of equity, in practice it has been difficult to account for these types of
factors. Traditionally, BCA has focused on economic efficiency—that is, on
allocating resources to maximize social welfare—and is accompanied by
separate assessment of the distribution of the impacts and equity concerns.

As welfare economics was developing in the mid-20th century, an alter-
native framework for evaluating technology and programs emerged within
the fields of health services research and policy development. With the
growth of publicly organized and financed systems of health care and the
emergence of costly medical equipment and procedures, analytic tools to
guide resource allocation and evaluate alternative technologies were needed.
Public health policy analysts and planners adapted CEA to address the
allocation of resources for clinical and public health interventions.

In health policy and planning contexts, health itself is often construed
as a socially recognized need or essential good. This framework implies that
the fulfillment of health needs should be exempt from direct competition
with other claims on resources, and that health cannot be measured with
the same currency as other goods or services. The perspective of health
policy analysts and planners typically is to maximize population health
rather than to satisfy individual preferences. Summary measures of popula-
tion health, such as average life expectancy or, more elaborately, HALYs,
serve as the unit of measurement; health outcomes are not translated into
market values by monetization. Analytical approaches that take the maxi-
mization of population health rather than aggregated individual welfare as
their aim have been called “extra-welfarist,” although some argue that
welfare economics can subsume these considerations (Culyer, 1991; Hurley,
2000; Adler, 2005).

These alternative frameworks offer different strategies for evaluating
health and safety improvements. BCA, which monetizes health benefits by
estimating individuals’ willingness to pay to achieve a particular state of
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health or to avoid a fatal or nonfatal risk, lies comfortably within welfare
economic theory. In contrast, CEA presents a given health outcome in
terms of the monetary costs required to achieve it. The health outcome may
be expressed either in single-dimension units such as a life year gained, or in
terms of a construct such as a HALY measure that integrates longevity and
morbidity. The extent to which the health outcome measures used in CEA
are consistent with welfare economic theory remains controversial (Pliskin
et al., 1980; Kopp et al., 1997; Dolan and Edlin, 2002; Krupnick, 2004), as
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

The following sections first provide a brief overview of BCA, introduc-
ing concepts and practices that are referenced in subsequent sections of this
report. This discussion is intended for those readers who are unfamiliar
with this type of analysis; readers interested in a more detailed and techni-
cal discussion of BCA should reference one of the many available texts. We
then turn to the main focus of this report and introduce CEA in more detail,
providing the foundation for the extended discussion of related issues pro-
vided in the subsequent chapters of this report. We conclude with a sum-
mary of the factors that are difficult to capture in economic analysis, re-
gardless of whether BCA or CEA is used.

The discussion is supplemented by a set of three case studies under-
taken by the Committee, based on completed regulatory actions. These case
studies summarize the BCA and/or CEA developed by the agencies and
present the Committee’s application of different HALY approaches. As-
pects of these cases are used to illustrate more general analytic points
throughout this report, and the case studies themselves are summarized in
Appendix A.

Benefit–Cost Analysis4

In BCA, the desirable effects of policy actions (e.g., improvements in
health and reductions in injury and loss of life) are compared with the costs
associated with devoting resources to achieve these positive impacts. Both
benefits and costs are calculated at the societal level, and measured in
monetary terms to the extent possible. Net benefits, the extent to which the
total benefits exceed total costs, can be compared across policy options to
determine what intervention, if any, will maximize social welfare.

4Mishan (1971) is generally cited as the seminal work on BCA; Just et al. (2004) and
Freeman (2003) provide more recent “state-of-the-art” discussions of related theory and
practices. The current guidance on the application of these concepts in the context of regula-
tory analysis is summarized in Chapter 2 of this report as well as in Robinson (2004).
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Valuation Approach

In BCA, valuation is based on the concept of individual utility, which
refers to the sense of satisfaction or well-being that individuals derive from
the goods and services they consume. Because it is not possible to measure
utility directly, analysts generally rely on estimates of individual WTP or
similar measures to determine the value of the impacts of regulations or
other programs. Simply stated, this approach presumes that the monetary
value of an intervention (e.g., a regulation) is equal to the maximum amount
of money the affected population would be willing to pay to obtain the
intervention, or the minimum amount of compensation it would require to
forego the intervention.5

This approach is based on the concept of opportunity costs, recogniz-
ing that, because resources are limited, any decision to use them for one
purpose means that they cannot be used for other purposes. The resulting
analysis can help decision makers identify the policy option that provides
the largest net gain to society, by investing limited economic resources in a
way that maximizes social welfare. In other words, BCA focuses on deter-
mining the socially efficient use of economic resources.

In practice, costs are often defined to include the economic impacts of
the requirements imposed by a regulation or other intervention, and ben-
efits include the outcomes or goals associated with imposing the require-
ments.6 Both costs and benefits may include offsetting effects; for example,
a rule that requires expenditures to decrease hazardous air emissions from
engines may lead to fuel cost savings, or a rule that requires treatment to
remove a drinking water contaminant may lead to the use of chemicals that
pose other risks. Because the end result is the calculation of net benefits
(i.e., benefits minus costs), the distinction between costs and benefits does
not need to be defined precisely as long as all impacts have the correct sign
(positive or negative) and are not double counted.

Several different approaches for estimating monetary values are con-
sistent with the framework that underlies BCA. The preferred method is
to rely on observed market prices, as long as the market is reasonably
competitive. Regulatory costs, such as those associated with installing pol-
lution controls or administering a new program, often can be estimated

5The choice between using maximum WTP and minimum willingness to accept (WTA)
compensation is often said to depend on whether the affected population has a right to the
intervention (e.g., Mitchell and Carson, 1989; Freeman, 2003). Although WTP and WTA are
not necessarily equal, in practice WTP is nearly always applied due to problems in the empiri-
cal measurement of WTA.

6For a more technical discussion that relates these measures to the underlying concepts of
consumer and producer surplus, see for example Just et al. (2004) and Freeman (2003).
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based on market data. However, the benefits of regulatory requirements,
such as improvements in human health, generally reflect outcomes that
are not normally bought or sold. Thus analysts must rely on other valua-
tion approaches.

As noted earlier, the starting point for estimating monetary values is
typically the concept of individual WTP: the maximum amount of money
an individual would voluntarily exchange to obtain the improvement (e.g.,
reduced health risks or better health status), given his or her budget con-
straints.7 For outcomes that are not directly traded in markets, researchers
may estimate monetary values by asking individuals what they would be
willing to pay for the improvement. These types of approaches, which
include contingent valuation surveys, conjoint analyses, and similar re-
search strategies, are generally referred to as “stated preference” methods.
Alternatively, researchers may estimate WTP based on market behavior for
related goods; these approaches are generally referred to as “revealed pref-
erence” methods. Wage-risk studies, which estimate the change in wages
required for riskier jobs (using statistical methods to separate out other
factors that affect wage levels), are one example of a revealed preference
approach.8

These methods focus on individual WTP and may not fully capture the
value an individual places on risk reductions or other benefits that accrue to
fellow members of society. Although WTP studies could, in theory, be
designed to include altruistic considerations, the extent to which this is
accomplished in practice is debatable and may raise double-counting issues
when WTP is summed across individuals (Jones-Lee, 1992; Viscusi et al.,
1988). In addition, in some cases it may be appropriate to add components
of a cost-of-illness (COI) measure to a WTP estimate to provide a more
complete accounting of social welfare impacts, particularly if the WTP
measure excludes costs borne by others (e.g., employers and insurers).9

7The application of this concept to the valuation of health impacts was introduced by
Schelling (1968) and Mishan (1971).

8Wage-risk studies reflect the market equilibrium that results from workers’ demands for
wages and firms’ willingness to supply jobs at these wage rates. See Freeman (2003) for a
discussion of the relationship between the resulting estimates and WTP.

9In some cases, analysts rely on COI estimates as a substitute for WTP, when WTP studies
of reasonable quality are not available for the health effect of concern. However, COI esti-
mates are not a preferred measure of value from the perspective of welfare economics. Such
estimates usually include medical expenses (e.g., for doctor visits, prescription medicine, hos-
pital stays) and may also include lost work time (e.g., foregone earnings, decreased household
production). However, they tend to understate WTP for risk reductions due, at least in part,
to the exclusion of the value of lost leisure time and pain and suffering (EPA, 2000b,
Appendix B; EPA, 2005b). This use of COI as a substitute for, or supplement to, estimates of
WTP differs from its use in CEA, as discussed later in this chapter.
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Calculation of Net Benefits

Once the benefits and costs of regulatory options are estimated, the
monetary values can be aggregated and compared as part of the decision-
making process. Several kinds of criteria can be applied to determine
whether a policy is worth pursuing, given the BCA results. Perhaps the
simplest formulation is the Pareto Principle, which states that a project is
desirable (or economically efficient) if it makes at least one person better
off, and makes no person worse off. Although attractive in theory, few
policies meet this criterion because regulations impose costs or otherwise
adversely affect at least some individuals or organizations.

To address this limitation, variations on this standard were developed
by Kaldor and Hicks (Hicks, 1939; Kaldor, 1939).10 These variations sug-
gest that a project is desirable if it makes “the winners” (i.e., those who
benefit) better off by an amount large enough to compensate “the losers”
(i.e., those who are harmed); or, alternatively, that a project should be
rejected if the losers could pay the winners to not pursue the policy and not
be worse off. These criteria do not demand that actual compensation occur.
The Kaldor-Hicks criterion forms the basis of the standard decision frame-
work generally applied in BCA. This framework suggests that policies
should not be pursued if costs exceed benefits, and, if more than one policy
provides positive net benefits, the preferred choice is the option with the
largest net benefits.

In practice, regulatory decisions are rarely, if ever, based solely on the
results of a BCA. This type of analysis provides a useful framework for
organizing and analyzing information, and increases the comparability of
costs and benefits. To the extent that the costs and benefits of regulations
can be quantified, it promotes the identification of economically efficient
interventions. However, as discussed earlier in this chapter, decision mak-
ers must also weigh issues related to distributional impacts and equity and
the potential effects of nonquantified factors, and they must respond to
concerns raised by the public. As discussed in Chapter 2, statutory and
other legal requirements also must be met.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

CEA constitutes another major practice for quantitative evaluation of
policies for improving human health, safety, and longevity. In CEA, the

10See Mishan (1988) for a standard treatment of Kaldor-Hicks.
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desirable effects of a policy option are not measured in dollars. Instead,
they may be accounted for by single-dimension measures (e.g., cases of
disease or injury averted, years of preventable mortality avoided, tons
of emissions reduced) or with integrated metrics such as HALYs. The costs
of each option are then divided by the effect measure to determine the
cost per “unit” of benefit provided.

The following section provides general information on CEA and sum-
marizes some of the key differences between CEA and BCA. The subse-
quent chapters of this report consider the use of CEA and (to a limited
extent) BCA in regulatory analysis in more detail.

Valuation Approach

CEA is based on many of the same principles as BCA, reflecting similar
concerns with social welfare and individual choice. Because CEA results in
a ratio, consistent definition of what is counted as cost (the numerator) and
what is counted as effect (the denominator) is of greater importance than in
BCA. To promote comparability across analyses, practitioners have defined
a “reference case” that includes recommendations for distinguishing be-
tween costs and benefits in the CEA context.

Valuation practices for health and safety CEAs have been developed
largely in the context of health care policy, not regulation. In 1993, the U.S.
Public Health Service appointed a group of 13 experts, the PCEHM, to
consider issues related to improving the quality and comparability of CEAs
used in health policy and medical decision making. In its 1996 report (Gold
et al., 1996b), the PCEHM provides specific recommendations for measur-
ing and distinguishing between costs and benefits. These recommendations,
codified as a reference case from the societal perspective, are the current
standards for best practices in this field.

The starting point for assessing the costs of an intervention is the same
in CEA and BCA; both rely on the concept of opportunity costs as the basis
for valuation and generally use the same approaches to estimate these costs.
Both types of analysis also attempt to address all (nonnegligible) costs that
are attributable to the intervention and its current and future consequences.
CEA differs only in that analysts must be careful to exclude those costs that
are addressed by the effectiveness measure to avoid double counting.

For health care programs, PCEHM recommends that, in the reference
case, costs include changes in the use of health care resources, treatment-
related changes in the use of non-health care resources, changes in the use
of informal caregiver time, and changes in the use of patient time due to
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treatment.11 PCEHM defines these cost components as follows (Gold et al.,
1996b, pp. 179–181):

• Direct health care costs include those associated with medical ser-
vices such as the provision of supplies (including pharmaceuticals) and
facilities as well as personnel salaries and benefits.

• Direct non-health care costs include nonmedical resources used to
support the intervention; the Panel’s examples include the costs of child
care while a parent is undergoing treatment, of dietary changes, and of
transportation to and from a medical facility.

• Informal caregiver time reflects the unpaid time spent by family
members or volunteers in providing home care. (Paid time for nursing and
other medical care is included in the direct health care component.)

• Patient time involves the time spent in treatment, but not other
changes in time use attributable to the health condition of concern. In
particular, lost productivity due to illness is excluded from these costs in the
reference case to avoid double counting; ideally the effects of illness on the
patient’s usual activities should be part of the effectiveness measure.

The first two categories involve goods and services for which payment is
generally provided; thus monetary expenditures can be used to estimate
related values. The latter two areas involve the use of uncompensated time,
which is generally valued at the after-tax wage rate, under the assumption
that (at the margin) this rate represents the opportunity cost of not engag-
ing in paid work.

The Panel’s recommendations focus on the use of CEA to assess health
care interventions; the analysis of costs in a regulatory CEA involves addi-
tional considerations. First, the regulation itself imposes costs related to the
actions it requires organizations and individuals to undertake. For example,
an air pollution regulation may require the installation of emissions control
devices to reduce the incidence of respiratory and cardiovascular condi-
tions. Second, because the regulation is preventing health effects from oc-
curring, the health care costs listed above accrue as savings rather than as
expenditures. Third, regulations may have both health- and non-health-
related benefits (e.g., reduced damage to ecological systems) that are not
taken into account in health-related effectiveness measures and hence could

11The COI measures used in BCA may differ in some respects from these recommenda-
tions for CEA, particularly because they often include the effects of illness on lifetime earn-
ings or productivity, rather than focusing only on the impacts directly associated with medi-
cal treatment.
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conceivably be included as offsets to costs, as discussed in the Committee’s
recommendations.

Most health and safety regulations typically lead to more than one type
of health benefit, in many cases preventing a range of different types of
illnesses or injuries as well as increasing life expectancy. As a result, benefit
measurement in regulatory CEAs is likely to rely on integrated HALY
measures, such as QALYs, that allow analysts to combine information
about various health conditions. These measures provide a common metric
for estimating the HRQL impact of different conditions, which includes
functioning in domains such as mobility, emotion, social activity, and
self-care.

When these measures are applied, health states are assigned index val-
ues12 that reflect their relative desirability or impact on health-related qual-
ity of life. These values are usually placed on a zero-to-one scale, where zero
corresponds to death and one corresponds to perfect or optimal health.
Nonfatal health impairments (disability and morbidity) are assigned inter-
mediate values, with lower numbers representing more severe impacts.
(Most indexes can accommodate negative values, representing impaired
health states that have been valued as worse than death.) For public policy
decisions, PCEHM recommends that these condition weights be based on
the preferences of the general population (“community weights”), rather
than those of patients or clinicians, to better reflect societal values (Gold
et al., 1996b).

These index values are generally based on surveys that are similar in
many respects to the stated preference surveys used to estimate WTP. Per-
haps the most significant difference is the form of the valuation question.
Rather than asking individuals what they would be willing to pay to avert
a health risk, HALY surveys ask respondents about the relative desirability
of different health states. Chapter 3 discusses the methods for constructing
index values and the strengths and weaknesses of alternative approaches.

Once index values are estimated, they can be multiplied by the duration
of each condition to determine the associated HALYs, multiplied by the
number of cases averted for each health state, then added across conditions
to create a single effectiveness measure. As discussed in subsequent chap-
ters, these values are generally discounted to reflect the extent to which the
impacts are spread over time.

The idea of using such summary health measures in CEA was intro-
duced four decades ago (Chiang, 1965; Fanshel and Bush, 1970). In 1977,

12Throughout the report, we use the term “health state index value” for consistency. These
index values are also referred to as “utility weights” or “preference weights” in the research
literature.
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Weinstein and Stason offered theoretical grounding and analytical guide-
lines for using QALYs to evaluate health and medical practices, noting that
they combine information about changes in survival and morbidity in a
way that reflects individuals’ willingness to trade off between them. First
employed to evaluate clinical medical interventions, QALYs compared rela-
tively similar health conditions within an identifiable population, such as
alternative surgical techniques to improve blood flow to the heart muscle in
patients with coronary artery disease. QALYs have also been applied in
assessing interventions that may affect a broader population (including
currently healthy individuals), such as disease screening and vaccination
programs.

In regulatory analysis, CEA is likely to involve the aggregation and
synthesis of diverse health conditions, including, for example, acute and
chronic effects that result to varying degrees in preventable mortality. In
addition, regulatory analysis usually involves predicting outcomes that in-
clude small risk reductions spread throughout a large population. As a
result, the assessment often focuses on “statistical” cases representing the
aggregation of changes in risks across many individuals.13

The most obvious difference between these HALY or QALY measures
and the WTP measures used in BCA is that the latter use dollars to repre-
sent the value placed on different health outcomes as well as other (non-
health) impacts, whereas the former focus on index measures of HRQL and
longevity. As a result, an individual’s WTP may be constrained by his or her
available resources, whereas HALY measures are, by design, independent
of individuals’ income or wealth. In practice, however, the income or wealth
term is not always statistically significant in WTP studies and HALY mea-
sures may be influenced by individuals’ income or wealth.14

These measures also differ in a number of other important respects.
One key difference is that WTP indicates the extent to which individuals are
willing to make trade-offs between different uses of resources, while HALY
measures restrict the trade-offs to alternative health states. As discussed in
Chapter 3, some commonly used HALY measures assume that the value
placed on a given health state in the abstract does not depend on the
duration of that health state; that is, regardless of whether the illness or
impairment lasts for one day or several years, the index value is the same. In
contrast, WTP studies can be constructed to include duration as one of the
attributes addressed in valuation.

13For example, a regulation that prevents a risk of 1 in 10,000 from affecting a population
of 10,000 individuals would prevent one statistical case: 1/10,000*10,000 = 1.

14More extensive discussion of the differences between HALY measures and WTP is pro-
vided in Hammitt (2002) and Krupnick (2004).
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These and other restrictions mean that, although HALY measures are
based on surveys reflecting individual choices, these choices may not fully
reflect individual preferences and are not entirely consistent with the tenets
of utility theory that underlie welfare economics. Although HALY mea-
sures can be constructed in a way that at least partially reflects individual
preferences, such measures often do not fully conform to the concept of
utility as understood in economic theory.15

Calculation of Cost-Effectiveness

In CEA, the result of the analysis of costs and benefits is a ratio: the cost
per unit of effect (e.g., the cost per QALY). When multiple strategies achieve
the same outcome (e.g., each leads to the same reduction in the number of
cases of heart disease per year), the cost-effectiveness ratios can be used to
identify the most economically efficient approach, that is, the option that
achieves the goal at the lowest cost.

However, regulatory options usually differ in the amount of both costs
and benefits, and there is no general agreement on a standard for using
CEA to select among the options. The one exception is where an option is
dominated; that is, at least one other option under consideration is both
more effective and less costly. In contrast, the decision criteria for BCA
suggest that projects with negative net benefits (costs that exceed benefits)
should not be pursued, and that the option that leads to the highest net
benefits is the most economically efficient.

If the goal of an analysis is to allocate health care or other resources
within a fixed budget, CEA can be used to inform the allocation of the
budget across health-improving interventions and services. In the context of
regulatory programs, there is no “regulatory budget” per se. Instead, deci-
sion makers are choosing among different options for pursuing a particular
statutory or policy goal.

Some have argued for applying a cost limit as a guide when using CEA
to allocate resources or to establish a threshold for policy action. For ex-
ample, a number of values have been advocated as cost-per-QALY dollar
thresholds that differentiate a worthwhile expenditure on a new medical
technology or therapy from a poor one. Phelps and Mushlin (1991) have
argued that, if such a threshold value is applied, CEA performs similarly to
BCA; however, the assumptions necessary for complete equivalence are
fairly restrictive. A wide range of limiting or threshold investments per

15CEAs using HALY metrics as the effectiveness measure are sometimes referred to as cost–
utility analyses. This report uses the term “CEA” exclusively so as to not rely on assumptions
about the consistency of HALY measures with the basic tenets of utility theory.
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QALY have been proposed or cited as implicitly operative: from $50,000 to
$160,000 and much higher per QALY (Hirth et al., 2000). There is no
sanctioned, widely accepted threshold, however, at this time (Laufer, 2005;
Neumann, 2005).

In the regulatory context, the cost-effectiveness ratio is useful in explor-
ing the incremental effects of investing additional resources to address a
particular problem or reduce a certain type of risk.16 In addition to provid-
ing insights into the selection of regulatory options, these ratios have been
used in the types of league tables and scorecards described earlier to identify
the relative cost-effectiveness of different regulatory and nonregulatory in-
terventions, particularly in terms of the costs per life or life year saved.

These ratios can be reviewed by decision makers to determine whether
additional increments of investment are worthwhile, and to identify the
types of interventions that appear most cost-effective. Subsequent decisions
ultimately require the exercise of judgment, due to the lack of consensus on
the “worth” of the additional health benefits achieved, and the need to
consider factors not included in the quantitative analysis.

CEA is similar to BCA in that it provides a useful framework for
collecting, analyzing, organizing, and reporting information on the impacts
of regulatory options. It has the advantage of avoiding the need to assign
monetary values to health and safety impacts, and thus may be more palat-
able to those who are uncomfortable with monetization of these types of
benefits.17 However, the decision to implement a regulation ultimately in-
volves commitment to a predicted level of expenditure or cost, implicitly
assigning a monetary value to the quantified and nonquantified benefits.

CEA also faces many of the same challenges as BCA. HALY measures
are based on survey techniques that use different types of instruments, but
otherwise face some of the difficulties encountered in the use of stated
preference studies to estimate WTP, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. In
addition, as traditionally practiced, both CEA and BCA focus on economic
efficiency and confront decision makers with the need for supplemental
information on distributional effects and equity issues. As with all assess-
ment methods, CEA and BCA both produce somewhat incomplete and
uncertain quantitative estimates because of gaps in the underlying research
base. However, well-structured economic analyses of both types can help to
identify the sources and extent of uncertainties and indicate the types of
research that would be most useful.

16For more detailed discussions of the calculation and interpretation of incremental cost-
effectiveness ratios, see Drummond et al. (1997), Hunink et al. (2001), and Fenwick et al.
(2004).

17For more detailed critiques of BCA, see, for example, Ashford (1980), Lave (1996), and
Kopp et al. (1997).
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Summary

Prospective analysis of the predicted economic effects of regulatory
interventions helps participants in the regulatory development process an-
ticipate and weigh the likely consequences of possible courses of action.
Both BCA and CEA provide a structured framework for conducting re-
search on possible impacts and presenting the results. Such research can
affect not only the policy decision, but also public perceptions and under-
standing of both the policy process and the action taken. BCA and CEA
both have the potential to improve the accountability of government by
presenting information about the costs and benefits of a proposed interven-
tion (and the reasons bearing on the ultimate decision) in comprehensible,
transparent, and comprehensive terms.

BCA and CEA provide complementary measures of outcomes. BCA
focuses on determining the net benefits of an action, that is, which regula-
tory option provides the greatest increase in welfare, net of any harm or
cost imposed. BCAs generally use estimates of WTP to value both health-
related impacts and other effects on welfare, such as environmental effects.
In contrast, CEA focuses on the cost per unit of benefit, that is, the ratio of
costs relative to a unit of improvement. CEAs based on HALY measures
account for both the impacts on HRQL and longevity. Both types of analy-
sis usually also report single-dimension measures of impacts, such as cases
of illness or injury averted, or years of life extended. As typically imple-
mented, both approaches focus primarily on economic efficiency and must
be supplemented by other sources of information.

In particular, most policy makers are concerned with the distributional
and ethical consequences of their choices. In the case of BCA, the Pareto
Principle and the hypothetical compensation criterion take as given the
distribution of resources at the regulatory baseline. Some argue that this
presumption implicitly endorses that distribution as a just or fair starting
point. Although CEA avoids this problem in part, it does not address the
distributive implications of a regulatory action. The results of both BCA
and CEA can be presented in disaggregate form to indicate the impact on
different subgroups of concern. Ultimately, however, decision makers must
engage in collective reasoning, consider additional information and the
views of the public, and exercise judgment to determine whether the result-
ing distribution of costs and benefits argues in favor of an option that
differs from the approach that provides the largest net benefits or appears
most cost-effective across all groups. The incorporation of these sorts of
deliberative processes is discussed in Chapter 4.

Furthermore, both BCA and CEA inevitably provide somewhat incom-
plete and imperfect estimates of regulatory impacts. Analysts may find it
difficult to quantify all the major impacts of the regulatory options, and the
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results may be subject to significant uncertainty. Although these difficulties
may reflect in part the limited time or resources available for a particular
analysis, they often reflect more fundamental problems related to the status
of the underlying scientific research base. For example, the relationship

TABLE 1-1 Comparison of Key Features of BCA and CEA

Approach for
Valuing Benefits Willingness to Pay Health-Adjusted Life Year

Accounts for health-related Yes Yes
impacts

Accounts for nonhealth Yes Excluded from effect
impacts, such as ecological measure, may be included as
effects an offset to costs

Accounts for altruistic Depends on study design Depends on elicitation
values or concerns about method and question
impacts on others

May be influenced by Yes No
income or wealth

Consistent with utility Yes Only under restrictive
theory assumptions

Summary Measure Net Benefits Cost-Effectiveness Ratio

Decision criteria The option where benefits Compare the incremental
exceed costs by the largest cost-effectiveness of different
amount is the most options to determine
economically efficient; whether an increase in the
options with benefits less effect measure is worth the
than costs should not be increase in cost; options that
selected are dominated (i.e., have

higher costs and lower
benefits than others) should
not be selected

Incorporates assessment of Yes Yes
uncertainty

Indicates the equity or No, must be assessed separately
fairness of the distribution
of impacts

Indicates the importance No, must be assessed separately
of impacts that cannot be
measured in quantifiable
terms
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between a specific hazard addressed by a regulation (e.g., air pollution,
contaminants in food or water) and health risks may not be well under-
stood by scientists. As a result, both BCA and CEA reports must discuss the
uncertainty of the estimates and highlight important impacts that could not
be quantified.

Table 1-1 summarizes the key similarities and differences between BCA
and CEA based on the overview contained in this chapter. Other differences
in the implementation of these approaches are discussed in Chapter 2. The
table focuses on what is possible under each approach; in reality, deficien-
cies in the research base or other factors may limit the ability of a particular
analysis to include all of the features noted in the table. The Committee
encountered some of these challenges in conducting the three case studies,
as discussed later in the report.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

This chapter introduced the charge of the Committee, provided an
overview of the regulatory development process, identified key features of
BCA and CEA, and noted their important differences. This last section
outlines the organization of the remainder of the report.

Chapter 2 discusses current practices for the conduct of regulatory
economic analyses and reviews the various approaches used by individual
federal agencies.

Chapter 3 presents criteria for selecting integrated measures and survey
instruments, reviews alternative HALY measures and HRQL survey instru-
ments, and describes different strategies to obtain estimates for regulatory
CEA.

Chapter 4 reviews the aspects of risk regulation that policy makers
need to consider that are not reflected in the cost-effectiveness ratios, in-
cluding ethical issues related generally to CEA as well as those related to the
population and risk characteristics that are not fully captured in the effec-
tiveness measures.

Chapter 5 concludes the report by presenting the Committee’s recom-
mendations for valuing health benefits in the economic analysis of regula-
tions, including recommendations for additional research and data collec-
tion.

The appendixes to this report discuss three case studies of regulatory
CEAs that the Committee conducted in collaboration with federal agency
staff (Appendix A), include commonly used HRQL survey instruments
(Appendix B), and provide the full text of OMB Circular A-4 (Appendix C).
A glossary and list of acronyms are also included as Appendix D.
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2
Characteristics of Major Regulations

and Current Analytic Practices

The U.S. Congress has granted the executive branch broad authority to
develop regulations addressing health and safety risks. At the federal level,
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has primary responsibility
for coordinating and reviewing the economic analyses that support these
regulations, and has developed detailed guidelines for these analyses. This
chapter builds on the information provided in Chapter 1 to discuss the
general approaches to health and safety regulations authorized by Congress
and summarizes current practices for analyzing their impacts. It provides
background and context for the Committee’s recommendations.

TYPES OF RISK REGULATIONS

The starting point for the issuance of federal regulations is authorizing
legislation developed by Congress. This legislation generally establishes a
legal basis or standard for the regulations and lays out the considerations to
be taken into account by the agency in developing the regulations. Al-
though the government issues thousands of different types of regulations
each year, only a few are economically significant health and safety regula-
tions subject to the OMB requirements for benefit–cost analysis (BCA) and
cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA). If the relevant statute prohibits the con-
sideration of costs or BCA, then the executive branch cannot countermand
the statute in developing the regulation. (See Whitman v. American truck-
ing (U.S. S. Ct. 2001).) The use of economic analysis in developing regula-
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tions has been subject to judicial challenge and may be upheld or rejected
depending on the wording of the specific statute.

Statutory Standards

Under the U.S. Constitution, Congress has wide authority, upheld by
the courts, to enact legislation to protect the public’s health and safety. The
U.S. Supreme Court has generally permitted Congress to delegate this dis-
cretion to the federal regulatory agencies. When Congress authorizes indi-
vidual agencies to examine particular risk exposures, such as those associ-
ated with air or water pollution, it may establish an approach based on
health alone (prohibiting consideration of cost); on the best available tech-
nology (including the consideration of cost); on feasibility (which depends
on cost but not on BCA); on the least burdensome alternative to achieve a
given goal (implying CEA); or on reasonableness (implying BCA). At times
the legislation will be silent as to the type of standard or will take a mixed
approach. Many of these authorizing statutes have both health- and non-
health-related goals; for example, they may require that agencies address
impacts on the natural environment as well as on human health. In addi-
tion, some statutes establish other factors that must be considered, such as
the impact on sensitive populations.

The following discussion sketches the statutory and regulatory context
for the economic analyses of regulations that are the subject of this report
and of the Committee’s recommendations. We consider legislative stan-
dards and procedural requirements for agency deliberations and policy
determinations, supplementing the discussion of the regulatory develop-
ment process in Chapter 1.

Health-Based Requirements

Health-based statutes establish a general goal of reducing the risks of
death, illness, and injury. In Section 3(8) of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970, for example, Congress gave the Secretary of Labor
broad regulatory authority to adopt standards “reasonably necessary or
appropriate to provide safe or healthful employment.” Section 6(b)(5), for
toxics, requires the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
to “set the standard which most adequately assures, to the extent feasible,
on the basis of the best available evidence, that no employee will suffer
material impairment of health or functional capacity. . . .” Immediately
following OSHA’s benzene and cotton dust regulations, industry groups
argued that the statutory language required OSHA to use BCA in promul-
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gating regulations. However, after a series of cases, the Supreme Court
concluded that the statute did not require OSHA to use BCA and that the
agency could instead rely on epidemiological and other scientific findings to
establish safe levels of exposure.

Even though nothing in a health-based statute may prohibit an agency
from taking costs into account, the courts expect regulatory actions to be
based on sound scientific evidence that establishes an appropriate level of
public safety. Indeed, one concern about a health-based standard is whether
it amounts to zero tolerance. Except for a now-repealed amendment that
explicitly enacted a zero-tolerance standard for new food additives, courts
have provided agencies with considerable discretion to issue regulations
that focus on more significant risks to human health and safety.

On occasion, Congress has specified a threshold of risk exposure. For
example, Section 112 of the Clean Air Act set a threshold that certain
carcinogenic emissions must be controlled if they produce an incremental
risk of cancer of 1 in 1 million over a lifetime. For the most part, the risk
exposure thresholds are established by the agencies as part of the regulatory
development process. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) explicitly considers health risk in hazardous waste listing decisions
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. Where the individual
incremental cancer risk exceeds 1 in 100,000 over a lifetime, a wastestream
will be considered for listing, and if the cancer risk exceeds 1 in 10,000,
there is a presumption that listing is required (Hazardous Waste Manage-
ment System, 59 Fed. Reg. 66,072, 66,077 (1994)). OSHA uses a 1 in 1,000
threshold for occupational exposures that create fatality risks (Adler, 2003).

Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, which regulates hazardous air pollut-
ants, directs the Administrator to set an emission standard “at the level
which in his judgment provides an ample margin of safety to protect the
public health.” In NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1146, 1164 (D.C. Circuit
1987), the court interpreted what constitutes an ample margin of safety by
noting that:

This language permits the Administrator to take into account scientific
uncertainty and to use expert discretion to determine what action should
be taken in light of that uncertainty. . . . Once “safety” is assured, the
Administrator should be free to diminish as much of the statistically de-
termined risk as possible by setting the standard at the lowest feasible level.

Other statutes also focus on reducing unreasonable risks to health, such
as the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act; and the Con-
sumer Product Safety Act. In general, such statutes may also require agen-
cies to take other factors into account, such as harm to natural resources or
ecological risks.
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Technology-Based Requirements

Statutes may require that agencies apply the “best available technology”
(BAT) in setting regulatory standards. The BAT approach allows the regu-
latory agency to consider a range of factors, including costs, but it usually
does not require industry to develop new technologies. Rather, it requires
industry to adopt available technologies to reduce emissions or toxic expo-
sures. But stating such requirements is much easier than implementing
them. As noted in NRDC v. EPA, 863 F.2d 1420, 1427 (9th Cir. 1988):

Technology-based limitations under BAT must be both technologically
available and economically achievable. To be technologically available, it
is sufficient that the best operating facilities can achieve the limitation. To
demonstrate economic achievability, no formal balancing of costs and
benefits is required; BAT should represent a commitment of the maximum
resources economically possible. . . . EPA has considerable discretion in
weighing the costs of BAT.

Hybrid Requirements

The above types of standard-setting requirements may be combined as
well as supplemented with other factors for consideration by regulators.
For example, Section 112 of the Clean Air Act first requires industries to
use maximum achievable control technology standards to reduce toxic emis-
sions, but then requires EPA to promulgate more stringent regulations if
excess cancer risks exceed a threshold of 1 in 1 million. Thus, for example,
the nonroad diesel rule (the subject of one of the Committee’s case studies)
was authorized by two separate provisions of the Clean Air Act, which
differ in focus. Section 213 is BAT based, instructing EPA to set standards
that achieve the largest emissions reduction achievable through the use of
available technology and allowing the EPA Administrator to consider the
cost, lead time, noise, energy, and safety factors associated with the applica-
tion of such technology. In contrast, Section 211(c) requires EPA to regulate
fuels as needed to reduce adverse effects on human health or welfare, as
well as to prevent impairment of emissions control devices.

Another example of a hybrid approach is the Safe Drinking Water Act.
This statute requires EPA to set standards that are as close as “feasible” to
the level at which there are no known or anticipated adverse health effects
associated with exposure to the contaminant, taking into account an ade-
quate margin of safety and considering the effects on sensitive subpopula-
tions. “Feasible” is defined as the use of the best technology and treatment
techniques examined for efficacy under field conditions, taking cost into
consideration (Section 1412(b)(4)(D)). However, EPA can, at its discretion,
establish an alternative standard that “maximizes health risk reduction
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benefits at a cost that is justified by the benefits” (Section 1412(b)(6)(A)),
with certain exceptions for small water systems.

This balancing of costs and benefits has been upheld by some courts,
which have required agencies to consider the costs of a regulation as well as
its benefits. For example, the Fifth Circuit has stated with respect to both
the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the Toxic Substances Control
Act (TSCA) that the government must show “. . . substantial evidence that
the benefits to be achieved [by a regulation] . . . bear a reasonable relation-
ship to the costs imposed by the reduction [before it can] . . . show that the
standard is reasonably necessary to provide safe or healthful workplaces”
(American Petroleum Institute v. OSHA, 581 F.2d 493, 504 (5th Cir. 1978);
Corrosion Proof Fittings v. EPA, 947 F.2d 1201, 1223 (5th Cir. 1991)).

Several statutes identify other types of factors that an agency must take
into account in developing regulations. Some require consideration of par-
ticular aspects of the health risks addressed. For example, the Food Quality
Protection Act requires consideration of the susceptibility of infants and
children to pesticide residues (Section 408(b)(2)(C)).

Others require certain types of analysis. In the case of SDWA, the 1996
amendments require the assessment of costs and benefits and identify fac-
tors that must be addressed. In particular, EPA must consider:

• the quantifiable and nonquantifiable health risk reductions associ-
ated with controlling the contaminant of concern and any co-occurring
contaminants;

• the costs of compliance with the control requirements;
• the incremental costs and benefits associated with each alternative

under consideration;
• the effects of the contaminant on the general population and on

groups within the population that are likely to be at greater risk of adverse
health effects from drinking water contaminants, “such as infants, children,
pregnant women, the elderly, and individuals with a history of serious
illness”;

• the increased health risks, if any, that may result from compliance
with the proposed standard, including risks associated with co-occurring
contaminants; and

• other relevant factors, including the quality of the available in-
formation supporting the analysis, the uncertainties in the analysis, and
factors relating to the degree and nature of the identified risks (Section
1412(b)(3)(C)(i)).

Thus it is important for regulatory agencies to generate scientific bases
for rules and to consider the least restrictive alternatives (i.e., those least
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burdensome to industry), but to also balance costs and benefits, usually
through BCA or CEA. In reviewing challenges to regulations, courts will
not prescribe which general methodology an agency should use to estimate
costs and benefits. As noted later, however, courts will not hesitate to
question the particular methods and reasoning that agencies use in con-
structing their analyses.

Examples of Recent Regulations

As noted in Chapter 1, the federal requirements for CEA that are the
subject of this report apply mainly to economically significant health and
safety regulations. To identify the types of regulations that may be subject
to these requirements, the Committee commissioned a review focusing on
those agencies that recently issued economically significant regulations with
quantified health and safety impacts, and/or that were in the process of
doing so (Robinson, 2004). This review identified seven such agencies:
EPA, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Food Safety and In-
spection Service (FSIS), OSHA, the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration (NHTSA), the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration,
and the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC).1

From January 2000 through June 2004, these agencies finalized 18
economically significant regulations with quantified health and safety im-
pacts, listed in Table 2-1. Although they represent a relatively small propor-
tion of all regulations issued each year, these regulations have substantial
effects. For example, in fiscal 2003, an OMB summary indicates that only 3
of the 4,312 final rules published were economically significant rules with
quantified health and safety benefits (OMB, 2003b, 2004). However, the
18 rules listed in Table 2-1 had estimated net benefits totaling close to
$200 billion annually. If only costs are considered, six of these rules resulted
in annual costs estimated to be greater than $1 billion. In terms of benefits,
eight of the rules had estimated gross annual benefits exceeding $1 billion
and, of these, three had estimated gross annual benefits exceeding $10 billion.

The majority of the quantified benefits addressed in these regulations
were those attributable to EPA requirements for control of air pollution.
Related benefits include increased life expectancy (the avoidance of prema-
ture mortality or preventable deaths), as well as reduced morbidity related
to respiratory and cardiovascular effects. The other regulations addressed a
wide variety of acute and chronic conditions as well as various types of
injuries, which led to varying degrees to preventable mortality.

The Committee’s review also identified several economically significant

1CPSC is an independent agency not subject to OMB review. It is included in this discussion
because it is currently working on economically significant rules with safety impacts.
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TABLE 2-1 Summary of Recent Major Health and Safety Rulemakings
(January 1, 2000–June 30, 2004)

Agency Authorizing Statute(s) Rulemakings

EPA: Office Clean Air Act • New vehicle emissions
of Air and • Heavy-duty diesel engines
Radiation • Spark ignition engines

• Reciprocating internal
combustion engines

• Nonroad diesel engines

EPA: Other Toxic Substances Control Act; • Lead paint abatement
offices Safe Drinking Water Act • Arsenic in drinking water

FDA Federal Food, Drug, and • Shell egg labeling and storage
Cosmetic Act; Public Health • Juice processing
Service Act • Trans fat labeling

• Dietary supplements containing
ephedrine alkaloids

• Bar codes for human drug
products and blood

FSIS Federal Meat Inspection Act; • Listeria control in meat and
Poultry Product Inspection Act poultry

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health • Ergonomics program
Act; Construction Safety Act • Steel erection safety

NHTSA Transportation Equity Act for • Occupant crash protection
the 21st Century; Transportation (air bags)
Recall Enhancement, Accountability, • Tire pressure monitoring
and Documentation Act

FMCSA Interstate Commerce Commission • Truck driver hours of service
Termination Act

SOURCE: Robinson (2004).

2Based on Jacobson and Kanna (2001).

regulations that the agencies were developing that were likely to include
quantified health and safety impacts. The types of health impacts that the
agencies expected to assess for these rules are listed in Table 2-2. No other
agencies appear to be planning to develop such regulations in the near term.

Judicial Review of Regulatory Analyses2

The use of CEA and BCA to assess the impacts of these types of regula-
tions has been subject to judicial scrutiny. In general, the courts defer to
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regulatory agency expertise, but agency decisions must be well reasoned
and not “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
accordance with a law” (Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 706(2)(A)).
In addition, agency actions must be supported by substantial evidence when
the record is viewed as a whole, and agencies must explain the rationale and
factual basis underlying their decisions. Within this framework, agencies
have a great amount of discretion when constructing economic analyses.
The scope of judicial review over agency decisions is narrow, and courts
must not substitute their own judgment for that of the agency, particularly
in matters requiring technical expertise. Generally, courts defer to the agen-
cies on issues related to the preparation of the regulatory analyses that
support their rulemakings.

However, many courts have not hesitated to question the methods and
the reasoning agencies used in constructing BCAs or CEAs. In Corrosion
Proof Fittings v. EPA, 947 F.2d 1201 (5th Cir. 1991), the court was highly
critical of the BCA methodology EPA used to justify a complete regulatory
ban of asbestos. The court was “troubled” by EPA’s strategy of discounting
future calculated costs while failing to discount future calculated benefits,
thus significantly “skewing” the analysis and calling its validity into ques-
tion. The court also found that EPA violated TSCA by failing to consider

TABLE 2-2 Health Effects Likely to Be Quantified in Forthcoming
Major Health and Safety Rulemakings

Agency Potential Quantified Health Impacts

EPA • Numerous cardiovascular and respiratory conditions
• Lung, stomach, bladder, and other cancers
• Pathogen-related illnesses

FDA • Pathogen-related illness
• Hepatitis C-related liver disease and other effects
• Numerous conditions associated with dietary supplements

FSIS • Pathogen-related illness
• Cancers and coronary heart disease

OSHA • Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and other respiratory conditions
• Lung and other cancers
• Hearing loss
• Suffocation and explosion-related injuries

NHTSA • Vehicle crash-related injuries

CPSC • Fire-related injuries

SOURCE: Robinson (2004).
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less burdensome alternatives between a total ban and no action, and by
failing to assess the risk of substitute products such as vinyl chloride in
pipes and nonasbestos automobile brake linings.

Some courts have gone even further in arguing that regulatory activity
must take into account the possibility that regulations may improve safety
in one area, but reduce it in another. Known conceptually as “risk–risk”
analysis, the notion is that regulations imposed to save lives can also have
the effect of costing lives through the substitution of less safe products or
other changes. A related argument, “health–health” analysis, is that by
increasing the costs of production, regulation results in lost jobs and in-
come, pricing some consumers out of the market for safer products (“richer
is safer”).3

Take, for example, challenges to fuel economy standards.4 In Competi-
tive Enterprise Institute v. NHTSA, 956 F.2d 321 (D.C. Cir. 1992), a group
of national automobile lobbyists petitioned NHTSA to relax the fuel econ-
omy standards for model year 1990 cars. NHTSA had the authority to
relax the standards but declined to do so, based in part on an agency BCA
indicating that the more stringent fuel economy standards produced a total
net benefit. The plaintiff filed suit, claiming the agency had failed to assess
the impact of additional automobile accident fatalities that were being
caused by downsizing cars in response to the stricter standards. The court
was critical of NHTSA’s reasoning throughout its rulemaking process, but
was most concerned about the agency’s failure to include the additional
fatalities in its BCA, stating:

Even if the 27.5 mpg standard for model year 1990 kills “only” several
dozen people a year, NHTSA must exercise its discretion; that means
conducting a serious analysis of the data and deciding whether the asso-
ciated fuel savings are worth the lives lost. When the government regu-
lates in a way that prices many of its citizens out of access to large-car
safety, it owes them reasonable candor. If it provides that, the affected
citizens at least know that the government has faced up to the meaning of
its choice. The requirement of reasoned decision-making ensures this re-
sult and prevents officials from cowering behind bureaucratic mumbo-
jumbo (at p. 27).

3See International Union, United Auto Workers v. OSHA, 938 F.2d 1310 (D.C. Cir. 1991),
Judge Williams concurring at p. 1326: “And larger incomes enable people to lead safer lives.”
A range of views on “risk–risk” and “health–health” analysis can be found in the following
sources: Wildavsky (1980), Viscusi (1994), Graham and Wiener (1995), and Sunstein (1996).

4This case is used to illustrate courts’ consideration of risk–risk trade-offs; the discussion
here should not be taken to imply any Committee judgment about the merits of the argu-
ments.
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Following remand to NHTSA, the agency considered the safety impli-
cations of more stringent fuel economy standards. A different three-judge
panel upheld NHTSA, ruling that the agency’s action was adequately sup-
ported by the record (Competitive Enterprise Institute v. National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration, 45 F.3d 481 (D.C. Cir. 1995)).

CURRENT PRACTICES FOR REGULATORY ANALYSIS

In recent years, OMB has issued a series of guidance documents to
improve the economic analysis of the types of regulations discussed above.
Initially, these documents focused on using BCA to estimate social costs
and benefits, noting that analysts should also report the distribution of
impacts across subgroups of concern. Until recently OMB paid relatively
little attention to CEA, indicating only that it can be useful in certain cases
where benefits are difficult to value in monetary terms.

These guidance documents are based on the requirements of Executive
Order 12866, as discussed in the first chapter. They provide requirements
that OMB expects agencies to follow as well as information on preferred or
“best” practices, recognizing that agencies’ ability to implement the recom-
mended approaches may be constrained, for example, by limitations in the
available research base. The most recent version of these guidelines was
published by the Bush Administration in September 2003 as OMB Circular
A-4, Regulatory Analysis, after extensive public comment, interagency re-
view, and independent peer review. The new guidelines became effective in
January 2004 for proposed rules and January 2005 for final rules.

OMB Circular A-4 is intended to help analysts define good regulatory
analysis as well as to standardize the way benefits and costs are measured
and reported. Figure 2-1 illustrates in simplified form the process specified
in the Circular, which is included in full in Appendix C.

Although it is similar to earlier guidelines, the Circular provides sub-
stantially more detailed information on the criteria for high-quality analy-
sis, imposes certain new requirements, and alters the details of some of the

FIGURE 2-1 Key Components of OMB Circular A-4
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TABLE 2-3 Key Analytic Requirements of 2003 Office of Management
and Budget Guidelines

Requirement Guidance

Type of analysis Both BCA and CEA

Monetary valuation Prefer estimates of willingness to pay from stated or revealed
of morbidity preference studies plus any additional economic costs of

illness, may use health utility studies

Monetary valuation Agency discretion in selecting value of statistical life
of mortality estimates, may adjust for income growth or time lag but not

age, caution on use of value of statistical life year

Effectiveness measures Use integrated measures that combine consideration of
for health and safety morbidity and mortality where appropriate, report more

than one measure as well as estimates of physical impacts

Effects on children Avoid measures that place lower values on benefits accruing
and the elderly to these subpopulations, apply CEA when children are

affected

Cost estimates Include costs and savings related to private-sector
compliance, government administration, losses in consumers’
or producers’ surplus, discomfort or inconvenience, or loss
of time in work, leisure, commuting, or travel

Discounting Present costs and benefits undiscounted and discounted at
both 3 and 7 percent; may consider other rates;
intergenerational impacts require special consideration

Uncertainty analysis Discuss qualitatively, present sensitivity analysis, and
complete probabilistic analysis as appropriate; probabilistic
analysis required if impact is greater than $1 billion
annually

Nonquantified or Highlight in presentation of impacts
nonmonetized effects

Distributional impacts Quantify impact on different segments of the population
when important, including both transfers and total social
costs and benefits

SOURCE: OMB (2003a).

previous guidance. Chief among the new requirements are those related to
the use of CEA. The key analytic requirements of the Circular are summa-
rized in Table 2-3.

These requirements are designed to support decisions regarding the
appropriate approach for addressing a particular policy problem. OMB
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encourages agencies to consider a wide range of regulatory and nonreg-
ulatory options that vary, for example, in terms of stringency or the nature
of the requirements (e.g., providing information, creating market-based
approaches, or establishing performance standards). In assessing these op-
tions, OMB instructs agencies to compare the options to a baseline (some-
times referred to as the “no action” alternative) that represents current and
potential future conditions in the absence of the regulation.5 When statu-
tory language limits the consideration of desirable alternatives, OMB re-
quires the agency to discuss these constraints and estimate their impacts.

The following briefly summarizes those aspects of the 2003 guidance
that are most relevant to the discussion in this report, and then provides
examples of current valuation practices. This section concludes with a sum-
mary of cross-cutting OMB requirements that affect both CEA and BCA.

Benefits Analysis Guidelines

OMB devotes a significant portion of the contents of Circular A-4 to
the valuation of benefits. It discusses the monetary valuation of morbidity,
mortality, and other impacts (e.g., ecological effects) in BCA, as well as
approaches for constructing effectiveness measures in CEA. It also provides
guidance related to judging the quality of the studies used for valuation.

This guidance on measuring effectiveness in CEA has implications for
BCA as well. OMB supports the use of monetized health-adjusted life year
(HALY) measures in BCA when suitable willingness-to-pay estimates are
not available, and many agencies follow this practice, as discussed in
Box 2-1.

OMB highlights three areas of concern related to the application of
integrated HALY measures (OMB, 2003a):

• HALY measures may lead to CEA results that differ from the
results of BCA because HALYs must meet certain restrictive assumptions to
be a valid representation of individual preferences.

• HALY measures may affect the perceived fairness of the analytic
approach, for example, if lower values are used for life-extending inter-
ventions affecting persons with disabilities. Rather than using different
estimates of life expectancy or health-related quality of life (HRQL) for
different subgroups, OMB recommends that analysts use general popula-
tion averages.

5OMB recognizes that in some cases, it will be desirable to present multiple baselines that
differ, for example, in terms of assumptions regarding the future impact of other regulations
or compliance with existing regulations.
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BOX 2-1
Monetized Health-Adjusted Life Years in Benefit–Cost Analysis

In discussing approaches for assigning dollar values to morbidity impacts in
BCA, the OMB notes that if suitable willingness-to-pay studies are not available,
agencies may combine HALY studies “typically . . . based on the standard gamble,
the time tradeoff or the rating scale methods . . . with known monetary values for
well-defined health states . . . to estimate monetary values” (OMB, 2003a, p. 29).
The Committee’s review of current practices found that several agencies, most
notably the FDA and the NHTSA, use monetized HRQL indexes in some form
when valuing nonfatal illnesses and injuries (Robinson, 2004). Although the details
of the approaches vary, each agency monetizes the HRQL values based on annu-
alized estimates of the value of statistical life.* In addition, each agency adds the
economic costs of illness to these monetized HRQL measures when estimating
total benefits, although the types of costs included vary across agencies. This
reliance on monetized HRQL estimates appears to stem largely from the shortage
of stated or revealed preference studies of willingness to pay that address the
health effects of concern to these agencies.

*The value of a statistical life refers to the value of small reductions in risk spread through-
out a large population; it is not the value of saving the life of an identifiable individual.

• Different HALY measures may yield varying results and provide
different perspectives; hence OMB recommends that agencies apply more
than one such measure in their analyses. OMB instructs agencies to disclose
the underlying data used in their calculations so that OMB and the public
can, if desired, recalculate the results using alternate measures and compare
the findings across different rulemakings.

Circular A-4 also provides detailed information on the use of stated
preference and other methods for valuing benefits, and notes that the crite-
ria for evaluating stated preference studies for use in BCA also apply to the
HALY studies used in CEA. Although some of these criteria (listed in
Box 2-2) refer specifically to monetization, most are relevant to both types
of research.

OMB also discusses the use of benefit transfer; that is, the practice of
taking estimates from a prior study and applying them to a rulemaking.
While noting that use of such transfers can be expedient, Circular A-4
advises that they should be considered a last-resort option and not used
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BOX 2-2
Office of Management and Budget Criteria
for Evaluating Stated Preference Studies

When you are designing or evaluating a stated-preference study, the following
principles should be considered:

• the good or service being evaluated should be explained to the respondent
in a clear, complete and objective fashion, and the survey instrument should be
pre-tested;

• willingness-to-pay questions should be designed to focus the respondent
on the reality of budgetary limitations and alerted to the availability of substitute
goods and alternative expenditure options;

• the survey instrument should be designed to probe beyond general atti-
tudes . . . and focus on the magnitude of the respondent’s economic valuation;

• the analytic results should be consistent with economic theory using both
“internal” (within respondent) and “external” (between respondents) scope tests
such as the willingness to pay is larger (smaller) when more (less) of a good is
provided;

• the subjects being interviewed should be selected/sampled in a statistically
appropriate manner. . . . The sample should be drawn using probability methods in
order to generalize the results to the target population;

• response rates should be as high as reasonably possible. Best survey prac-
tices should be followed to achieve high response rates. Low response rates in-
crease the potential for bias and raise concerns about the generalizability of the
results. If response rates are not adequate, you should conduct an analysis of non-
response bias or further study. . . . Statistical adjustments to reduce non-response
bias should be undertaken whenever feasible and appropriate;

• the mode of administration of surveys (in-person, phone, mail, computer,
Internet or multiple modes) should be appropriate in light of the nature of the ques-
tions being posed to respondents and the length and complexity of the instrument;

• documentation should be provided about the target population, the sam-
pling frame used . . . the design of the sample including any stratification or clus-
tering, the cumulative response rate . . . the item non-response rate for critical
questions; the exact wording and sequence of questions and other information
provided to respondents; and the training of interviewers and techniques they
employed (as appropriate);

• the statistical and econometric methods used to analyze the collected data
should be transparent, well suited for the analysis, and applied with rigor and care.

SOURCE: OMB (2003a, p. 23).
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without explicit justification if the scenario considered in the study differs
in significant ways from the regulatory scenario. The Circular describes the
steps analysts should follow in conducting such transfers as well as the
criteria for selecting studies, and indicates that the biases and uncertainties
that result from the transfer should be acknowledged.

Current Valuation Practices

The Committee’s commissioned review of federal agency practices re-
vealed diverse approaches to the valuation of health and safety improve-
ments (Robinson, 2004). While the OMB guidance provides a general
framework for assessing the impacts of regulations, it allows the agencies
substantial leeway in determining the details of the approach to valuation
for both BCA and CEA.

The Committee’s review suggests that regulatory analyses are usually
completed under tight time frames with limited staff and budgetary re-
sources. Analysts often must make many decisions about the analytic ap-
proach early in the rule development process, when they face substantial
uncertainty regarding the regulatory requirements to be assessed, the over-
all schedule for the rulemaking, and the resources available for completing
the analyses. The rulemaking schedule is usually too tight to allow time for
new primary research on benefit values; analysts generally rely on preexist-
ing studies, analytic methods, and quantitative models, as exemplified in
the rules that were the basis of the Committee’s case studies (see Ap-
pendix A).

These available analytic resources in some cases resulted from longer
term efforts to develop valuation methods for overall program evaluation,
separate from particular rulemaking efforts. For example, NHTSA’s ap-
proach is based on its periodic studies of the national costs of motor vehicle
accidents (NHTSA, 1996, 2002a), and EPA’s approach has evolved as a
result of its prospective and retrospective studies of the Clean Air Act (EPA,
1997, 1999).

Most of the analyses reviewed by the Committee provided a range of
measures of regulatory impact, including estimates of the numbers of cases
of preventable mortality and nonfatal illness and injuries averted as well as
information on uncertainty and nonquantified impacts. All of the analyses
included estimates of the costs of regulatory compliance, focusing on those
costs expected to be most significant in the context of individual rule-
makings. These costs often consisted primarily of direct compliance costs
(e.g., the costs associated with implementing pollution controls or adminis-
tering a new program) and any resulting savings. In some cases, the agen-
cies also assessed the market impacts of price changes associated with the
rulemaking; such impacts were generally small.
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TABLE 2-4 Quantified Benefits of EPA’s Nonroad Diesel Rule
(primary estimate for the year 2030)

Avoided Incidence
Endpoint (cases/year)

Human Health Impacts
Premature mortality: Long-term exposure (adults, 30 and over) 12,000
Infant mortality (infants, under one year) 22
Chronic bronchitis (adults, 26 and over) 5,600
Nonfatal myocardial infarctions (adults, 18 and older) 15,000
Hospital admissions—respiratory (adults, 20 and older) 5,100
Hospital admissions—cardiovascular (adults, 20 and older) 3,800
Emergency room visits for asthma (18 and younger) 6,000
Acute bronchitis (children, 8–12) 13,000
Asthma exacerbations (asthmatic children, 6–18) 200,000
Lower respiratory symptoms (children, 7–14) 160,000
Upper respiratory symptoms (asthmatic children, 9–11) 120,000
Work loss days (adults, 18–65) 1,000,000
Minor restricted activity days (adults, 18–65) 5,900,000

Other Impacts
Recreational visibility impairment (86 areas) N/A

NOTE: Excludes a number of benefits that EPA was unable to quantify as well as EPA’s
analysis of uncertainty.

SOURCE: EPA (2004b).

Agency analyses of distributional issues tended to focus on the impacts
of compliance costs, particularly on small businesses, reflecting the need to
comply with related statutory requirements. However, some analyses pro-
vided information on the distribution of health impacts, for example, by
reporting separate estimates of impacts on children or on individuals with
preexisting health conditions.

Examples of the types of health effects examined are provided in Tables
2-4, 2-5, and 2-6. We present these tables to illustrate the ranges of benefits
assessed; the source documents cited provide detailed information on the
derivation of the estimates and the uncertainty surrounding them, as well as
on the importance of nonquantified effects. Additional information on these
estimates is available in the Committee’s case studies and review of current
practices (Robinson, 2004).

All of these agencies are in the process of developing methods for CEA
to implement the new guidelines in Circular A-4. Adapting to the new
guidance is relatively straightforward for several agencies; five of the seven
agencies studied already use HALY-based measures in some form in their
BCAs. In general, these approaches involve either transfers of estimates
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TABLE 2-5 Quantified Benefits of Food and Drug Administration’s Juice
Processing Rule

Pathogen/Endpoint Avoided Incidence (cases/year)

B. cereus
Mild cases 340
Moderate cases <0.1
Severe cases 0.3
Deaths 0

Subtotal 340
C. parvum

Mild cases 2,890
Moderate cases 290
Severe cases 20
Deaths 1

Subtotal 3,200
E. coli O157:H7

Mild cases 95
Moderate cases 60
Severe-acute cases 5
Severe-chronic cases 10
Deaths <0.1

Subtotal 160
Salmonella (non typhi)

Mild cases 1,590
Moderate cases 730
Severe cases 20
Reactive arthritis cases—short-term 50
Reactive arthritis cases—long-term 120
Deaths 1

Subtotal 2,340
Total 6,040

NOTE: Detailed estimates of incidence do not add to total cases in source document, due
largely to double counting of cases that begin as acute and become chronic or long term.

SOURCE: FDA (2001).

from the available literature or the application of generic HRQL indexes
using expert judgment.

For example, FDA has traditionally used monetized quality-of-life mea-
sures in its BCAs and now reports the results as both costs per quality-
adjusted life year (QALY) and net benefits as discussed in Box 2-3. FDA’s
approach varies depending on the health effects assessed, and includes
transferring QALY weights from an online, open-access database of health-
related CEAs (see Box 3-6 for a description), using expert judgment to
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apply existing indexes (e.g., the Quality of Well-Being Scale), and calculat-
ing condition-specific QALY weights based on an approach developed by
Cutler and Richardson (1997; see also Scharff and Jessup, 2001). Within
the Department of Agriculture, the FSIS reports that it is considering ap-
proaches similar to those used by FDA.

NHTSA has historically conducted CEA based on estimates of “equiv-
alent lives saved,” which represent the ratio of the dollar value of injuries
(including monetized HRQL impacts and economic costs) to the dollar
value of fatalities. For example, NHTSA estimates that the total value
(economic and quality of life combined) of an injury in the least severe
category is $10,396 (excluding noninjury costs). Because $10,396 is 0.31
percent of the per-fatality value ($3.4 million), NHTSA assumes that each
injury in this category is equivalent to 0.31 percent of a life saved. NHTSA
now uses the values that underlie this approach to calculate net benefits as
well as cost-effectiveness ratios. This approach is summarized in Box 2-4.

EPA and OSHA are the two agencies that did not previously use HRQL
measures in their BCAs. OSHA’s plans are uncertain, but EPA recently
completed a pilot CEA that transfers estimates of HRQL impacts from the
existing literature for its Clean Air Interstate Rule (EPA, 2005a, Appen-
dix G), as summarized in Box 2-5. EPA labeled its approach the Morbidity-

TABLE 2-6 Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS) Categories Used
in NHTSA Analyses

Injury Severity Category
(based on risk to life) Examples

MAIS 1: Minor Injury Whiplash, bruise, broken tooth

MAIS 2: Moderate Injury Closed leg fracture, finger crush

MAIS 3: Serious Injury Open leg fracture, amputated arm, major nerve
laceration

MAIS 4: Severe Injury Partial spinal cord severance, concussion with
neurological signs (unconscious less than
24 hours)

MAIS 5: Critical Injury Complete spinal cord severance, concussion
with neurological signs (unconscious more than
24 hours)

MAIS 6: Immediately Fatal N/A

SOURCE: Examples provided in Miller et al. (1991); the Abbreviated Injury Scale was origi-
nally developed by the Association for the Advancement of Automotive Medicine.
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BOX 2-3
FDA’s Benefit Valuation Approach

The FDA has used monetized QALYs in its BCAs for many years, and is now
applying the same approaches to assess QALY gains in its CEAs. These
approaches are evolving as a result of the agency’s ongoing research and vary
from rule to rule depending on the nature of the health impacts. FDA’s juice pro-
cessing rule, which was the subject of one of the Committee’s case studies, illus-
trates one of the approaches used. (See Robinson, 2004, for others.)

The juice processing analysis is based on a 1998 assessment of the HRQL
impacts of mild, moderate, and severe infections associated with exposure to four
pathogens as well as resulting cases of reactive arthritis. To determine the per-
case value of averting these health effects, FDA completed the following steps:

• FDA staff used the Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB) to assess the utility
losses associated with disease symptoms and related changes in functional sta-
tus. For each health endpoint, the staff assigned the QWB codes that best de-
scribed the expected average impacts of the illness (see Appendix B). The results
were then weighted using the standard community values for this index, as dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. FDA then multiplied the weighted values by the duration of
each health condition to determine the quality-adjusted life-day (QALD) gains as-
sociated with each averted case.

• The starting point for the dollar valuation of these gains was a value of
statistical life (VSL) estimate of $5 million per premature fatality avoided. For non-
fatal effects, FDA converted this estimate to a daily value by first annualizing it (at
a 7 percent discount rate), which resulted in a value of a statistical life year (VSLY)
of $230,000. FDA then divided the VSLY estimate by 365 days, resulting in an
estimated value of $630 per day in perfect health. This estimate was then multi-
plied by the results of the QWB analysis to determine the dollar value of the utility
losses. For example, if a day with illness resulted in a 60 percent loss in HRQL,
then the value of that daily loss would be $378 ($630*60 percent).

• FDA then added the medical costs of illness to these monetized QALD
estimates to determine the total value of the benefits associated with averting each
case of illness.

SOURCES: FDA (1998, 2001).

Inclusive Life Year (MILY). This approach adds an estimate of the HRQL
impacts of nonfatal cases of myocardial infarction and chronic bronchitis
to an estimate of the number of life years lost to preventable mortality.
These life years lost are not adjusted to reflect the HRQL expected in the
absence of air pollution-related mortality.
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BOX 2-4
NHTSA’s Equivalent Lives Saved Approach

For many years, the NHTSA has reported the results of its regulatory analyses
as costs per equivalent lives saved (ELS). This approach converts injuries to
“equivalent lives” based on the relative monetary value of different injury catego-
ries. These values are calculated for a given year for different injury categories
based on data from all motor vehicle crashes that occurred in that year. The frac-
tional ELS values that result are then used in subsequent rulemakings. The most
recent estimates were calculated as follows:

• NHTSA collected data on injuries for a national sample of motor vehicle
crashes, then categorized each injured individual by Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS)
and body part affected. When multiple injuries occurred, the case was categorized
according to its most life-threatening injury, that is, the Maximum AIS (MAIS) (see
Table 2-6).

• NHTSA then estimated the economic costs of crashes for individuals in
each of the MAIS categories. These costs were divided into two components: “non-
injury-related” costs included those stemming from travel delays and property dam-
age; “injury-related” costs included expenditures on medical treatment, emergency
services, lost workplace and household productivity, employer replacement costs
for workers with disabilities, legal and court fees stemming from litigation, and
administration of insurance claims. These economic costs ranged from roughly
$5,900 per MAIS 1 injury to $960,000 per fatality, if only the costs of injury are
included.

BOX 2-5
EPA’s Morbidity Inclusive Life Year Approach

The EPA’s MILY approach sums unadjusted life years gained from averted
premature mortality and QALY adjusted gains from averted morbidity. To imple-
ment this approach, EPA first searched the literature for estimates of the HRQL
impacts of cardiac disease following nonfatal myocardial infarction and of chronic
bronchitis. For each health state, EPA then developed a distribution of values
that reflected the varying estimates found in the literature. These values were
multiplied by a range of estimates of duration, taking life expectancy into account.
The resulting range of QALY estimates were then combined with a range of esti-
mates of life years gained to determine the total MILY gains attributable to the
rule, using a probabilistic model.

To estimate net costs, EPA subtracted two items from the costs of regulatory
compliance: the avoided costs of illness (including medical costs and lost earnings
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• NHTSA next estimated HRQL impacts based on injury-related changes in
functional status over time for individuals in each MAIS category. NHTSA used a
functional capacity index applied by a panel of experts that considers the effects of
injury on seven dimensions: mobility, cognitive/psychological, self-care, cosmetic,
sensory, pain, and ability to work. In multiple-injury cases, the worst score (highest
decrement in quality of life) in each category was used to characterize the case.

• The HRQL impacts were then multiplied by the value of a statistical life year
(after first subtracting the value of after-tax wages and household production) to
determine their dollar value. The resulting monetary value for the quality-of-life
effects was then added to the economic costs discussed above to determine the
total (or “comprehensive”) average per-case costs of injuries in each MAIS catego-
ry. These monetized quality-of-life costs ranged from roughly $4,500 per MAIS 1
injury to $2.4 million per fatality.

• Finally, NHTSA divided the comprehensive dollar values for each nonfatal
MAIS category by the comprehensive value of fatalities ($3.4 million) to estimate
the ELS ratio for injuries in that category.

The “injury only” values are designed for use in assessing interventions that
avert injuries, but not the crash itself (e.g., by requiring protective measures such
as air bags); the noninjury values are added to the injury values when the anal-
ysis addresses interventions that would avert the crash entirely (e.g., by reducing
alcohol-related problems).

SOURCES: Miller et al. (1991); NHTSA (2002a).

for chronic bronchitis and myocardial infarction, but not for premature mortality),
and the monetized value of those health and nonhealth impacts not captured in the
MILY measure. These other benefits are valued based on willingness-to-pay
(WTP) estimates to the extent possible; cost-of-illness estimates are used to value
certain of the health endpoints for which suitable WTP estimates were not avail-
able. In addition to reporting the resulting range of costs per MILY, EPA separately
reported each component used to construct the cost-effectiveness measure,
including the estimates of life years gained from mortality risk reductions, the esti-
mates of QALY gains for each of the morbidity endpoints, and the sum of these
values (i.e., the total MILYs gained). Each of the estimates is presented using both
3 and 7 percent discount rates, and is accompanied by the estimates that bound
the 95 confidence interval.

SOURCES: Hubbell (2004); EPA (2005a).
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EPA’s approach is equivalent to comparing HRQL with the pollution-
related health conditions to perfect health for preventable mortality and to
average health for the nonfatal endpoints. EPA notes that

[t]his measure may be preferred to existing QALY aggregation approach-
es because it does not devalue life extensions in individuals with preexist-
ing illnesses that reduce HRQL. However, the MILY measure is still based
on life years and thus still inherently gives more weight to interventions
that reduce mortality and morbidity impacts for younger populations with
higher remaining life expectancy (EPA, 2005a, p. G-2).

EPA developed this approach in response to OMB Circular A-4 guidance,
which suggests that life years lost to preventable mortality should be based
on population averages and not adjusted for disabling or other conditions.

Other Guidelines Relevant to CEA

OMB’s 2003 guidelines also discuss the estimation of costs in CEA, and
include a number of general provisions that affect the analysis of costs and
benefits in both BCA and CEA. Below, we summarize several key require-
ments that are most relevant to the Committee’s deliberations.

Estimating Costs

In regulatory analysis, OMB notes that the valuation of both costs and
benefits should be based on the concept of “opportunity cost,” consistent
with the general framework of welfare economics as introduced in Chap-
ter 1. This concept recognizes that, because resources are limited, any deci-
sion to use them for one purpose means that they cannot be used for other
purposes. Hence the value of a resource can be determined based on the
value of its best alternative use.

OMB’s discussion of the application of this concept to the analysis of
regulatory costs is relatively brief, although this topic is addressed in detail
elsewhere (see especially EPA, 2000a). Circular A-4 directs that the assess-
ment of costs should generally follow the same guidance as the assessment
of benefits, and notes that the analysis should address both costs and sav-
ings related to private-sector compliance and government administration,
as well as changes in consumer or producer surpluses, discomfort or incon-
venience, and time spent in work, leisure, commuting, or travel. Changes in
technology or innovation that may affect the baseline and the impacts of
the regulations over time should also be considered.

For BCA, OMB indicates that countervailing costs and benefits can be
included in either the “cost” or “benefit” side of the analysis as long as they
are not double counted, because the end result is the calculation of net
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benefits (benefits minus costs). For CEA, which involves the calculation of
a ratio, the appropriate categorization of benefits and costs requires more
attention. OMB advises that both public and private costs should be con-
sidered, and that

[t]he numerator in the cost-effectiveness ratio should reflect net costs,
defined as the gross cost incurred to comply with the requirements (some-
times called ‘total’ costs) minus any cost savings. You should be careful to
avoid double-counting effects in both the numerator and the denominator
of the cost-effectiveness ratios (OMB, 2003a, pp. 11–12).

Furthermore, OMB recommends that benefits not included in the effective-
ness measure should be subtracted from the cost estimate before calculating
the cost-effectiveness ratio if these excluded benefits can be measured in
monetary terms. If the value of some of the ancillary benefits cannot be
estimated, the analysis should note this so that the cost-effectiveness ratio
can be properly interpreted as likely overstating costs relative to benefits.

Discounting Impacts over Time

The OMB guidance requires the use of discounting to reflect the timing
of impacts that accrue during different periods or are distributed unevenly
over time.6 The Circular indicates that the same rate should be used to
discount both costs and benefits, and that benefits should be discounted
regardless of whether they are presented in monetary terms or as physical
or HALY impacts. OMB requires that agencies present information on the
time periods within which the undiscounted impacts are likely to occur.

OMB recommends that agencies estimate the net present value of ben-
efits and costs using both 3 and 7 percent discount rates. These rates reflect
the ongoing debate regarding the extent to which the economic impacts of
regulations primarily affect investment or consumption. The 7 percent rate
represents the opportunity cost of capital, that is, the real (net of inflation)
before-tax rate of return on incremental private investment. The 3 percent
rate represents the social rate of time preference, sometimes referred to as
the consumption rate. The Circular also discusses cases where other dis-
count rates may be considered, and considers several issues related to the
appropriate treatment of intergenerational effects.7

6For example, most individuals generally would prefer to receive money today rather than
at a later date because they can invest it and earn interest. Discounting involves adjusting
numerical values to account for these types of time preferences.

7See Chapter 4 of this report for the Committee’s discussion of accounting for intergenera-
tional impacts.
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Using Ratios

In addressing the interpretation of the results of economic analyses,
OMB notes that ratios can be deceptive and that the net benefits (not the
ratio of benefits to costs) is the correct BCA measure to consider in decision
making. In CEA, OMB notes that ratios based on averages can be problem-
atic, and instructs analysts to determine the cost-effectiveness of each op-
tion incrementally in comparison with the baseline and with each succes-
sively more stringent set of requirements.

Assessing Uncertainty and Nonquantified Effects

The OMB guidelines advise that, as appropriate, agencies should dis-
cuss qualitatively the main uncertainties in the calculations; use sensitivity
analysis to assess the effects of changes in the approach on the resulting
estimates; and develop formal probabilistic analyses of uncertainty using
simulation models and/or expert judgment. Formal probabilistic analysis is
required for all rules with impacts that exceed $1 billion annually.

Because a net benefit or cost-effectiveness estimate may be misleading if
important impacts cannot be measured in monetary terms, OMB also em-
phasizes the importance of providing information on impacts that cannot
be quantified or that can be quantified in physical terms but not assigned a
monetary value (in BCA) or included in the effectiveness measure (in CEA).
Hence analysts are required to clearly specify any nonquantified effects that
should be considered in the regulatory decision.

Determining the Distribution of Impacts

In addition to estimating the total national impacts of the regulatory
options, agencies are directed to describe distributional effects, that is, to
report how benefits and costs affect subpopulations of particular concern.
In this assessment, OMB indicates that analysts should consider the alloca-
tion both of total social costs and benefits (from the national BCA) and of
impacts that represent transfers between different subgroups. The Circular
defines distributional effects as the impact across gender, income and racial
groups, industrial sectors, and geographic regions, as well as impacts that
occur over time or across generations.

Communicating the Methods and Results

OMB emphasizes the need for clear communication of the regulatory
options and analytic steps, including information on important assump-
tions and the sensitivity of the results to these assumptions. The Circular
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also discusses standards for information quality, instructing agencies to
document that the analysis rests on the best obtainable scientific, technical,
and economic information.

SUMMARY

The authorizing statutes for regulatory programs vary in the types of
factors that they require agencies to consider. These may include the need
to maximize risk reductions, avoid excessive costs, and/or apply the best
available technologies. In addition, some statutes require agencies to con-
sider impacts on particular groups of concern, such as children or sensitive
populations, as well as to pursue goals other than improving health, such as
reducing ecological effects.

The responsibility for implementing these programs is delegated largely
to executive branch agencies, which develop many regulations each year.
Economically significant health and safety regulations that are subject to
OMB’s requirements for economic analysis are a very small proportion of
this total. However, these regulations have broad national impacts. For
example, the 18 regulations included in the Committee’s review produce
roughly $200 billion in net benefits each year and include several individual
regulations with national impacts well in excess of $1 billion annually.

The Circular A-4 guidance requiring agencies to begin conducting CEA
in addition to BCA is now in force. Agencies have made significant progress
in determining how to implement this guidance; however, the dollar re-
sources available for related research are generally limited (Robinson, 2004).
In addition, statutory and judicial deadlines, political pressures, and the
desire to address health and safety risk in a timely manner often mean that
these rules must be developed within a short time frame that does not allow
for significant new primary research. As a result, the agencies frequently
rely on valuation approaches that do not require a substantial investment of
time or funding. These agencies generally transfer estimates from available
studies or apply expert judgment rather than conduct new survey research.
In some cases, the agency’s approach has resulted from long-term projects
that develop new methods or data for valuation.

Review of agency practices indicates that some agencies use monetized
HALY measures for valuation in BCA, as permitted under current OMB
guidance. Use of these measures in part reflects significant gaps in the WTP
literature, which includes relatively few studies that address the health
effects of concern in regulatory analysis. Although a detailed review of
practices for monetizing HALY measures is outside the scope of the Com-
mittee’s charge, it is clear that such approaches mix valuation measures
from two differing, and not entirely compatible, frameworks. As discussed
in Chapter 1, these approaches are based to varying degrees on the tenets of
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utility theory, and represent differing research practices and types of
trade-offs.

The magnitude of the impacts of regulations for which economic analy-
ses are required is great. The significance of these public interventions
argues for careful attention to the development of high-quality, unbiased
analyses that include thorough documentation of their limitations. Such
analyses must be rigorous and conform to accepted professional standards
for best practices. Data, methods, results, uncertainties, and limitations
must be clearly communicated.

The rest of this report elaborates on these objectives for regulatory
analysis and policy development. Subsequent chapters consider and make
recommendations about the use of HALY measures in regulatory CEA,
ethical and other nonquantified information to be considered in developing
regulatory policies, and the construction and presentation of CEAs using
health-related effectiveness measures. Importantly, the conclusions and rec-
ommendations presented throughout address the use of CEA specifically
for public policy analysis of interventions affecting the environment, public
health, and safety. Different characteristics of measures and criteria for use
of a particular measure may be of greater relevance in other contexts than
the criteria proposed here.
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3
Measures and Strategies for

Obtaining Health Benefit Values for
Regulatory Analysis

As described in Chapter 2, federal agencies apply a variety of ap-
proaches to estimate and value the health-related benefits of regulatory
interventions. Agencies are currently developing measures of health impacts
for use in cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) along with monetized estimates
for use in benefit–cost analysis (BCA). These effectiveness measures include
both single-dimension measures such as deaths or cases of illness averted
and integrated measures of morbidity and mortality, that is, the health-
adjusted life-year (HALY) measures that are a central focus of this report.

In this chapter the Committee describes different effectiveness metrics
for health-related CEA and sources for estimates of health-related quality
of life (HRQL) based on these metrics. We first introduce criteria for select-
ing among effectiveness measures for use in regulatory analysis, and then
discuss various approaches in light of these criteria.

We cover much of the same ground as “Identifying and Valuing Out-
comes,” Chapter 4 of the report of the U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in
Health and Medicine (PCEHM) (Gold et al., 1996b). The emphasis and
detail of this report, however, are tailored for an audience of regulatory
analysts and decision makers. We reiterate some of the material in the
PCEHM report here so that this volume will be a largely self-contained
reference. In many instances the Committee follows and endorses the
PCEHM’s interpretations and recommendations; in a few respects, our
judgments differ, as summarized at the end of the chapter.

This chapter begins with a discussion of criteria for selecting among
different HALY measures and for determining which approach to applying
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these measures is most appropriate for regulatory analysis. We then de-
scribe and evaluate each approach in more detail. The subsequent sections
of this chapter first briefly review the single-dimension measures common
in statistical reporting systems and epidemiological studies, including case
reporting of illness or injury, preventable deaths, and life years lost. This
section also considers the contribution of mortality and longevity changes,
relative to changes in HRQL, to overall estimates of effectiveness. Next we
examine alternative HALY metrics, discuss their construction and theoreti-
cal roots, and methods for determining the relative values of specific health
states. These metrics, survey instruments, and methods for eliciting prefer-
ences or values for particular health states are evaluated in terms of their
practicality, reliability, and theoretical and empirical validity. In the follow-
ing section we consider sources of health state values for regulatory analysis
and review four commonly used generic HRQL survey instruments. The
fifth section identifies data collection and research priorities as well as
promising developments for improving the measurement of health effects
for regulatory analysis. Last, we briefly summarize the Committee’s find-
ings and conclusions based on the material presented in the chapter.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING HALY METRICS
FOR REGULATORY CEA

As introduced in the preceding chapters, regulatory analysts face a
series of choices in determining how to structure the effectiveness measure
in their analyses. First, they may choose between a single-dimension or
integrated measure. Although single-dimension measures, such as lives
saved, life years extended, or cases of illness or injury avoided provide
important information of interest to decision makers, analyses of major
regulations generally include more than one health effect of concern. Thus
our focus is on developing criteria for selecting among the integrated mea-
sures that are the main focus of the report.

The first choice that analysts face in selecting an integrated measure is
whether to rely on the most commonly used approach—the quality-adjusted
life year (QALY)—or one of the other HALY approaches. HALY
approaches, which rest on how length of life is combined with a value or
preference for a given state of health, are discussed in detail later in this
chapter. They vary primarily in the extent to which they are widely ac-
cepted, available, and used. Because the requirements for regulatory CEA
are already in effect and analysts need tools that are ready for use, the
Committee’s criteria for selecting among these HALY measures are largely
practical ones. (The development and pursuit of a longer term research
agenda are discussed separately at the end of this chapter.)

At this broadest conceptual level, the relevant performance characteris-
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tics of a HALY effectiveness measure for regulatory CEA conform to some
straightforward criteria.

• First, the HALY metric should have a “track record,” that is, it
should be in relatively widespread use and methods for estimating index
values, as well as estimates themselves, should be available in the literature.

• Second, the metric should be easy to understand and interpret. To
some extent, the comprehensibility of a metric is a function of the extent to
which it has been used, and thus depends on the first criterion.

• Third, the metric should be relatively inexpensive to use, both in
terms of the availability of methods and values for immediate application
and in terms of the development and collection of new values.

Of course, in addition to these practical considerations, measures must also
provide valid and reliable estimates of the relative value of different health
states. Assessing reliability and validity is, however, largely a function of
the extent of the research base; the measures that do not meet the first
criteria above are less likely to have been subject to extensive tests of
validity and reliability.

As discussed in more detail in the following sections of this chapter, the
Committee believes that the QALY best meets these criteria. Once an ana-
lyst makes the decision to use the QALY metric, the next set of choices
involves determining how to apply this measure in the context of a particu-
lar regulatory analysis. As already discussed, analysts face the choice in
BCA and CEA alike of conducting new research on benefit values or trans-
ferring estimates from existing studies. In CEA analysts have a third option:
they can use generic indexes. The use of these indexes can be based on
existing studies or new research; i.e., the analyst may transfer estimates
from an existing study that used a generic index, or may use the index to
generate new valuation estimates. As illustrated by the Committee’s case
studies, these indexes have the advantage of allowing the analyst to value
new health states without the substantial investment of time and resources
required for new primary valuation research. Each of these approaches is
discussed in detail in the later sections of this chapter.

Because several generic indexes are well established and easy to use, the
Committee expects that they will often be applied in regulatory analysis in
the near term. As already discussed, regulatory analysts lack the time or
resources to engage in the development of instruments for health status
valuation in the context of individual regulatory analysis. Thus we focused
our criteria for implementing the QALY measure on the choice among
available generic instruments.

Several authorities have offered criteria for assessing the construction
and performance of HRQL measures, primarily with respect to their use in
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CEAs of health care services and in clinical outcomes studies. Box 3-1
presents standard performance criteria for preference-based HRQL survey
instruments. While each of these features of an HRQL instrument may be

BOX 3-1
Standard Performance Criteria for HRQL Instruments

The PCEHM proposed that valuation approaches should have a theoretical
foundation and be empirically derived. Economists and decision theorists tend to
favor choice-based valuation such as standard gamble and time trade-off methods
because they are more closely connected to utility theory. Some psychologists
have also used techniques such as rating scales and magnitude estimation.

An ideal measurement method would satisfy a long list of criteria. While any
given list is probably incomplete, some criteria deserve particular attention. For
example, the ultimate standard of validity is construct validity, the extent to which
an instrument accurately measures or identifies the thing it is intended to measure.
Because HRQL is an unobservable construct with alternative theoretical founda-
tions, there is some ambiguity and tension as to how to demonstrate an instru-
ment’s validity. Three subsidiary or partial aspects of validity that are more readily
demonstrated are content validity (adequate or appropriate scope to the measure);
criterion validity (the degree of correspondence of the instrument to an agreed-on
measure of the construct); and predictive validity (ability to predict future behaviors
and outcomes).

An instrument’s valuation survey sample should be adequate in size and
response rate, and the population from which the sample was drawn should be
representative of the population of interest in the CEA. In the case of regulatory
CEA, this would be the population affected by costs and/or benefits of the regula-
tory intervention.

A measure should be reliable, that is, exhibit consistency in repeated measure-
ments by the same individual over time or across different groups drawn from the
same population.

A measure should be widely applicable to a range of health states and condi-
tions. It should be sensitive, that is, responsive to change, and not exhibit floor or
ceiling effects in the range of anticipated effects. An HRQL instrument should be
flexible and universal, as demonstrated by applications to and adaptations for cul-
tural and language subpopulations and alternative administration formats.

An HRQL measure should be well documented, transparent, and interpretable.
An instrument should be feasible to administer, not burdensome for respondents,
and acceptable to users and the public. This may be judged by administration
format, completion times, and rates of missing responses. Preference elicitation
surveys should have satisfactory completion rates; if respondents consistently
decline to make choices within an elicitation exercise, the measure or method may
not be appropriate or adequately informative.

SOURCES: Gold et al. (1996b); Lohr et al. (1996); IOM (1998); Brazier et al. (1999b).
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desirable, some are particularly important and take a specific form in the
context of informing regulatory decision making.

As discussed later in this chapter, in applying these criteria the Commit-
tee found that no one HRQL index is obviously superior to the others in all
respects for all applications. Thus, to designate any single instrument as a
standard for all regulatory analyses would be arbitrary. Judging the appro-
priateness of a given instrument for a particular regulatory application
depends not only on the features of the HRQL instrument, but also the
characteristics of the affected population, the intervention, and the health
research that underlies the risk assessment.

The Committee emphasizes the following criteria for choice of an
HRQL instrument in a regulatory analysis.

First, an HRQL instrument must be applicable to the range of health-
related effects being evaluated. Generic HRQL instruments are designed for
application to a wide range of health states that can result from a variety of
health-related risks or interventions. Still, as described below, each generic
instrument has distinctive features absent from the others. For example, the
Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB) includes symptoms and problems in its
valuation formula, along with functional attributes; the Health Utilities
Index (HUI) instruments specify sensory and cognitive functions, which
make them relatively sensitive instruments for conditions with these mani-
festations; and the SF-6D allows the use of widely collected SF-36 and
SF-12 data sets.

Second, the instrument should be sensitive enough to distinguish among
health endpoints. This criterion addresses the “fit” between the HRQL
instrument, the health condition(s) of interest, and the risk assessment data
used to estimate and characterize the health impacts. For example, a highly
differentiated HRQL instrument may not be readily “mappable” onto epi-
demiological data about respiratory symptoms related to air quality if the
later dataset is based on very general symptom-based categories. Conversely,
if the regulatory health impacts of interest are very specific, such as func-
tional limitations resulting from long-term effects of traumatic injury, and
the domains of an HRQL instrument do not reflect those effects, that
instrument might not be sufficiently sensitive. In the Committee’s case study
of child seat restraint anchoring systems, in which head injuries were a
prominent risk, some but not all indexes included a cognitive function
domain. In this case study, however, the similarity of estimates of QALY
effects (as assigned by experts) across different instruments does not dem-
onstrate that the more specific attributes are critical to the sensitivity of the
instrument (see Appendix A, Tables A-11 and A-12).

Third, a generic instrument should reflect the values or preferences for
health of the population(s) of interest. In most cases, for major regulations,
those who will bear the costs and/or receive the benefits can be represented
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by the U.S. population as a whole. Hence it is the preferences of this
population that will matter most for valuation. Of the generic instruments
reviewed, only the QWB and the EuroQol Group’s EQ-5D have preferences
derived from the U.S. population. Whereas the U.S. EQ-5D valuation sur-
vey is recent and based on a nationally representative sample, the QWB
valuation survey is about 30 years old and was conducted in a single com-
munity (San Diego, CA). The HUI-3 valuation survey was conducted with
a representative sample from Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, and the SF-6D
values are derived from a U.K. general population survey.

Fourth, as in the case of the HALY measure, the HRQL instrument
also must be acceptable to and understandable by survey respondents,
policy makers, and the general public. One indication of a measure’s ac-
ceptability is the extent to which valuation survey respondents compre-
hend, and are willing to engage in, the preference elicitation exercise. In a
broader sense, the ethical commitments and implications of the HRQL
instrument and the health state values it generates must be viewed as legiti-
mate by the ultimate users of the analytic results. Transparency, in the sense
of relying on data that is publicly available (not proprietary), may also
contribute to a measure’s acceptability.

Finally, as in the case of the HALY measure, the HRQL instrument
should be as inexpensive to use as is compatible with the other objectives.
This criterion applies to considerations such as mode of administration
(e.g., mail surveys are less costly than personal interviews) and also to the
proprietary status of the instrument and related analytic tools.

SINGLE-DIMENSION MEASURES OF
HEALTH-RELATED OUTCOMES

Cases of illness or injuries, deaths, hospitalizations, and days of work
or school lost are commonly reported outcomes based on routine health
information collection activities. These measures are familiar, easily com-
prehended, generally stable, and can be obtained or calculated from stan-
dard statistical sources. Tables 2-2, 2-4, and 2-5 in the previous chapter
provide examples of specific single-dimension outcome measures used in
regulatory analyses. The drawback of relying on these types of measures
alone, without benefit of more comprehensive measures, is that they are not
readily aggregated.

Mortality-based indicators have long dominated population-based
health status measurement. They are also prominent in risk assessments
and economic analyses for health and safety regulations. Life expectancy
and age-specific death rates are familiar and straightforward health out-
comes measures. Early analyses counted preventable or premature deaths
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averted.1 With the advent of CEA in health care settings, analysts turned
to counting years of life saved, thus reflecting differences in remaining life
expectancies.

Much of the information needed to calculate integrated measures of
morbidity and mortality relates to the determination of the relative values
attached to different health states, yet changes in survival tend to swamp
the impact of changes in HRQL in HALY calculations for health care
programs. In a review of 63 studies that included 173 cost-effectiveness-
ratio pairs that reported both cost per life year ($/LY) and cost per quality-
adjusted life year ($/QALY), Chapman and colleagues (2004) found that
quality-adjusting life years resulted in a median difference between LY and
QALY ratios for the 173 ratio pairs of just $1,300. (The median ratios were
$24,600/LY and $20,400/QALY.) In a separate review of 110 cancer pre-
vention, early detection, and treatment interventions, Tengs (2004)
also compared $/LY and $/QALY ratios. Consistent with the findings of
Chapman et al., she reported a very high rank-order correlation between
LY and QALY ratios. Both studies concluded that the difference in quality-
adjusting life years would have affected decisions about cost-effectiveness
in just a small proportion of cases (8 and 5 percent in the Chapman and
Tengs studies, respectively, at a $50,000 decision threshold in each case).

The results of these two review studies suggest that accounting for
mortality impacts may be more important than adjusting for the HRQL
impacts associated with diseases for which the intervention saves many
lives. In these cases, calculation of life years gained may capture the major-
ity of the impact of the intervention on health. However, this will not be the
case for programs or regulations that improve health and functioning but
do not significantly change life expectancy, such as one might expect with
mitigation of environmental exposures to lead or mercury. In the juice
processing case study (summarized in Appendix A), for example, chronic
illness impacts accounted for the majority of QALY gains.

HEALTH-ADJUSTED LIFE YEARS

HALY measures were designed to address the limitations of single-
dimension measures. HALYs capture information about both length of life
and the states of health experienced during those years. The virtue of such
an index of health—that it combines information about diverse health-
related conditions as well as mortality—also poses challenges. A HALY is a

1Throughout this report, we use the term “preventable” rather than “premature” deaths.
These terms refer to decreases in the risk of death attributable to a regulation, in other words,
expected gains in life expectancy.
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relatively abstract concept, and some users of health statistics may find it
harder to understand than more concrete and simpler health indicators,
such as a change over time in the incidence of lung cancer or life expectancy
in a population. Hence reporting the constituents of HALY measures and
presenting cost-effectiveness ratios using specific outcomes such as prevent-
able deaths remain important.

HALYs not only meld descriptive information about health states and
longevity, they also incorporate judgments about the relative value of dif-
ferent states of health, taking into account their impact on functioning and
subjective experience. Such judgments about HRQL may be individual,
aggregated and averaged for a population, or reached collectively by indi-
viduals participating in an interactive or consensus process.

HALY measures are constructed in three steps. First, a description of a
health state or disease condition is needed. Second, that state or condition
must be given a value or weight, relative to other states and conditions. By
convention, HRQL scales are anchored by values of 0 and 1, where 0
corresponds with death and 1 with the state of full, optimal, or “perfect”
health. (States of health considered worse than death can be accommodated
by negative values.) Third, the values for different health states or condi-
tions must be combined with estimates of the duration in each health state
over the predicted remaining life span. Figure 3-1 represents an illustrative
health-adjusted life expectancy (for either an individual or a population, on
average) as the shaded area on a two-dimensional graph where the vertical
axis represents HRQL and the horizontal axis represents duration of life.
When interpreted as an individual life, the figure suggests how one moves
through different states of health, implying different levels of HRQL, over
the course of a lifetime.

Several approaches to estimating HALYs are discussed later in this
section and many are illustrated in the Committee’s case studies. The most
familiar and widely used measure is the QALY, and that is the metric given
fullest consideration here. Before discussing the QALY and alternative
metrics, we describe some general features of HALY measurement, using
the QALY as the case in point.

Describing Health States

HRQL measurement relies on concepts such as “health status,” “func-
tional status,” “well-being,” and “quality of life.” Although these terms,
along with “health-related quality of life,” are often applied interchange-
ably, in fact they encompass narrower or broader arrays of domains, with
“health status” denoting a more restrictive concept and “quality of life” a
more extensive one. Table 3-1 presents concepts and domains that fall
within these broader rubrics.
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FIGURE 3-1 Health-Adjusted Life Years

At a minimum, the measurement of HRQL incorporates both the de-
scription of health status (which may include observable and unobservable
symptoms, functional capabilities, and health perceptions) and the impor-
tance or value that people, individually and/or collectively, attach to these
aspects of health. Health states may be described (and valued) either as
related to or representing specific disease conditions or in generic terms.
Valuations of generically described health states, using multiattribute health
state classification systems, are reviewed in some detail later in this chapter.

HALY metrics such as QALYs have been constructed with tools from
both psychometrics (the theory and techniques of measuring psychological
phenomena such as attitudes) and utility theory (defined in Chapter 1).
They are developed most often from some combination of psychological
survey and decision-theoretical techniques. All generically described health
states used in HRQL indexes depend on psychometric scaling and concepts
to some degree. Such generic indexes thus share common features with
health profiling instruments, such as the SF-36. Like other health status
profiling instruments, the SF-6D was not designed to produce a preference-
based index value.2

2The SF-36 is described later in the Chapter, when its derivative preference-based index, the
SF-6D, is discussed.
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TABLE 3-1 Concepts and Domains Used in Defining Self-Reported
Health Status, Quality of Life, and Health-Related Quality of Life

Concepts Domains Attributes

Symptoms Reports of physical and psychological Frequency, severity,
symptoms or sensations not directly bothersomeness
observable, such as energy and fatigue,
nausea, and irritability

Functional status Frequency, difficulty,
severity, ability, with
help

Physical Functional limitations and activity
restrictions, such as self-care, walking,
mobility, sleep, sexual

Psychological Positive or negative affect and
cognitive, such as anger, alertness,
self-esteem, sense of well-being, distress

Social Limitations in work or school,
participation in community

Health perceptions Frequency, severity/
intensity, satisfaction

Global General ratings of health and quality
of life, such as satisfaction or overall
well-being

Worries and About health, finances, the future
concerns

Spiritual Meaning and purpose of life or
relationship to the universe

Disadvantage/ Perceptions of stigma or reports of Frequency, impact
opportunity discrimination because of health

condition

Resiliency Reports of ability to cope or withstand Frequency, satisfaction,
stress and illness ability

Environmental Evaluations of personal safety, Satisfaction, importance
adequacy of housing, respect, freedom,
and so on

SOURCE: Reprinted from Patrick and Chiang (2000, Table 1).
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Valuing Health States and Preference Elicitation Methods

The scaling of values associated with particular health states reflects the
relative strength of preference for one state as compared with another.
Health states must be located on an interval scale (and not simply ranked)
in order to be incorporated in a HALY measure. This section reviews four
methods for eliciting preferences for health states:

• Standard gamble (SG),
• Time trade-off (TTO),
• Category rating (CR) or visual analogue scale (VAS), and
• Person trade-off (PTO).

These preference elicitation techniques pose different questions and empha-
size different facets of the relative value of various health states. Most
analysts who use these valuation techniques recommend that results from
two or more approaches not be combined within a single analysis, and that
their interpretation and the discussion of results consider the elicitation
method (Lenert and Kaplan, 2000).

Each of the four methods has particular strengths. Economists gen-
erally prefer metrics or instruments that use SG or TTO. These elicitation
techniques produce relative preference weights using methods consistent
with neoclassical economic utility theory, which requires choices reflecting
an opportunity cost—the sacrifice of one valuable good for another. Pref-
erence or value elicitation methods grounded in utility theory correspond
more closely than do psychometric approaches to the model of con-
sumer choice.

Rating scale approaches such as CR or VAS are considered the least
burdensome for respondents, although some studies have reported that
respondents found the task more challenging than TTO or SG. CR or VAS
are understood to reflect respondents’ internal representations of health
states in a comparative sense, and may be anchored or influenced by the
actual health of the respondent (Krabbe et al., 1997).

PTO valuation methods have been designed to introduce other-
directed interests and considerations into societal resource allocation and
priority-setting contexts. In contrast with other techniques, the PTO ap-
proach does not purport to represent primarily self-interested or consumer
preferences for health states. PTO has not been as widely applied as the
other techniques.

Unless new surveys are conducted to elicit values for specific health
states, the elicitation technique is part and parcel of the choice of a generic,
multiattribute HRQL index. Thus, although the following discussion ad-
dresses elicitation methods in isolation from other features of valuation
surveys, in practice these methods are not readily mixed and matched with
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the descriptive systems of different indexes. Nonetheless, considering the
performance of different elicitation methods as such is helpful because the
valuation (as compared with the characterization or description) of health
states is what distinguishes QALYs from other HALY metrics.

Standard Gamble

Expected utility theory provides a normative model for individual deci-
sion making under conditions of risk or uncertainty. The SG is the only
preference elicitation method directly linked to the axioms of expected
utility theory. In order to establish the relative values of various health
states on an interval scale, respondents must determine the conditions of
indifference or equivalence between two outcomes. One of the alternatives,
representing the health state (less than full health) of interest, is a certain
outcome. The other alternative has two possible outcomes, one being full
health and the other being immediate death. The respondent is asked to
specify the risk of immediate death (with probability p) and the comple-
mentary probability of survival in perfect health (1 – p) that would make
this uncertain alternative just as attractive as the certain alternative of the
impaired health state. On a 0-to-1 scale for health state values arrayed from
death to full or perfect health, the value of the health state in question is
then (1 – p).

The relative values of different states of health elicited with the SG
technique will reflect, to some degree, individuals’ attitudes about taking
risks. If the respondent in an SG is averse to taking risks, the value assigned
to the certain, impaired state of health will be closer to 1.0 (optimal health)
than if the respondent is not risk averse (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979;
Loomes and McKenzie, 1989). The standard gamble is a cognitively de-
manding technique. Because SG explicitly uses probabilities of events to
determine relative values, and probability information often is not well
understood, empirical results do not confirm the prediction from expected
utility theory that the relative values of different health states maintain a
constant proportional relationship to risk. For example, when presented
with probabilities that differ by an order of magnitude (a 1-in-100 risk
versus a 1-in-1,000 risk), respondents do not treat them as representing a
fully tenfold difference in likelihood. A method for adjusting SG responses
to account for biases in probability weighting has been proposed by
Bleichrodt et al. (2001), but this method has not been widely adopted.

Time Trade-Off

The TTO elicitation method is also considered consistent with utility
theory because respondents must sacrifice one valuable good for another.
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The TTO method was developed as an alternative to the standard gamble
to avoid the cognitive challenges associated with choosing probabilistic
outcomes. In a TTO elicitation, the respondent is asked to choose between
two certain prospects, for example, to experience remaining life expectancy
in a given health state (less than full health) or to live for a fixed number of
years in full health, followed by immediate death. The number of years in
full health is varied until the respondent is indifferent between the two
prospects. The value of the health state is then given by the ratio of the
number of years in full health to the remaining life expectancy.

The TTO method has proved practical and acceptable to survey re-
spondents (Brazier et al., 1999a). It may be more comprehensible than an
SG. Furthermore, the TTO method has intuitive appeal, as it involves the
direct exchange of the two components of health, morbidity and longevity.
The method has been shown to confound preferences for health states with
time preference (the extent to which one discounts the value of states in the
future). The TTO method relies on the fundamental assumption of QALYs
that the weight assigned to a health state is independent of its duration, and
so one will trade off a constant proportion of remaining years of life for a
given improvement in health status, regardless of how many years remain.
However, empirical work has demonstrated that the value of a health state
may depend on its duration (Sackett and Torrance, 1978; McNeil et al.,
1981). Other experimental results suggest that TTO may be better suited to
valuing chronic conditions than temporary conditions (Dolan and Gudex,
1995). The TTO method nonetheless offers a useful and intuitively plau-
sible first approximation of relative values for different states of health.

Direct Rating: Category Rating and Visual Analogue Scales

Direct rating approaches to preference elicitation ask respondents to
assign a single number to a health state, usually on a scale of 0 to 100, with
these anchors being the worst and best imaginable health states, or death
and perfect health. Visual aids, such as the “feeling thermometer” in the
EuroQol Group’s generic HRQL survey instrument, the EuroQoL-5D
(EQ-5D), are often used in this approach. (See Kind et al., 1998, for a
reproduction of the “feeling thermometer.”) If the direct rating scale is
divided into discrete points of equal intervals that the respondent must
select, the approach is called CR. If there are no constraints on the location
of assignments between the anchor points, the approach is referred to as a
VAS.

Direct rating approaches apply psychometrically based attitudinal
scaling methods to questions related to health. Rating scale methods are
familiar to many and have been used extensively in survey research. They
are generally thought to impose the least cognitive burden among value
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elicitation methods. CR and VAS values have been treated as having inter-
val properties as measures of strength of preference by their proponents
(Revicki, 1992; Kaplan et al., 1993). Health state values generated by VAS
tend to correlate more closely with health status indicators such as pain,
functioning, and clinical symptoms, and with health status profile scores,
than do values generated by SG and TTO methods (Brazier et al., 1999a).

Direct rating, however, lacks the theoretical support of the trade-off-
based methods (Bleichrodt and Johannesson, 1997). Respondents to rating
scale surveys are not told that, in calculating QALYs, rating an impaired
state of health at 50 on a scale of 0 to 100 will be interpreted as considering
1 year of life in perfect health equivalent to 2 years of life in the impaired
health state. Empirical findings of both clustering of responses away from
the extremes of the scale and response spreading have raised concerns that
CR and VAS do not reflect the interval-scale properties that are required for
QALY valuation.

Person Trade-Off

The PTO represents a fundamentally different approach to establishing
relative values for health states. This method was designed to inform soci-
etal decision making about investments in and priorities for health care
interventions, and most notably was used in setting the original disability-
adjusted life-year (DALY) weights (Murray and Lopez, 1996; Murray and
Acharya, 1997). In a PTO exercise, respondents are asked to make choices
about health interventions and health states for groups of people other than
themselves. For example, a respondent may be presented with a situation in
which a given number of people (x) have a particular health-related impair-
ment A and another group of y members have a different health impairment
B (the time in health states A and B are the same). The respondent is asked
to choose which group to help if she could help only one group because of
limited resources. By varying the number of persons in one or the other
group (x′) until the respondent concludes that helping x′ persons with
condition A is equivalent to helping y persons with condition B, the societal
value of health condition A relative to health condition B is determined:
(1 – x′)/(1 – y).

PTO choices incorporate concerns about relative health status and the
distribution of benefits in the particular choice scenario. Specifically, PTO
choices are more responsive to the relative severity of conditions involved
and to life-saving interventions than are individual preference-based valua-
tion techniques, reflecting an interest in benefiting the worst off (Nord,
1999). Yet, at the same time, participants in PTO exercises appear to take
into account the total gains in health across all participants, even if those
who are initially worst off are not necessarily helped (Dolan and Green,
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1998). Several reviews of the PTO methodology applied in different con-
texts, including the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) Global Burden
of Disease DALY measure, have called for more research to refine and
improve the reliability of the technique and specifically for further develop-
ment of its theoretical rationale (Brazier et al., 1999a; Dolan, 2000; Green,
2001; Walker and Siegel, 2002).

The PTO technique is cognitively demanding and it requires posing a
large number of choices to construct a robust set of relative values for
different diseases (Green, 2001). It has also performed poorly, relative to
other approaches, in tests of reliability and internal consistency (Patrick
et al., 1973; Ubel et al., 1996).

Comparisons Among Elicitation Methods

This review reinforces the caveat stated at the beginning of the section:
Each approach elicits relative health state values that incorporate different
characteristics of the health states or aspects of the choices posed. For
example, SG results incorporate attitudes about risk, most often risk aver-
sion, so that SG-based values tend to be higher than values estimated with
other approaches. Similarly, TTO elicitations capture time preferences and
direct rating methods reflect elements of current health status.

In a study in which 69 public health professionals valued 12 health
states according to each of the four previously described elicitation meth-
ods, Salomon and Murray (2004) explored the hypothesis that a consistent
set of core valuations of health states underlies the preference estimates
produced via each elicitation technique. In their modeling of responses, the
authors estimated the contributions of various factors (e.g., risk attitudes,
discounting, distributional concerns, and scale distortion effects) in ex-
plaining the differences among the valuation techniques, in order to isolate
an underlying strength of preference. This study is encouraging with respect
to the possibility of ascertaining consistent and stable preferences for health.
At the same time, it suggests that comparing the results of studies using
different valuation techniques should be approached with caution and that
mixing valuation approaches within one study may be unwise.

In the following discussion, the Committee considers the relative per-
formance of the three predominant elicitation techniques in terms of feasi-
bility, reliability, and theoretical and empirical validity. Because the PTO
approach differs from the other elicitation techniques in what it intends to
measure, it is not included in this comparison. Furthermore, there is little
evaluative research on the performance of the PTO.

Feasibility  Of the three main elicitation methods, rating scale approaches
like CR or VAS are the most feasible and least expensive, and are accept-
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able to respondents, with a high completion rate (95 percent and above).
Some researchers have reported completion problems and difficulty in
understanding the probabilistic choices with the SG (Froberg and Kane,
1989). In their more recent review of the literature, Brazier and colleagues
(1999a) concluded that the SG methodology was comparable to TTO in
terms of completion rates. Both the SG and the TTO may require an
interview-based approach because of the complexity of the valuation ex-
ercises, in contrast with VAS, which is more amenable to a mail survey
format.

Reliability  Table 3-2 presents intrarater test–retest reliability results for
the SG, TTO, and VAS methods from studies that resurveyed respondents
at different time intervals, ranging from less than one week to a year. None

TABLE 3-2 Intrarater Test–Retest Reliability of the Standard Gamble,
Time Trade-Off, and Visual Analogue Scale Techniques

Test–Retest Reliability Standard Gamble Time Trade-Off Visual Analogue Scale

1 week or less 0.80a 0.87a 0.77a

0.77–0.79b 0.70–0.95b

4 weeks or less 0.82c 0.81d 0.62c

0.63e 0.89e

6 weeks 0.63–0.80d

0.85f

10 weeks 0.73g 0.78h

6–16 weeks 0.63 (props)i 0.83 (props)i

0.74 (no props)i 0.55 (no props)i

1 year 0.53j 0.62j 0.49j

NOTE: Correlation as specified; intraclass correlation coefficient: b, c, g, h; Pearson correla-
tion coefficient: e, i; others unspecified. “Props” and “no props” referred to mode of adminis-
tration, with or without specially designed aids in decision making (boards or cards).

aO’Connor and Pennie (1995).
bBakker et al. (1994).
cO’Brien and Viramontes (1994).
dChurchill et al. (1987).
eGabriel et al. (1993).
fMolzahn et al. (1996).
gDolan et al. (1996a).
hGudex et al. (1996).
iDolan et al. (1996b).
jTorrance (1976).

SOURCE: As reported in Brazier et al. (1999a, Table 1).
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of the three elicitation methods has been shown to perform consistently
better than the others.

Theoretical validity   Several economists and QALY valuation researchers
engaged in health-related CEA have noted that the ultimate test of validity
should be the extent to which a technique or measure predicts the prefer-
ence revealed in actual decisions (Brazier et al., 1999a; Dolan, 2000), con-
sistent with the theoretic basis of welfare economics. In research on will-
ingness to pay for risk reductions, the results from a stated preference
survey (e.g., for safety interventions that reduce the risk of accidental death)
can be compared with revealed preference studies (e.g., based on labor
market studies of wage-rate differentials for risky jobs). It is more difficult
to use revealed preference methods in studying choices in health and health
care because the relative prices paid for treating different conditions can-
not be assumed to reflect consumers’ relative preferences. Thus the “gold
standard” of validity testing is not available for HRQL stated preference
results. Instead, validity testing has been conducted primarily within the
psychometric tradition, and has focused on construct validity, that is, the
extent to which measures discriminate among unlike health states and con-
verge on like ones (Dolan, 2000).

Empirical validity  The SG and TTO methods have been compared in
terms of producing logically consistent orderings of health states. In one
study in which about 150 participants each compared 12 pairs of health
states ordered in terms of level of impairment, TTO elicitations resulted in
somewhat higher rates of logically consistent rankings (92 percent) com-
pared with SG elicitations (84–88 percent), but this difference between
methods was not statistically significant (Dolan et al., 1996a).

Internal inconsistencies in valuation have been found in some TTO
studies as well. A recent study by Bleichrodt and colleagues (2003) con-
cludes that these inconsistencies occur for short but not longer duration
health states. They suggest that this phenomenon explains why TTO valu-
ations sometimes exceed SG values, even though values elicited with SG
approaches generally tend to be higher than those elicited by TTO. For
example, the EQ-5D uses a relatively short-gauge duration of 10 years for
comparison with remaining life expectancy; the authors argue that this
leads to valuations that are too high.

Dolan (2000) argues that, although the SG and TTO methods are
preferable in the abstract to rating scale approaches, both of these methods
incorporate features that influence valuation. Because many people are
averse to risk, they may assign a higher value to the intermediate health
state that is certain. Because people generally have positive time preferences
and value years in the near future more highly than those more distant, they
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will more readily trade off years of life closer to death. (Box 3-2 addresses
the question of how this phenomenon relates to discounting QALYs.) Taken
together, these measurement biases lead to higher SG values than TTO
values for the same health states. Furthermore, many respondents are un-
willing to accept any risk of death, or trade off any longevity, for a health
improvement, leading to relatively high values for impaired health states
(Reed et al., 1993). These results also suggest that individuals’ preferences
are not fully consistent with QALYs.

Although SG and TTO values are ordinally correlated with VAS values,
their relationship is not proportionate. The practice of mapping from VAS
to SG or TTO valuations has been reviewed by Brazier and colleagues
(1999a,b) and directly evaluated in an original study by Krabbe and col-

BOX 3-2
The Time Trade-Off Method and Discounting

It has been argued that, because the TTO preference elicitation method incor-
porates respondents’ time preferences, discounting QALYs elicited by TTO results
in double discounting. The following demonstrates why this is not the case.

Time preferences in health are usually modeled with a constant discount rate,
r, over time. Assume that a respondent has a positive time preference (r), meaning
that she prefers that good things happen sooner and bad things happen later. In a
TTO choice, then, the longer lasting health state alternative would diminish in val-
ue proportionately more than the shorter term alternative. Thus, to equilibrate the
two options, the respondent would decrease the value assigned to the shorter
term, better health state option, resulting in a lower TTO score for the health state
of interest. TTO scores are negatively related to the respondent’s positive time
preference; however, they are not proportionally related.

If the individual’s utility function can be represented by the discounting factor
r, then QALY values could be adjusted by calculating the TTO score by dividing
the discounted (at rate r) years in full health by the discounted years in the health
state of interest. However, this works only at the individual, not aggregate, level
(Johannesson et al., 1994). In societal evaluation, the discount rate reflects the
time preferences assigned by the decision makers.

Although TTO preference scores are affected by the respondent’s time pref-
erence, this effect is neither uniform nor proportionate. Individual time preferenc-
es for health have been found to be highly variable and range from positive to
negative rates of discount (Dolan and Gudex, 1995). Conventional social rates of
discount do not necessarily reflect individual time preferences. Because no meth-
od of accounting for time preferences exists at the aggregate or societal level,
Drummond and colleagues (1997) recommend that, regardless of the elicitation
method, QALYs should be discounted at the recommended social rate.

SOURCE: Drummond et al. (1997, pp. 184–185).
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leagues (1997). Brazier and colleagues report that the seven studies they
examined had inconsistent results with respect to the relationships between
VAS and either SG or TTO.3 Krabbe and colleagues’ study comparing SG,
TTO, rating scale (RS), and willingness-to-pay values for 13 generically
described health states (taken from the EuroQol Group’s EQ-5D classifica-
tion system) did, however, find a consistent relationship between RS and
TTO mean values, as shown in Figure 3-2. They estimated an algebraic
power function for the relationship between the 13 mean RSs and TTO
values with an R-squared of 0.96 (RS = 1 – (1 – TTO)α; α = 0.42).

FIGURE 3-2 Mean Valuations for 13 EQ-5D Health States with Four Estimation
Methods
NOTE: Each set of health state numbers refers to a specific combination of at-
tribute levels for the EQ-5D survey instrument. See Appendix B for the correspond-
ing descriptions.
SOURCE: Reprinted from Krabbe et al. (1997, Figure 1), with permission from
Elsevier.

3Krabbe et al. (1997) was published too late to be included in the Brazier et al. (1999a)
review, which was completed in early 1997.
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Conclusion  This section has considered the performance of different elici-
tation techniques and the distinctive aspects of value implicitly conveyed
by each one. Comparing methods for eliciting health state preferences di-
rectly may be less relevant for guiding CEA in regulatory analysis, how-
ever, than is comparing the specific HRQL instruments, or generic indexes,
presented later in this chapter. The choice among alternative preference
elicitation techniques is embedded in the choice of generic index, because
each index relies on a valuation survey that employed a particular elicita-
tion method. If health state values are elicited directly in new surveys,
however, the researcher must choose a preference elicitation method.

Alternative HALY Metrics for Regulatory CEA

In the previous section we relied on the QALY as the construct for
which different preference elicitation methods are applied. This section
further considers the QALY and several other HALY constructs, in light of
their suitability for regulatory CEA.

Quality-Adjusted Life Years

As noted in Chapter 1, the QALY was the first HALY metric, devel-
oped about 30 years ago as an outcome measure for CEA. It was designed
to facilitate the maximization, in accordance with individual preferences
for health, of aggregate health benefits for a given level of resources
invested.

QALYs can be interpreted in different ways. When initially developed,
the QALY was simply an index with an intuitive meaning, corresponding to
the equivalent number of years in full health. More formally, QALYs can
be thought of as an index for which relative values are calculated using
utility theory or as a measure of economic utility (Gafni, 2004).

Pliskin and colleagues (1980) first proposed an underlying utility model
for QALYs. This model applies to individual decision makers who are
presumed to maximize expected utility when outcomes are uncertain. The
authors derived the behavioral assumptions about preferences for health
states and longevity that would be consistent with QALYs as a utility
function, in situations where health status is constant over the life span. As
described in the previous section, the SG and TTO are commonly used to
determine the value of a particular health state that will last the rest of one’s
life in terms of the risk of death or the loss of life expectancy that the
individual is willing to accept in order to achieve optimal health.

The behavioral assumptions of the utility-theoretical model are as
follows:
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• Individual decision makers follow the axioms of expected utility
theory, which is based on preferences for outcomes that are uncertain.
These are that (1) preferences for outcomes exist and are transitive; (2) pref-
erences for an uncertain prospect do not depend on whether the prospect
has one stage or two; and (3) preferences are continuous (von Neumann
and Morgenstern, 1947; see Patrick and Erickson, 1993, for an exposition
in terms of HRQL valuation).

• The proportion of remaining life that the individual decision maker
would trade off for a given quality improvement is independent of the
length of life remaining. That is, if someone with severe osteoarthritis would
trade off 10 years of a remaining life expectancy (LE) of 40 years for
30 years free of disease followed by immediate death, then that person
would be willing to trade off 5 years of a remaining 20-year LE to live free
of disease.

• The utility for a health state is independent of its duration.
• An individual’s health utilities are independent of nonhealth fac-

tors in her overall utility function. This means that preferences for income,
leisure time, and other features of life do not affect her preferences for
different states of health.

• Individuals are risk neutral with respect to gambles over life years
(Dolan, 2000). Risk neutrality implies indifference among lotteries on fu-
ture longevity that have the same life expectancy (and that are the same in
terms of health).

An additional assumption that is required when health states vary over the
life span is that preferences for health in different time periods are additive,
in accordance with individual preferences for health.

Miyamoto and Eraker (1985) have investigated the behavioral content
of the theoretical assumptions and concluded that:

the QALY model deserves consideration as a description of patient pref-
erences. . . because it concisely formulates two aspects of utility that are
crucial to any viable medical utility model. . . . By summarizing risk atti-
tude toward survival and the effect of health quality in a few easily as-
sessed parameters, the QALY model provides a powerful and general
instrument for describing patient values (p. 205).

As a measure of the production of health, QALYs are relatively simple and
“modular,” allowing longevity and HRQL to be equated, combined, and
traded off at both the individual and population levels. Thus, despite some
evidence that the independence and risk neutrality assumptions of the QALY
model are violated in empirical studies, the model remains useful for deci-
sion making because its parameters can be readily estimated and it reflects
trade-offs between survival and quality of life (Miyamoto and Eraker, 1985,
1988).
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QALYs are by far the most commonly used metric in CEA. A literature
survey of cost-effectiveness studies published over 20 years (1981–2000) in
the medical and health services research literature identified 328 original
CEAs that used a HALY outcome measure. All but one study, which used
the healthy year equivalent (HYE) metric, used QALYs (Greenberg and
Pliskin, 2002).

Healthy Year Equivalents

The HYE is an economic concept used to determine the number of
years in optimal health that would produce the same level of utility for an
individual as produced by a lifetime health profile (i.e., a particular succes-
sion of health states).

In a critique of the QALY model, Mehrez and Gafni (1990, 1991)
proposed alternative approaches for estimating the relative values of alter-
native health states that do not rely on the strong independence assump-
tions posited by Pliskin et al. (1980) and the assumption of additivity over
time. First, individuals may value two different sequences of health states
that result in the same number of QALYs differently. Second, quality and
length of life are not valued independently of each other, in contrast to a
fundamental assumption of QALYs. Mehrez and Gafni addressed these
empirical results by constructing dynamic health profiles extending over the
course of life and then eliciting the relative values for these profiles in their
entirety with a TTO elicitation technique.

The HYE approach requires comparing a large number of alternative
health profiles. Although the HYE has an advantage in that some of the
restrictive assumptions associated with QALYs do not apply, preferences
must be elicited for specific health profiles, or sequences of health states,
rather than for individual health states as with QALYs. Although propo-
nents of the HYE metric contend that the greater methodological demands
of the approach are justified in terms of its closer adherence to the theoreti-
cal conditions of utility theory, critics counter that developing an empirical
base of HYE values for widespread use is not practical. The debate between
proponents of QALYs and HYEs boils down to a choice between a simpler
model that imposes a smaller information collection burden and a more
complex but better fitting model that has demanding and costly data collec-
tion requirements.

Disability-Adjusted Life Years

The DALY is a measure of potential years of life lost to premature
death, adjusted to include the equivalent years of healthy life lost through
poor health or disability. Box 3-3 provides some background on the origin
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of the DALY measure. DALYs are calculated by summing the life years lost
from an optimal life expectancy, adjusted downward by any mental or
physical disability caused by disease or injury. Like QALYs, DALYs can be
discounted to present value. The DALY index scale is an inversion of the
QALY scale: for DALYs, 0 corresponds to perfect health and 1 to death.
DALY index values correspond to specific health conditions rather than to
generically characterized health states.

The initial characterization of nonfatal health outcomes in DALYs was
based on the International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and
Handicap. DALYs focus on functional disability from diseases and other
health-related conditions. In the WHO DALY study, health professionals
constructed the descriptions of disabilities, and other groups of health ex-
perts valued the disabilities using the PTO method in a deliberative, itera-
tive process (Murray and Lopez, 1996; Gold et al., 2002). These DALY
condition weights do not purport to reflect individual utilities. Rather, they
represent the relative social value of different states of health as judged by

BOX 3-3
The World Health Organization’s Disability-Adjusted Life Year

DALYs were developed as a summary measure of population health for the
WHO Global Burden of Disease study (Murray and Acharya, 1997). Three objec-
tives motivated this project. First, international health policy debates previously
had depended primarily on mortality statistics, and policy makers and researchers
wanted to include the impact of nonfatal health outcomes in their assessments and
deliberations. Second, to allocate resources across a spectrum of health interven-
tions more effectively, a common measure was needed to estimate the relative
magnitude of particular diseases in terms of their impact on longevity and disability.
Last, such information could reduce existing allocative inefficiencies by comparing
investments in different kinds of interventions for particular populations and societies.

The valuation of various health states using a variant of the PTO elicitation
method was undertaken with WHO’s concerns and objectives in mind. In 1995,
health experts were brought together by WHO and first asked to determine the
numbers of persons in full health and those with a particular condition that they
would consider equivalent in terms of a given life extension (say, of one year).
Next they were asked to determine the number of persons in the health-impaired
group who would have to experience an improvement in HRQL to full health to
be equivalent to gaining a life extension of one year for the fully healthy group.
These PTO values were then compared and reconciled in a final weighting. The
official DALY weights are available in Mathers et al. (2003), which can be down-
loaded from the WHO website (http://www3.who.int/whosis/discussion_papers/
pdf/paper54.pdf).
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experts, “. . . a variant of QALYs which have been standardized for com-
parative [international] use” (Murray and Acharya, 1997, p. 704).

The DALY construct reflected two much-criticized analytical choices
that are no longer considered essential for the measure. First, decrements in
longevity were calculated from a worldwide optimum life expectancy, rep-
resented by that of Japanese women (82.5 years). The second distinctive
feature was age weighting. Years lived in young adulthood were given a
greater value in comparison to years lived earliest and at the end of the life
span. Age weighting gives priority to the potential for improving health
outcomes among the members of society most critical to the well-being of
society as a whole, those in their productive years of life.

Age weighting and the use of optimum life expectancy are not, how-
ever, in principle necessary to the DALY construct. DALY weights may be
determined based on any of the methods described earlier in this chapter,
including PTO, SG, TTO, or RS. Some more recent applications of DALYs
are not age weighted, use life tables for the actual target population, and
apply DALY weights derived from sources based on different methods (see,
e.g., de Hollander et al., 1999; Fox-Rushby and Hanson, 2001, for applica-
tions and discussion of analytic options using DALYs).

Saved-Young-Life Equivalents

QALYs and other individually based preference or utility measures are
deemed by some to be inappropriate for societal resource allocation deci-
sions. These measures do not adequately account for the value attached to
saving lives relative to improving health or to the priority that may be given
to improving outcomes for the most severely impaired, regardless of the size
of the improvement. QALYs measure only the size of an improvement in
health and disregard health state starting and endpoints. This reflects the
irrelevance, in the calculation of QALY gains or losses, of all personal
attributes except the quality adjustment to a life year and the number of
aggregate QALYs. However, in surveys of people’s preferences for public
investments in health, their “health-related social welfare function” is rarely
consistent with QALY maximization (Ubel et al., 1996; Menzel, 1999).

Nord (1992, 1999) has proposed several strategies to incorporate this
concern for severity and life saving in HALY measurement. One of these
approaches, related to the PTO valuation method described earlier, selects
a single health care outcome as the common unit of measurement for all
health-related outcomes. The common unit Nord proposes is the SAVE, the
value of saving the life of a young person and restoring him to full health.
To determine the relative societal value of a given health outcome, two
equally expensive programs are compared. One program saves a young life
each year and the other produces n health outcomes of type x each year.
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Respondents are asked how many outcomes of type x would be considered
as valuable as saving the life of one young person. This direct elicitation
allows all aspects of the given health outcome to be taken into account,
including the initial health states as well as the extent of potential gains in
health and the characteristics of the persons who would benefit. Nord
proposes this unit of measure as a common denominator for all societal
investments in health and longevity improvements.

The SAVE measure, like the HYE, requires direct elicitation for many
specific health profiles, and thus faces the same implementation difficulties.
Index values for SAVEs are not available in the research literature and, as
with PTO values more generally, the reliability of the technique has not
been determined.

We take up the issue of societal values and QALYs again in Chapter 4,
where we examine the ethical assumptions embedded in the QALY metric
and strategies for addressing distributive and other ethical issues that arise
in regulatory CEAs that employ QALYs.

Choosing a HALY Measure for Regulatory Analysis

The QALY is the obvious choice at this time for standardizing regula-
tory analysis on a single HALY metric. Researchers have completed only
limited work using the HYE and the SAVE, and health state values using
these metrics are not readily available. Furthermore, values for the wide
range of health conditions considered in regulatory analysis are not likely to
be developed in the near term using these approaches, given the complexi-
ties of establishing values (such as conditioning health state values on dura-
tion or transitions from prior health states) and the expense of related
research. The HYE, while in theory superior to the QALY as a measure of
preferences for health, would require a significantly more complex elicita-
tion process, as would the SAVE, which is valued using variants of the PTO
method. The DALY can be valued using a variety of methods consistent
with QALY measurement. However, the inversion of the calculations, as
losses averted from some normative life expectancy, introduces oppor-
tunities for confusion in interpretation if other results are presented as
QALY gains.

Alternatives to the QALY have not undergone extensive reliability
evaluation. Although the QALY can be criticized for not adhering to ex-
pected utility theory or for ignoring certain dimensions of societal values
for health-related improvements such as severity or threat to life, it is
feasible and widely used. In addition, the QALY is supported by a number
of generic, multiattribute HRQL survey instruments and can be estimated
for health endpoints in regulatory analysis using a variety of approaches.
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SOURCES OF HEALTH STATE VALUES
FOR REGULATORY ANALYSIS

Relative values or preference weights for health states that represent
endpoints in regulatory analyses can be obtained using a variety of sources.
As already noted, the field of HRQL measurement was initially developed
to inform medical technology assessment and resource allocation decisions.
The data sets, information needs, and analytic priorities for these policy
contexts tend, not surprisingly, to differ from those of regulatory analysts
and policy makers. Consequently, the measurement tools that have been
designed to answer questions of clinical effectiveness and efficiency in im-
proving health outcomes are unlikely to be perfectly matched to the de-
mands of regulatory analysis. The following discussion reviews various
ways of obtaining preference-based HRQL values, focusing on the informa-
tion needs and constraints of those involved with risk regulation. This
section reviews:

• Primary elicitation of health state index values for specific condi-
tions,

• Four commonly used generic HRQL survey instruments or indexes,
• Use of condition-specific indexes,
• Use of experts to assign health states,
• Use of data from routine population surveys,
• Use of health state index values from prior studies and benefit

transfer practices, and
• Assessing uncertainty in the estimation of health-related effects

from regulatory interventions.

The section concludes with a brief review of innovations in survey instru-
ments and measurement techniques and key areas for further research and
development of HRQL metrics and methods for regulatory CEA.

Primary Elicitation of Condition-Specific Index Values

One way to obtain index values for particular states of health is to elicit
preferences for those states directly from the population whose interests are
at stake, or from proxies for that population. For example, to value a
reduction in a particular type of cardiac disease in the U.S. population,
researchers might conduct a survey that described the effects of the disease
and ask a representative sample of the U.S. population to value these ef-
fects. When QALY-based CEA was first introduced, direct elicitation of
preferences for specific health states, conditions, or treatment outcomes
was the only available approach (Bush et al., 1973; Torrance et al., 1973;
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McNeil et al., 1978; Pliskin et al., 1980). Every CEA had to estimate values
for the outcomes of interest. Generic HRQL indexes had not been devel-
oped, and a research literature reporting values that could be used “off the
shelf” had not yet accumulated.

By the time the PCEHM issued its report in 1996, several generic
HRQL survey instruments were available. The panel recommended ge-
neric health state classification systems as the preferred measurement ap-
proach in CEA because these systems offer the best opportunity to achieve
consistency in the valuation of health states across studies and across
different health interventions and diseases (Gold et al., 1996b).4

In some cases, existing studies may provide suitable, high-quality esti-
mates for valuing the health states of interest in regulatory analysis. In the
absence of such studies, new, primary research to value the health condi-
tions targeted by a regulatory intervention might appear to be the most
desirable course. However, it is unlikely to be a realistic option in the near
term for the vast majority of regulatory analyses. Both the time available to
conduct analysis of proposed regulations and the resource demands of
survey research militate against undertaking original studies, except as part
of a separate project without the constraints of regulatory analysis. In
addition, federally sponsored survey research is subject to Office of Man-
agement and Budget review and approval under the Paperwork Reduction
Act, which creates additional time and resource burdens and uncertainty.
As a result, the sources of health state index values discussed in the remain-
der of this section are likely to be the more feasible options for regulatory
CEA in the near term.

Generic HRQL Indexes

An alternative to directly eliciting preferences for specific conditions is
to use a multiattribute health state classification system with predetermined
index values for generically described health states. These indexes are widely
used and accepted in medical CEA as a way to assign general population or
“community” index values to highly disparate conditions and diseases,
with minimal burden on respondents. Characterizing particular health con-
ditions in terms of the conditions’ generic features or attributes can be done
in a number of ways: by patients with the condition, by members of the
general public based on a detailed description of the condition or scenario,
or by clinical experts familiar with the condition. These characteristics are

4In the context of regulatory CEA, directly eliciting preferences for health states is analo-
gous to conducting an original willingness-to-pay survey to value health effects for BCA.
Although some researchers have proposed standardizing valuation approaches for BCA, es-
tablished generic methods like the indexes used in CEA do not exist.
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then valued using the preexisting health state values developed for that
particular index.

The case studies conducted by the Committee to inform and illustrate
the discussion and recommendations in this report employed four generic
indexes:

• The Quality of Well-Being Scale,
• The Health Utilities Index (in two versions, Mark 2 and Mark 3),
• The EuroQol-5D, and
• The SF-6D.

These instruments were chosen for in-depth examination from a much
larger field of such instruments based on their widespread use in U.S. and
Canadian health care outcomes and cost-effectiveness research (in the case
of the first three instruments listed) or because the index values could be
calculated from health profile data that are collected extensively in the
United States (in the case of the SF-6D).

After briefly reviewing the structure of such instruments and the theo-
ries on which they are based, we describe each of them in turn. Tables 3-3
and 3-4 present the basic features of each of the four instruments in sum-
mary and comparative form. The instruments themselves and sources for
their valuation or scoring algorithms are presented in Appendix B.

The use of generic health indexes to estimate preference-based HRQL
values involves two steps. First, the health state of interest must be de-
scribed in terms of the several domains of HRQL. (See Table 3-1 for a
conceptual overview of these domains.) A given respondent characterizes or
describes the health state according to the generic set of attributes offered
by the index’s standardized questionnaire. For example, under the EQ-5D,
the respondent may indicate that the health state leads to “no” problems
with walking about, “some” problems washing or dressing, and so forth.
Once a health state has been characterized in terms of the domains of the
generic instrument, a single index value for the overall health state can be
calculated on a 0-to-1 scale.

These index values for health states are based on a separate valuation
exercise (typically conducted with respondents drawn from a local com-
munity’s residents or a nationally representative sample) that elicits prefer-
ences for health states (described generically, not as particular diseases or
conditions) in terms of the survey instrument’s HRQL domains. The rela-
tionship between general population valuation of health states and the
characterization of health states using a generic HRQL index is depicted in
Figure 3-3, for the case in which patients with a health condition describe
the condition.

Index values for health states using multiattribute generic instruments
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can be estimated holistically or in decomposed form. In the holistic ap-
proach, respondents are asked to value a composite scenario reflecting a
particular combination of functional and other characteristics represented
by particular domain levels, using any of the elicitation techniques de-
scribed above. In the decomposed valuation approach, respondents deter-
mine the relative value of each possible health-related attribute for each
domain (e.g., pain, mobility, self-care) independently. When multiattribute
systems are valued holistically, the weights for individual attributes and
attribute levels are estimated through statistical modeling. The decomposed
approach employs an algebraic approach to combining the single-attribute
estimates. Weighting formulas can be additive or multiplicative under ei-
ther approach.

Each of the generic indexes used in the case studies and described below
has at least one set of values for all possible health states that is based on a
general population or community valuation survey, presented in Table 3-4.
The features of each instrument’s standard or reference valuation survey
are described below.

Quality of Well-Being Scale

History  The QWB was developed from the first generic HRQL index, the
Index of Well-Being, which was envisioned as part of a general health

FIGURE 3-3 Measuring HRQL with Generic Instruments: Community Valuations,
Patient Characterizations

Valuation by 
general 

population 
sample

Respondents 
value health 

states/scenarios 
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VAS
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policy model to guide health services and health program investments
(Fanshel and Bush, 1970; Kaplan et al., 1976; Kaplan and Anderson, 1988,
1996). Its early introduction and comprehensiveness made it a point of
departure for the design of subsequent instruments (McDowell and Newell,
1996; Drummond et al., 1997). Until 1997, when a self-administered ver-
sion of the QWB was released, the QWB had been available only in an
interviewer-administered format. The interviewer-administered question-
naire takes about 15 minutes to complete and the self-administered version
14 minutes (Andresen et al., 1998).

Domains  The QWB includes four dimensions: physical function, mobil-
ity, social function, and immediate symptoms or problems. The first 3
dimensions produce a total of 46 function levels, including death. In the
interviewer-administered version, there are 27 symptom or problem com-
plexes (including no symptom or problem), while there are 58 symptom or
problem complexes in the self-administered version. The symptom/prob-
lem complex domain and related weights are unique to the QWB among
the four indexes considered here.

Valuation  The original community-based valuation survey for the QWB
included 856 adults from a probability sample of households in San Diego
conducted in 1974–75. This survey has been the basis for scoring all ver-
sions of the QWB since then. Each respondent in the valuation survey
rated 42 descriptive health profiles using a CR procedure, with zero corre-
sponding to death (Fryback, 2003). The survey asked respondents to con-
sider the relative value of being in the health state in question for a single
day. This short-term valuation period is unique to the QWB among the
indexes considered here. The statistically modeled weighting formula is
additive (i.e., it reflects no interactions between attributes) and yields sum-
mary index values between 0 and 1.

Availability  Age- and sex-specific QWB norms for the U.S. noninstitution-
alized population have been estimated from National Health Interview
Survey (NHIS) data for 1986–88 and 1994 through a process of mapping
NHIS responses to the QWB instrument (Anderson et al., 2004). The QWB
questionnaires and weights are available to the public without charge.

Health Utilities Index

History  The HUI family of HRQL measures (the HUI Mark 1, Mark 2,
and Mark 3) is the second-oldest set of HRQL instruments. The earliest
version of the HUI was developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s by
Torrance and colleagues at McMaster University, Ontario, Canada, and
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incorporated in a CEA of neonatal intensive care (Boyle et al., 1983). The
later versions of the instrument, the HUI-2 and HUI-3 (both of which are
current, having succeeded the original index), were developed from the
HUI-1. The HUI-2 was initially applied in studies of childhood cancer and
was later modified for adult applications. The HUI-3 was developed for
general application (Drummond et al., 1997). HUI questionnaires can be
either self- or interviewer-administered, and proxy assessment versions
(for completion by parents or caretakers rather than the subject) are also
available.

Domains  The HUI-2 consists of seven domains: sensory, mobility, emo-
tion, cognitive, self-care, pain, and fertility. The eight-domain HUI-3 is
closely related to the HUI-2, with the sensory domain split into vision,
hearing, and speech; a new attribute for dexterity; and the self-care and
fertility categories eliminated. Some of these changes in domains (see Ta-
ble 3-3) were made to reduce overlap in the constructs measured.

Valuation  The values for the HUI-2 were elicited from a random sample
of 293 parents of schoolchildren in Hamilton, Ontario, and environs
(Torrance et al., 1996). The valuation survey for the HUI-3 included a
probability sample of the general adult population (n = 504) in Hamilton,
Ontario (Feeny et al., 2002). For both valuation surveys, the VAS was used
to elicit values within each domain while SG was used to assess utilities for
the “corner states” (where one domain is at its worst level and all other
domains are at their best levels). Respondents were asked to consider being
in the health state they were valuing for the rest of their life.

The HUI instruments represent a direct application of multiattribute
utility theory, which describes how different mathematical functions can be
used to represent different types of interdependence among attribute values
(Keeney and Raiffa, 1976; Torrance et al., 1982, 1995; Feeny et al., 2002).
The HUI-2 and -3 scoring formulas are multiplicative, allowing for a limited
form of interaction among domains. Each of the 8 HUI-3 domains has 5 or
6 levels, resulting in 972,000 possible health states and making it in this
sense the most detailed of the four instruments with respect to the measure-
ment of generic health-related characteristics.

Availability  Since 1990, the HUI-3 has been included in every major Ca-
nadian population health survey, and more recently in three major U.S.
surveys: the Health and Retirement Survey 2000, the joint U.S.–Canada
Health Survey (2002–03), and as part of the U.S. EQ-5D valuation survey.
The latter two surveys allow for the calculation of U.S. population norms
for the HUI-2 and -3. The HUI-2 and -3 questionnaires are available from
their developers for a survey administration licensing fee.
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The EuroQoL-5D

History  The EQ-5D instrument has been developed by the EuroQoL
Group, a multidisciplinary network of researchers based largely in Europe.
This research consortium was set up in 1987 and formally established
under Dutch law in 1995, with the shared interest in creating a standard,
simple, self-administered, generic HRQL index for use in economic evalua-
tion and clinical outcomes studies. The EQ-5D is the simplest of the ge-
neric HRQL indexes. Initially, it was envisioned as an abstracting device
that could be used in tandem with more specific HRQL measures, and
serve as a bridge among particular studies and surveys (Williams, 1995).

The EQ-5D can be used as a self-administered mail survey or through
phone or in-person interviews. It takes about a minute to complete, and
data are less often missing than with longer, more complex HRQL surveys.
The brevity that is the source of the EQ-5D’s advantages is also, however,
a limitation on sensitivity. In a side-by-side comparison to the HUI-3, little
difference was found between the EQ-5D and the HUI-3 with respect to
their ability to discriminate between respondents with and without a vari-
ety of self-reported health conditions. Those who are assigned to the best
EQ-5D health state are, however, somewhat more differentiated by the
HUI-3 (Houle and Berthelot, 2000). To address this limitation of the cur-
rent EQ-5D, its sponsors have been developing a five-level version of the
instrument, which would improve its ability to discriminate among health
states (Kind, 2004).

Domains  The EQ-5D descriptive system has five domains: mobility, self-
care, usual activity, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. Each domain
has the same three levels, designated as no, some, or extreme problems in
the particular domain. The total number of health states is 243.

Valuation  One standard valuation method for the EQ-5D uses VAS rat-
ing. In addition, researchers in a number of European countries (including
the United Kingdom) and in the United States have elicited weights for the
EQ-5D using TTO methods (Dolan, 1997; Shaw et al., 2005). In the TTO
valuation exercises, respondents were asked to regard the health state of
interest as lasting for 10 years without change, followed by death. The
U.K. TTO index values are the most widely used EQ-5D valuations in the
English-language health outcomes literature. The TTO values have been
analyzed in two different ways, by applying them directly to the health
states for which they were elicited, and by constructing a statistical model
in which the added impact is estimated for each attribute. In the statistical
model, two interaction terms are included to allow for additional value or
greater decrement in value if one or more attributes are at their best or
worst levels (Dolan, 1997; Dolan and Roberts, 2002). More recently, Shaw
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and colleagues (2005) elicited EQ-5D values in a nationally representative
U.S. sample using TTO methods.

Availability  In 2000 through 2002, the EQ-5D was included in the Medi-
cal Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS), a routinely conducted panel survey
with roughly 24,000 to 37,000 U.S. noninstitutionalized adult respondents
(depending on the year). MEPS is administered by the Agency for Health-
care Research and Quality. This survey provides U.S. national norms for
the EQ-5D. Estimates of chronic condition index values have been devel-
oped from it as well (Sullivan et al., 2005). These condition-specific values
were used in the Committee’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) case
study and are described later in this chapter. The EuroQoL Group has put
the EQ-5D survey instrument in the public domain and thus users do not
have to pay licensing fees to administer the survey or analyze data.

The SF-6D

History  The SF-6D is the most recently developed generic, preference-
based HRQL index (Brazier et al., 1998, 2002). It was designed to take
advantage of the most widely used health status profiles in the world, the
short-form health survey (SF-36) and its subset profile instrument, the
SF-12. Two versions of the SF-6D are available, based on the 36-item and
12-item profiles, respectively. As discussed earlier, health profiling instru-
ments produce quantified measures of health status but do not yield a
single, preference-based value for HRQL as do index measures.

The SF-36 originated in research tools designed for the RAND Health
Insurance Experiment, and was refined and applied in a series of medical
outcomes studies that investigated specific conditions (Patrick and Erickson,
1993; Ware, 2000). Both the 36- and 12-item instruments measure general
health in 8 dimensions, and yield 2 summary scores, 1 for physical health
and the other for mental health, and 8 single-dimension scores. In the late
1990s, a British research group developed a simplified six-dimension health
state classification system derived from the data collected in the SF-36. The
SF-6D instruments use 11 items from the SF-36 (Brazier et al., 2002) and
7 items from the SF-12 (Brazier and Roberts, 2004). Their limitations in-
clude a floor effect (i.e., relatively high scores for physical function and role
performance, at the lowest levels of these domains, compared with other
indexes) and the fact that weights are available only from a U.K. valua-
tion study.

Domains  This index has six domains: physical functioning, role limita-
tion, social functioning, pain, mental health, and vitality. The number of
levels per domain depends on the profile questionnaire (either version 1 or
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2) from which it was derived. For SF-6D states taken from the SF-36
version 2, each domain has from 4 to 6 levels, defining a possible total of
18,000 health states.

Valuation  A representative sample of 836 residents of the United King-
dom participated in interviews and ranked and then valued a total of
249 SF-6D health states from the SF-36 version 2 (each participant rated
6 health states) using a SG technique. A scoring algorithm for the six-
dimension model was developed using multivariate statistical methods. The
same valuation survey was used to develop the scoring algorithm for the
SF-12 version of the SF-6D as for the SF-36 version. There are also algo-
rithms available to score responses to SF-12 and SF-36 version 1, which
have fewer response categories than version 2.

Availability  The attractiveness of the SF-6D instruments lies in their deri-
vation from widely collected health profile data sets. However, scoring
these instruments requires access to item-level data rather than the more
widely reported physical and mental health summary scores. Item-level
data are available for the SF-12 version 1 in MEPS for years 2000 to 2002.
These data make it possible to calculate national age-specific population
norms for the SF-6D as well as condition-specific norms.

The SF data sets and the latest versions of the SF-36 and SF-12 (ver-
sion 2) questionnaires (from which the SF-6D questions were chosen) are
proprietary, and must be licensed for use from the Medical Outcomes
Trust. The SF-6D scoring algorithms are available free from their authors.
Version 1 of each instrument is available free, and the algorithms to com-
pute SF-6D scores from these versions are available from the authors
(Brazier and Roberts, 2004).

Condition-Specific Indexes and Applications to Special Populations

Many HRQL instruments have been developed for specific diseases or
conditions, such as asthma, cancer, depression, diabetes, and rheumatoid
arthritis. Others have been developed for specific populations, such as chil-
dren or nursing home residents.5 These “targeted” instruments have been
used in many health outcomes studies and CEAs of medical interventions or

5See the web-based Quality of Life Instruments Database, developed and maintained by the
Mapi Research Institute and Mapi Research Trust, Lyon, France. It contains approximately
500 HRQL instruments, including generic instruments, condition-specific instruments, and
population-specific instruments and is located online at http://www.qolid.org/ind_home2004.
html.
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prevention programs. More specialized classification systems can often pro-
vide greater sensitivity to changes in HRQL relevant to a particular condi-
tion or patient population than can generic instruments.

Condition-Specific Instruments

Evaluations to support the marketing of pharmaceutical therapies and
to assess the effectiveness of other therapeutic and diagnostic interventions
have led to the development of disease-specific health profiling instruments
and preference-based indexes. Not all disease-specific instruments yield
summary index values for calculating QALYs, however. Such profiling
instruments may be used in conjunction with direct valuation of specific
health states by patients.

Cost-effectiveness analysis, as compared with clinical outcomes re-
search, depends on a measure of effectiveness that captures all aspects of
health-related functioning and quality of life, and cannot rely on those that
exclusively measure changes relative to a particular organ system or dis-
ease. The wider compass of the domains and attribute levels of a generic
HRQL instrument, which make it less attuned to any particular health
condition and its impacts on symptoms and function, also ensures that it
can be applied broadly and provide comparability of results across health
conditions. Although the PCEHM recommended that analysts use generic
indexes, it concluded that, if disease-specific classification systems are used,
health states still should be framed in terms of overall health. If necessary,
default values should be assigned for domains found in generic indexes
(e.g., social or role function) so that results from targeted instruments can
be mapped onto a generic measure for comparability (Gold et al., 1996b).

In our case study analysis of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) rule establishing installation standards for child
restraint anchoring systems, the Committee included a specialized instru-
ment developed to assess the impact of traumatic injury on long-term
functioning, the Functional Capacity Index (FCI), to value health effects
(MacKenzie et al., 1996). Although the FCI is not a preference-based index,
it does produce health state values, similar to those of the generic indexes,
that reflect the relative impact of different traumatic injuries on long-term
functioning (MacKenzie et al., 1996, 2004).

In this case study, both the health effects being measured (traumatic
injuries and their long-term functional impacts) and the population affected
by the regulation (children under 6 years of age) presented particular chal-
lenges. Although the FCI has been designed for application to adults, and in
that respect offers no advantage over the generic indexes, it is designed for
use 12 months after a traumatic injury. One version of the FCI predicts this
long-term functional capacity from the categorical injury severity data that
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NHTSA routinely collects. Appendix A describes the information available
for estimating the kinds of injuries prevented by the child restraint rule and
the Committee’s approach to estimating long-term HRQL impacts for inju-
ries to infants and young children. A fuller description of the FCI is in-
cluded at Appendix B.

Special Populations

Applications of HRQL instruments to special populations raise several
issues. One is the adaptation of generic instruments for use with language,
ethnic and racial, and socioeconomic subgroups. A basic premise that un-
derlies the use of an HRQL measure cross-culturally is that there is a
universal or general quality-of-life concept that can be measured by a com-
mon set of indicators (Anderson et al., 1996). We have not attempted to
determine the validity or consistency of specific generic instruments across
population subgroups or cross-culturally; these sorts of evaluations have
not been conducted in any systematic fashion. However, several generic
instruments have been tested in subpopulations and/or are available in
several languages. The EQ-5D is available in more than 80 languages, with
all versions conforming to guidelines established for the instrument by the
EuroQol Group. The recent U.S. EQ-5D valuation survey oversampled
non-Hispanic black and Hispanic respondents to provide reliable subgroup
estimates for these populations. The HUI questionnaires are available in
15 languages, and additional versions are under development.

Another important issue for HRQL measurement is the application of
generic instruments, and their underlying valuations, to children. Children’s
HRQL measurement has been handled in several ways. First, parents and
clinicians have served as proxy respondents, both in characterizing chil-
dren’s HRQL and in valuing children’s health states and outcomes. Second,
specialized instruments—frequently condition-specific instruments such as
those for asthma or childhood cancer—have been developed for use with
children or their proxies. Third, generic instruments have been designed or
adapted for use specifically with children. For example, the HUI-2 was
developed for use with children and was valued by parents (see Appendix B),
and a “child-friendly” version of the EQ-5D with rephrased questions has
been developed (Hennessy and Kind, 2002).

None of these strategies to address the special challenges of predicting
and capturing changes in the HRQL consequences of illness and injury in
childhood is entirely satisfactory. Although using standard generic indexes
to value children’s health outcomes allows for comparability with results
for adults, these instruments do not capture many aspects of children’s
health-related well being. At the same time, while condition-specific HRQL
instruments tailored for children may be more sensitive to changes in condi-
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tion, they do not permit comparisons across different types of pediatric
illnesses and impairments. Finally, both children and parents have impor-
tant perspectives on children’s HRQL, and instruments that focus on just
one or the other offer only a partial view. Box 3-4 summarizes some of the
considerations unique to valuing children’s health outcomes and quality
of life.

A recent literature review of QALY-based cost-effectiveness studies in
pediatric populations found that the majority of such studies did not ad-
here to PCEHM recommendations to use generic indexes, SG or TTO
valuation, and values elicited from the general population (Griebsch et al.,
2005). The authors were unable to determine whether departures from
these recommended practices were a result of ignorance or disregard of the
recommended practices, or were instead a conscious choice to use an alter-
native approach that the researchers deemed more appropriate for chil-
dren. For example, one concern with the use of parents as proxy respon-
dents for their children is that parents may not be able to distinguish their
own preferences from those of their child; this concern may lead research-
ers to use clinicians as proxy respondents instead (generally considered to
be a less desirable approach because clinicians are less likely to be familiar
with the ongoing HRQL impacts on their patients than are daily
caregivers). Griebsch and colleagues argue that the evidence base for devel-
oping best practices, both in the characterization and description of health
states and in valuing them for children, has yet to be established. Thus they
conclude that the use of QALY-based CEA is not ready for standardization
when used in pediatric populations.

Another challenge is that chronic illness or severe injuries that occur in
childhood often have long-term impacts. Thus the requirements for appro-
priately assessing and valuing the impacts on HRQL change over time.
Approaches that are appropriate for the childhood impacts may be less
appropriate for impacts in the adult years and vice versa. However, if
different instruments were developed and used for different ages, consis-
tency could become a concern. This problem is compounded by the fact
that the long-term impacts of childhood illness and injuries are often diffi-
cult to predict and can involve many aspects of well being, including social
development and educational achievement.

The Committee’s child restraints case study provides an example of
these difficulties in prediction. The case study used generic HRQL instru-
ments that included attribute descriptions that were inappropriately de-
scribed or valued for young children, who cannot, for example, normally
perform many self-care activities independently. The experts who applied
these instruments noted that it was difficult to assess the long-term implica-
tions, and differed somewhat in their assessments of long-term effects.
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Assignment of Health States by Experts or Other Proxies

Proxies are used in HRQL assessments for a variety of reasons. As just
discussed, parents may be asked to serve as proxies for children; caregivers,
guardians, or family members for temporarily or permanently incapaci-
tated adults (and children); and clinicians for patients. With the aging of the
U.S. population and the growing incidence of conditions affecting cognitive
functions, the use of proxy respondents for incapacitated adults can be
expected to increase.

Proxies may be asked to (1) establish the relative values of different
health states, or (2) describe or locate another person’s HRQL using a
multiattribute classification instrument. Pickard and Knight (2005) distin-
guish two proxy perspectives. The first is when a proxy describes another

BOX 3-4
HRQL Measurement for Children

Evaluating the HRQL of children poses particularly difficult choices and chal-
lenges about which there has been little consensus or resolution (Griebsch et al.,
2005). These challenges relate to (1) the conceptualization of children’s HRQL (do
instruments developed for adults reflect the appropriate dimensions for children at
particular developmental stages?); (2) the ability of children or their proxies to
describe relevant aspects of children’s health states adequately; and (3) the valua-
tion of children’s HRQL, including whose values should be reflected in the valuation
and, to the extent that children’s own valuations are desired, how these values
might be elicited.

The construction and domains of HRQL instruments developed for adults may
not be well suited to capture children’s experience and functioning (Eiser and
Morse, 2001a). Childhood is qualitatively different (culturally distinct) from adult-
hood, and ideally HRQL instruments for children should take account of particular
developmental stages and thresholds (Landgraf and Abetz, 1996). This has impli-
cations both for the scope of the HRQL instrument and its format; it should mea-
sure developmentally important aspects of functioning, such as cognitive abilities,
motor skills, social interactions, and body image, for example, and be calibrated for
administration to children (or their proxies) at different developmental stages and
ages. In addition, because children undergo relatively rapid changes in functional
capacities, such as in self-care and mobility, at different rates, it is difficult to deter-
mine whether any observed changes are due to normal development or are the
result of illness or intervention.

Generic HRQL survey instruments have been developed or modified for ad-
ministration to children, and even more have been developed to assess HRQL in
children with a specific disease. In a survey of the field of pediatric HRQL instru-
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person’s HRQL or assigns a relative value to HRQL as the person would
rate himself. The second is when the proxy is asked to make those judg-
ments about another’s HRQL from the proxy’s own perspective. In most
cases the proxy perspective is understood in the sense first described; how-
ever, proxy surveys can be ambiguous and it is important to ascertain what
proxy questionnaires and responses actually reflect.

This section does not discuss the important and well-documented issue
of self-versus-proxy concordance and discordance in characterizing and
valuing HRQL and functional capacities. Here we are considering experts
as proxies in characterizing regulatory health endpoints in terms of the
specific attributes of a multiattribute generic index. This exercise differs
from individual self-descriptions on generic HRQL surveys or even experts’
proxy descriptions for individual patients. Still, some of the findings from

ments, Eiser and Morse (2001b) identified 19 generic instruments developed or
adapted for pediatric use and 24 condition-specific pediatric instruments. These
pediatric instruments in some cases elicit responses from the child, in others from
the parent, and in yet others from both parent and child. These authors argue that
the perspectives of both parents and children are important for gaining a good
understanding of children’s HRQL. Although parent and child health state charac-
terizations have shown good agreement in domains that reflect physical function-
ing, activity, and symptoms, characterizations in domains that reflect emotional or
social health demonstrate less agreement (Eiser and Morse, 2001b). Clinicians
tend to identify fewer deficits in HRQL domains when serving as child proxies than
do parents and teachers (Eiser and Morse, 2001b). Most of the attention in devel-
oping these instruments has been on the characterization or description of health
states in children, rather than on valuation. Where valuation is specifically ad-
dressed, as in the HUI-2, the values of parents have been elicited.

Likewise, the valuation of children’s health states raises issues of whose pref-
erences to take into account and how to measure preferences in children with
limited but maturing cognitive and other capacities (Petrou, 2003; Matza et al.,
2004). Many argue that children’s valuation of their own health states should be
included along with those of their parents in the societal value of these effects
(Eiser and Morse, 2001a; Petrou, 2003). One study that evaluated the ability of
children with asthma, ages 7 through 17, to comprehend and provide reliable re-
sponses to questions eliciting their preferences for different health states conclud-
ed that at least sixth-grade reading skills were necessary for SG exercises and that
at least second-grade reading skills were necessary for using a VAS technique
(Juniper et al., 1997). In addition to the challenges that valuation questions and
elicitation techniques pose for children’s and adolescents’ valuation of their own
health, a further valuation issue is how to include the effects of children’s health on
the well-being of parents and caretakers, as these effects are not captured by
individual-level HRQL measures.
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clinical and institutional settings, namely, that caregiver and professional
proxies tend to rate quality of life as poorer within some domains and
overestimate disabilities of patients, may carry over to expert elicitation
exercises such as those described here (Magaziner et al., 1988; Rothman
et al., 1991).

In the context of regulatory analysis, proxies may be most often used to
describe the impacts of a health condition using the characterization scheme
of a particular generic index. If it is not feasible to conduct a new survey of
the population affected by the regulation to determine health state values,
an alternative is to ask clinician experts (i.e., physicians and others involved
in patient care) to characterize the health conditions of interest using a
generic instrument. In these cases, index values for health states are ob-
tained separately from community or general population valuation surveys.
The Committee explored this approach in the three case studies conducted
as part of its investigations. (See Appendix A for synopses of the case
studies; and Robinson et al., 2005a,b,c, for complete reports.) Because of
limited time and resources for preparing the case studies, we skipped or
abbreviated several steps in eliciting expert judgments that are often recom-
mended. Thus this discussion includes good practices in expert elicitation
that we did not follow in the case studies. Box 3-5 summarizes the steps in
using experts to assign the health endpoints specified in a regulatory analy-
sis to a generic HRQL index to estimate the regulatory intervention’s
effectiveness.6,7

In regulatory analysis, health impacts are predicted based on one or
more studies of the risks associated with a particular hazard. The descrip-
tive information available for regulatory analysis may be developed from
statistical reporting systems or epidemiological studies, and sometimes from
animal studies and laboratory results developed for other purposes. These
studies vary in the extent to which they provide detailed descriptions of the
health impacts avoided or the characteristics of the affected population.

Assessing the health impacts associated with regulations differs from
assessing individual patients’ HRQL, because of both the limited risk infor-
mation available and the lack of identifiable affected individuals. It is often

6For more information on expert elicitation practices, see Morgan and Henrion (1990),
especially Chapters 6 and 7; Keeney and von Winterfeldt (1991); and Bedford and Cooke
(2001), especially Chapter 10. Although these sources discuss practices developed in the con-
text of risk assessment, they are generally applicable to a broad range of contexts involving
expert judgment, including the estimation of HRQL.

7As already mentioned, federally funded survey research involving 10 or more respondents
must be approved by the Office of Management and Budget under the Paperwork Reduction
Act. This requirement makes a valuation strategy that employs experts more attractive rela-
tive to conducting population surveys, but can also limit the number of experts involved in
any given survey.
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necessary to supplement the information from these studies with informa-
tion from other sources (as in all of the Committee’s case studies), for
example, to provide the data on symptoms, treatment, duration, affected
population, and life expectancy needed for a QALY-based CEA. Depending
on the available data, it may be necessary to characterize an average case,
or a set of typical cases, that reflect the variation in health impacts. For
example, the Committee’s case study of nonroad diesel air emissions con-
sidered three severity levels for chronic bronchitis, and split the cases of
cardiac disease into endpoints with and without angina and congestive
heart failure. The results of the assessment suggested, however, that the
HRQL instruments were not sensitive enough to distinguish between some
of the endpoints. Pretesting these descriptions would have allowed us to
determine the extent to which different scenarios are needed for the expert
assessment process.

Regulatory analyses track the impacts of health effects such as cases of
reactive arthritis, myocardial infarctions, or severe injuries over the full
course of the disease or injury, which may include the predicted remaining
life spans of the affected individuals. Asking clinical experts to estimate
average HRQL impacts across time may be even more difficult and uncer-
tain a task than is estimating HRQL for the typical or average patient with
the condition.

Despite the difficulties and uncertainties engendered by an expert elici-
tation approach to applying generic indexes, as well as its cost, several
features of regulatory analysis make such approaches potentially necessary.
First, the health states of interest may differ from those measured in clinical
outcomes studies (as discussed in a following section on use of index values
from prior studies). For example, the characterization of health effects from
environmental risks such as particulate matter in the air or carcinogens in
drinking water may be more vague than the specific disease states described
and assessed in clinical CEAs.

In addition, expert assignment allows one to focus on the HRQL im-
pact of a single health effect in isolation from unrelated co-morbid condi-
tions. This is important in regulatory analysis if the regulation does not
avert the co-morbidities. For example, regulations that reduce diabetes
incidence may also prevent the related heart disease, but will not prevent
other types of illnesses. In the expert assignments conducted for each of the
three case studies, nearly all the clinical experts reported that they consid-
ered the HRQL impacts of the condition of interest in isolation from poten-
tial co-morbidities. At the same time, this location of a single condition of
interest on a health state classification instrument necessitates an additional
step in calibrating the resulting values on a scale that reflects overall health,
as described in Appendix A.
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Approaches Based on Population Survey Data

The PCEHM urged the development of a standard catalogue of index
values for “well-described health states” that would facilitate valid com-
parisons of CEA across conditions and illnesses and eliminate the need for
collecting primary data for every analysis (Gold et al., 1996b). The PCEHM
envisioned using generic indexes for which health states were valued by a
general population or community sample, while people with particular
conditions (rather than experts, as just described) characterized those health
states according to the generic instrument’s domains and attribute levels.

Researchers have responded to this call with different approaches.
Table 3-5 presents an overview of efforts to develop sets of population-

BOX 3-5
Expert Assignment of Health States

Using Generic HRQL Instruments

Several protocols for the formal elicitation of expert opinions regarding uncer-
tain quantities are summarized in Morgan and Henrion (1990) and Bedford and
Cooke (2001). These approaches vary in the details of their implementation; no
generally agreed-on set of “best practices” has been developed specifically for use
in HRQL assessment. However, these approaches generally consist of five basic
steps:

• Develop and pretest descriptions of the health endpoints. Clear, unambigu-
ous descriptions of the health states that will be the subject of the expert assign-
ment process will help produce more reliable judgments. As illustrated in the Com-
mittee’s case studies (see Appendix A), the basis for these descriptions should be
the epidemiological literature and other materials used to estimate the types and
numbers of cases of illness or injury averted by the regulation. A key issue is
determining the extent to which these health states should be disaggregated for
the assignment process to reflect different severity levels, disease phases, or oth-
er subcategories that may lead to variation in the attribute assignments. These
descriptions should be reviewed and pretested (e.g., by asking a group of experts
to complete the assignment process) to ensure that they provide the needed infor-
mation and reflect the appropriate level of disaggregation of more globally de-
scribed health conditions that persist and change over time.

• Identify and recruit experts. The second step involves identifying the ex-
perts (i.e., clinicians) who will be involved in the assignment process. The starting
point for this step is the development of criteria for the selection process. These
criteria may address the types of patients with whom each expert is familiar; taken
together, the experts’ range of experience should relate to the individuals whose
health may be affected by the regulatory action in terms of age, health conditions,
socioeconomic characteristics, and/or geographic distribution as relevant. In addi-
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based condition-specific index values during the past decade. The most
recent versions of two of these conceptually distinct approaches are de-
scribed below.

Catalogues of Chronic Condition HRQL Values

Sullivan and colleagues (2005) used the MEPS to develop EQ-5D index
values for a number of chronic conditions, based on pooled MEPS data for
the years 2000, 2001, and 2002 for respondents ages 18 or older. MEPS
includes data on sociodemographic characteristics as well as responses to
the EQ-5D health status questionnaire; valid responses were received for
about 38,000 unique respondents. The researchers weighted respondents’

tion, the criteria should identify the range of specialties needed to provide a com-
plete perspective on different aspects of the HRQL impacts. For example, for
traumatic injuries to children, relevant fields could include trauma surgery, ortho-
pedics, general pediatrics, and rehabilitation medicine. Once the criteria are devel-
oped, relevant experts can be identified by querying professional contacts and
through professional and scientific organizations.

• Train experts in the assignment exercise. The third step involves educating
the experts in the assignment process so they have a common understanding of
the health effects to be assessed, the attribute descriptions to be applied, and the
overall task. An important component of this step is making the experts more aware
of their own judgment processes and biases. This step is generally best accom-
plished by convening a workshop or training session.

• Conduct expert assignments. The fourth step involves asking the experts to
assign the attribute levels to each endpoint. To the extent possible, experts should
be asked to give a range of values rather than point estimates. For example, they
could be asked to distribute a representative group of 100 patients across the
different attribute levels to indicate the percentage they would expect to fall within
each category. Ideally, this task should be completed in a structured one-on-one
interview with each expert by a trained member of the project team. In-person
interviews are generally desirable, but phone interviews or mail-in questionnaires
may be used if necessary.

• Assess results. The final step involves analyzing the results of the assess-
ment. This step should involve a feedback loop: asking each expert to verify the
results and discuss the rationale for their assignments. The expert elicitation liter-
ature reflects some debate about whether, and how, to combine results across
experts, including whether to allow interaction or to treat each set of results sepa-
rately. Consequently, either of two approaches are reasonable. The group could
be required to meet and discuss the attribute assignments until it reaches consen-
sus; alternatively, the experts could exchange information anonymously, using pro-
cesses generally referred to as “Delphi methods.” In either case, the results should
be reported as a range of values and not collapsed to a single point estimate.
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attribute scores using a model derived from a valuation survey of a repre-
sentative sample of the U.S. adult population (Shaw et al., 2005; see Table 3-
4 for a summary of the survey). They then calculated mean EQ-5D condi-
tion values for those respondents reporting each condition. These “with
condition” values reflect both the condition itself and any co-morbidities,
indicating the overall health of the individual. To separate out the effects of
these co-morbidities, the researchers then used regression analysis to deter-
mine the marginal impact of the condition of interest alone, calculated as a
decrement from median population health. These marginal decrements in
EQ-5D values controlled for the effects of age, gender, race, ethnicity,

TABLE 3-5 Sources for Population-Based, Condition-Specific
HRQL Values

Source Sampling Frame Sample Size/Type/Year

Fryback et al. (1993) Wisconsin township N~1,400/Random sample
adults ages 43–84 years/1991–1992

Gold et al. (1996a) U.S. civilian, N~14,400/NHANES I probability
community-based sample/1971–1975;
population, ages N~10,200/NHANES I Epidemiological
25–74 Followup Study (NHEFS)/1982–1984;

N~8,300 (reinterviewed in 1987)

Gold et al. (1998) U.S. civilian N~84,400/merged NHIS samples/
community-based 1987–1992
population, all ages

Sullivan et al. (2005) U.S. civilian N~28,800/MEPS nonduplicated
community-based sample/2000+2001
population, age 18+

Cutler and U.S. civilian N~110,000/NHIS/1990
Richardson (1999) community-based

population

Stewart et al. (2005) From Fryback et al. N~1,400 respondents with complete
(1993) QWB data/See Fryback et al.

NOTES: EVGGFP = Five-item global health status measure: excellent, very good, good, fair,
poor
MEPS = Medical Expenditure Panel Survey
NHANES = National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
NHIS = National Health Interview Survey
SEER = Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program
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Condition-Specific
Survey Instrument(s) Elicitation Method Index Values

SF-36; QWB; chronic TTO; rank ordering of health 28 conditions
medical condition; states
EVGGFP rating

NHEFS mapped onto Constructed HUI based on 18 conditions
HUI responses to NHEFS questions

NHIS self-rated health Derived from HUI-2 weights 130 illnesses
(EVGGFP scale) and conditions
activity limitations

EQ-5D TTO 68 conditions

NHIS self-rated health Statistically inferred 21 conditions
status; chronic conditions and 2 co-morbid
from NHIS + SEER health states

See Fryback et al. Statistically inferred, based on 33 chronic
Fryback et al. conditions

income, and education as well as co-morbidities. The marginal decrements
can be added across conditions.

In their article, Sullivan et al. (2005) report the results for 74 clusters of
chronic conditions (clinical classification categories) and for 10 priority
conditions of particular interest to health care researchers. Estimates for
individual conditions (by three-digit International Classification of Disease
Version 9, or ICD-9, codes) are also available from the authors. The Com-
mittee used preliminary estimates of individual condition (ICD-9) marginal
chronic condition decrements as one valuation approach in the air quality
case study.
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Statistically Inferred HRQL Values

Another approach to obtaining relative values for chronic conditions is
statistical inference. Researchers have demonstrated that self-reported health
status predicts changes in functional status and mortality and is correlated
with specific aspects of health. Cutler and Richardson (1997) first proposed
this approach using National Health Interview Survey data. The approach
has been developed further in more recent work by Stewart and colleagues
(2005) using a data set that included extensive health status information
and HRQL valuations (see Fryback et al., 1993, described in Table 3-5).

Stewart et al. used ordered probit and ordinary least squares regression
analyses to examine the effect of specific symptoms and impairments re-
ported on the QWB survey on self-rated overall health status and, sepa-
rately, on TTO valuations of current health. They estimated health effects
as analogous in form to disutility weights (i.e., index-value decrements) for
30 chronic conditions, based on the likelihood of people with each chronic
condition experiencing each symptom/impairment and on the regression
coefficients for each symptom/impairment. The approach considers interac-
tion effects between pairs of symptom/impairments.

The earlier model developed by Cutler and Richardson was adapted for
regulatory analyses by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to esti-
mate HRQL values for reactive arthritis and heart disease (Scharff
and Jessup, 2001). Although this general approach must be used with
caution because it does not directly value health states, it could stimulate
the development of descriptive systems based on symptoms and conditions.
Condition-specific values could be particularly useful in the context of
regulatory analysis because the risk assessments underlying these analyses
frequently report health-related impacts in terms of cases of particular
diseases.

Incorporation of Health Profiles and HRQL Questions and Instruments
in Routine Population Surveys

Routine and periodic national health surveys in the United States have
included various health profiles, HRQL questions, and generic HRQL in-
struments over the past few decades. Table 3-6 lists the major surveys and
the profiles, questions, and instruments they have included. Coordination
among and long-term planning for these data collection activities have been
minimal.

The apparently ad hoc and sporadic collection of HRQL data stems
from several circumstances. First, multiple agencies with different if over-
lapping missions and interests have collected HRQL data. Second, every
survey is constructed with both budgetary constraints and constraints re-
lated to response burden. Competition for time and space on questionnaires
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TABLE 3-6 HRQL Measurement in National Health Surveys

Sample/Format/ HRQL Information Response Rate/
Survey Periodicity Collected Other Comments

National ~94,000 persons of SRHS, health 87%; includes
Health all ages in 37,000 conditions, ADL, ~12,000 < 18 years;
Interview households/personal IADL, “Healthy Life proxy response for
Survey interviews/annual Expectancy” calculation children < 12;

based on LE and SRHS excludes institutional
residents, military

Medical 15–19,000 adults EQ-5D in 2000–03, 85–88% (2001)
Expenditure 17+ years/personal SF-12 2000–present, EQ-5D and SF-12
Panel interviews and ADL, IADL, functional self-administered in
Survey phone/annual, in disabilities, usual mail survey

2-year cohort panels activities, chronic
conditions

Behavioral ~300,000 adults SRHS, “Healthy 53% (median); range:
Risk Factor 18+/telephone/ Days” measure 32–66%; conducted
Surveillance annual, continuous within each state by
System health department

National ~5,000 adults and “Health Days” Each survey focused
Health and children/personal questions administered on particular health
Nutrition interview, physical to all participants problem in addition
Examination exam, lab tests/annual 12+ years to core data
Survey

Medicare ~16,000 Medicare SRHS, ADL, IADL,
Current beneficiaries/personal chronic conditions
Beneficiary interview/annual
Survey

Medicare ~200,000 initially, SRHS, “Healthy Survey of Medicare
Health 60,000 follow-up Days,” SF-36, ADL, beneficiaries in
Outcomes (longitudinal)/mail chronic conditions managed care plans;
Survey with phone follow- 1,000 respondents/

up/annual plan

Medicare ~200,000/mail with SRHS, SF-12, ADL 600 Medicare
Fee-for-Service phone follow-up/ beneficiaries in each
CAHPS annual geographic area

Medicare+ ~200,000/mail with SRHS 600 managed care
Choice phone follow-up/ enrollees per plan
CAHPS annual area

NOTES: ADL = activities of daily living; IADL = immediate activities of daily living; LE = life
expectancy; SRHS = self-reported health status; Healthy Days measure: core includes four
questions encompassing SRHS, number of physically and/or mentally unhealthy days within
the past month, and restricted activity days within the past month.

SOURCES: Fleishman and Lawrence (2004); Haffer (2004); Moriarty (2004); CDC (2005);
NCHS (2005).
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is keen for both reasons. Third, there has not been an ongoing focus or
forum for coordination among agencies that design and field health sur-
veys. Following the release in 1998 of the Institute of Medicine report,
Summarizing Population Health, an Interagency Working Group on Sum-
mary Measures of Population Health was formed within the Department of
Health and Human Services. The Working Group met for several years but
is now inactive. Increased reliance on HRQL measurement for regulatory
analysis will require more regular and coordinated surveys for valuation
and establishment of population baselines.

Health State Index Values from Prior Studies and Benefits Transfer

When it is not practicable for analysts to conduct primary research on
HRQL values for the specific health states and affected populations ad-
dressed by regulatory CEAs, another alternative is to use estimates from
published research, commonly referred to as “off-the-shelf” values or pref-
erence weights.8 This strategy, known as “benefits transfer” by welfare
economists, refers specifically to using values estimated in one context (the
“study scenario”) in a new context (the “regulatory scenario”). Generally,
these contexts differ in at least some respects, for example, in the specific
details of the health state addressed or in some of the characteristics of the
affected population. Because of these differences, a benefit transfer strategy
is rarely the preferred approach; as noted in Chapter 2, the Office of Man-
agement and Budget (OMB) guidance describes it as a “last resort” because
it may introduce uncertainties and biases of “unknown magnitude” (OMB,
2003a). However, the Committee’s review of current practices (Robinson,
2004) suggests that regulatory agencies often rely on transfers because they
lack the time and resources needed to conduct new primary research.

Guidance for transfer of benefit values has been relatively well devel-
oped in the context of regulatory analysis and natural resource economics
(see, e.g., Desvousges et al., 1998). While the specific criteria for study
selection are described in various ways in different sources, they generally
involve consideration of both the quality and the applicability of the study.
“Quality” refers to the extent to which the study adheres to generally
accepted best practices for the particular type of study. It also relates to the
accuracy, reliability, and completeness of the underlying data sources, and
the appropriateness of the approaches used for sampling and survey admin-
istration, including sample size, response rate, and estimated standard er-

8We avoid the term “off-the-shelf” and instead refer to “health state index values from
prior studies” and “benefits transfer” for consistency with the terminology used in guidance
for regulatory analysis.
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ror. The appropriateness of the techniques used for statistical or economet-
ric analysis should also be considered.

“Applicability” includes the similarity between the health effect as-
sessed in the study and the effect addressed in the regulatory analysis, and
the similarity between the populations affected. For the health effect, simi-
larities in factors such as symptoms, treatments, severity, and duration
should be considered. For the population affected, factors such as age,
gender, and/or baseline health may be of interest.

In addition, analysts should consider the extent to which there are
opportunities to adjust the study data to better match the regulatory sce-
nario. In some cases, the researchers may be willing to supply the original
study data so that the results can be reestimated using different techniques
or breakouts (to better match the characteristics of the affected popula-
tion). Results can also be combined across studies using meta-analysis or
other statistical methods. See, for example, Tengs et al. (2001) and Tengs
and Lin (2003) for a meta-analytic approach to estimating index values
for stroke.

The technique of benefits transfer relies heavily on the judgment of the
analysts conducting the analysis. Thus, it is important that analysts be
explicit about the studies reviewed, the criteria used to select particular
studies and values from these studies, and the uncertainties involved. Where
more than one study provides suitable values of reasonable quality and
these values differ noticeably, the range of estimates should be used in a
sensitivity analysis or in a probabilistic model (see Briggs, 2001; Briggs
et al., 2002; Claxton et al., 2005).

These considerations and strategies are generally applicable when trans-
ferring health state values for QALY-based CEA. In recent years, research-
ers at the Center for Risk Analysis at the Harvard School of Public Health
developed a comprehensive, open-access registry of CEAs. It contains de-
tailed information on analyses published over a 25-year period in the health
and medical literature that use HALYs as the effectiveness measure (Bell
et al., 2001). It should be noted that many medical outcomes and effective-
ness studies that do not include a CEA also estimate and report HRQL
values and the CEA Registry does not include these sources of original
HRQL values. Nevertheless, this registry is a convenient source of health
state index values for regulatory CEA and has been used by agencies such as
FDA and EPA for this purpose. Box 3-6 describes the registry in greater
detail.

In work commissioned by the Committee to support its case study
effort, Brauer and Neumann (2004, 2005) reviewed health state values in
the CEA database with respect to their applicability to the EPA case study
of air quality improvements. Informed by the development of the EPA case
study analysis and Brauer and Neumann’s work, we identified the follow-
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ing steps and questions that regulatory analysts should consider when re-
viewing available studies. These build on recommendations by the PCEHM
as well as the benefits transfer guidance referenced earlier. There is some
arbitrariness to the ordering of selection criteria used in this approach;
selecting appropriate values for a particular set of health endpoints involves
discretion and requires judgment on the part of the regulatory analyst. The
format for reviewing potentially applicable index values is also useful for
deriving possible ranges of values for uncertainty analysis.

The first step in applying index values from the research literature is to
define the health endpoints in the regulatory analysis as precisely and accu-
rately as possible. Because many disease and injury-related conditions are
dynamic processes, regulatory health endpoints may be best represented by
a series of health states, each with its own HRQL implications, which
change over time. This could require either a relatively complex model of
different health states that represent disease progression or, alternatively,
simplifying assumptions about states of health and functioning on average
over an extended time.9 Box 3-7 and Appendix A describe how these
chronic health states were defined for the Committee’s air quality case
study, including our review of health state values in the CEA Registry.

The next step is to assess the applicability of the health states available

BOX 3-6
The CEA Registry

The CEA Registry is a repository of information that currently includes more
than 500 distinct health and medical CEAs published between 1976 and 2001.
The database was developed through a computerized search of the English-
language literature using the medical subject headings and/or text keywords
“quality-adjusted,” “QALY,” and “cost-utility.” Two trained readers independently
abstracted data on the health state description, corresponding point estimates and
ranges for health state index values, method of elicitation and the source of the
estimates (e.g., general population or patient samples), cost-effectiveness ra-
tios, and a wide variety of reporting practices. The readers met to reconcile
their results, and a third reviewer adjudicated any discrepancies. Details of
this work are described on the Registry website, along with selected data from
each study (http://www.tufts-nemc.org/cearegistry).

SOURCES: Chapman et al. (2000); Neumann et al. (2000); Bell et al. (2001); Harvard Center
for Risk Analysis (2003).

9See Weinstein et al. (1987) and Sullivan et al. (2005) for examples of models of disease
progression.
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in the published literature, that is, the extent to which a particular study
addresses the same health state as defined by the risk assessment that under-
lies the regulatory analysis. The applicability of a particular study’s health
state values depends most importantly on similarities in the clinical descrip-
tions of the health states, such as the severity of disease and the timing and
duration of any treatment, as well as characteristics of the study popula-
tion, including age, sex, and co-morbidities.

The third step is to assess the appropriateness of the method used to
elicit the health state values. Most importantly, analysts should consider the
following features: type of population surveyed, elicitation technique, and
sample size. As already noted, the PCEHM recommends using index values
derived from a community valuation survey in CEAs intended to inform
broad societal resource allocation decisions. Deriving health state index
values from a sample that represents the population subject to the costs and
benefits of the regulation to the maximum extent possible will enhance the
credibility of the estimates. In Chapter 4 we consider the implications of the
valuation perspective in greater depth.

Within the category of elicitation techniques, values from a generic
instrument (such as the EQ-5D or the HUI) or those elicited directly with
TTO or SG are preferred. Less desirable are values elicited by an RS
technique or values from clinicians, other experts, or author judgment.
Larger sample sizes are better than smaller ones, and more recent studies
are preferred to older studies, if other characteristics of the studies are
comparable.

This format for reviewing potentially applicable health state index
values is also useful for deriving possible ranges of such values for sensitivity
analysis.

The Committee’s review of published studies for applicable health state
values for the air quality case study revealed both the advantages and
drawbacks of using index values from prior studies for regulatory analysis.
On the positive side, it confirmed that the published literature can be a
fruitful source of health state values for at least some regulatory health
endpoints, and that using index values from the published literature is a
relatively simple and inexpensive approach. On the other hand, the case
study team found that the health state descriptions in published studies
often did not match the description of health endpoints as described in the
underlying health research used in regulatory risk assessments, and may not
correspond on dimensions such as disease severity, patient age, or baseline
risk factors. In addition, quality varies considerably across outcomes stud-
ies and CEAs in the literature, and published studies are not always clear
about their methods.

Because published studies employ different populations and elicitation
methods, the individually “best” estimates for particular health endpoints
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within a regulatory analysis may not be derived from consistent methods.
For example, the published index value estimates for cardiovascular and
respiratory conditions used in the EPA case study were based on different
generic instruments, the EQ-5D with U.K. population values and the HUI-3
with values from a single Canadian community, respectively. Because no
tenable alternatives for HRQL values for the different conditions were
available, in the case study we violated the prima facie rule of using values
derived with consistent elicitation methods. Perhaps most important, dif-
ferent studies of similar endpoints reported significantly different estimates.
As discussed in Box 3-7 and below, the uncertainty in both the estimation
of health impacts and the estimation of preferences for the health states
associated with those impacts underscores the importance of reporting key
limitations and discussing their implications, as well as conducting quanti-
tative analyses of uncertainty.

BOX 3-7
An Example Using Health State Index Values

from Published Studies

The Committee’s case study based on the EPA nonroad diesel engine rule
(EPA, 2004a,b) provided an opportunity to investigate the use of published health
state index values to develop estimates of the HRQL impacts of air quality improve-
ments. The nonfatal health endpoints (disease conditions) assessed in the case
study were “chronic bronchitis” and “myocardial infarction” (MI), that is, the course
of cardiac disease following a nonfatal heart attack, based on the risk assessment
studies used by EPA (Abbey et al., 1995; Peters et al., 2001).

As commissioned by the Committee, Carmen Brauer and Peter Neumann of
the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis searched the CEA Registry’s catalogue of
preference weights, updated through 2001, to identify estimates related to these
regulatory health endpoints. They found 127 health states and preference weights
in the respiratory and cardiovascular disease categories published since 1994.

The Committee case study team reviewed the original studies that appeared to
be most promising as a source of health state values in the case study. Two stud-
ies were selected as the basis of the chronic bronchitis and post-MI health end-
points. For chronic bronchitis, estimates came from a Canadian study of alterna-
tive treatments for patients with acute exacerbations (Torrance et al., 1999). Over
a 1-year period, the researchers asked the patients to complete assessments
(including the HUI-3 questionnaire) after each acute exacerbation as well as once
every 3 months. During the study period, the health state index values for these
patients averaged 0.79 or 0.76 (depending on the treatment), calculated with the
standard community-based valuation formula for the HUI. The mean value for both
groups combined was approximately 0.78, when weighted by the number of partic-
ipants in each group. This estimate was used for all cases of chronic bronchitis.
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Uncertainty in Health Status and Preference Measurement

Uncertainty pervades all aspects of risk assessment and economic analy-
sis of regulatory interventions to reduce health and safety risks. In its 2002
report, Estimating the Public Health Benefits of Proposed Air Pollution
Regulations, a consensus committee of the Board on Environmental Studies
and Toxicology of the National Research Council called for greater atten-
tion to the sources and analysis of uncertainty in developing and promul-
gating regulatory interventions. In particular, the committee recommended
more extensive use of probabilistic uncertainty analysis.

OMB has also long encouraged the use of probabilistic analysis. Circu-
lar A-4 mandated that agencies conduct probabilistic uncertainty analyses
as part of the economic analyses of regulations with a cost or benefit
estimate exceeding $1 billion annually (OMB, 2003a). OMB also requires

A study by Oostenbrink et al. (2001) provided estimates for the course of cardi-
ac disease following nonfatal MI. This Dutch study followed patients after infrain-
guinal bypass surgery to compare the effects of different drug treatments. The
researchers administered the EQ-5D survey instrument to study participants and
used the standard U.K. population-based TTO valuation survey results to value
the health states (Dolan, 1997). For those patients in the overall study sample who
later experienced an MI, their subsequent index values averaged 0.58. The case
study team used this estimate for all of the post-MI health states included in our
assessment.

Other studies provide widely varying results. Although the values from these
other studies appeared less suitable for transfer than the ones selected by the
case study team, they show how different sources yield a wide range of HRQL
estimates. Brauer and Neumann (2005) report index values for chronic bronchitis
that range from 0.37 to 0.75, depending on the study approach, the disease sever-
ity, and the age of the patient.

Estimates for post-MI health states also varied, in part because of the different
populations studied, the different approaches to HRQL measurement used, and
the different severities of illness considered. For example, one study reports an
index value of 0.33 for the hospitalization period, angina studies report a range of
0.67 to 0.95, studies of congestive heart failure yield values ranging from 0.46 to
0.70, and (paradoxically) a study of angina and congestive heart failure combined
yields values ranging from 0.82 to 0.85 (higher than the value for heart failure
alone from other studies). Although the team considered using different estimates
for cases with and without congestive heart failure or angina, we were unable to
find an internally consistent set of weights that addressed all of the combinations of
these conditions of interest.
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analysis of uncertainty for rules with less substantial impacts, but probabi-
listic methods need not be used.

In this section we consider sources of uncertainty and its treatment in
the measurement of health effectiveness only. As outlined in the report of
the PCEHM, the cost-effectiveness ratio is the end of a process of estima-
tion, synthesis, and modeling. Uncertainty in cost-effectiveness analysis can
stem from estimation of the numerical values of factors that are inputs of
the analysis or from the analytic model or modeling process (Manning
et al., 1996). One major source of uncertainty in HALY estimates for regu-
latory CEA is the estimation of the health impacts of the proposed interven-
tion—the number of cases of each fatal and nonfatal health effect averted,
the severity of disease or disability incurred, and so on.

Even taking the quantified estimates of cases averted as givens, how-
ever, uncertainty remains in the characterization and measurement of
HRQL effects of those conditions. At least four aspects of HRQL measure-
ment contribute to the uncertainty of the ultimate values assigned to the
estimated health-related impact of a regulation:

• Variability in preferences across individuals, which contributes to
uncertainty in estimating population means;

• Variability in the estimation of preferences for health states de-
pending on the elicitation technique;

• Differences in the specificity and scope of attributes included by the
generic HRQL instruments; and

• The statistical models that assign relative health state values for
each of the generic instruments.

The case study results, in particular the case study of foodborne illness
in which the same groups of experts assessed the regulatory health end-
points with four generic indexes, demonstrate that the instrument used to
value health effects does indeed affect the results. The estimates of QALY
losses averted with the juice processing rule ranged from 1,300 for the
QWB and SF-6D, to 1,500 for the EQ-5D, to 1,900 for the HUI-3, using a
3 percent discount rate. This yielded cost-effectiveness ratios ranging from
$13,000 to $18,000 per QALY. (See Tables A-5 through A-7.) Whether
this range of estimates is significant enough to affect the regulatory decision
is unclear, because this particular rulemaking did not include quantified
information about other regulatory options.

In the case study of nonroad diesel emissions, which estimated QALY
losses averted using the EQ-5D, but according to different approaches
(expert assignment as compared with a catalogue of index values from a
population survey), the variability in estimates was even less. The results
ranged from 109,000 QALYs (based on the catalogue values) to 120,000
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QALYs (based on expert assignment), using a 3 percent discount rate, which
produced a small difference in the cost-effectiveness ratios (Tables A-16
and A-17).

The expert assignment of regulatory health endpoints using generic
indexes, as described in the preceding section, also introduces additional
uncertainty into the analysis. In debriefing interviews following the assign-
ment exercise, experts raised concerns about several aspects of the task.
First, characterizing a condition (the regulatory health endpoint) with a
single multiattribute index response is difficult and imprecise, as the quality
of life and functional impacts of chronic conditions change over time.
Second, the disease descriptions were not always well distinguished from
each other, or readily described by a generic index’s attributes. Last, some
experts expressed skepticism about the ability of clinicians to characterize
the impact of a condition on patients’ functioning and experience, despite
having professional familiarity with the condition.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF METRICS
AND VALUATION METHODOLOGIES

From the many fruitful avenues of research in the measurement and
valuation of health-related quality of life, we focus on three issues with
particular relevance to regulatory CEA:

• correlating and estimating conversion factors among generic in-
dexes so that values based on different instruments can be compared;

• using information about ordinal rankings of health states to de-
velop HRQL value scales with interval properties; and

• applying insights and best practices from willingness-to-pay survey
research to HRQL valuation.

Correlations and Conversions Among HRQL Measures

CEA results based on different HRQL instruments are not readily com-
parable because the various instruments include different domains and rely
on different value elicitation techniques. Furthermore, no one instrument
has achieved preeminence in the field. These circumstances have stimulated
interest in research that correlates and develops conversions or cross-walks
among the various instruments so that estimates and analyses based on
different measures might be compared and combined.

Using data from more than 11,000 respondents to the 2000 MEPS,
Franks and colleagues (2006) have calculated the relative decrements in
HRQL for 47 risk factors and health conditions based on several prefer-
ence-based measures, including the U.S.-valued EQ-5D, the SF-6D (SF-12
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version), and a statistically modeled HUI-3. Correlations between the esti-
mates for these risk factors and health conditions using the three metrics
were in all cases greater than 0.90.10 The authors concluded that, although
the particular HRQL instruments would yield different cost-effectiveness
results in absolute terms, the different measures are unlikely to produce
different orderings of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios because of their
consistent rank ordering. Table 3-7 presents the summary results of studies
that have examined correlations between and among HRQL instruments.

A set of ongoing studies sponsored by the National Institute on Aging
promises to contribute substantially to our understanding of the relation-
ships among different HRQL instruments.11 First, a nationally representa-
tive telephone survey of U.S. adults over the age of 35 is co-administered
the EQ-5D, the HUI Mark 2/3, the SF-36 version 2, and QWB instruments.
This survey will be another source of national norms for each index and
will provide algorithms to convert values derived from one instrument to
each of the others. Second, to evaluate the responsiveness of each measure
to different conditions and to check the cross-walk algorithms and the
effects of the mode of survey administration, a related study will survey two
groups of patients periodically over 6 months, one a group of patients
undergoing cataract surgery and the other patients with congestive heart
failure. In its entirety, this research effort (planned to be completed in
2008), should provide much better and more comparable information about
the performance of different HRQL instruments than is now available.

Using Ordinal Data for HRQL Valuation

Ranking of health states is often used as a preliminary step in prefer-
ence elicitation exercises involving TTOs or SGs. Recent studies have ex-
plored using aggregated ranking data to predict health state valuations that
closely match interval-level values produced by TTO methods (Salomon,
2003; Salomon and Murray, 2004). These findings, along with the consis-
tency of the ordinal rankings of health states that different generic instru-
ments produce (as just discussed), suggest that ordinal preferences may
have broader applications in health state valuation than are currently
exploited.

10The estimated values were adjusted for sociodemographic factors that are distributed
differently among persons with various risk factors and conditions.

11Information on the project is available at http://www.healthmeasurement.org/NHMS.
html.
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Best Practices in Stated Preference Surveys and Benefits Transfer

Much of the debate among experts on the relative merits of stated
preference willingness-to-pay measures and QALY measures revolves
around the protocols for and methodological rigor of surveys that elicit
monetary “prices” or HRQL index values. The recommendations of an
expert committee on contingent valuation convened by the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration in 1992 articulated such protocols
for willingness-to-pay studies (Arrow et al., 1993).12 The PCEHM (Gold
et al., 1996b) serves a similar role in defining best practices in CEA, al-
though this guidance is much less specific with respect to validity tests and
methodologies for establishing the credibility of various preference elicita-
tion techniques.

Researchers familiar with both willingness-to-pay and QALY measure-
ment have called for cross-fertilization and even a synthesis of valuation
practices across these fields (Johnson et al., 1997, 2000; Smith et al., 2003;
Krupnick, 2004). For example, they have proposed that the choices under-
lying QALY valuations be interpreted using standard preference functions,
making QALY results consistent with monetized health benefit measures.
As another example, willingness-to-pay studies suggest that individual re-
sponses to risk and choices involving health depend on baseline conditions
for other components of well-being (e.g., age, health status, and income),
and that these factors should be taken into account in QALY measurement
(Smith et al., 2003).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has reviewed a variety of health-related outcomes mea-
sures useful in CEA, focusing in particular on HALY measures and generic
indexes for estimating QALYs. In particular, the Committee has formu-
lated criteria for the selection of HRQL instruments and characterized
alternative strategies for obtaining health state values for use in QALY-
based CEA of regulatory interventions. In great measure, our recommenda-
tions conform to the guidelines and underlying rationales of the PCEHM,
whose 1996 report constitutes the reference standard of best practices in
CEA for clinical and public health interventions.

In two areas, however, our conclusions differ somewhat from those of
the PCEHM, although the differences are more a matter of emphasis than
of disagreement. These differences at least in part reflect the Committee’s
focus on effectiveness measurement for regulatory analysis, and the analytic

12See Mitchell and Carson (1989), Payne et al. (1999), Smith et al. (2002), Freeman (2003),
and Krupnick (2004) for additional discussions of contingent valuation methodology.
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TABLE 3-7 Correlations and Cross-Walks of HRQL Measures

Source Sampling Frame Sample Size/Type/Year

Gold et al. (1998) U.S. civilian N~720,000/representative, random/
community-based 1987–1992
population 0–85+

Rizzo et al. (1998); U.S. civilian N = 19,525/NMES, nationally
Rizzo and Sindelar community-based representative (weighted) randomized
(1999) population age 18+ sample/1987

Nichol et al. Enrollees insured N = 6,921/longitudinal study; random and
(2001) by Southern CA geographic subsamples stratified by Rx

Kaiser Permanente use/1992–1995

Franks et al. NY community N = 240/Convenience sample,
(2003) health center predominantly Hispanic and black/NA

patients age 18+

Franks et al. U.S. civilian N~13,000 complete responses to both
(2004) community-based EQ-5D and SF-12 questions/MEPS

population age 18+ household sample/2000

Lawrence and See Franks et al. See Franks et al. (2004); sample split in
Fleishman (2004) (2004) half for derivation and validation

Hawthorne et al. Australian Community: N = 396 Inpatients: N = 266
(2001) community Outpatients: N = 334/NA

population and
hospital inpatients
and outpatients
age 16+

NOTES: ADL = activities of daily living; AQoL = Assessment of Quality of Life instrument;
EVGGFP = five-item global health status measure: excellent, very good, good, fair, poor;
NHIS = National Health Interview Survey; NMES = National Medical Expenditure Survey;
WHOQOL-Bref = World Health Organization Quality of Life abbreviated assessment instru-
ment
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Condition-Specific
Index Values

Survey Instrument(s) (y/n; if so, list conditions) Correlations with Other Indexes

NHIS: EVGGFP, 130 illnesses and Yes: QWB (Beaver Dam) R2 = 0.78;
ADL conditions HUI (NHEFS) R2 = 0.86 for

conditions

Linking NMES 7 conditions: diabetes, Yes: EQ-5D and HUI-1 imputations
responses to HUI-1 atherosclerosis, cancer, had correlations ranging between
and EQ-5D myocardial infarct, 67% and 74%
questions heart disease,

hypertension, stroke

SF-36; HUI-2; No SF-36 and HUI-2: 50% of variation
chronic disease in HUI-2 predicted by SF-36 scores
score

SF-12; EQ-5D; No HUI-3 and EQ-5D: 0.69; predicted
HUI-3 HUI/HUI: 0.71; predicted EQ w/EQ:

0.77

SF-12; EQ-5D No Regression of EQ-5D scores onto
mental and physical component
summary scores of SF-12; physical
component R2 = 0.67; mental
component R2 = 0.47

SF-12; EQ-5D EQ-5D values reported Mean EQ-5D scores predicted from
for: asthma, diabetes, mean physical and mental
emphysema, high blood component summary scores
pressure, heart attack, R2 = 0.61
stroke

AQoL; SF-6D (36); No Spearman correlations of AQoL
WHOQOL-Bref; with EQ-5D: 0.73; HUI-3: 0.74;
EQ-5D; HUI-3; 15D: 0.80; SF-6D: 0.74
Finnish 15D
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traditions and goals of regulatory decision making. First, we do not place
the same emphasis on the theoretical grounding of QALY measurement in
utility theory as did the PCEHM. Rather, we have taken an explicitly
practical and instrumental approach to the measurement of health-related
effects of regulatory interventions.

Second, the Committee in principle favors direct elicitation of prefer-
ences for the health states of interest over the use of generic indexes, when-
ever well-designed and executed preference elicitation studies for the appro-
priate health endpoints and the affected populations exist or are feasible. In
practice, we recognize that such original research will often not be possible
to support regulatory analysis. The use of generic indexes, possibly with
expert characterization of the health states of interest, and the transfer of
health state values from existing research databases are the more likely, and
also acceptable, approaches.

Before turning to the ethical implications of QALY-based CEA and the
larger context of regulatory policy determination, we reiterate the major
conclusions and insights discussed throughout this chapter.

Single-dimension measures such as deaths averted and life years gained are
informative measures of effectiveness in regulatory analysis.

For practical reasons, the QALY is currently the best among the family of
HALY measures to use in regulatory CEAs. The QALY is in widespread
use, it is flexible in application, and the construct has the advantage of
simplicity and comparatively modest informational demands.

No single elicitation technique or common generic index for QALYs is
superior in all respects to the alternatives. Given the current state of the art
in HRQL measurement, however, the EQ-5D has several important ad-
vantages over other generic indexes. The EQ-5D:

• Has been valued using a nationally representative U.S. sample.
• Uses a choice-based elicitation method (TTO).
• Is simple and inexpensive to administer.
• Can be used without charge (i.e., it is not a proprietary instrument).

Several strategies for obtaining health state values for regulatory CEA are
available. In the absence of new studies valuing the health impacts of
interest, QALY estimates based on well-developed, generally accepted, and
widely used generic HRQL indexes are desirable. These values may be
derived from a number of sources, including population surveys, transfer
of index values from prior studies, or by using experts to characterize
health endpoints with generic indexes.
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The measurement of HRQL in children poses special challenges in charac-
terizing, reporting, and valuing health states, and is particularly in need of
further research and development of approaches and instruments.

Nationally representative data that support HRQL measurement are es-
sential for QALY-based CEA for regulations. To date, efforts to incorpo-
rate HRQL measures into national health surveys have been ad hoc and
unsystematic.

HRQL measures and methods can be improved with further research. In
particular, establishing the relationships among and conversion factors
for estimates derived from the most commonly used generic HRQL in-
struments would make integration and synthesis of the results from differ-
ent studies possible and thus expand the tools and data available for
regulatory analysis. In addition, it would improve the reliability of cost-
effectiveness comparisons among different analyses and regulations.

Standards of good research practice such as those that have been developed
for stated preference valuation surveys for BCA offer a model for develop-
ing best practice standards for HRQL valuation instruments, surveys, and
studies.
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4
Beyond Ratios:

Ethical and Nonquantifiable Aspects
of Regulatory Decisions

Benefit–cost analysis (BCA) and cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) pro-
vide summary measures of the economic efficiency of health and safety
regulations—of the net benefits they deliver and of the cost per life year or
quality-adjusted life year (QALY) saved. In measuring net impacts on social
welfare, both BCA and CEA implicitly contain normative assumptions re-
garding the relative value of different contributors to well-being. It is im-
portant that we understand the ethical assumptions implicit in BCA and
CEA and consider the implications of these assumptions when using the
resulting information to make decisions about regulating risks. In this chap-
ter the Committee discusses ethical and other unquantified considerations
in regulatory analysis and decisions, particularly with respect to QALY-
based CEA.

Normative assumptions are implicit in how the benefits measures are
constructed in BCA and CEA. In CEA, for example, effectiveness measures
such as life years or QALYs weight lives saved by considering remaining life
expectancy. They thereby assign a greater weight to saving the life of a
younger person than an older one, if other factors are equal. In BCA,
willingness-to-pay measures in theory can be designed to address a wide
range of factors, but in practice may not address important dimensions of
the population affected or the nature of the risks.

Other normative issues arise due to factors that are excluded because of
the focus on efficiency or because of data or methodological limitations.
Such considerations relate to:
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• The distribution of the effects across different population sub-
groups;

• Impacts that cannot be quantified easily; and
• Features of the risks that are not easily captured in the benefits

measures.

Economic analysis is only one of many kinds of information that con-
tribute to decisions related to regulation of health and safety risks. Regula-
tory decisions should and do reflect a number of considerations in addition
to aggregate estimates of costs and benefits.1 The goal of this chapter is to
discuss the assumptions and methodological limitations inherent in such
analysis that, from the Committee’s perspective, are most important to
consider in making decisions.

More specifically, the aggregate nature of net benefits or a cost-
effectiveness ratio means that these measures by themselves cannot capture
the distribution of benefits or of costs in a population. Aggregate estimates
of QALY gains or cost-effectiveness ratios do not indicate the distribution
of impacts over time or the magnitude of individual gains. Summed QALYs
do not distinguish between health gains made within the course of a single
life or across generations. Nor do they indicate whether the QALY gains
represent small health improvements widely dispersed throughout a popu-
lation or larger gains allocated among relatively few people.

Summary benefit–cost and cost-effectiveness measures also omit ben-
efits that are difficult to quantify. Such benefits include health and nonhealth
effects for which numerical estimates are not available, for example, be-
cause the scientific research base is inadequate to support quantified esti-
mates of impacts or because relevant monetary values or effectiveness mea-
sures have not been developed. Policy makers and the general public may
also care about characteristics that are not captured in QALYs nor by many
of the other valuation measures used in CEA or BCA, such as the degree to
which the risk is observable or controllable, and whether the risk is espe-
cially dreaded.

In this chapter, we first examine the ethical and normative2 assump-
tions implicit in the calculation of the cost-effectiveness ratio, including the

1This position is reflected in the recommendations of previous expert panels and current
Executive Office of the President guidance (U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine, Gold et al., 1996b; Institute of Medicine Committee on Summary Measures of
Population Health, IOM, 1998; Executive Order 12866, EOP, 1993; and Circular A-4, OMB,
2003a).

2In this chapter, “normative” refers to a variety of value-based judgments and beliefs,
including some that are not ethical or moral in nature. For example, the fact that some people
consider death from cancer worse than death from other causes is by itself not an ethical
concern, though it involves a value-based judgment that guides their behavior.
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construction of the metric most commonly used in CEA to value health
outcomes, the QALY. In the second and third sections of the chapter, we
identify important normative and distributional concerns that are not re-
flected in cost-effectiveness ratios and that should be taken into account in
regulatory decisions. In the fourth section, we discuss the importance of an
accountable, public deliberative process to bring together information from
economic analyses with information about the ethical, qualitative, and dis-
tributive aspects to craft regulatory policies. The final section summarizes
the Committee’s conclusions.

ETHICAL ASSUMPTIONS IN QALY-BASED CEA

The QALY’s strengths as the effectiveness metric in CEA are largely
practical ones. The QALY is well established; it has been applied in hun-
dreds of studies over several decades, is supported by generic health assess-
ment survey instruments, and allows morbidity and mortality information
to be readily combined. However, the QALY incorporates certain ethical
commitments and ignores others. This section identifies some of the ethi-
cal implications of using the QALY as a unit of measurement for valuing
health outcomes in CEA.

As discussed in Chapter 3, a QALY can be thought of in several dif-
ferent ways. Most simply, it is an index with an intuitive meaning, namely,
an index that relates a particular state of impaired health (of a given dura-
tion) to some number of years in optimal health. More complex interpre-
tations of the QALY, such as an index derived from utility theory or even
as a direct measure of utility, are debatable, and are valid only under
certain restrictive assumptions. When used in CEA for regulatory analysis,
the QALY is probably best interpreted in its intuitive sense, as a measure of
health improvement or production that facilitates comparisons with other
opportunities for health gains. This pragmatic interpretation of the mea-
sure avoids the need to demonstrate that the QALY has particular proper-
ties consistent with the utility theory that underpins BCA and welfare
economics.

Valuing Life Years Compared with Valuing Lives

Perhaps the most basic normative commitment entailed by using
QALYs as an outcome measure in CEA is valuing some form of life years,
rather than whole lives or preventable deaths. This move from treating all
deaths equivalently to denominating losses and gains in terms of the extent
of changes in longevity is illustrated by Table 4-1. Using lives as an impact
measure assigns the same value to a preventable death regardless of whether
the person is young, middle aged, or elderly, while the use of life years
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TABLE 4-1 Lives, Life Years (LYs), and Quality-Adjusted Life Years
(QALYs)

LYs LYs QALYs QALYs
Preventable Discounted Discounted Discounted Discounted
Deaths LYsa at 3%a at 7%a QALYsb at 3%b at 7%b

Age (in years)
5 1 73 29 14 65 27 13

35 1 44 24 14 37 21 12
75 1 12 10 7.9 9.1 7.6 6.1

Ratio of values by age
5/35 1 1.7 1.2 1.0 1.8 1.3 1.1
5/75 1 6.1 2.9 1.8 7.1 3.6 2.1

35/75 1 3.7 2.4 1.8 4.1 2.7 2.0

aBased on age-specific life expectancy for 2002 (NCHS, 2005).
bBased on EQ-5D norms for the adult U.S. population (Hanmer et al., 2006); assumes

HRQL is 1.0 for individuals through age 9, and midway between 1.0 and the value for
persons age 20 for individuals ages 10 through 19.

shows the difference in impact of preventable mortality on younger and
older individuals. Furthermore, adjusting life years for health-related qual-
ity of life (HRQL) in the QALY calculation increases the difference between
the impact estimates for a younger as compared with older person.

Using QALYs gained, rather than deaths averted, as the measure of
effectiveness in CEA has analogous implications in the BCA context. As
discussed in Box 4-1, analyses in which monetized estimates of the value of
preventable deaths vary by age have been highly controversial. Similarly,
CEA using life years or QALYs gained as the effectiveness measure also
appears to disadvantage older people, who have shorter average remaining
life expectancies during which they can benefit from interventions. Some
argue that shifting from valuing whole lives to any form of life years un-
fairly discriminates against older people, who may value the remainder of
their lives as highly as do younger people. Similar arguments can be put
forward for people with life expectancies shortened by their socioeconomic
status or preexisting health conditions or disabilities.

A countering perspective is provided by those who hold that everyone
should be given an equal chance to have a “normal” or full lifespan and
that averting deaths among those who have achieved a normal lifespan
should not count for as much as averting deaths among much younger
persons. One implication of this view is that measuring life-preserving gains
in terms of years of life does not unfairly disadvantage older people relative
to younger people (Harris, 1987; Williams, 1997). In addition to this nor-
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mative argument, survey results suggest that, in the abstract, people judge
saving the lives of younger as compared with older persons more important
(Cropper et al., 1994).

Presenting the results of a CEA in several forms, using deaths averted,
life years extended, and QALYs gained as alternatives, is one way to
broaden perspectives on gains in life expectancy. In addition, reporting
disaggregated estimates of regulatory impacts by key age and population
characteristics—such as income, race, gender, or other factors relevant to
the particular intervention—also increases the transparency of the justifica-
tion for and implications of the regulatory action. Both strategies facilitate
ethical deliberation.

A QALY Is a QALY Is a QALY

In contrast with the willingness-to-pay measures used in BCA, which
may be affected by wealth and hence may vary depending on individual
financial resources, by construction the value of a QALY is assumed not to
vary with income. Although the relationship between willingness to pay
and wealth is complex and depends on the characteristics of the good or
service (see Freeman, 2003), the fact of this relationship can lead to
concerns that the BCA results will be weighted toward the interests of
wealthier members of society. In practice, regulatory analysts generally use
willingness-to-pay values or ranges of values that reflect averages from the

BOX 4-1
The “Senior Discount” Controversy

Analytic approaches that assign a lower value to premature mortality among
the elderly have been the subject of heated debate in the context of BCA. In partic-
ular, the Environmental Protection Agency’s use of estimates that reflected the
value of remaining life years in a sensitivity analysis of air pollution-related policies
led to a significant public outcry (Skrzycki, 2003). Based on a survey of older adults’
willingness to pay for remaining life years, the analysis placed a lower value on
premature mortality among the elderly (referred to as the “senior discount” in the
subsequent policy debates). The controversy led the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) to issue a memorandum requiring agencies to avoid age adjust-
ments (Graham, 2003a). OMB Circular A-4, which extends the guidance to CEA,
amends the instructions regarding age adjustments (OMB, 2003a). The Circular
notes that population averages, rather than values reflecting differences among
subgroups, should be used in assessing both health-related quality of life and life
expectancy to support the perceived fairness of the analytic approach.
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relevant research, rather than assigning different values to health risk re-
ductions affecting richer and poorer people.

QALYs value an improvement in health of a given magnitude the same
regardless of the characteristics of the person experiencing the improve-
ment. They ignore the relative economic standing of affected populations in
representing the value of health gains and reflect an ethical commitment to
the income-independence of health as a societal value.

In addition, each QALY unit is of equal value in all contexts. Regard-
less of the individual to whom a QALY accrues, the states of health preced-
ing or following the period in question, how widely health gains are distrib-
uted within a population, how impaired one beneficiary of a health gain is
relative to another, or how a given impairment affects the lives of different
persons, a QALY always carries the same value. Other health metrics, such
as the healthy year equivalent, the saved young life equivalent, and the age-
weighted disability-adjusted life year, each convey a different aspect of the
distribution of health gains that the QALY omits.3 However, none of these
alternative HALY metrics are superior to the QALY in practice. No single
metric can reflect all significant aspects of particular sorts of gains in health
and longevity. The QALY, like any construct, imperfectly captures all as-
pects of what we value in good health. We know of no weighting scheme
that is able to accurately reflect the full range of societal values relevant to
regulatory decisions; in reality, these weights may vary depending on the
particular decision-making context. Presenting supplementary information
about the size and characteristics of the exposed population, the per capita
magnitude of the risk, and the distribution of expected benefits will help
respond to these concerns.

The Source of HRQL Values

The question of perspective in valuing HRQL has several dimensions.
One has to do with the source of relative health state values, that is, whether
they come from the general population, patients or persons experienced
with the health state in question, or experts such as clinicians. The other
dimension concerns the method for eliciting HRQL values and, more spe-
cifically, whether those values reflect individual preferences for one’s own
health or preferences for societal investments in health more broadly.

Whose Values Count?

The appropriate evaluative standpoint from which to determine the
relative values of different health states, conditions, and disabilities in CEA

3These HALY measures are discussed in Chapter 3.
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depends on the context of the decisions that the analysis is intended to
inform. In clinical studies to compare the effectiveness of alternative treat-
ments, for example, the values of patients may be most appropriate. In
contrast, for societal decisions about resource allocation in health care
settings, community values (i.e., the aggregated and averaged judgments of
a representative sample of individuals in the general population) regarding
the relative desirability of different states of health should be used (Gold
et al., 1996b).

Because most economically significant regulations for which CEA is
required affect all segments of society in terms of their costs and/or benefits,
valuations (both for directly elicited values for specific health outcomes and
valuation surveys underlying generic HRQL indexes) generally should be
based on representative samples of the general U.S. population. Analysts
will need to consider this issue in the context of individual regulations,
however, because some rules disproportionately affect certain subgroups.
For example, a regulation might impose costs and provide benefits prima-
rily for elderly people or for residents of a single geographic area. In this
case, values based on the affected subpopulation would be preferable.

If obtaining subpopulation values is not feasible, it would be important
to conduct uncertainty analysis on the possible differences in valuation.
Little is known about the differences in health state valuation across socio-
demographic subpopulations in the United States with the notable excep-
tion of the recent U.S. EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D) valuation survey (Shaw et al.,
2005). This survey oversampled the two largest minority populations,
Hispanics and non-Hispanic blacks, so that reliable subpopulation esti-
mates could be calculated.

A related analysis that compared U.K. and U.S. results for these two
large and methodologically consistent EQ-5D valuation surveys found sig-
nificant differences in the values for particular health states (Johnson et al.,
2005). These differences were not constant or systematic across health
states; those characterized by severe problems had the largest discrepancies,
with U.S. valuations exceeding the U.K. valuations. Although these findings
suggest that it is important that the health state index values be derived
from a population comparable to the one of interest, it may turn out to be
less of an issue in practice than in the abstract. As illustrated by the case
studies, regulatory analysis involves comparing health status with and with-
out the condition of interest. More research would be needed to determine
whether such estimates of changes in health status are as dependent on the
population surveyed as are the estimates for particular conditions (Franks
et al., 2006).

Some research shows that preferences for particular health states are
quite similar for different groups of people, when patient valuations are
compared with those of nonpatients, and when the valuations of different
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socioeconomic and ethnic groups are compared (Kaplan and Bush, 1982;
Llewellyn-Thomas et al., 1982, 1993; Balaban et al., 1986). Other studies,
however, suggest that people who have experienced a disease or disabling
condition will tend to value that state more highly than those with no
experience (Sackett and Torrance, 1978; Najman and Levine, 1981; Slevin
et al., 1990).4 One possible explanation for this latter finding is that those
with the condition or impairment have made adjustments or adaptations
that result in lesser losses in HRQL than are anticipated prior to any illness
or disability.5

Discrepancies in valuations of impaired or disabled health states be-
tween a general population and those with experience of the condition have
led some to challenge the validity of general population valuations, arguing
that they are uninformed and potentially discriminatory. Recent research
findings in psychology and behavioral economics suggest that people incor-
rectly predict the impact of changes in their circumstances on their sense of
well-being (Kahneman et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 2001; Gilbert and Ebert,
2002; Riis et al., 2005). If health state index values are intended to repre-
sent the relative effects of different conditions on people’s lives rather than
reflecting apprehensions and prejudices about those conditions, then values
elicited from people lacking knowledge about the conditions may be biased.

Furthermore, people with disabilities and disability advocacy groups
have objected to being “assigned” lower HRQL values than are those
without disability, on the grounds that the practice leads to the devaluation
of persons living with disabilities and to perpetuation of stigma associated
with particular conditions (Wang, 1992; Silvers, 1996). If a health condi-
tion or disability—human immunodeficiency virus disease or paraplegia,
for example—is valued lower by the general public because it is stigmatiz-
ing, using this valuation in a public policy analysis may reinforce, and be
taken as condoning, such prejudice.

Wasserman and Asch (2004) have suggested an alternative way to
establish the relative values of preventing particular injuries and impair-
ments. They propose that relative values should be based on the costs of
restoring capacities and improving various aspects of quality of life for
those who are impaired. For example, facilitative and adaptive technologies
for persons with speech or writing disabilities can restore communications

4This valuation question must be distinguished from the task of characterizing the experi-
ence of a particular health condition or disability according to a multidimensional generic
survey instrument. The descriptive task is always best carried out by those who are familiar
with the condition, as discussed in Chapter 3.

5Such adaptation is not only psychological; it can involve substantial investments in reha-
bilitation, personal assistance, assistive technologies, and physical accommodations in the
built environment (IOM, 1997).
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abilities. The cost of providing someone who has lost capabilities through
injury with the equipment and services that restore functioning could be
used to establish an upper bound on the cost of that injury or impairment,
relative to unimpaired health. Such investments could well exceed what is
now spent on rehabilitative services for some conditions. Thus this ap-
proach to valuation is more demanding than a cost-of-illness estimate based
on historical spending. Initial estimates (for the United Kingdom) of the
costs of restoring capacities have been made for some conditions (Smith
et al., 2004). We recognize that this strategy is not practicable in the near
term, and would likely be feasible only for some kinds of disabling condi-
tions. In concept, however, it offers an alternative to preference-based mea-
sures that avoids the apparent devaluing of lives spent with impairments.

The use of general population valuations does not necessarily result in
material disadvantage for those with impairments or disabilities (Gold et al.,
1996b). Because the perspective is ex ante in regulatory analysis and it
cannot be known with certainty who ultimately will be affected, the values
of those potentially affected (represented by the general population for
most economically significant health and safety regulations) are appropri-
ate in this context. This perspective takes account of the loss of capacities
and opportunities that attend illness and injury. It reflects the societal value
accorded having greater rather than lesser capacities and more rather than
fewer opportunities.

If a subset of the general population receives the benefits and pays the
costs of the regulation, then the values of this subpopulation should be
used. In particular, there may be instances where the costs and benefits of a
rule predominantly affect people with a preexisting illness or disability
addressed by the regulation. In this case, the affected population is the same
as the patient population, and patient values would be appropriate. Later in
the chapter we consider the circumstances under which the lesser values
placed on health improvements among those with impaired health or dis-
abilities can be ethically problematic.

Individual Preferences and Societal Values

As noted in Chapter 3, empirical research suggests that each elicitation
technique—standard gamble, time trade-off, category rating, and person
trade-off (PTO)—produces somewhat different relative values for states of
health. One distinction among these four elicitation methods is that the first
three techniques query individual preferences, while the PTO method is
socially oriented. PTO exercises ask for judgments about the equivalence of
health improvements and life extensions for groups of people who differ in
their states of health, age, and other relevant characteristics (Richardson
and Nord, 1997; Nord, 1999). Respondents are asked “to compare the
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relative benefits of treating different conditions in a context of comparing
equivalent numbers needing to be treated to produce equal social benefits”
(Ubel et al., 1998, p. 43).

The results of PTO exercises suggest that values other than the maximi-
zation of potential aggregate health benefits, as measured by conventional
QALYs, affect decisions to allocate health improvements among groups.
Allocation choices using PTO tend to give greater weight to improving the
health of more severely impaired groups relative to those with lesser prob-
lems (Nord, 1999). PTO elicitations also tend to distribute potential health
gains more widely among groups able to benefit (Menzel et al., 1999).

Because of the broad and essentially social nature of health and safety
regulation, the PTO method may be particularly appropriate for valuing
health outcomes in this context. As noted in Chapter 3, much work remains
to be done, however, to develop the PTO technique and the empirical base
from which to estimate values. The Committee concludes that research to
develop better approaches to societal valuation for regulatory CEA is
warranted.

Combining Morbidity and Mortality in a Single Measure

As detailed in Chapter 3, QALYs combine information about changes
in survival and morbidity in a way that reflects individuals’ preferences for
trade-offs between longevity and quality of life. This fundamental property
of the QALY mirrors the actual situation of patients who face medical
treatment choices that involve a risk of death. However, when QALYs are
also used to compare very different health-related interventions, this frame-
work may not mirror the actual choice as closely. Analyses of regulatory
interventions are likely to encompass broader arrays of health-related ef-
fects for large population groups. CEA will at times involve the aggregation
and synthesis of many health outcomes and of impacts across diverse groups
of people, as illustrated in the examples in Chapter 2. In addition, evaluat-
ing the health impacts of regulatory interventions requires combining the
benefits of increased length of life and improved quality of life for a popu-
lation, rather than trading off longevity against improved quality of life for
a given individual.

When health outcomes are aggregated and averaged across diverse
conditions and populations, a single summary measure will mask dispari-
ties in impacts among age or other population groups. For example, in the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) analysis that was the subject of the
air quality case study, the summary measure masks the range of impacts on
the very old, the very young, and those with preexisting conditions. Thus
EPA presents disaggregated results for mortality and morbidity and for
different age groups (see Table 2-4). The Committee’s recommendations,
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presented in the final chapter, address the need for reporting disaggregated
analytic results in regulatory analyses.

Summary

This section briefly reviewed the ethical assumptions embedded in
QALY-based CEA. Using QALYs in regulatory analysis widens the applica-
tion of this analytic tool and introduces a complex normative construct to a
new audience. Understanding what the QALY does and does not reflect in
the measurement of health effects should help regulatory analysts and policy
makers interpret and communicate their analytic results. In particular, ana-
lysts should keep in mind the need to present information on the nature of
the individual health effects and the characteristics of affected population
groups because QALYs subsume these distinctions. The societal perspective
of regulatory analysis is best reflected by valuation of health states and
conditions by people affected by the regulation. At the same time, it is
important to keep in mind the potential biases in the valuation of some
health states due to unfamiliarity, lack of experience, or because the states
carry stigma. The rationale for using health state values elicited from
community-based sample surveys in regulatory analysis is to reflect the
preferences and values of the population likely to receive the benefits and/or
bear the costs of the intervention.

ETHICAL AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS OF RISKS AND
OF INTERVENTIONS TO ADDRESS RISKS

In this section we consider the ethical, distributional, and other factors
relevant to decisions about regulating health and safety risks that are not
captured in CEA.

Dimensions of Value Affecting the Acceptability of Risks

Not all kinds of risks are the same. Risks may differ in ways that can
affect their acceptability for individuals and for society as a whole, as well
as their assessment from an ethical point of view. How government agen-
cies should address risks that differ in kind and in acceptability (both to
individuals and the larger community) is a question that can be addressed
only as part of broad, public, and deliberative discussions.

Regardless of whether the value of risk reductions is measured by cases
averted, willingness to pay for health improvements, or QALY gains, the
measure is likely to exclude some aspects of the risk reductions that are
valued by society. For example, a 1-in-100,000 reduction in the risk of
death may be valued differently depending on the source of the risk; society
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may place a higher value on reducing risks associated with unpleasant
sources (e.g., hazardous waste sites) than on risks associated with enjoyable
activities (e.g., riding a motorcycle). This difference in valuation will not be
reflected in single-dimension measures of benefit, such as cases avoided or
years of life extension, nor will it be reflected in QALY measures focused on
health-related impacts on quality of life.6

Because QALY-based CEA does not and cannot account for the nature
of the risk itself and societal perceptions and values related to it, some
features of risks must be considered explicitly by decision makers alongside
the summary results of economic analyses. The psychological aspects of
risk perception and risk assessment have been well studied (Slovic et al.,
2000, 2004). At the same time, the normative significance of the public’s
perceptions of risks has been challenged (Margolis, 1996). Without joining
this debate, the Committee proposes that the following characteristics be
considered in regulatory impact analyses along with the presentation of
quantified results:

• Knowledge about or understanding of risks,
• Degree of personal control, and
• Source or nature of risks.

These dimensions may affect the justification for regulatory action as
well as the value placed on the resulting risk reductions. For example, as
discussed in Chapter 1, regulation may be justified in cases where there is
an externality, such as in the case of pollution that imposes health risks that
are not controllable by the individual affected. Regulation may also be
justified where information is lacking; for example, certain pathogens in
food may not be easily detectable by consumers. However, this section
focuses more specifically on the need to incorporate the value placed on
these risk dimensions in the regulatory decision-making process, rather
than on the initial justification for considering regulatory action.

Three aspects of risks bear on our knowledge or comprehension of
them: To what extent are they easily detectable by the senses? Are their
effects delayed or more immediate? Are they relatively well understood?
Although these features of risks do not have direct ethical implications, they
can affect the personal, social, or moral acceptability of certain risks or at
least raise issues that should be discussed concerning the value placed on
reducing them (Cranor, 1995).

If risks can be avoided because they are easily detectable, as in some
traffic-related situations, we can use our basic human sensory capabilities

6Although willingness-to-pay estimates could, in theory, incorporate the values associated
with features of particular risks, in reality such estimates rarely address all aspects of the risks.
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to provide some protection against possible harm. At the very least, we may
believe that we will have some opportunities for self-protection. These
kinds of risk exposures may be more acceptable to us than risks for which
we cannot provide any degree of self-protection by exercising normal hu-
man capacities, such as in the case of an undetectable toxicant in the air. As
a result, we may value reduction in undetectable risks more than detect-
able risks.

Risks with delayed effects often lack an immediate feedback mecha-
nism that would allow individuals or a community to implement timely
protections. A pesticide released into the environment that immediately
killed all exposed frogs would alert us to a problem meriting attention. By
contrast, release of a pesticide with long-delayed but potentially devastating
effects may receive less attention, and could lead a community to value
precautionary measures more highly. Although the timing and duration of
the risks, including related latency periods, are captured to some extent in
the QALY measure, such measures may not fully incorporate the different
values placed on reducing immediate versus delayed risks.

Some risks allow us a degree of personal control; for example, the care
one takes in operating chainsaws or other kinds of equipment will obvi-
ously affect the likely degree of harm. Other risks are not subject to signifi-
cant personal control by those facing the risk, such as toxic air pollutants.
The degree to which one can control exposure to a hazard, and whether or
not the hazard results in harm, can affect acceptability of the hazard and
the value placed on risk reductions. Many risks are regulated because they
are not subject to significant personal control and individuals can do little
or nothing to protect themselves.

A third aspect of risks that bears on their acceptability includes intrinsic
or contextual features of special concern, such as risks that are particularly
dreaded (Slovic, 2000). Dreaded risks may reflect concerns about particu-
larly unpleasant diseases or ways of dying (e.g., from cancer) or risks that
could materialize as especially catastrophic harms, such as failure of nuclear
power plant containment measures. Certain risks or outcomes may be
dreaded because of stigma attached to them, such as HIV-positive status or
paraplegia, as mentioned earlier.

These features point to important aspects of risks that could affect
people’s assessment of their acceptability and the degree of care with which
they are approached. The above list is not exhaustive; rather, it is designed
to suggest a variety of considerations that are likely to affect personal,
social, or moral judgments regarding the value of risk reductions. Individu-
als’ judgments about the acceptability of risks may also be affected by
considerations such as whether the risk activity provides significant ben-
efits; the degree, if any, of participation in decisions that have created the
risk or the exposure; and how reliable a governmental agency is in provid-
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ing protections from risks (Cranor, 1995; HM Treasury, 2005). Such di-
mensions of risk merit public deliberation and input.

Nonquantifiable Impacts

The economically significant health and safety regulations subject to
OMB’s requirements for CEA will have some risks that can be quantified
(e.g., in terms of cases averted) and valued (e.g., in terms of QALY gains or
willingness to pay for risk reductions). In addition, some of these regula-
tions will have quantified nonhealth benefits. When these regulations pro-
vide additional health and/or nonhealth benefits that cannot be measured in
numerical terms, care should be taken to ensure that these impacts are
considered in the decision-making process. As discussed in Chapter 1, the
existing guidance for regulatory decision making emphasizes the need to
consider these nonquantifiable impacts.

In some cases, these nonquantifiable effects result from the limitations
of the underlying health research. For some risks, a link to clinical disease
has not been established definitively. For example, research shows that
ozone changes the structure of lung tissue, but the implications of these
changes for long-term health are not yet well described (Gilliland et al.,
1999; Hubbell et al., 2005). Such “precursor” or intermediate biological
conditions that might lead to adverse clinical effects in the future are not
included in the quantitative measures used in CEA or BCA.

There are other risks, unrelated to human health, that may be reduced
or prevented by regulations. Because they are not related, CEA based on
single-dimension health measures or on QALYs will not capture them. For
example, not only may dioxins released into surface water threaten the
public’s health, they may also have substantial environmental effects be-
cause they accumulate in many organisms, are persistent, and disrupt endo-
crine systems. The visibility improvements associated with the air pollution
rule considered in the Committee’s EPA case study are another example.
Such consequences will not be captured in the effectiveness measure of a
CEA that focuses only on human health protection. If quantified, however,
such impacts could be included as an offset to costs.

Summary

This brief discussion provides some background on the particular fea-
tures of risks that may affect the value placed on regulations designed to
reduce or eliminate them. Three points emerge from this discussion. First,
insofar as CEA aims to provide objective assessments of population health
as measured by clinical disease, it may miss or undervalue other consider-
ations, including nonquantified and nonhealth impacts, that should enter
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into public decisions concerning risk regulation. If such considerations can-
not be incorporated into the cost-effectiveness calculus, they must be rein-
troduced into the decision-making process as an adjunct to summary eco-
nomic information.

Second, the failure to account for the distinctive features of risks may
in some circumstances lead to misinterpretation when cost-effectiveness
ratios for different regulations are compared. Because CEA is a tool for
comparing different interventions aimed at the same end, ignoring the dif-
ferent value dimensions of the risks involved or the contexts of the risks
may well result in misleading comparisons and ultimately to poor regula-
tory decisions.

Last and most importantly, the multiple value dimensions of risks de-
serve public and deliberative consideration as regulatory options are de-
vised and considered; these aspects of risk are as relevant for the decision
as the results of economic analyses. Although in theory monetized esti-
mates of the benefits of regulations could capture some of these character-
istics, in practice they may not be fully captured by either BCA or CEA.
The information conveyed by a cost-effectiveness ratio may be of interest
because it presents costs and health-related effects in isolation from other
pieces of information about the risk and the intervention. However, the
cost-effectiveness ratio is, by itself, not an adequate basis for decision mak-
ing and must be supplemented by other information. Even if not all stake-
holders agree on the normative implications of a particular risk or inter-
vention (and it seems unlikely that there will be unanimity), invoking these
implications and discussing them ensures that qualitative information is
not ignored in the decision. Disagreements about the relevance and impor-
tance of the different aspects of risks create an even greater need for public
debate, both in preregulatory priority setting and in the development of
and public comment on the regulation itself. Box 4-2 illustrates how these
concerns might be summarized in the presentation of the results of eco-
nomic analysis.

DISTRIBUTIONAL CONCERNS ABOUT RISKS
AND REGULATORY INTERVENTIONS

By itself, a QALY-based CEA cannot address an important and diffi-
cult set of distributional questions and choices, including how much prior-
ity we should give to the sickest or the worst off in valuing health effects;
when we should allow modest benefits to many people to outweigh signifi-
cant benefits to fewer; when we should allocate resources to produce “best
outcomes” as compared with giving more people fair chances at some
benefit; and how the costs and benefits of regulatory interventions are
distributed within the overall population. Both CEA and BCA can provide
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BOX 4-2
Risk-Related Considerations for Regulatory Decisions

Characteristics of Risks: Do the risks averted by the rule have characteristics
that affect the value society places on reducing them but that are not reflected in
the quantified effectiveness measures used to assess the policy? For example:

• Are the risks not subject to significant personal control?
• Are the risks particularly dreaded?
• Are the risks undetectable by the senses?
• Are the effects of the risks delayed, rather than immediate?
• Are the risks not well understood?

We use the three case studies—on food safety, air quality, and child restraints
anchoring—to provide examples of how risk-related concerns might be summa-
rized in a regulatory impact analysis.

Food safety. Personal control and detection: In the absence of regulation, con-
sumers generally lack the ability to determine whether a particular batch of juice
contains pathogens. Understanding: Information about these risks emerges grad-
ually as outbreaks occur, and the probability of individual exposure is relatively
slight. Thus consumers may not fully understand the potential consequences.

Air quality. Personal control and detection: Air emissions from nonroad engines
and sulfur in diesel fuel can severely affect many individuals whose ability to detect
and avoid exposures in the course of daily life may be very limited. Dread: The
associated risks include a relatively high rate of premature death and may include
forms of cardiac and respiratory illness (e.g., congestive heart failure, emphyse-
ma) that are particularly dreaded.

Child restraints anchoring. Dread: Not only are children’s lives and well-being
highly valued in general, but severe injuries from motor vehicle crashes, such as
traumatic brain injury, are particularly dreaded by parents and others. Understand-
ing: The high rate of improper installation of child restraints in the absence of the
rule suggests that attachment requirements were not well understood.

disaggregate information on impacts, if the underlying research on risks
and effects supports separate estimates. However, standard analytic prac-
tices in BCA and CEA generally do not weight the results to reflect societal
values across these dimensions. For example, a QALY decrement of 0.2 is
not adjusted to reflect a preference for averting illnesses among particularly
vulnerable groups. Similarly, values assigned to risk reductions of a given
magnitude in a BCA generally do not depend on the distribution of impacts.
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Although for both CEA and BCA values could, in theory, be adjusted to
reflect distributive concerns, a consensus on how to weight across such
dimensions does not exist. Thus distributive considerations must be explic-
itly discussed as part of the process of developing and issuing regulations
along with the summary analytic results.

As noted in Chapters 1 and 2, regulatory agencies are required to
conduct analyses of the distributional impacts of regulations. As discussed
below, society may particularly value regulations that address subpopula-
tions that are vulnerable or already disadvantaged, such as those who are
physically susceptible to environmental or other health risks, are less than
fully capable of representing their own interests, or are economically disad-
vantaged or vulnerable. Children, elderly people, those who are chronically
ill or especially susceptible to a particular risk, low-income or minority
communities, and local populations affected by a geographically concen-
trated risk or intervention are relevant subpopulations that may merit spe-
cial consideration. Box 4-3 refers to the case studies to illustrate how in-
formation about populations disproportionately affected by a risk or an
intervention might be presented in a regulatory analysis.

Children

Current Presidential guidance to federal agencies directs that particular
consideration be given to the assessment of health and safety risks that
disproportionately affect children. Each agency must, with respect to its
rules, “to the extent permitted by law and appropriate, and consistent with
the agency’s mission . . . address disproportionate risks to children that
result from environmental health risks or safety risks” (EOP, 1997, Section
1). OMB Circular A-4 further instructs that, for any rulemaking action
expected to result in an economically significant health or safety rule that
may disproportionately affect children, the agency must evaluate the health
or safety effects on children. This account should address why the proposed
regulatory intervention was selected over other potential and reasonably
feasible alternatives that the agency considered. The focus of these instruc-
tions, however, is more on avoiding disproportionate harms than on pro-
viding a greater degree of protection.

Circular A-4 also directs that agencies use CEA as the primary analytic
framework when children are the predominantly affected group. Second-
arily, a BCA may be conducted. However, whenever a BCA is conducted
and benefits accrue to both children and adults, “the monetary values for
children should be at least as large as the values for adults (for the same
probabilities and outcomes) unless there is specific and compelling evidence
to suggest otherwise” (OMB, 2003a, p. 31).
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BOX 4-3
Distributional Considerations in Regulatory Decisions

Distribution of Impacts: Do the baseline (preregulatory) or postregulatory costs
or risks disproportionately affect certain segments of the population?

• The unborn or future generations
• Infants and young children
• Elderly people
• Persons with disabilities or preexisting health conditions
• Those particularly vulnerable to the risks of concern
• Members of minority groups
• Members of low-income groups
• Those residing in particular geographic locations

Below are some brief examples of distributional considerations in the cases of food
safety, air quality, and child restraints anchoring, based on information provided in
the agencies’ regulatory analyses.

Food Safety: The juice processing regulation prevents foodborne illnesses, which
can be especially severe for persons with poor immune system function, including
people with human immunodeficiency virus, people receiving chemotherapy, and
organ transplant recipients. Young children and elderly people are also likely to be
more susceptible to more severe forms of these illnesses. Compliance costs are
likely to be passed on to consumers of fresh juices, through very small but widely
distributed increases in prices to cover production cost increases. Elderly people
and young children consume somewhat more juice than the overall population on
average.

Air Quality: Reductions in particulate matter due to cleaner exhaust from non-
road diesel engines and reduced sulfur in diesel fuel will disproportionately benefit
elderly people, young children, and individuals with preexisting conditions. Re-
ductions in premature mortality will accrue largely among elderly persons; infant
deaths also will decrease. Cardiovascular disease will be reduced among older
adults, as will acute episodes among those with preexisting cardiac disease. Acute
respiratory episodes and hospitalizations will be reduced among persons with
chronic respiratory conditions, such as asthma. Individuals who work in industries
that rely on nonroad engines (e.g., construction, agriculture, industry, mining, and
airports) may be disproportionately affected. Compliance costs are likely to be
passed on to consumers of products in related markets. The EPA estimates that
related price increases are likely to be less than 0.1 percent, however.

Child Restraints Anchoring: This regulation provides additional protection from
the risk of injury or death for young children restrained in car seats. Compliance
costs are likely to be passed on to consumers in the form of higher prices. The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates that these costs will av-
erage $6 per vehicle and $17 per child restraint.
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These guidance documents reflect the exceptional value society places
on children’s lives and well-being, as well as recognizing their particular
susceptibility to serious and long-lasting harm from health and safety risks.
Table 4-1 illustrates how the use of life years or QALYs, instead of prevent-
able deaths, weights the health impacts for children more heavily, relative
to impacts on older persons. As discussed in Chapter 3, the difficulties of
valuing children’s health outcomes are both empirical and conceptual. Set-
ting aside the practical problems of measuring HRQL for children, the
concern remains that an individually based HRQL metric does not fully
capture the high value placed on children’s well-being and health by parents
and society. Although some have suggested that HRQL measurement should
encompass the effects of an illness, injury, or disability on the entire family
in which it occurs, this demanding approach has not been implemented.

Population Health Data and Subgroups

Another potential problem for valuation is that the major population
health surveys exclude some subpopulations of concern. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the National Health Interview Survey and the Medical Expendi-
ture Panel Survey are household surveys, limited to noninstitutionalized,
civilian populations. By design, excluded populations are homeless people;
those who are migrant or have no fixed residence; and persons in prisons,
group homes, nursing homes, and other institutions (Meyers and Andresen,
2000). Undocumented aliens, migrant farm workers, and others with
reasons to avoid contact with government officials or data collection activi-
ties are unlikely to be represented in survey samples. In addition, members
of these groups may be particularly susceptible to certain kinds of risks
targeted by regulations, such as pesticide controls and workplace safety
practices.

The exclusion of the groups just mentioned from routine population
health surveys is also a problem for the valuation surveys underlying ge-
neric HRQL indexes, and calls into question the extent to which they can
be assumed to represent accurately the values of the general population.
The significance of this omission depends on whether the excluded groups
represent a large enough percentage of the population to affect the survey
results, and whether the values of excluded groups differ to a significant
degree from the values held by those included in the survey. Although the
recently conducted U.S. valuation survey for the EQ-5D used a stratified
sample designed to include the three largest racial/ethnic groups in suffi-
cient numbers to provide disaggregate results for whites, Hispanics, and
non-Hispanic blacks, disaggregated results were not presented in the initial
publications from this survey (Luo et al., 2005; Shaw et al., 2005).
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Another issue with respect to low-income populations and some minor-
ity populations, such as blacks and Native Americans, is that their life
expectancy is lower and their HRQL worse than that of others in the
population (NCHS, 2004). If health gains are calculated for such subgroups
based on subgroup population health status and longevity norms, then the
potential to benefit from life extensions will be proportionately lower for
these subgroups.

Calculation of Health Gains

Some health risks subject to regulation disproportionately affect those
whose health is impaired already. In the case of air quality interventions,
for example, the elderly and those with preexisting cardiac or pulmonary
conditions are more likely to suffer adverse health effects. One of the most
difficult issues to address is whether and how to disaggregate the general
population in calculating gains in health due to a regulatory intervention.
Both OMB guidance and the PCEHM’s recommendations for the reference
case CEA direct the use of general population averages rather than health
state index value estimates for subpopulations. (These requirements are
discussed in more detail in Chapters 1 and 2; see Appendix C for the
relevant text of Circular A-4.) The implications of these requirements for
regulatory analysis depend on whether the general population is in fact
representative of the population that achieves the health gains. For the
types of economically significant health and safety regulations addressed by
this report, the population affected will often reflect the same distribution
of preexisting disabilities or health impairments as the general population.
In such cases, using general population averages is analytically correct and
will not disadvantage those who are disabled or in impaired health.

The OMB and PCEHM requirements are more problematic in a case
where the affected population does not reflect the same distribution of
preexisting disabilities or health impairments as the general population. For
example, if individuals with heart disease represent 10 percent of the gen-
eral population but 50 percent of the population affected by the regulation,
using population averages may not accurately capture the QALY gains
attributable to the rule.

In the air pollution example, reductions in preventable mortality may
predominantly affect individuals with preexisting heart or respiratory con-
ditions. Such deaths occur primarily among elderly people, and population
averages for the affected age groups include a relatively high rate of heart
and respiratory disease. EPA concluded that, because both the general popu-
lation and the affected population in these age groups have comparably
high rates of these preexisting conditions, the use of population averages
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may provide a reasonable best estimate of the impacts of its rule. However,
this conclusion is the subject of debate and scientific uncertainty.

It is also important to remember that the population affected undergoes
changes in health status over time. Rules tend to remain in place for ex-
tended periods, however. Thus people who are not affected at the outset
may develop conditions later such that a regulatory intervention is espe-
cially beneficial.

In cases where the health impairment or disability is related to the risk
or intervention of interest, QALYs could unfairly value life-extending inter-
ventions for people with chronic illness or disability. For example, suppose
decision makers are comparing two regulations that are equally costly, one
of which affects only individuals with preexisting disabilities and another
that affects individuals in better health. Also assume that the first interven-
tion, which extends for 10 years the lives of 100 people with a chronic
condition or disability valued at 0.75 (on a scale where 1.0 corresponds to
optimal health and 0 corresponds to death), would produce 750 QALYs. If
the second intervention extends for 10 years the lives of 100 people in near
optimal health—0.95, for example—the gain would be 950 QALYs. In this
case, focusing solely on the QALY gains would lead decision makers to
select the second intervention, even though it extends the same number of
lives as the first. Hence the use of QALYs for evaluating and prioritizing
life-saving interventions appears to discriminate against people with im-
paired health or disabilities by assigning less value to extending their lives
simply because of their disability. The reduction of average HRQL that
occurs with increasing age produces the same general effect in comparisons
between life extensions among 20-year-olds and 70-year-olds.

An alternative to assessing QALY gains based on comparison to actual
health status is an approach that assumes that affected individuals would be
in optimal health as a result of the intervention. As discussed in Chapter 2
(see Box 2-5), EPA recently presented QALY-based results that do not
adjust life years gained to reflect the less-than-optimal HRQL that would
be expected during those additional years of life (EPA, 2005a, Appendix G).
Instead, EPA calculated health gains due to averted mortality as life years
spent in optimal health.

In our case study of air quality improvements, we followed a different
practice. We estimated the gain in QALYs due to increased life expectancy
based on average health state values for the general population in each
age group assessed. This approach assumes that, in the absence of the
regulation-related risks, individuals would face the same degree of impair-
ment as the average member of the U.S. population of the same age. The
Committee concludes that EPA’s practice—which essentially gives greater
weight to QALY gains from life extensions than from HRQL improve-
ments—was less transparent than the alternative, namely to calculate all
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QALY gains the same way regardless of whether morbidity or mortality is
affected and to present those gains in disaggregated form so that the differ-
ences in the types of impacts are apparent. Appendix A provides additional
discussion and presents the results of the Committee’s case study analysis.

The Treatment of Future Generations in CEA

Although many regulations have the potential to affect future genera-
tions, those where the costs are incurred primarily in the near term but the
benefits occur largely in the future (or vice versa) pose particular ethical
issues, especially if the effects of the policy are not easily reversible. Such is
the case, for example, with regulations governing the construction of nuclear
waste repositories. Construction may impose costs on the current genera-
tion, whereas future generations may be affected by the release of radiation
if safeguards fail. Contaminants with reproductive or developmental effects
provide other examples; controlling exposures among members of the cur-
rent generation will benefit the subsequent generation. Assessing the im-
pacts of these types of regulations poses analytic as well as ethical chal-
lenges regardless of whether BCA or CEA is used to estimate costs and
benefits.

Future Effects

Perhaps the biggest issue associated with rulemakings relates to the
ability to predict future conditions with and without the regulation. This
problem pervades all aspects of the analysis. For example, Harrington et al.
(2000) compared the predicted and actual costs of several regulations, and
found that one of the key factors leading to overestimates of future costs
was the difficulty inherent in predicting technological innovation. Such
innovations may affect the benefits of a rule as well as its costs.

The regulatory analyses reviewed by the Committee applied varying
approaches to addressing this problem (see Robinson, 2004, and Appen-
dix A). For example, in the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) analy-
sis of its juice processing rule, the agency assumed that current conditions
remained constant, so that both costs and benefits were the same in each
future year (FDA, 1998, 2001). In addition to presenting this annual value,
FDA calculated the present value of costs and benefits over an infinite time
horizon. In contrast, in its analysis of emission controls for nonroad diesel
engines, EPA limited the time period addressed to 20 years and presented
costs and benefits on an annual basis as well as in present value terms (EPA,
2004b). These estimates took into account the phase-in of regulatory re-
quirements as well as predicted changes over time in pollutant emissions
and in the demographic characteristics of the affected population. As re-
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quired by OMB (2003a), regulatory analyses generally also present the
timing of the undiscounted impacts.

This presentation of both discounted and undiscounted results is par-
ticularly important when costs and benefits are widely separated in time. If
there is a lag between the costs and the effects, the estimates of cost-
effectiveness will vary depending on the length of time that elapses as well
as the discount rate used, regardless of whether the benefits are measured in
dollars, QALYs, life years, or cases avoided.7 For example, if both costs and
benefits are discounted, two regulatory options that differ only in the year
in which benefits occur will have different present values if a positive dis-
count rate is used. The regulatory option with the nearer term benefits will
appear to be more cost effective. This outcome is derived from the underly-
ing rationale for discounting, which reflects a general preference to receive
benefits soon and delay costs.8 Table 4-2 presents this issue in simplified
form. As indicated in the table, the option without a lag between costs and
benefits will be more cost-effective in present value terms when compared
to another option with equivalent, but more delayed, benefits.9 This differ-
ence in present values increases as the discount rate increases.10

Future Generations

When risks are imposed or benefits accrue in the distant future, the
ethical concerns and issues related to discounting are more difficult and less
satisfactorily addressed. Moral obligations to future generations should be
considered separately from the question of discounting practices.11 Present-

7In the majority of rules considered in the Committee’s review of current practices
(Robinson, 2004), costs and reduced incidence of illness, injury, or death occur in the same or
relatively proximate time periods. FDA’s analysis indicates that the reduction in the incidence
of illness is likely to occur in the same year as the reduction in juice contamination. EPA
makes the same assumption for changes in the incidence of the nonfatal effects of nonroad
engine diesel emissions, while indicating that preventable mortality is distributed over a 5-
year period after exposure.

8For example, most individuals generally would prefer to receive money today rather than
at a later date because they can invest the money and earn interest. The present (discounted)
value today of $100 received in a future year (t) is the amount that one would need to invest
today to yield $100 in year (t).

9For simplicity, Table 4-2 assumes that the QALY losses all occur in a single year. How-
ever, for most chronic illnesses and for preventable mortality, a change in incidence in the
current year will have future year effects, and these future year effects will also be discounted.

10See Portney and Weyant (1999), especially the essay by Weitzman (1999) for discussions
of the interaction of the discount rate and the time period over which the discounting occurs.

11See, for example, “On Discounting Regulatory Benefits: Risk, Money, and Intergenera-
tional Equity” (Sunstein and Rowell, 2005) for a discussion of this issue.
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TABLE 4-2 Discounting and Timing of Impacts

Time Period Regulatory Option 1 Regulatory Option 2

UNDISCOUNTED RESULTS

Year 0 Costs = $100 million;
benefits = 400 QALYs Costs = $100 million

Year 10 — —
Year 20 — —
Year 30 — Benefits = 400 QALYs
Cost per QALY $100 million / 400 QALYs $100 million/400 QALYs

= $250,000 per QALY = $250,000 per QALY

RESULTS DISCOUNTED AT 3 PERCENT

Present value in year 0 Costs = $100 million; Costs = $100 million;
benefits = 400 QALYs benefits = 165 QALYs

Cost per QALY $100 million/400 QALYs $100 million/165 QALYs
= $250,000 per QALY = $610,000 per QALY

RESULTS DISCOUNTED AT 7 PERCENT

Present value in year 0 Costs = $100 million; Costs = $100 million;
benefits = 400 QALYs benefits = 53 QALYs

Cost per QALY $100 million/400 QALYs $100 million/53 QALYs
= $250,000 per QALY = $1.9 million per QALY

NOTES: For simplicity, this example assumes all the quality-adjusted life year (QALY) im-
pacts occur in a single year and ignores the lifetime effects of chronic illness as well as the life
years lost to premature mortality. It also does not provide information on the uncertainty in
the estimates. All estimates are rounded to two significant digits.

12Chapter 2 discusses other aspects of the OMB guidance on discounting, such as the
selection of the appropriate discount rate and the need for sensitivity analysis. Circular A-4
also describes the rationale for discounting nonmonetary as well as monetary measures of
benefits in regulatory analysis (see Appendix C). In the context of health and medicine, Gold
et al. (1996b) provide a detailed discussion of discounting, and recommend discounting both
costs and benefits at 3 percent in the reference case and conducting sensitivity analyses using
rates ranging from 0 to 7 percent.

ing undiscounted impacts, and their timing, along with a discussion of
impacts on future generations, as OMB (2003a) advises, allows decision
makers to identify situations where concerns about long-term impacts sug-
gest that decisions should not be based simply on the discounted present
value of the results.12 Such presentation is necessary because otherwise,
discounting may lead the present generation to impose extremely high costs
on future generations, resulting in undesirable welfare losses as well as
inequities between generations (Revesz, 1999). In addition, discounting
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could give an undesirable priority to programs that would produce benefits
more rapidly, but with substantially less overall improvement in health,
when compared to programs that produce benefits later, but with substan-
tially more overall improvement.

At the same time, a failure to discount could impose significant burdens
on the present generation that regulatory interventions would alleviate. If
regulators discount costs at a positive rate but value lives saved now and
lives saved later equally, then the analysis paradoxically indicates that life-
saving spending should be postponed indefinitely, because the net benefit
becomes increasingly favorable into the future (Keeler and Cretin, 1983).
Furthermore, because future generations can reasonably be expected to
inherit a richer and more technologically advanced world, there may be less
reason to protect future generations from present choices (Weitzman, 1999).
Others have suggested that the discounting of benefits to future generations
might be thought of as part of a mutually beneficial intergenerational trade
or contract (Lind, 1982).

How future benefits and harms (costs) are viewed is likely to depend
on the perspective adopted. For example, parents will likely take a more
precautionary attitude toward protecting the world their children and
grandchildren will inherit than might people unaffiliated with younger
generations.

Representing the interests of future generations in current policy dis-
cussions is difficult but ethically obligatory. Future generations will be
affected by current decisions, particularly if the consequences are not easily
reversed. As those involved in such discussions consider the future effects of
their choices, they should factor in the implications of their decisions for
those who will live in the future. Alternative normative frameworks—the
“just savings” principle of Rawls’ social contract theory (1971, 1993), tort
law, and utilitarianism—each can support a principle of compensation to
guide discussion about the mix of benefits and costs that the present genera-
tion bequeaths to future ones (Sunstein and Rowell, 2005).

Comparing Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

The assumption underlying the use of CEA in regulation is that re-
sources should be used to maximize the aggregate health status, or to
minimize disease burdens, of a population. Some have suggested ranking
regulatory programs from the lowest cost-per-QALY ratio to the highest, in
order to identify better or more efficient investments in health production.
Hahn (2005) has argued in favor of the use of such summary rankings,
which he calls “regulatory scorecards” and which OMB has described as
“league tables” (EOP, 2002). Although such scorecards enable compari-
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sons across widely different interventions and provide useful information,
they can mislead (Parker, 2003).

Given the many relevant features of decisions about the regulation of
health and safety risks that are not part of the quantified economic analy-
ses, and given considerable differences in the methodologies used to gener-
ate the summary results, the rankings of cost-effectiveness ratios are am-
biguous. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 2, the legislative mandates
and requirements for regulation vary across programs and agencies, mak-
ing such comparisons less meaningful. Whether or not such cross-
programmatic and interagency comparisons of CEAs might be helpful to
decision makers, without being misleading, remains an open question. The
Committee recommends against using summary rankings as the principal
basis for policy decisions because the substance and methods of economic
analysis do not support unqualified comparisons across widely different
contexts.

IMPROVING REGULATORY DECISION MAKING

An important adjunct to the sorts of improvements in regulatory analy-
ses discussed above is to strengthen the regulatory decision-making process
itself. Such strengthening would involve greater transparency and ensuring
a deliberative policy process that incorporates nonquantified information,
including consideration of the distributive and ethical features of a pro-
posed regulatory action. We discuss two fundamentally different strategies
for introducing societal values and equity considerations into public policy
decisions. One strategy is to incorporate information about distributive
priorities directly into the CEA. This could either involve weighting health
state index values to reflect priorities or stipulating values in the calculation
of health-related effects. The other strategy is to pair the quantified eco-
nomic analysis with qualitative information presented in a transparent and
open process of regulatory development. The two approaches could also be
combined.

Several approaches to societal weighting of health state index values
have been proposed. First, standard index values could be modified with
numerical factors or weights that convey priorities for age groups, severity
of condition, or particularly vulnerable groups. These weights could be
estimated by asking a representative sample of the general population to
make PTOs between health improvements that are equal in terms of con-
ventional index value gains, but different in terms of the characteristics of
the people whose health is improved (Nord et al., 1999; Ubel et al., 2000).
A variant on this approach would transform the health state index values
into values that reflect societal values for giving priority to the worst off,
which could be done by compressing the values of less severely impaired
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health states toward the upper end of the 0-to-1 scale (Nord, 2001). By
locating moderate health states closer to the upper end of the HRQL scale,
the value of improvements for the moderately ill is reduced relative to
improvements for the severely ill.

Another approach to building equity considerations directly into the
cost-effectiveness ratio is to value all reductions in preventable mortality at
1.0, rather than at the postregulatory health state index value that is actu-
ally expected to pertain. This is the approach EPA adopted in its pilot CEA
in the Clean Air Interstate rule (EPA, 2005a), as described earlier in this
chapter and more fully in Box 2-5.

Despite their apparent usefulness and appeal in combining distributive
concerns with health production, formula-based approaches to incorporat-
ing societal values into CEA calculations are problematic. First, there is no
consensus as to how equity weights should be calculated, or even whether
their use is appropriate. It is also difficult to adjust health state index values
for more than one dimension; should that adjustment be for age, severity of
condition, or initial health status? Second, valuing all gains in longevity as
life years in optimal health, as with EPA’s Morbidity-Inclusive Life Year
approach, changes the conventional relationship between morbidity and
mortality effects and could lead to social choices that violate individual
preferences in choices between quality and quantity of life (Johannesson,
2001). Finally, building equity considerations into the quantitative analysis
in any of these forms makes the cost-effectiveness ratio less transparent,
and therefore potentially more confusing and ambiguous for some.

In light of these concerns with adjusting health state index values to
reflect distributional considerations, the Committee endorses a different
strategy. In our view, standardizing the presentation of quantified analyses
and their data inputs, assumptions, and methods offers the best chance for
informed and transparent regulatory decision making. Presenting economic
analyses in a common format and informing the deliberative process with
alternative analyses helps to demonstrate how quantified results depend on
value assumptions. Although we do not recommend that the CEA calcula-
tions be adjusted to incorporate distributional concerns quantitatively, we
recognize that agencies might want to develop supplementary analyses us-
ing other measures and weighting schemes as sensitivity analyses. Such
alternative quantifications could help to clarify the different implications of
different regulatory strategies.

By including distributional and normative considerations in a public,
transparent, and deliberative decision process, distinct concerns can re-
main separate. For example, how much should the fact that an auto
safety requirement affects children count in judging the acceptability of
its costs? A public and deliberative policy-making process permits the air-
ing of reasonable disagreements about various priorities, rather than em-
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bedding one version of them in the CEA calculations. A fair and trans-
parent process can resolve open questions of value in ways that achieve
and maintain legitimacy.

Daniels and Sabin (1997, 2002) have characterized a fair process for
decision making about health and health care as having certain central
requirements or features. In the following summary, the Committee adapts
these conditions for a fair process to the regulatory context.

• Publicity: The regulatory development process should be transpar-
ent and involve publicly available rationales for decisions affecting health
and longevity. People have a basic interest in knowing the grounds for
decisions that fundamentally affect their well-being.

• Relevance: Those who are affected by regulatory decisions, includ-
ing those who bear the costs of regulations as well as those who realize the
benefits, must agree that the rationales rest on relevant reasons, principles,
and evidence.

• Revisability and Appeals: The regulatory process should make pro-
visions for revisiting and revising decisions in light of new evidence and
arguments.

• Enforcement: There should be a mechanism for ensuring that the
previous three conditions are met.

These conditions hold decision makers accountable for the reasonable-
ness of their choices in regulating health and safety risks. Decisions that
meet these conditions provide a form of “case law” that helps make future
reasoning more coherent. Many of the issues underlying regulatory inter-
ventions, both matters of fact and of values, are points of disagreement. A
fair and transparent process of this sort adds legitimacy to the results. It
also contributes to societal learning about the appropriate grounds for
making the kinds of trade-offs involved and thus enhances broader demo-
cratic processes over time. The demand for fair process is a fundamental
part of our political system. It is embedded in the statutory and administra-
tive requirements for regulating risks, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2.
Further progress towards the goals of fair and transparent risk regulation is
possible.

CONCLUSIONS

The Committee’s key conclusions based on the discussion in this chap-
ter follow.

CEA and BCA alike provide a useful but incomplete basis for informed
societal decisions about reducing risks to human health and safety through
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regulation. The most feasible and desirable way to account for ethical and
normative considerations in regulatory policy is to include them explicitly
in the deliberative policy-making process.

The choice of QALYs as the basis for measuring the production of health
through regulatory interventions entails certain value commitments and
ignores others, and these limitations should be made explicit in regulatory
analysis. While some societal values regarding the distribution of health
benefits could be incorporated through quantitative modifications of health
state values, such adjustments are of questionable validity and make the
quantification of health improvements more difficult to interpret. How-
ever, presenting the quantitative results of such alternative measures as
sensitivity analyses may help to highlight those distributive implications in
a way that promotes consideration of them in the deliberative process.

Presenting the components of summary economic analyses individually is
an important contribution to the transparency and accountability of regu-
latory decisions because such disaggregated information may be easier to
understand and it conveys the relative contributions of various health im-
pacts to the summary results.

Public participation in the development of regulatory priorities and specific
regulations is vital to well-informed policy making. Existing administrative
procedures that govern the issuance of regulations provide a framework
for publicity, transparency, public involvement, and accountability. They
do not guarantee adequate citizen participation in setting regulatory agen-
das and rulemaking, however. Greater public understanding of the envi-
ronmental, health, and safety risks and the benefits and costs of strategies
to mitigate such risks can be promoted by well-conducted and clearly pre-
sented regulatory impact analyses.

The next and final chapter presents the Committee’s recommendations
for regulatory analysis and policy development. Our recommendations re-
flect the conclusions above, as well as discussions and evidence that ap-
peared earlier in this report.
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5
Recommendations for Regulatory

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

This report responds to a charge from a consortium of federal agencies
to make recommendations for conducting cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)
to assess regulatory interventions affecting human health and safety. In
particular, the Committee was asked to consider the theoretical soundness,
feasibility, and ethical implications of health-adjusted life-year (HALY)
measures in making our recommendations. The previous chapters review a
number of issues related to the use of these measures in regulatory analysis,
including current federal guidelines and agency practices (Chapter 2), vari-
ous HALY measures and strategies for applying them (Chapter 3), and
ethical and contextual considerations related to the use of these measures in
decision making (Chapter 4). This final chapter presents the Committee’s
conclusions based on the review and analysis described in the previous
chapters, and its recommendations for conducting CEA in the regulatory
setting.

The Committee drew on a variety of sources for insights, information,
and evidence in determining how CEA could best inform regulatory deci-
sion making. These sources include:

• Interviews with policy and analytic staff at federal agencies about
how they currently assess the economic costs and benefits of environmen-
tal, health, and safety regulations;

• Federal Executive Office of the President guidance on regulatory
development, analysis, and reporting;

• Regulatory impact analyses for proposed and final regulations from
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federal agencies, including the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food
and Drug Administration, the Food Safety Inspection Service, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and
the Consumer Product Safety Commission;

• Public workshop presentations by developers of health-related qual-
ity of life (HRQL) survey instruments and indexes, researchers in the fields
of HRQL measurement and CEA, federal survey research officials, and
ethicists;

• Three CEA case studies developed by the Committee in collabora-
tion with federal agency staff, based on published regulatory impact analy-
ses for final rules governing air quality, food safety, and children’s car seat
restraints; and

• Reviews of the peer-reviewed literature on the performance of
HRQL measures and methods, methodological research on CEA using
health-related effectiveness measures, and empirical and theoretical ethical
analyses of the use of HRQL indexes and HALYs in CEA.

The Committee’s investigations, analyses, and deliberations led us to
the following overarching conclusions:

• CEA, like benefit–cost analysis (BCA), offers a useful tool for the
development and assessment of regulatory interventions to promote human
health and safety. Different measures of effectiveness, including single-
dimension measures such as life years and integrated metrics that combine
estimates of HRQL and longevity such as HALYs, each provide useful and
distinctive perspectives on regulatory impacts.

• As in the case of BCA, the results of CEA for regulatory interven-
tions are not by themselves sufficient for informed regulatory decisions.
The results of economic analyses are routinely supplemented with other
types of analysis, and with information from the public, to provide a more
comprehensive assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of different
regulatory strategies. These other sources of information are a necessary
part of the decision-making process because it is not possible to quantify all
of the impacts of concern.

• It is feasible to apply CEA to regulatory interventions today, but
additional data and improvements in the methods for measuring HRQL
would make it more useful and reliable.

• Federal regulatory agencies analyze disparate data and contem-
plate widely varying interventions and types of impacts from their actions.
They use diverse approaches to value health-related benefits, partly because
of these differences in data sources and types of impact, but also for reasons
related to institutional history and precedent. Greater consistency in the
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reporting of assumptions, data elements, analytic methods, and in the re-
sulting estimates of costs, effectiveness, and benefits would increase the
transparency and comparability of the results.

• Presentations of cost-effectiveness ratios for diverse interventions
can be misleading if they do not include information that highlights differ-
ences in methods, unmeasured effects, and distributional impacts across
interventions.

Our recommendations for the use of CEA in regulatory analysis fall into
four areas:

• Selecting integrated measures of effectiveness;
• Constructing and reporting cost-effectiveness ratios;
• Providing additional information needed for decision making; and
• Pursuing data collection and research necessary to improve HRQL

measurement and regulatory CEA.

The recommendations are discussed in the following section and the chap-
ter concludes with a brief summary.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Selecting Integrated Measures of Effectiveness

Because different effectiveness measures (e.g., deaths averted, life years
saved, QALYs gained) have particular advantages and limitations, all regu-
latory CEAs should report more than one measure of effectiveness. Report-
ing a variety of measures provides decision makers with a richer under-
standing of the impacts of different regulatory choices and responds to
different questions.

The Committee’s criteria for selecting integrated measures for use in
regulatory CEA are summarized in Box 5-1.

Recommendation 1: Regulatory CEAs that integrate morbidity and mor-
tality impacts in a single effectiveness measure should use the QALY to
represent net health effects.

• QALY estimates should be based, to the greatest possible extent, on
research that considers the risk characteristics addressed and the popu-
lation affected by the regulatory intervention.

• The index values estimated for health conditions or health states of
interest should be based on information from the population affected
by the costs, benefits, or other impacts of the regulatory intervention,
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which for most economically significant regulations will be best repre-
sented by the general U.S. population.

• In the absence of direct preference elicitation for health conditions of
interest from the affected population, QALY estimates should be based
on well-developed, generally accepted, and widely used generic HRQL
indexes whose valuation is based on general population samples.

BOX 5-1
Criteria for Selecting Integrated Effectiveness Measures

for Health-Related CEA

Choices Among Health-Adjusted Life Year (HALY) Measures

Because the requirements for regulatory CEA are already in effect and ana-
lysts need tools that are ready for application, the Committee’s criteria for selecting
among these HALY measures in the near term are largely practical ones:

• The HALY metric should be widely used, and methods for estimating the
index values as well as estimates for specific health states should be available in
the literature.

• The metric should be easy to understand and interpret.
• The metric should be comparatively inexpensive to use, in terms of both

providing immediately applicable methods and values and facilitating the develop-
ment of values for additional health states.

In addition to these practical considerations, measures must also provide valid and
reliable estimates of the relative value of different health states.

Choices Among Generic Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQL) Indexes

Because generic indexes are well established and easy to use, the Committee
expects that they will often be applied in regulatory analysis in the near term. The
Committee’s criteria for choosing among these indices focus on their suitability for
regulatory analysis as well as the reliability and validity of the resulting estimates.

• The HRQL instrument must be applicable to the range of health-related
effects being evaluated.

• The instrument should be sensitive enough to distinguish among health
endpoints.

• The instrument should reflect the values or preferences for health of the
population of interest.

• The instrument must be acceptable to and understandable by survey re-
spondents, policy makers, and the general public.

• The instrument should be as inexpensive to use as is compatible with the
other objectives.
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• The characterization of the health states or conditions of interest
using generic HRQL indexes should be based on information ob-
tained from people who are familiar with the conditions, such as
patients.

The QALY is the best measure at present on which to standardize
HALY estimation because of its widespread use, flexibility, and relative
simplicity. As discussed in Chapter 3, alternatives to the QALY measure,
including the healthy year equivalent, the saved young life equivalent, and
the disability-adjusted life year, are either less feasible, have not been used
extensively or evaluated, or incorporate features that render the measure
not comparable with QALY results. For regulatory analysis, the QALY is
best thought of in practical terms, as a measure of health improvement or
production that allows analysts and decision makers to compare the im-
pacts of different interventions. In short, we recommend the QALY as a
useful construct on which to standardize the accounting of changes in
health and longevity.

QALY estimates of regulatory effects may be based either on newly
collected information or on previously conducted research. In both cases,
the QALY estimates should address the same health states (i.e., the specific
types of disease or injury) as identified in the risk assessment for the regula-
tory analysis. For example, the health states should be similar in terms of
the severity and duration of the symptoms and of the effects of treatment.
For chronic or long-term impacts, it may be desirable to separately assess
different phases to reflect the variation in the HRQL impacts at different
points in time. The QALY estimate also should reflect, to the extent pos-
sible, the effect of the health state on the particular population affected by
the regulatory intervention in terms of characteristics such as age, preexist-
ing conditions, income, and geographic location. If the HRQL estimate
reflects a health state or scenario that differs from the regulatory health
endpoint (i.e., addresses a somewhat different condition or affected popula-
tion), these differences should, to the extent possible, be discussed and
addressed in the uncertainty analysis. (See Recommendation 6.)

Chapter 3 discusses alternative strategies for developing QALY esti-
mates for use in regulatory analysis. Briefly, these include:

• Eliciting preferences directly for the health states of interest,
through a new valuation survey of the population that bears the costs and
receives the benefits of the proposed regulation.

• Using generic health indexes to characterize and value the health
states of interest. Health states may be characterized through surveys of
patients or physicians knowledgeable about the condition of interest. This
descriptive step is separate from the valuation of these health states, which
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ideally should be derived from a survey of a representative sample of the
population affected by the costs and benefits of the rule.

• Using previously published health state and/or condition values.
Such previously published values may have been either directly elicited or
estimated with generic indexes.

Due to time and budget constraints, the Committee recognizes that, in the
near term, regulatory analysts are likely to rely on published research and
to adopt relatively simple approaches to assess health-related impacts in
regulatory CEAs. Over the long term, the Committee hopes that investment
in additional research will improve the information available for these
assessments. (See Recommendations 11 and 12.)

Different approaches in different regulatory analyses may be required
to pursue the dual objectives of (1) ensuring that the health states and
populations addressed in the QALY analysis match those identified in the
risk assessment and affected by the intervention, and (2) using ethically
sound and robust societal valuations of health states. The best approach
will depend on the time and resources available and the extent and quality
of existing valuation research for the conditions of interest. Because these
factors vary, it is not possible to specify one standard approach for QALY-
based CEA that would apply in all cases. Regulatory analysts must exercise
judgment in weighing the importance of different factors in choosing an
approach to QALY estimation. The following discussion summarizes the
Committee’s conclusions from Chapter 3 and offers guidance regarding the
use of existing HRQL research and generic indexes for QALY-based regu-
latory analysis.

Valuation. Health states can be valued directly in surveys of patients or
the general population using elicitation techniques such as the standard
gamble, time trade-off, category rating (e.g., visual analogue scale), and
person trade-off. When a generic index is used, health states are described
by locating their attributes within the functional categories or domains of
the index. These domain attributes are then valued using a statistical model
or algebraic formula based on a separate valuation survey that employed
one or more elicitation methods. The underlying valuation surveys for the
various generic indexes are based on general population surveys that differ
in size and in the extent to which they represent the U.S. population as a
whole (see Table 3-4).

For regulatory analysis, the population valuing different health states
should include both those who will benefit from the intervention and those
who will bear its costs. In the case of economically significant regulations
that have relatively large costs and/or benefits, the affected population
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whose valuations are of interest is usually best represented by the U.S.
population.

Elicitation methods that include an explicit choice, such as the standard
gamble and time trade-off, would be preferred to other methods of prefer-
ence assessment if they were more comprehensible and more easily admin-
istered. However, standard gamble and time trade-off methods are difficult
for many respondents to understand, and often lead to inconsistent or
poorly reproducible responses. Although category rating and visual ana-
logue scale methods do not imply a direct trade-off between years of life
and HRQL (a trade-off that is implicit in QALY-based CEA), they are
generally easy to administer. Particularly if they are calibrated against trade-
off methods to ensure that the same numerical rating means the same thing
for both types of methods, rating scale elicitation methods can also play an
important role.

Methods that elicit individual preferences for health have dominated
QALY-based CEA. However, alternatives (such as the person trade-off
method) that aim to elicit societal values for investments in health improve-
ments more directly merit further development, as discussed in Recommen-
dation 12. The aggregation of individual preferences for one’s own health is
but one approach to determining societal preferences for improved health,
and evidence suggests that values for health states elicited in the standard
way may not be well correlated with societal health resource allocation
choices (Ubel et al., 1996).

Generic indexes. The Committee reviewed, and applied in its case studies,
several generic HRQL indexes. These included the Quality of Well-Being
Scale (QWB), the Health Utilities Index (HUI) Marks 2 and 3, the EuroQol-
5D (EQ-5D), and the SF-6D. As discussed in Chapter 3, we concluded that
no generic instrument is superior in all respects to the alternatives. All four
of these instruments have well-developed and widely tested survey formats.
Health state values based on the QWB, HUI, and EQ-5D are well repre-
sented in the published literature and, because the SF-6D can be calculated
from SF-36 and SF-12 health profile data, it has the potential for extensive
application.

Recent research suggests that these four generic instruments rank-order
health states consistently, although the absolute values of individual health
states differ depending on the instrument used (Franks, 2004; Franks et al.,
2006). Furthermore, a growing research literature offers statistical conver-
sions or translations of values from one instrument to another; see Table 3-
7 for a summary of these studies.

These instruments do vary, however, in the representativeness of their
underlying valuation surveys and in specific aspects of their methodology.
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The QWB’s valuation survey dates back to the mid-1970s, was based on a
San Diego community sample, and uses a rating-scale methodology. The
HUI attributes were valued by a sample from a metropolitan population in
Ontario, Canada. The SF-6D values were derived from a U.K. population
survey. The EQ-5D is the only generic instrument with a nationally repre-
sentative U.S. valuation survey underlying its index values. In addition,
some of the instruments (e.g., the HUI) require licensing fees, and others
involve fees to access health profile data (e.g., as would be useful with the
SF-6D). Given the current state of the art of HRQL measurement, the
Committee recommends that agencies consider using the EQ-5D in their
primary estimates for regulatory analyses at this time.

Characterizing health states with generic indexes. Using generic indexes to
measure HRQL involves characterizing or locating the health states of
interest according to the specific functional categories or domains of the
index. In contrast with direct preference elicitation surveys, with generic
indexes this characterization of health states is separate from the valuation
of the generically described health states, where the latter is based on gen-
eral population samples.

As described in Chapter 3, health states can be characterized using
generic indexes either by patients or clinical experts who are familiar with
the condition of interest. Published studies are one source of patient-based
characterization or description of health states using these indexes. If origi-
nal data collection for a regulatory analysis is contemplated, direct elicita-
tion of health state index values for the conditions of interest, rather than
patient characterization using a generic health index, should be considered.
If neither of these approaches is feasible, then clinical experts could be
asked to characterize the health conditions of interest using a generic index,
similar to the approach used in the Committee’s case studies. Good prac-
tices for expert assessment are discussed in Chapter 3.

HRQL measurement quality. Finally, the Committee recommends that
sources of HRQL values for QALY-based CEA should be evaluated with
specific and consistent criteria regarding:

• The quality of underlying valuation surveys; and
• The precision and reliability with which health states of interest are

captured or located by direct elicitation or generic indexes, respectively.

Although it is not possible to develop absolute standards for assessing an
existing study’s quality and applicability for regulatory CEA, greater speci-
fication and standardization of quality review criteria in HRQL measure-
ment will help analysts to (1) weigh the limitations of a study against the
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value of using it, and (2) determine when available valuation studies should
not be used as a source of health state values in the context of a particular
analysis.

There is a growing body of evidence on the quality of different valua-
tion techniques and surveys, and formal criteria are being developed for
judging quality in survey-based valuation research that addresses both
willingness-to-pay and QALY estimation.1 Such criteria for evaluating study
quality should be further developed and applied to HRQL valuation re-
search. For example, more attention should be given to internal consistency
tests. Chapter 3 provides additional information on the research underlying
generic indexes and these criteria.

Constructing and Reporting Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

The overarching objective of the Committee’s recommendations is to
improve the quality and comprehensiveness of the information available for
regulatory decision making. We believe this objective can be advanced by
standardizing, to the extent practical, the structure of CEAs within and
across agencies, thus increasing the transparency of the presentation of
analytic assumptions, methods, and results in regulatory analyses.

Recommendation 2: Regulatory analyses should report four measures of
cost-effectiveness:

• Compliance cost per death averted using the net number of deaths
averted as the outcome measure.

• Compliance cost per life year gained using the net change in years of
preventable mortality as the outcome measure.

• A health-benefits-only ratio using the net change in QALYs as the
outcome measure. Costs would include those associated with compli-
ance, offset by estimates of the net changes in health care treatment
costs associated with the outcomes included in the QALY measure.

• A comprehensive ratio using QALYs as the outcome measure and
incorporating the value of other benefits as offsets to compliance
costs. The cost measure would incorporate both net changes in health
care treatment costs and the value of any monetized nonhealth ben-
efits as offsets.

The components of these four ratios are illustrated in Table 5-1.

1See Freeman (2003, Chapter 6) and OMB (2003a) regarding criteria for willingness-to-pay
studies and Chapman et al. (2000), Neumann et al. (2000), and AHRQ (2005) for criteria for
QALY-based CEA.
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Ratios need not be reported if they do not provide additional informa-
tion for decision making. For example, compliance cost per life year gained
need not be presented when a regulation would have negligible impacts on
longevity, and the comprehensive ratio need not be presented for regula-
tions that do not provide monetized nonhealth benefits.

These ratios should be calculated over a time period selected to reflect
the effects of the full implementation of the regulation. In addition, annual-
ized impacts should also be reported and used to estimate expected cost-
effectiveness on a yearly basis. The time periods within which the costs and
savings and the health-related effects accrue should be reported using a time
line to indicate the undiscounted impacts expected in each year. In addition,
the present value of the impacts should be calculated using the same discount
rate for both costs and effects (life years or QALYs). As discussed in
Recommendations 8 and 9, agencies should also highlight information on
distributional impacts and ethical considerations, on uncertainty in the
estimates, and on any regulatory impacts not included in the cost-effectiveness
measure.

A simplified example of the four recommended cost-effectiveness ra-
tios, as well as the results of an accompanying BCA, is provided in Box 5-2.

The Committee recommends reporting all four cost-effectiveness ratios
because no single formulation will be ideal in all circumstances. Different
audiences will find different formulations more informative, more readily
interpretable, or more comparable to other analyses. Furthermore, differ-

TABLE 5-1 Components of Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Compliance Compliance Health-
Costs Per Costs Per Benefits-
Death Life Year Only Comprehensive
Averted Gained Ratio Ratio

Included in net costs
Regulatory compliance costs • • • •
Health care treatment cost

savings • •
Value of nonhealth benefits •

Included in net effects
Fatal effects: Deaths averted •
Fatal effects: Years of life

gained • • •
Fatal effects: Quality-adjusted

life years gained • •
Nonfatal effects: Quality-

adjusted life years gained • •
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BOX 5-2
Example of Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Values used in example:

Regulatory compliance costs: $100 million

Benefits values (willingness to pay)
for BCA: $60 million for averted mortality

$30 million for averted morbidity
$40 million for averted ecological impacts

Benefits values for CEA: 400 QALYs gained
or

100 life years saved
or

10 premature deaths averted

Health treatment cost savings
associated with reduced morbidity
and mortality: $20 million

Net benefits:

Net benefits = ($60 million + $30 million + $40 million) – $100 million = $30 million

Cost-effectiveness ratios:

• Compliance costs per premature death averted = $100 million / 10 lives =
$10 million/death averted

• Compliance costs per life year gained = $100 million/100 life years = $1
million/life year

• Costs per QALY, health benefits only = ($100 million – $20 million) / 400
QALYs = $200,000/QALY

• Costs per QALY, comprehensive = ($100 million – $20 million – $40 million)
/ 400 QALYs = $100,000 / QALY

NOTES: For simplicity, this example provides the results for a single year and ignores the
need to address the timing of the impacts. It also does not provide information on the uncer-
tainty in the estimates. For simplicity we assume that the willingness-to-pay estimates used in
the BCA calculation of net benefits encompass health treatment cost savings. See Chapter 2
and OMB, 2003a (Appendix C), for more discussion of this issue.

ences among potential interventions in the relative size or ranking of the
four measures can highlight important aspects of the impact of alternative
interventions. While agencies should report these four ratios at a minimum
as relevant, they may also, at their discretion, provide additional compari-
sons that incorporate alternative perspectives if such comparisons are use-
ful for decision making.
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Each of the four formulations has particular advantages.

Compliance cost per death averted.  This ratio focuses on the number of
deaths averted, without regard for the expected years of life extended by a
regulatory action. It is the simplest of the four ratios and excludes consid-
eration of the HRQL for the life years gained, of nonfatal health impacts,
of medical care savings, and of benefits that are not health related. This
ratio avoids the criticism leveled at cost-effectiveness formulations that use
some form of life years as the effectiveness measure, namely, that they
discriminate against older people and those with lesser life expectancies.
All preventable deaths count equally in this calculation.

Compliance cost per life year gained.  This ratio is also limited to the
mortality effects of a regulatory action and sets aside impacts on health
status, but considers the years of life extension rather than simply the
number of lives extended. It excludes consideration of the health-related
quality of life for the life years gained, of nonfatal health impacts, of medi-
cal care savings, and of benefits that are not health related. This ratio may
be more acceptable or understandable to those who find it difficult to
interpret QALY measurement. It may be most important to those who are
concerned primarily with the mortality impacts of the regulations or who
are ethically opposed to reflecting HRQL differences in conveying infor-
mation about preventable mortality.

Health-benefits-only ratio. This formulation is most comparable to and in
harmony with the approach used as the reference case for CEAs that ad-
dress public health and medical interventions. It answers the question of
what it costs to produce a particular unit of health—that is, a QALY—that
incorporates information on the HRQL impacts for both nonfatal illness
and injury and life years lost. In this formulation, information about non-
health benefits is not included in the ratio, but would be provided by
listing and highlighting these effects in accompanying narrative.

Comprehensive ratio. For some regulations, the BCA will include the mon-
etary valuation of benefits unrelated to health, such as ecological effects. In
these cases, a comprehensive ratio should be reported. In most of these
regulations, the costs of achieving the health and non-health benefits are
not separable, and attributing all costs to the achievement of the health
benefits can be misleading. Disregarding those impacts excluded from the
previously described quantitative measures would result in decisions that
underinvest in regulations that provide nonhealth as well as health benefits.
The comprehensive ratio offers a more global perspective by incorporating
a fuller set of implications of the regulatory action, and uses more of the
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available information about regulatory impacts.
When evaluating different regulatory options, analysts may find that

the relative magnitudes of health and nonhealth benefits vary among op-
tions. If so, then the comprehensive ratio could lead to a different ordering
(in terms of economic efficiency) of policy alternatives from the one that
would emerge from the health-only ratio. The comprehensive approach is
most consistent with the content of the accompanying BCA.

Definitions: The following definitions should be used in developing each
component of the ratios:

• Deaths averted: the net change in the expected number of cases
(sometimes referred to as “statistical cases”) of preventable mortality at-
tributable to the regulation, summed across the affected population.

• Life years gained: the net change in the predicted years of life
extension attributable to the regulation, summed across the affected
population.

• Quality-adjusted life years gained: the net change in health-related
quality of life associated with morbidity, injury, and preventable mortality
attributable to the regulation, summed across the affected population.

• Regulatory compliance costs: the net value of the materials, labor,
and other inputs used to comply with the requirements of the regulation,
and the impact of these net costs on related markets.

• Regulatory benefits: the net impacts related to the goals of, or
rationale for, the regulation, including health benefits (averted morbidity,
injury, and mortality) and nonhealth benefits (e.g., enhanced recreational
value or increased protection of natural resources).

• Health-care-treatment-cost impacts: the net change in resource and
time costs as a result of reduced need for medical treatment for the condi-
tion(s) affected by the regulatory intervention.

Sometimes it is difficult to make clear distinctions among these categories;
however, they generally should include the following.

Deaths averted reflects the comparison of the predicted number of
deaths in the population without the regulation to the number of deaths
with the regulation. Conceptually, these deaths reflect the net number of
people expected to live longer once the regulation is implemented. They are
often calculated as statistical cases (changes in the risk of preventable mor-
tality summed across a population). This measure should be calculated as
the net change; that is, they should include both increases and decreases in
the risks of preventable mortality attributable to the regulation, and infor-
mation on related uncertainties should be presented along with the quanti-
fied estimates.
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Life years gained reflects the comparison of life expectancy of the
affected population in the absence of the regulation to life expectancy with
the regulation in place. These estimates are not adjusted for the quality of
life, and should reflect the actual predicted change in the life expectancy of
the affected population to the maximum extent possible given available
data. Any limitations of the data used to predict life expectancy should be
included in the assessment of the uncertainty in the estimates and modeling.

QALYs gained reflects the net changes in HRQL and HRQL-adjusted
life expectancy in the affected population without and with the regulation,
including the HRQL impacts of morbidity, injury, and preventable
mortality.

Regulatory compliance costs reflect the resources diverted from other
purposes to meet the specific legal requirements established by the regula-
tion. Costs may include, for example, those associated with testing for
contamination, installing airbags in cars, or administering a new program.
Where such costs lead to noticeable market impacts (e.g., decreased de-
mand due to increased prices in the regulated industry and/or spillover
effects in related sectors), these “second-order” consequences should also
be included. In addition, compliance costs should include any significant
savings that result. For example, if standards for vehicle engines result in
fuel savings, these should be included as offsets to compliance costs.

Regulatory benefits generally relate to the goals of, or rationale for, the
regulation. For health and safety regulations, these benefits will include the
effects of the regulation on morbidity, injury, and preventable mortality,
but may also include nonhealth benefits. Again, these effects may include
“second-order” consequences if significant; for example, a chemical used to
remove contaminants from drinking water may itself pose risks or can lead
to additional risk reductions by removing co-occurring contaminants. Ben-
efits may include some offsetting increases in risks.

Health-care-treatment-cost impacts are the net changes in health-care-
related costs as a result of the regulation. These impacts are defined by the
U.S. Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine (PCEHM) as
including “changes in the use of health care resources, changes in the use of
non-health care resources, changes in the use of informal caregiver time,
and changes in the use of patient time (for treatment)” (Gold et al., 1996b,
p. 177).2 In the case of regulations that prevent the occurrence of health
conditions, these impacts are generally additional savings attributable to
the regulations. In BCA, these impacts (if estimated) are usually counted as
benefits to the extent that they do not double count other monetary esti-
mates of impacts. In CEA, they should be counted as offsets to regulatory
costs under both the health-only and comprehensive approaches.

2The PCEHM definition of treatment-related costs is discussed more fully in Chapter 1.
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The Committee recognizes that in some cases the distinctions among
the categories defined above may be difficult to determine, and analysts will
need to rely on their own judgment. Judgment will also be needed to
separate effects that are negligible and need not be quantified from effects
that are significant and warrant inclusion in the analysis. Regardless, the
rationale for including and excluding various impacts for each of these
ratios, or for excluding impacts entirely from the quantitative assessment,
should be included in the text of the regulatory analysis.

In reporting these measures, the agencies should make every effort to
ensure that the results and limitations are reported clearly. Although OMB
and agency guidance already emphasize the need for transparency, the
Committee found that these qualities were lacking in many of the regula-
tory analyses it reviewed. To meet this goal, agencies should present sum-
mary materials describing the analyses in nontechnical language, including
key definitions and assumptions, that can be easily understood by the gen-
eral reading public. In addition, they should discuss data sources, calcula-
tions, results, and the implications of nonquantified effects as well as uncer-
tainty in the quantified results.

Recommendation 3: The life-year and QALY estimates used in regulatory
analyses should reflect actual population health as closely as possible, com-
paring the predicted HRQL and life expectancy of the affected population
in the absence of the intervention (i.e., the regulatory baseline) to the pre-
dicted postintervention HRQL and health-adjusted life expectancy.

The economically significant regulations most directly affected by the
Committee’s recommendations will often have national impacts. However,
the characteristics of the population affected by associated health risks may
differ from the characteristics of the general U.S. population. For example,
foodborne illness may be more severe in individuals with weakened im-
mune systems; certain car safety problems may disproportionately affect
children; and air emissions may lead to preventable mortality primarily
among the elderly. In some cases, the analysis may not fully reflect the
characteristics of these affected populations due to limitations in the avail-
able data. In these cases, the data limitations should be included in the
uncertainty analysis discussed under Recommendation 6.

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, some practitioners have argued
that the HRQL results should be adjusted to reflect equity issues; for ex-
ample, higher QALY values could be assigned to subpopulations of concern
such as the elderly, children, or those with preexisting conditions. The
Committee believes that such approaches should be avoided for two rea-
sons: (1) they lack transparency, and (2) they substitute the analyst’s judg-
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ment about relative values for the deliberative process (see Recommenda-
tions 8 and 9).

The intent, as well as the underlying theory and methods, for preparing
most components of regulatory CEAs (and BCAs) is to compare the relative
economic efficiencies of alternative interventions. Equity weighting con-
fuses the message; it becomes difficult to separate the extent to which a
particular intervention appears preferable due to its economic efficiency
from its equity impacts. In addition, there is no agreed-on set of weights for
any subpopulation of concern. The Committee believes that the analysis
should include the best available information about the impacts on groups
of concern so that it can be incorporated into the deliberative decision-
making process. Decision makers are better served by CEAs that clearly
represent the actual impacts of regulations, supplemented by information
that emphasizes the equity impacts.

The Committee’s judgment is that the more comprehensive informa-
tion needed to address equity considerations in policy decisions is not well
suited for incorporation into cost-effectiveness ratios. The recommended
formulations of cost-effectiveness ratios also reflect the value judgment
implicit in the QALY measure to value life years rather than lives, and to
adjust for quality. One consequence is that less weight is placed on perma-
nent changes in HRQL for those with fewer remaining years of life, and on
life extensions for those who have worse-than-average quality of life. Rec-
ognizing these concerns, we conclude that equity issues are better addressed
as part of the discussion of distributive impacts of the intervention rather
than by quantitative weighting of the QALY measure.

Age- and sex-specific U.S. population HRQL averages exist for four of
the generic indexes used in the Committee’s case studies. (See Hanmer
et al., 2006, for population norms for several indexes.) For many regula-
tions, these general population averages are likely to provide the best avail-
able estimates of the postregulatory (i.e., generally, improved) health of the
affected population. Using age-specific population averages marks an ad-
vance over many studies published in the CEA literature that use an index
value of 1.0 (perfect or optimal health) to assess health status in the absence
of the condition of concern.

This practice could be further improved, however, by the development
of better information on the extent to which persons who are likely to be
affected by a regulatory intervention also have other health conditions or
co-morbidities, on the extent to which these co-morbidities are affected (in
terms of increases or decreases) by the regulations, and on the effect on
HRQL of eliminating one health impairment when another remains.

Recommendation 4: Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are generally the
most useful summary measure for comparing different regulatory interven-
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tions. Such ratios are not meaningful, however, for interventions that re-
duce both costs and risks. Options that are dominated (i.e., have higher
costs and lower effectiveness) also should not be included in the incremen-
tal comparisons.

Before incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are calculated, the analyst
should determine whether any of the options are both more costly and less
effective than other options. These options are dominated by the other
options. The dominance should be reported, but cost-effectiveness ratios
need not be calculated. Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios are usually
calculated relative to all other alternatives that are not dominated. The
determination of dominance may vary across the different ratios discussed
under Recommendation 2. For example, one ratio may dominate another
but still not be optimal if it is in turn dominated by, or at least broadly
considered inferior to, some third strategy. In addition, uncertainty must be
taken into account in determining dominance. If some elements of the CEA
are particularly variable, the analyst will need to consider the probability
that an alternative is dominated under different assumptions. The discus-
sion of Recommendation 6 addresses this further.3

Whenever the value of a cost-effectiveness ratio is negative (i.e., it is
both cost saving and health enhancing, or both costly and results in net life
year or QALY losses), ratios should not be calculated or reported because
they are not meaningful and cannot be interpreted. The underlying esti-
mates of net costs and net effects are informative, however, and should be
reported.

The results for each nondominated option should be independently
compared to each of the other nondominated options. The ranking of
interventions and whether they are dominated can vary among these ratios.
So, for example, in Table 5-2, intervention B dominates C on compliance
costs/life year saved, and is dominated by C on comprehensive costs/QALY
gained.

Recommendation 5: In addition to reporting effects in the aggregate, regu-
latory analyses should report QALY impacts separately for each health
endpoint. Impacts should also be reported in terms of single-dimension
measures such as avoided cases of disease and cause-specific mortality
averted.

To make the analysis more transparent and to provide more complete
information for decision making, the QALY gains attributable to each

3See Hunink et al. (2001, Chapter 9) and Drummond et al. (1997, Chapter 5) for extended
treatments of how to calculate and use incremental cost-effectiveness ratios.
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regulatory option should be reported on a disaggregated basis. Detailed
breakouts provide additional information for decision makers on the rela-
tive importance of different types of effects. Several types of disaggregation
are desirable.

First, the QALY estimates should be reported separately for each
health endpoint or condition, for example, preventable deaths, particular
types of chronic health effects (e.g., heart disease, lung cancer), specific

TABLE 5-2 Comparison of Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Intervention A Intervention B Intervention C

Input data
Compliance costs $100 million $140 million $200 million
Health care cost savings $10 million $5 million $10 million
Value of other (nonhealth) $40 million $100 million $200 million

benefits
Averted mortality 8 cases 10 cases 9 cases
Life years gained 250 life years 300 life years 280 life years
Quality-adjusted life years 2,000 QALYs 800 QALYs 1,000 QALYs

(QALYs) gained

Cost numerators
Compliance costs $100 million $140 million $200 million
Compliance costs net of $90 million $135 million $190 million

health care savings
Compliance costs net of $50 million $35 million Savings of

health care savings and $10 million
other benefits

Incremental cost-effectiveness
Compliance costs per death $13 million $20 million per Dominated by B

averted per case additional case
Compliance costs per life $400,000 per $800,000 per Dominated by B

year gained life year additional life year
Compliance costs net of $45,000 per Dominated by A Dominated by A

health care savings per QALY
QALY gained

Compliance costs net of $25,000 per Dominated by C Cost saving
health care savings and QALY
other benefits per QALY
gained

NOTES: For simplicity, this example provides the results for a single year and does not report
information on the uncertainty in the estimates. All results are rounded to two significant
figures. Estimates of life years and QALYs represent the discounted lifetime impacts of the
new cases averted in a single year. For example, a case of premature mortality in the current
year leads to life year losses equivalent to the individual’s expected remaining life span.
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types of acute, time-limited health effects (e.g., gastrointestinal illness from
a foodborne pathogen), and types of acute exacerbations of chronic condi-
tions (e.g., an acute asthmatic episode). Net changes in expected life years
should be calculated first and then adjusted for HRQL, so that only pre-
ventable mortality is reflected in the first estimate. Second, the analyses
should report single-dimension estimates of impacts for each endpoint, for
example, the estimated number of cases of illness, injury, or mortality
averted and the number of life years saved. Table 5-3 illustrates these re-
porting recommendations.

Third, to the extent that the regulation is likely to disproportionately
affect certain population subgroups of concern, impacts should be reported
separately for each group (e.g., for children, elderly people, low-income
populations, members of minority groups, and those with preexisting con-
ditions, as relevant). The treatment of distributive impacts is discussed
further under Recommendation 8.

Recommendation 6: The reporting of all CEA results should be accompa-
nied by information on related uncertainties and on nonquantified effects.

Uncertainty in estimates of the costs and health-related effects of regu-
latory actions are attached to each component and accompany every step of

TABLE 5-3 Disaggregated Impacts

Intervention A Intervention B Intervention C

Quality-adjusted life year (QALY)
impacts
Averted mortality 200 QALYs 240 QALYs 220 QALYs
Averted incidence of heart disease 1,700 QALYs 520 QALYs 600 QALYs

(morbidity only)
Averted asthma exacerbations 100 QALYs 40 QALYs 180 QALYs
Total 2,000 QALYs 800 QALYs 1,000 QALYs

Single-dimension impacts
Averted mortality 8 cases; 250 10 cases; 300 9 cases; 280

life years life years life years
Averted incidence of heart disease 85 cases 26 cases 30 cases
Averted asthma exacerbations 30,000 events 12,000 events 54,000 events

NOTES: For simplicity, this example provides the results for a single year and does not
provide information on the uncertainty in the estimates. All results are rounded to two signifi-
cant figures. Life-year and QALY estimates represent the discounted lifetime impacts of the
new incidence. For example, the 26 to 85 new cases of heart disease are likely to lead to
QALY impacts over each individual’s remaining lifespan; hence the QALY impacts exceed the
number of cases averted.
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a CEA. Because BCA and CEA rely on much of the same data and employ
many of the same tools, they face similar challenges in dealing with un-
certainty in their results. For the common components of these analyses
(e.g., the estimates of compliance costs and of cases of illness or injury
averted), the treatment of uncertainty should be symmetrical across BCA
and CEA. CEA, however, presents some particular challenges for analysis
of uncertainty.4

Uncertainty means that regulatory alternatives that compare unfavor-
ably in terms of both their costs and effectiveness (i.e., that are domi-
nated) may still be worth considering if they involve substantially different
technologies or intervention from the better performing alternatives. For
example, when regulatory options differ only in stringency (e.g., a stan-
dard of 1 versus 5 parts per million), then dominated options should be
excluded from the comparison. When options differ in other respects, such
as warning labels versus mandatory processing standards for food con-
taminants, options that are only slightly dominated may be worth consid-
ering because the sources of uncertainty may be quite different for alterna-
tive interventions.

One common source of uncertainty is the inability to quantify or value
in monetary or QALY terms some potentially important health and non-
health impacts. Agencies should report these impacts, including, for ex-
ample, preclinical physiological changes that are difficult to evaluate and
effects on pregnant women that could affect fetal development. An example
of a format for reporting these types of effects is provided in Table 5-4,
from the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) regulatory assessment
of the nonroad diesel rule (EPA, 2004b).

In addition, the quantified estimates will often contain significant un-
certainties. An earlier National Research Council committee reviewed EPA’s
work in estimating the health benefits of air pollution regulations. That
committee recommended that the sources of uncertainty in impact analyses
should be considered jointly in the primary analysis, rather than singly, so
that the probability distributions describing ultimate effects (e.g., cases of
illness avoided) and their values (e.g., QALY losses avoided) would be
calculated correctly (NRC, 2002). The OMB 2003 guidelines for regulatory

4See Fenwick et al. (2004), Heitjan (2000), and Willan and O’Brien (1996) for discussions
of these issues and of alternative approaches to statistical analysis of cost-effectiveness data.
See also Estimating the Public Health Benefits of Proposed Air Pollution Regulations (NRC,
2002), which considers sources of uncertainty and offers guidance on the reporting of uncer-
tainty in regulatory analysis. The use of ratios in CEA raises issues that do not occur in
addressing uncertainty in BCA. For example, when zero is a possible value for the effective-
ness measure, infinity becomes a possible value for the ratio, and the statistical expectation of
the ratio is thus also infinite.
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TABLE 5-4 Nonmonetized Benefits of the Environmental Protection
Agency’s Nonroad Diesel Rule

Pollutant/
Type of Impact Nonquantified Effects

Ozone health Premature mortality.
Respiratory hospital admissions.
Minor restricted activity days.
Increased airway responsiveness to stimuli.
Inflammation in the lung.
Chronic respiratory damage.
Premature aging of the lungs.
Acute inflammation and respiratory cell damage.
Increased susceptibility to respiratory infection.
Nonasthma respiratory emergency room visits.
Increased school absence rates.

Ozone welfare Decreased yields for commercial forests.
Decreased yields for fruits and vegetables.
Decreased yields for noncommercial crops.
Damage to urban ornamental plants.
Impacts on recreational demand from damaged forest aesthetics.
Damage to ecosystem functions.

PM health Low birth weight.
Changes in pulmonary function.
Chronic respiratory diseases other than chronic bronchitis.
Morphological changes.
Altered host defense mechanisms.
Cancer.
Nonasthma respiratory emergency room visits.

PM welfare Visibility in many Class I areas.
Residential and recreational visibility in non-Class I areas.
Soiling and materials damage.
Damage to ecosystem functions.

Nitrogen and sulfate Impacts of acidic sulfate and nitrate deposition on commercial
deposition welfare forests.

Impacts of acidic deposition to commercial freshwater fishing.
Impacts of acidic deposition to recreation in terrestrial

ecosystems.
Reduced existence values for currently healthy ecosystems.
Impacts of nitrogen deposition on commercial fishing,

agriculture, and forests.

CO health Premature mortality.
Behavioral effects.

continues
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analysis make a number of recommendations for treating uncertainty in all
economically significant rules, noting the need for qualitative discussion as
well as quantitative assessment using sensitivity analysis or probabilistic
modeling. This guidance now requires agencies to conduct formal probabi-
listic uncertainty analysis for all rules with impacts that exceed $1 billion
annually (OMB, 2003a). Recommendation 10 of this report addresses the
need for better information on the health effects of regulatory interven-
tions, which is one major source of uncertainty.

At present there is also uncertainty about the correct health state index
values to use in calculating QALYs due to several factors: (1) the lack of
agreement on the concept of HRQL, (2) how it should be measured, and
(3) measurement error. Different generic instruments and elicitation meth-
ods produce different results without a clear consensus on the theoretical or
empirical superiority of one particular approach or model. Measurement
error in estimating health state index values should be reported as credible
intervals around point estimates and examined in the uncertainty analysis.

HC health Cancer (benzene, 1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde).
Anemia (benzene).
Disruption of production of blood components (benzene).
Reduction in the number of blood platelets (benzene).
Excessive bone marrow formation (benzene).
Depression of lymphocyte counts (benzene).
Reproductive and developmental effects (1,3-butadiene).
Irritation of eyes and mucus membranes (formaldehyde).
Respiratory irritation (formaldehyde).
Asthma attacks in asthmatics (formaldehyde).
Asthma-like symptoms in nonasthmatics (formaldehyde).
Irritation of the eyes, skin, and respiratory tract (acetaldehyde).
Upper respiratory tract irritation and congestion (acrolein).

HC welfare Direct toxic effects to animals.
Bioaccumulation in the food chain.
Damage to ecosystem function.
Odor.

NOTES: PM = particulate matter; CO = carbon monoxide; HC = hydrocarbons.

SOURCE: EPA (2004b, p. 39139, Table VI.E-6).

TABLE 5-4 Continued

Pollutant/
Type of Impact Nonquantified Effects
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Recommendation 7: Regulatory analyses should not assign monetary values
to estimates of health-adjusted life years as a method for valuing health
states.

In the existing literature, monetary values have been applied to HALYs
for two reasons. First, as discussed in Chapter 2, agencies often use mon-
etized HALYs in their BCAs, apparently because suitable, high-quality will-
ingness-to-pay estimates are lacking for many nonfatal health effects of
concern. Health state index values are more plentiful, and address the
shortcomings associated with reliance on other proxy measures (such as
cost-of-illness estimates) for valuation.

Although the Committee recognizes that in the short term, regulatory
agencies might continue this practice of using monetized HALY values in
BCAs due to the lack of willingness-to-pay estimates for morbidity effects,
we disapprove of and discourage this practice. As discussed in Chapter 1,
willingness-to-pay and HRQL valuation and measurement have developed
out of distinct disciplinary and methodological traditions. Given their dif-
ferent theoretical underpinnings and the different types of trade-offs they
consider, it is misleading to combine them.

The second reason for assigning monetary values to HALYs is to pro-
vide a threshold for determining whether an intervention should be pur-
sued. As discussed in Chapters 1 and 3, neither theoretical justification for
nor evidence of a consensus about any particular threshold value exists. In
the absence of any compelling rationale, the Committee concludes that the
use of thresholds is inappropriate.

Information Needed for Regulatory Decision Making

Regardless of whether economic analysis takes the form of BCA or
CEA, economic analysis is only one of many inputs into the policy-making
process. Statutory requirements, judicial decisions, executive orders, and
agency guidance all stress the importance of considering the distribution of
a regulatory intervention’s impacts, the ethical implications of different
options, and the implications of nonquantifiable effects, some of which
may be related to health and others not. The Committee endorses this
multifaceted approach to decision making, and believes that the results of
CEA should continue to be but one element in a deliberative policy develop-
ment process that takes full account of both quantified and qualitative
information.

Recommendation 8: The regulatory decision-making process should ex-
plicitly address and incorporate the distributional, ethical, and other impli-
cations of a proposed intervention along with the quantified results of BCA
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and CEA. Comparisons of different interventions should highlight these
distinctive features of the interventions and also any methodological differ-
ences, both in the case of cost-effectiveness ratios and of estimates of net
benefits.

CEA plays an important role in regulatory development, providing a
useful approach for collecting and organizing information, as well as for
reporting the quantifiable results in summary form. Decision makers should,
however, recognize the limitations of this and other approaches to eco-
nomic analysis. Both BCA and CEA must be supplemented by other types
of information.

Because both BCA and CEA focus on economic efficiency, they should
be accompanied by a discussion that highlights distributional and ethical
considerations that are not fully incorporated into the quantitative results.
These concerns may relate to the disproportionate adverse effects of baseline
(preregulatory) or postregulatory health conditions on subgroups of par-
ticular concern (e.g., very young and very old people, minority and/or low-
income groups, or individuals with preexisting conditions). They also may
relate to the characteristics of the risk itself, such as the extent to which
those experiencing the risk do so voluntarily or involuntarily.

The Committee proposes that regulatory analysts and decision makers
use a structured and systematic approach in the consideration of distribu-
tional and other ethical considerations raised by a particular regulatory
action. By design, BCA and CEA aggregate benefits across the population.
Their summary forms thus obscure important distributional effects that
should be considered explicitly in the policy development process. In addi-
tion, they generally focus on the physiological consequences of the risk, and
do not consider other characteristics of risk that may lead to different
values. For example, the societal value placed on addressing two causes of
preventable mortality—air pollution and car accidents, for example—may
vary even if the probability of fatality is the same. A 1-in-100,000 chance of
death may be valued differently depending on whether the risk is perceived
as controllable or voluntary.

To help ensure that important concerns are not omitted, we have iden-
tified (in Box 5-3) features of a specific risk or regulatory intervention that
should be considered, if applicable, in the regulatory impact analysis and in
any summary comparison of CEAs. This itemization is not intended merely
as a checklist, but rather as a framework for organizing important consid-
erations not likely to be emphasized sufficiently in the CEA itself. Such
distributional and other ethical considerations could be highlighted, for
example, by presenting disaggregated quantified information about regula-
tory effects or by conducting sensitivity analyses with alternative valuation
assumptions that reflect some of these considerations. As discussed in Chap-
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BOX 5-3
Distributional and Other Aspects of Risk and Regulation

Distribution of Impacts

Do the baseline (preregulatory) or postregulatory costs or risks disproportion-
ately affect certain segments of the population?

• The unborn or future generations
• Infants and young children
• Elderly people
• Persons with disabilities or preexisting health conditions
• Those particularly vulnerable to the risks of concern
• Members of minority groups
• Members of low-income groups
• Those residing in particular geographic locations

Characteristics of Risks

Do the risks have attributes that affect their value, but that are not reflected in
the quantified valuation measures?

• Are the risks not subject to significant personal control?
• Are the risks particularly dreaded?
• Are the risks undetectable by the senses?
• Are the effects of the risks delayed, rather than immediate?
• Are the risks not well understood?

ter 4, agencies may want to conduct alternative quantitative analyses that
use measures other than standard QALYs in uncertainty analyses. Such
quantification of certain distributional effects could highlight the implica-
tions of particular value commitments.

Although comparisons of CEA ratios across different types of regula-
tory interventions can provide useful information on the relative impacts of
different programs or policies, those using or reviewing these comparisons
should recognize their limitations. Both policy makers and scholars are
often interested in the relative effectiveness of different governmental or
nongovernmental interventions aimed at achieving particular outcomes,
such as the relative effectiveness of different programs for reducing prevent-
able mortality. Those developing or using such comparisons, however,
should recognize that economic evaluations in their summary forms (i.e.,
cost-effectiveness ratios and net benefits) are incomplete and may not be
fully comparable due to differences in methodology as well as differences in
the types of effects considered.
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Different approaches to estimating risks or valuing effects may lead to
differing estimates; the ranking of interventions may be affected by the
lack of a standardized methodology rather than by real differences in effec-
tiveness. Interventions that appear to differ significantly based on central
tendency estimates may in fact be indistinguishable when the uncertainty
in the estimates is considered. Thus it is important that such presentations
of comparative information across interventions, such as relative cost-
effectiveness or net benefit estimates, highlight these types of factors.

The Committee endorses the addition of QALY-based CEA to the other
requirements for regulatory impact analysis. At the same time, we are
concerned that presenting summary measures such as cost-effectiveness
ratios in simple tables without reference to limitations of such comparisons
or to their ethical and distributional implications could hinder—rather than
help—the development of sound regulatory policy.

Recommendation 9: Because of the many value dimensions encompassed by
societal decisions regarding the mitigation of risks to health and safety and the
far-ranging impacts of such decisions, policy makers and program administra-
tors should work to ensure the substantive involvement of a broad range of
individuals and groups at all stages of policy development for regulating risks.

Regulatory agencies are, by definition, part of a political system de-
signed to involve the public in decision making and balance competing
views. Public outreach is mandated by several statutes and administrative
orders and is a standard component of the regulatory development process.
The Committee is concerned about the need to ensure that this outreach
encourages widespread involvement and allows adequate consideration of
the concerns voiced by diverse parties. Numbers can be very powerful in
policy contexts; thus it is important that decision makers are presented not
only with the results of economic analyses, but also have an opportunity to
engage in deliberations with all constituencies and affected parties.

Although we did not evaluate the role of public participation in the
regulatory development process in depth, we suggest that these activities
merit further review and study. In particular, an effective deliberative pro-
cess is needed to ensure that the appropriate weight is placed on those
ethical, distributional, and nonquantifiable factors that are not included in
the quantitative analysis.

Data Collection and Research Needed to Improve HRQL Measurement
and CEA for Regulatory Decision Making

Although useful for regulatory analysis, the data and methods currently
available for measuring and valuing health impacts in CEA have limitations
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that should be addressed by a long-term research agenda. As regulations
become more stringent, or simply more costly, the importance of sound
methods and accurate information for assessing societal priorities and val-
ues grows. Additional data collection and research to support regulatory
analysis are costly undertakings that must be considered in the context of
federal agencies’ overall missions and priorities. Better planning and coor-
dination among the relevant agencies could improve the cost-effectiveness
of their investments in improved information.

For example, population HRQL norms for one or more generic indexes
broken out by demographic characteristics (age, gender, race and ethnicity)
have not been available in the past, and are not a standard component of
periodic national health surveys. In addition, QALY-based CEAs may use
any one of several generic HRQL indexes, and estimates based on different
survey instruments are not readily combined or compared, because the
relationships among the estimates produced by different instruments are
not well understood. Perhaps most importantly, the data collection efforts
for the risk assessments and epidemiological studies that underlie the eco-
nomic analyses of regulations have not been designed with QALY-based
analyses in mind, and the data are often inadequate for estimating HRQL
impacts. The areas where additional routine data collection and research
are most needed and likely to be fruitful include the following.

Recommendation 10: A high research priority should be improving the
data used to assess the health risks (effects on incidence of particular types
of illness, injuries, and deaths, and the duration and latency of effects)
addressed by regulatory actions.

One significant source of uncertainty in estimating the economic im-
pact of regulations is the information and modeling underlying the estima-
tion of the type and magnitude of health-related effects on a population,
that is, the risk assessment itself. Risk assessment is of fundamental impor-
tance because it supports BCA and CEA alike, as well as other aspects of
the regulatory development process. Comparative risk assessment also helps
set regulatory priorities. Greater precision and detail in the estimation of
health effects would particularly improve QALY-based CEA because it
provides more extensive information on the impact of the risk and its
abatement on health status over time that are needed for this kind of
analysis. As did the recent National Research Council Committee to Esti-
mate the Public Health Benefits of Proposed Air Pollution Regulations, we
recommend that federal agencies set as a high research priority improving
the epidemiological and health status data used to model health and safety
risks and the effects of interventions for reducing these impacts (NRC,
2002). For a discussion of methodological issues related to the calculation
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of attributable risk and population attributable fractions, see the Institute
of Medicine workshop summary, Estimating the Contributions of Lifestyle-
Related Factors to Preventable Death (IOM, 2005).

Recommendation 11: The Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) and other federal agencies should collect HRQL information
through routinely administered population health surveys and other major
studies and data collection efforts related to risk assessment and monitoring.

DHHS should ensure that at least one population health survey—such
as the National Health Interview Survey or the Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey—incorporates on a periodic basis (e.g., every 3–4 years) at least one
complete HRQL survey instrument that supports a preference-based mea-
sure in order to provide age- and sex-specific population HRQL norms or
baselines. Survey questions regarding specific health conditions should be
developed in consultation with regulatory agencies so that conditions that
are common health endpoints for regulatory analyses or that are antici-
pated to be the targets of future regulatory action can be included. DHHS
and its statistical agencies and programs should consult with regulatory
agencies to identify these information needs and to reserve a portion of
questionnaires and surveys for these purposes.

The sampling frames of these national health surveys are not ideally
constructed for the collection of nationally representative HRQL informa-
tion. People who reside in institutions, including those with severe mental
and physical disabling conditions, and homeless people are systematically
excluded from these household-based surveys. These exclusions may skew
the statistical characterization of HRQL for the population overall and
inhibit the ability of the agencies to assess HRQL impacts on these sub-
groups.

Regulatory agencies should consider including HRQL measures, as
well as individual-level diagnostic and health profile information, in major
data collection efforts and epidemiological studies undertaken as part of
their risk monitoring systems and risk assessment research.

All federally supported research that includes HRQL measures and
applications of any such measures should produce public access data sets.

DHHS should support the refinement and expansion of a catalogue of
health state values derived from information in population health surveys,
building on recent work to create a catalogue of preference-based chronic
disease index values (see Sullivan et al., 2005). Such research should
give special attention to the documentation of co-morbid conditions and
the development of HRQL values for health states involving multiple
impairments.
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Recommendation 12: DHHS should coordinate, with the involvement of
federal regulatory offices and agencies, the development of an integrated
research agenda to improve the quality, applicability, and breadth of HRQL
measures for use in regulatory CEA. The Committee identifies the follow-
ing areas as priorities for research:

Current elicitation methods such as the standard gamble and time trade-
off, while theoretically well founded, may be difficult for respondents to
understand and prone to generate inconsistent responses. Research to fa-
cilitate improved methods is needed. In addition, methods for eliciting
societal values for investments in health (in contrast to individual prefer-
ences for health states), such as person trade-off techniques, should also
be investigated.

Despite widespread acceptance and endorsement by economists and
decision theorists in the health field, preference elicitation methods based in
utility theory have been criticized by behavioral scientists and survey re-
searchers who have focused on the cognitive challenges, artificiality of
choices posed, and susceptibility of responses to the framing of the choices
(Fischhoff, 1991; Kahneman and Tversky, 2000). Research to refine survey
practices for eliciting preferences for health states through standard gamble
and time trade-off methods could improve the reliability, precision, and
validity of survey results.

A more fundamental critique of using aggregate individual preferences
to represent societal values in health policy has been offered by ethicists
and political philosophers, among others (Nord, 1999; Ubel et al., 2000;
Hausman, 2004). One approach to value elicitation that has attempted to
capture judgments about societal investments in health has been the person
trade-off method, either conducted individually or in consensus group set-
tings. This method is still in a developmental phase. Although the person
trade-off method will doubtless be tested and refined further to improve
reliability and interpretability of results, other approaches to social valua-
tion beyond the simple aggregation of individual preferences should also be
explored.

Methods for measuring children’s HRQL, including characterization of
the impact of illness and injury and the valuation of these impacts, need
continued development and refinement.

The Committee is particularly concerned about the adequacy of current
metrics and methods for valuing health-related effects in children in two
respects. First, the impacts of illness and injury on children are not well
understood, due to limitations in the underlying health science research and
in the methods used to describe these effects with HRQL instruments.
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Existing instruments are limited in their capacity to capture important
aspects of HRQL for children, such as impacts on cognitive abilities and
social interactions. Second, the surveys used to assess societal values for
changes in HRQL generally address impacts on adults. In reality, those
affected by costs and benefits of economically significant regulations may
assign a higher value to improving the HRQL and longevity of children
than of adults. In addition, there are questions about when it may be
desirable to include children’s valuation of their own health states as one
component of the total societal value of these effects.

Because children may lack the maturity and experience to evaluate their
own health, and especially to provide informed responses to choice-based
valuation questions, it may be appropriate to substitute the judgments of
parents or other proxy respondents. Other questions include how to adapt
preference elicitation techniques for use with children and young adoles-
cents and how to include the effects of children’s health on the well-being of
parents and caretakers, effects that are not captured by individual-level
HRQL measures. There appears to be no consensus on best practices for
the measurement of children’s HRQL and the conduct of CEA for pediatric
interventions, and a concerted research and consensus development initia-
tive on this topic is warranted. (See Griebsch et al., 2005, for a literature
survey of pediatric CEAs and variability in valuation methods.)

Methods to correlate QALY estimates based on different generic HRQL
indexes should be developed so that estimates from different underlying
valuation studies are consistent and can be used in the same analysis.

As noted in Chapter 3, a federally supported survey effort with a na-
tionally representative sample of noninstitutionalized adults is under way
to collect HRQL information using several generic indexes, so that the
relationships among the estimates produced by different indexes can be
documented and conversion formulae developed. The results of this major
data collection effort should make it possible to combine HRQL informa-
tion based on different generic indexes, and could obviate the kinds of
problems the Committee encountered in the air quality case study using
published health state index values based on different generic instruments.
(See Box 3-7 and Appendix A for discussions of this case study.)

SUMMARY

Regulatory decisions are, and should continue to be, based on a public
and transparent deliberative process that includes consideration of a wide
range of factors, including but not limited to the results of economic analy-
ses using BCA and CEA. BCA and CEA are complementary tools in the
development of major health and safety rules because they offer distinct
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perspectives and different types of information about regulatory impacts
and effects. Both kinds of analyses provide a structured framework for
collecting, analyzing, and presenting information on regulatory impacts.
They do not, however, provide a complete accounting of all the effects and
consequences that are important for policy-making purposes.

Given the substantial impact of major health and safety regulations on
the national economy and societal welfare, it is imperative that related
decisions be based on high-quality policy analysis, the results and limita-
tions of which are clearly communicated in a form that is understandable
by a wide variety of audiences. Because these rules vary significantly in the
type of intervention, the characteristics of the affected population, and the
characteristics of the risks addressed, benefits measures are needed that can
be applied to a broad range of health scenarios. These measures should be
supplemented by discussion of any attributes of the scenarios that cannot
be fully captured in the quantitative measures. Furthermore, the substantial
uncertainty that accompanies the risk analysis underlying the calculation of
health-related effects, along with uncertainty about the preference weight-
ing of QALYs due to alternative HRQL concepts and constructs and vari-
ability in measurement, should be conveyed in uncertainty analyses.

Finally, the process of developing and issuing regulations should:

• Be publicly accessible;
• Be based on information (including that used in BCA and CEA)

that can be interpreted for and communicated to a wide audience;
• Facilitate the involvement of affected individuals, populations, and

organizations in deliberations about health and safety risks and proposed
interventions; and

• Be accountable for the policy choices made with reasons that are
available to all participants and observers.
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A
Summary of Case Studies

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

As part of the charge from its sponsors, the Institute of Medicine (IOM)
Committee to Evaluate Measures of Health Benefits for Environmental,
Health, and Safety Regulation was asked to conduct case studies that ap-
plied data from completed economic analyses to assess the impacts using
different measures of effectiveness. The Committee chose to conduct three
case studies that reflect the data and analytic approaches applied by differ-
ent regulatory agencies as well as the diverse health impacts addressed. This
appendix summarizes the case studies, which are described in more detail in
three separate reports (Robinson et al., 2005a,b,c). The implications of
these case studies for our deliberations are discussed in the main text of this
report; some of the key conclusions are also summarized at the end of
this appendix.

The case studies were a learning exercise for the Committee. They
allowed us to examine in detail the data and methods currently applied by
federal agencies when estimating the value of health and safety benefits.
These case studies also permitted us to apply alternative quality-adjusted
life-year (QALY) methods in the context of regulatory analysis and to
examine the outcomes. Because the case studies were completed with lim-
ited resources and largely in advance of the Committee’s deliberations, the
case studies do not reflect in every respect the best practices ultimately
recommended by the Committee, nor were they designed to replicate the
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complexity of a full regulatory analysis.1 They do, however, provide a
starting point for researchers interested in conducting more sophisticated
versions of these types of analyses.

The Committee identified candidates for these case studies as part of a
review of all major federal health and safety regulations finalized in recent
years (Robinson, 2004). This review focused on those economically signifi-
cant regulations that were supported by quantitative assessment of both
costs and health or safety-related impacts, that is, the types of rules for
which new Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance (2003a)
now requires cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) in addition to benefit–cost
analysis (BCA). Based on this review and discussions with agency staff, we
determined that the three rules listed below appeared to best illustrate the
range of types of regulations, current practices, and health and safety impacts
most likely to be significantly affected by the Committee’s recommendations.

1. The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) January 2001 juice
processing rule: This food safety regulation provides an example of FDA’s
use of monetized QALYs to value the impacts of acute and chronic illness in
BCA. The health outcomes considered include acute gastrointestinal effects
associated with exposure to four foodborne pathogens as well as chronic
conditions stemming from these infections. Few cases of mortality were
associated with these pathogens.

2. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA’s)
March 1999 child restraint rule: Because more recent rules were undergoing
revision, we chose a somewhat older rule for the NHTSA case study. How-
ever, the data sources and analytic approach are similar to those currently
used by NHTSA. NHTSA’s approach to CEA involves converting nonfatal
injuries to “equivalent lives saved” (ELS) based on the ratio of their costs to
the value of a fatality; these costs include both expenditures and monetized
QALY impacts. (See Chapter 2 and Box 2-4 for further detail on the ELS
approach.) The health effects addressed by this rule include a variety of
fatal and nonfatal crash-related injuries to children.

3. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) June 2004
nonroad diesel rule: Air pollution regulations account for a substantial

1One of the most important differences between these case studies and the Committee’s
recommendations is the limited information they provide on the range of possible values and
associated uncertainties. We rely largely on mean or median estimates to assess QALY im-
pacts, and also do not report uncertainties in each agency’s characterization of the health
effects averted by the regulations nor in their estimation of regulatory costs. The case studies
also do not include detailed information on the distribution and equity of the impacts. In
Chapter 4 of this report, however, we use the case studies to illustrate distributive and other
concerns.
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proportion of all major health and safety regulations finalized in recent
years; this was the most recent of these rules. In its BCA, EPA used esti-
mates of willingness to pay (WTP) to value benefits, supplemented by cost-
of-illness estimates when suitable WTP values were not available. This case
study provided an example of a rule that had several health-related impacts
that could not be quantified, as well as both quantified and nonquantified
nonhealth effects (e.g., on visibility, crop yields, and other ecosystem func-
tions). The key health effects of concern include preventable mortality and
a number of acute and chronic cardiovascular and respiratory conditions.

The following sections provide an overview of the general analytic
approach for these case studies. We then discuss the details of the ap-
proaches applied in each case and report our results and conclusions. The
final section summarizes the major lessons learned from these analyses.

GENERAL APPROACH

To estimate the QALY impacts of the regulations addressed by the case
studies, we followed a three-part process.2

• First, we described each type of injury or illness averted by the rule,
based (to the extent possible) on the materials the agency used to support its
regulatory analysis.

• Second, we used several different approaches to estimate the im-
pact of each condition on health-related quality of life (HRQL) over the
affected individuals’ lifespans. The methods used varied; each case study
involved the application of three or four different approaches.

• Third, we determined the QALY losses averted by the regulation.
This step involved estimating the change in HRQL attributable to the injury
or illness under two scenarios: a base case analysis that assumed that af-
fected individuals would be in average health (adjusted for age) over their
remaining life expectancy in the absence of the condition of concern, and a
sensitivity analysis that assumed that they would be in perfect or optimal
health. For nonfatal effects, we then multiplied the resulting decrement by
the expected duration of each illness. For preventable mortality, we esti-
mated the change in life expectancy based on the average age of the affected
individuals.

This process is illustrated in Figure A-1.

2The acknowledgments at the end of this appendix provide a complete list of those involved
in each case study analysis.
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In these case studies, we focused on annual impacts for simplicity and
comparability, assessing the change in disease or injury incidence attribut-
able to a single year of the regulatory intervention. If the health effect is
chronic or long-lived, however, the new cases of injury or illness prevented
each year will have longer term impacts. We take these future year impacts
into account and assess the lifetime effects of such cases, calculating the
results both discounted and undiscounted. (We follow the discounting
guidance in OMB, 2003a, as discussed in the main text of this report.)
Agencies’ regulatory analyses generally take a longer view and assess the
impacts of the rulemakings over a multiyear period. We believe that this
multiyear focus is appropriate; although the presentation of annualized
impacts can provide useful information, it should be provided only as a
supplement to an analysis that considers the implementation of the rule
over a longer time horizon.

Below, we provide an overview of the methods we applied across all
three case studies, focusing on the process used to describe the health
endpoints and to compare HRQL with and without the condition of con-
cern. In the health care field, “without condition” health (i.e., the health
status of an individual in the absence of a particular illness or injury of
concern) is often referred to as “baseline” health. We avoid this term be-
cause baseline means something different in regulatory analysis; it refers to
the situation in the absence of the rule, which is equivalent to “with
condition” health status.

FIGURE A-1 Case Study Process
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Describing Health Endpoints

The first step in the case study analysis involved describing the health
endpoints so that they could be valued under alternative HRQL approaches.
To increase our understanding of the information typically available to
regulatory agencies and for consistency with the agency analyses, we based
these descriptions on the same information used by the agency in its risk
assessment to the maximum extent possible. Because the original FDA
analysis used an HRQL index in its BCA, it supplied most of the informa-
tion needed for the case study. In contrast, the approach used in the NHTSA
rule relied on broad standardized injury classifications that were not ad-
equate for estimating HRQL impacts. Thus we used a different data set to
develop descriptions of the injuries averted. For the EPA rule, we relied on
a combination of the information provided in the agency’s regulatory analy-
sis and in a separate EPA analysis of the QALY impacts of air pollution-
related health effects.

In each case study, we used at least one approach that involved expert
assignment of the HRQL attributes for the illnesses or injuries of concern.
Developing descriptions for these expert assignments involved several chal-
lenges. First, we needed to determine the appropriate level of detail. Our
goal was to provide enough information so that medical experts could
understand and distinguish between different health endpoints, without
overwhelming them with unnecessary information. Our schedule precluded
formal pretesting; instead, we consulted informally with individuals with
relevant expertise to develop these descriptions.

Second, we wanted to avoid using language in the descriptions that
could prejudice the assignment of the attribute levels included in each index
(e.g., “little” or “no” difficulty in self-care; “moderate” pain). It was diffi-
cult to avoid this language completely, however; in some cases such termi-
nology was part of the description used by the agencies to distinguish
between different endpoints. For example, FDA distinguished between dif-
ferent types of long-term reactive arthritis based in part on the degree of
pain experienced.

Finally, the agency regulatory assessments of the health endpoints were
for predicted risks (or statistical cases) rather than for individual, identifi-
able patients, and cover time periods over which HRQL impacts may vary.
In theory we could have developed longitudinal models that identified dis-
tinct phases of each condition, the duration of each phase, and its probabil-
ity of occurrence. Such models are difficult to develop, however, and re-
quire substantially more time and resources than were available. Instead,
we encouraged the experts to consider the average or typical patient with
each illness or injury and to assess the expected average HRQL impact over
the course of the condition. In some cases, we divided the health conditions
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into different phases. For the child restraints analysis, for example, we
asked the experts to estimate the duration of the acute, rehabilitation, and
long-term phases and to assign attribute levels separately to each phase. In
the air quality case study, we split the cardiovascular disease endpoints into
subcategories (based on age at incidence, severity, and disease progression),
to better distinguish different health states.

Estimating “With Condition” HRQL

To estimate the HRQL impacts of each health condition averted by
these regulations, we relied on several commonly used generic indexes: the
EuroQol (EQ)-5D, the Health Utilities Index (HUI) Mark 2 and Mark 3,
the SF-6D, and the Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB).3 In addition, for the
NHTSA case study, we applied an instrument which is now being created
specifically to assess the longer term impacts of traumatic injury, the Func-
tional Capacity Index (FCI). Chapter 3 and Appendix B of this report pro-
vide detailed information on each of these indexes.

Applying these indexes entails two steps. First, the characteristics of
each health condition are matched to (or assigned) attribute levels under
each domain of each index. For example, for the EQ-5D, this process
involves determining whether the disease or injury leads to “severe,” “mod-
erate,” or “no” impairments within five domains—mobility, self-care, usual
activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. Second, the resulting
attribute responses are weighted to reflect the value placed on different
levels of impairment. Each generic index relies on a particular scoring
algorithm to develop relative values for particular health states; this algo-
rithm is based on statistical analyses of the results of a valuation survey
developed especially for the classification system of that index. These valu-
ation surveys are described in Chapter 3; see especially Table 3-4.

In each case study, at least one of the HRQL approaches involved
expert assignment of the attributes defined under a particular generic index.
Although it is generally preferable to ask patients to complete this step,
expert judgment is often used to provide a faster and less costly assessment.
For expediency, we followed a simple expert judgment process that was not
fully consistent with the best practices described in Chapter 3. For example,
we recruited volunteer experts through our informal professional networks
based largely on their availability. Consequently, the resulting groups may
not represent the full range of subspecialties or types of patients relevant to

3As discussed in Chapter 3 and shown in Appendix B, the HUI-2 and -3 include some
differences in domains, in part because the HUI-2 was originally developed to assess health
states among children.
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the assessment.4 A more sophisticated approach could use specific selection
criteria to ensure a broad range of relevant expertise and experience as well
as geographic stratification, and could involve asking specialty societies for
nominations. We also did not work with the experts to ensure that they had
a thorough or common understanding of the materials describing the health
endpoints, the domain attributes, and the task itself. Nor did we attempt to
resolve any inconsistencies either within the responses of an individual
expert or across the responses from different experts. We used simple deci-
sion rules to fill in any missing data.

In a few cases, we relied on patient data from the available research
literature rather than expert judgment. For the NHTSA study, we used
QWB values from a study of trauma patients (Holbrook et al., 1999). For
the EPA case study, we used preliminary condition-specific EQ-5D values
estimated from the Medical Panel Expenditure Survey (MEPS) (Sullivan
et al., 2005). In the EPA case study, we also transferred values from two
patient studies selected from the Harvard School of Public Health’s CEA
Registry (http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/cearegistry/), based on a review by
Brauer and Neumann (2005). The case study approaches are summarized
in Table A-1.

Comparing to “Without Condition” HRQL

To represent likely HRQL in the absence of the conditions of concern
(i.e., once the regulation has been implemented), we used estimates of
average population health broken out by age from major national pop-
ulation health surveys that included the relevant generic index question-
naire. This approach is equivalent to assuming that, in the absence of the
hazard addressed by the regulation, affected individuals on average would
have the same health status as the average member of the U.S. population in
the same age group. In sensitivity analysis, we also compared the “with
condition” HRQL estimates to a value of 1.0. This latter comparison is
equivalent to assuming that, in the absence of the illness or injury, the
affected individuals would be in perfect or optimal health.5

These age-adjusted estimates of average population health use the same
underlying community-based valuation survey for each index (as discussed
in Chapter 3) and were based on unpublished analyses prepared for the

4The original construction and valuation of the FCI provides an example of a more formal
expert judgment process in which multiple relevant clinical specialties and perspectives were
represented.

5We provide this comparison because it is often found in the literature; however, the
Committee does not recommend this approach. See Fryback and Lawrence (1997), for a
discussion of the problems with calculating changes from optimal health (1.0).
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Committee’s use in the case studies.6 The estimates were provided by age
and gender, and generally broken into 10-year age groups.

These population averages were missing estimates for very young and
very old individuals. We assumed that, for ages 0 through 9 years, average
health would equal perfect health (a value of 1.0); for ages 10 through 19,
average health would be the midpoint between perfect health and the values
estimated for ages 20 through 29; and for those older than the reported age

TABLE A-1 Approaches for Determining “With Condition” HRQL

Rule Approach Indexes Data Source

FDA Juice Expert EQ-5D, Analysis of data provided by medical experts
Processing assignment HUI-3, contacted by case study team

QWB,
SF-6D

NHTSA Expert EQ-5D, Analysis of data provided by medical experts
Child assignment HUI-2 contacted by case study team
Restraints

Trauma patient QWB Analysis of patient data provided by Troy
survey Holbrook, University of California, San Diego

Expert FCI Expert data and weighting formula provided
judgment by Ellen MacKenzie, Johns Hopkins University

EPA Expert EQ-5D Analysis of data provided by medical experts
Nonroad assignment contacted by case study team
Diesel
Emissions Population EQ-5D Preliminary analysis of self-reported HRQL

survey (MEPS) provided by Patrick Sullivan, University of
Colorado

Transfer EQ-5D, Analysis of patient data from Oostenbrink
from Harvard HUI-3 et al. (2001) and Torrance et al. (1999)
Registry studies

6EQ-5D estimated based on 2001 MEPS data by Dr. William Lawrence, Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality. HUI-3 estimated based on 2002 Joint U.S.–Canada Survey
of Health data by Barbara Altman, National Center for Health Statistics. (We used the HUI-
3 estimates for the HUI-2 analysis, since the general populations averages are expected to be
similar.) SF-6D estimated based on 2001 MEPS data by Janel Hanmer, University of Wisconsin-
Madison. QWB estimated based on 2001 U.S. National Health Interview Survey data by
John Anderson, University of California, San Diego. Updated estimates for the EQ-5D, SF-
6D, and QWB are available in Hanmer et al. (2006). Population averages were not available
for the FCI.
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ranges, average health would remain constant at the value reported for the
eldest age group. This approach means that the HRQL impacts for young
children will be the same regardless of whether the comparison is to perfect
or average health, since a value of 1.0 is used for “without condition”
HRQL in both cases.7

Table A-2 presents the estimates of average population health used in
this analysis for selected ages, for males and females combined. These
estimates are provided for illustrative purposes; the case study calculations
used the full range of estimates available for each age group.

As is evident from the table, the estimates of average population health
vary. This variation reflects several factors, including the differences in
(1) the population surveyed to determine their health-related attributes;
(2) the underlying valuation survey; and (3) the construction of indexes
themselves. In combination, these factors generally lead to the highest aver-
age HRQL estimates under the EQ-5D and the lowest under the QWB. As
expected, average HRQL declines with age under each index.

The comparison of HRQL with and without the conditions of con-
cern is complicated by the assumptions that underlie the approach used to
assign and value attributes under each index. In these comparisons, we
adjusted the values depending on the source of the “with condition” esti-

TABLE A-2 Without-Condition HRQL

Age 20 Age 40 Age 60 Age 80

Mean Population Index Value (base case)
EQ-5D 0.92 0.88 0.83 0.75
HUI-2 and 3 0.91 0.88 0.82 0.69
SF-6D 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.72
QWB 0.82 0.80 0.74 0.65

Perfect Health (sensitivity analysis)
All indices 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

NOTES: See Hanmer et al. (2006) for updated estimates and information on uncertainty.
Table presents results rounded to two significant figures for selected age groups. Unrounded
estimates for each year of age are used in all calculations. SOURCES: EQ-5D: Unpublished
analysis by William Lawrence, November 9, 2004. HUI-3: Unpublished analysis by Barbara
Altman, January 7, 2005. SF-6D: Unpublished analysis by Janel Hanmer, January 24, 2005.
QWB: Unpublished analysis by John Anderson, April 21, 2005.

7The assumption that average HRQL for infants and children is close to optimal and can be
approximated by an index value of 1.0 may not be well founded, however. Some surveys of
children’s self-reported HRQL have reported lower values (Hennessy and Kind, 2002).
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mates. We summarize these adjustments below; examples of the effects of
these different adjustments are provided later in the summary of the EPA
case study. Once we used these adjusted values to calculate the decrement
in HRQL associated with each condition, we multiplied the decrement by
the duration of the condition (taking longevity into account) to estimate
QALY losses.

Comparison to “With Condition” Values Based on Expert Assignment

Many researchers hypothesize that experts responding to the sorts of
questionnaires used in the case studies implicitly compare the condition to
perfect health, rather than to average health for an individual of a given
age. Our interviews of the experts involved in the case studies generally
reinforced this impression; they reported that they considered the impacts
of the illness or injury on someone who is otherwise in good health; i.e.,
does not have other conditions that affect their HRQL. To reflect this
assumption, we adjusted the condition-specific HRQL results proportion-
ately when comparing them to average health, which declines with age. For
the comparison to perfect health in our sensitivity analysis, we use the
unadjusted values based on the experts’ attribute assignments.

For example, if the expert assessment results in a “with condition”
value of 0.8, this value represents 80 percent of perfect health (i.e., of 1.0).
If “without condition” health is 0.9 (based on the population average for
an individual of the same age), then 80 percent of this value is 0.72. We
would then use 0.72 as our estimate of “with condition” health when
comparing to average health. This is equivalent to assuming that each
expert was comparing the condition to perfect health and, if they had
instead compared to age-adjusted average health, the HRQL with the con-
dition would reflect the same proportionate reduction. While more sophis-
ticated approaches could be developed for addressing this issue, we found
that this approach was the most expedient option for the case studies.

Comparison to “With Condition” Values Based on Patient
Self-Assessments

The NHTSA and EPA case studies also use patient data from previ-
ously completed studies. Three of these studies, the Holbrook et al. (1999)
QWB estimates for injuries, the Torrance et al. (1999) HUI-3 estimates for
chronic bronchitis, and the Oostenbrink et al. (2001) EQ-5D estimates
for vascular disease, reflect all aspects of a patient’s health, not only the
effects of the illness or injury of concern. This raises two issues. First,
because HRQL generally decreases with age, these estimates may reflect co-
morbidities that would not be present in younger populations but would
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increase in older populations. Second, the decrement in HRQL calculated
from these estimates may overstate the effect of the condition, because
the estimates may reflect health impairments that are not attributable to the
condition of concern.

In these cases, we followed a two-step process. First, we compared the
researcher’s results to the estimate of average health for an individual of
the same age as the average person in the researcher’s sample, and deter-
mined the “with condition” HRQL as a percentage of the average (“with-
out condition”) HRQL for that age. Second, we applied this percentage
reduction to the HRQL estimates for all ages as relevant. This approach is
equivalent to assuming that the proportionate reduction in HRQL is the
same for every age, and differs from the approach used in the expert
assignments.

We do not adjust the researchers’ values when comparing to perfect
health; the decrement is the same in each year when compared to a constant
value of 1.0. Thus, in this latter comparison, we are overstating the impacts
of the health condition both because the values reflect HRQL decrements
other than those related to the condition itself and because the affected
individuals are not likely to be in perfect health throughout their lifetimes.

For example, the average age of the Holbrook et al. (1999) QWB
sample of trauma patients was 36 years. If the Holbrook results for an
injury were 0.7 and the estimate of average health for a 36-year-old was
0.8, then we assumed that HRQL with the injury was 87.5 percent of
average health (0.7/0.8 = 0.875) regardless of the age of incidence. In the
comparison to perfect health, we used the reported value of 0.7 without
adjustment.

The preliminary EQ-5D estimates from MEPS used in the EPA case
study are also based on data from persons reporting the condition; how-
ever, here we follow a different approach.8 In this case, the researchers
separated out the effects of co-morbidities from the effects of the condition
of concern in their statistical analysis. We used the condition-specific decre-
ments directly when comparing to average health without the condition. In
the perfect health comparison, we added the difference between average
health and perfect health at each age to the decrement provided by the
researchers. (This process means that the “with condition” values are the
same in both scenarios because we make the adjustment to the decrements.)
This approach leads to decrements that increase with age because the differ-
ence between perfect health and average population health increases over
time, as illustrated earlier in Table A-2.

8A different approach would be needed in applying the final results from this research, due
to changes in how the decrements were calculated (see Sullivan et al., 2005).
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FDA JUICE PROCESSING REGULATION

In this case study, we estimated the cost-effectiveness of FDA’s 2001
juice processing rule. We selected this regulation as one of the Committee’s
case studies because it allowed us to explore the effects of applying different
HRQL measures to both short-lived and lifelong illnesses. It also provides
an example of a regulation where the issuing agency used a monetized
QALY measure in its BCA. In this case study, we applied four indexes: the
EQ-5D, the HUI-3, the SF-6D, and the QWB, asking clinical experts to
determine the attributes that best match the expected impacts of each illness.

FDA Analysis

The starting point for our analysis was the research conducted by
FDA to support its rulemaking efforts (FDA, 1998, 2001). In its BCA, FDA
quantified the health impacts that were most significant in terms of severity
and probability of occurrence, focusing on four microbial pathogens: Bacil-
lus cereus, Cryptosporidium parvum, Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Sal-
monella (non typhi). The effects of these pathogens include infections that
result in gastrointestinal illness and may lead to reactive arthritis. Most
effects are short-lived, lasting for a few days or weeks on average, although
in a small number of cases the infection may lead to lifelong illness or death.
FDA categorized these effects in terms of duration (i.e., average days of
illness) and severity (i.e., mild, moderate, severe), determining severity based
on whether the typical patient would be likely to seek medical attention
and/or be hospitalized.

In its BCA, FDA valued these health impacts using a combination of
approaches. Fatal cases were valued using a best estimate of $5 million per
statistical life saved. (Statistical cases represent the aggregation of small
risks across a large number of people; e.g., a fatality risk of 1 in 10,000
aggregated across 10,000 people would equal a statistical life.) Nonfatal
cases were valued as follows (see also Box 2-3). First, FDA used a generic
index, the QWB, to determine HRQL impacts. Analysts assigned the QWB
attributes (which reflect functional status and include symptom/problem
codes) that best corresponded to the HRQL impacts for each of the health
endpoints considered. They then calculated the value of these impacts based
on the standard QWB valuation formula. The index values were multiplied
by the expected average duration of each health impact to estimate the
quality-adjusted life-day (QALD) losses associated with each endpoint.
These QALD losses were assigned a dollar value by converting the agency’s
value of statistical life estimate to a daily value of $630. Finally, FDA added
the costs of medical treatment to these monetized QALD estimates. The
resulting per-case values (monetized QALDs plus medical costs) were mul-
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tiplied by the number of cases averted to determine the dollar value of the
benefits of the rule. These results are summarized in Table A-3 below.9

As indicated by the table, FDA estimated that present value of the
annual benefits would total $151 million, applying a discount rate of 7 per-
cent to the future year effects of those illnesses with long-term impacts.10 In
comparison, FDA estimated that the annualized costs of the rule (including
initial implementation and ongoing operations) would total $28 million.
The rule thus results in monetized net benefits (benefits minus costs) total-
ing approximately $123 million per year. FDA noted that some, less signifi-
cant, health effects were not quantified, such as those related to exposure to
other pathogens and contaminants such as pesticides.

Case Study Analytic Approach

As discussed above, the Committee’s approach to estimating QALY
impacts for these case studies involved three steps: (1) developing descrip-
tions of each health outcome assessed; (2) applying different approaches to
estimate the HRQL impacts of each outcome; and (3) calculating the differ-
ence between “with condition” and “without condition” HRQL and multi-
plying the resulting decrement by the duration of the impact.

For this case study, the background materials for FDA’s rulemaking
(FDA, 1998, 2001) provided most of the information we needed to develop
brief (one or two sentence) descriptions of each of the health endpoints
listed in Table A-3. Our descriptions included information on the types of
symptoms (e.g., diarrhea, abdominal pain, and nausea), indicated the patho-
gen causing the illness (B. cereus, C. parvum, E. coli O157:H7, or Salmo-
nella—non typhi), noted the approximate duration of the symptoms (e.g.,
“expected to last less than one week,” “typically lasting throughout the
individual’s remaining life span”), and indicated whether patients were
likely to require medical attention or hospitalization.

We separated certain of the severe and chronic effects into subcatego-
ries to better reflect the varying health states that result, using data pro-
vided in FDA’s analysis. This led to descriptions of 17 separate nonfatal
endpoints, including 13 related to infections and 4 related to reactive
arthritis, as listed in Table A-4 in the next section. Five of these endpoints
involve chronic lifelong conditions; the remainder are of short-term dura-

9These estimates are for the selected policy only; FDA did not quantify the costs or benefits
of alternative regulatory options in this analysis.

10This rate reflects the government-wide guidance in place at the time that the rule was
promulgated; agencies are now required to discount the results using both 3 and 7 percent
rates (OMB, 2003a). The year that was the basis for FDA’s dollar estimates was not reported.
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tion, lasting only a few days or weeks. The descriptions provided to the
experts did not provide information on the average age of the affected
individuals.

We then sent these descriptions to the medical experts, along with a
list of the domain and attribute definitions for each generic index and
instructions for characterizing each endpoint in terms of the attribute lev-

TABLE A-3 FDA Estimates of Annual Quantified Benefits

Endpoint Avoided Incidence (cases/year) Monetary Value

B. cereus
Mild 340 $102,000
Moderate <0.1 —
Severe 0.3 —
Death 0 —

Subtotal 340 $102,000

C. parvum
Mild 2,890 $5,780,000
Moderate 290 1,450,000
Severe 20 360,000
Death 1 5,000,000

Subtotal 3,200 $12,590,000

E. coli O157:H7
Mild 95 $190,000
Moderate 60 240,000
Severe-acute 5 165,000
Severe-chronic 10 12,210,000
Death <0.1 —

Subtotal 160 $12,805,000

Salmonella (non typhi)
Mild 1,590 $1,590,000
Moderate 730 1,460,000
Severe 20 320,000
Reactive arthritis–short-term 50 350,000
Reactive arthritis–long-term 120 117,120,000
Death 1 5,000,000

Subtotal 2,340 $125,840,000

Total 6,040 $151,337,000

NOTES: Dollar year not reported; long-term impacts discounted at 7 percent.
Detail does not add to total due to rounding; detailed break-outs do not add to total because
they double-count cases that begin as acute and become chronic or long-term.

SOURCE: FDA (2001, pp. 6183–6184).
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els. We asked the experts to consider a “typical” patient with each type of
illness in completing this exercise. The experts included eight infectious
disease specialists and five rheumatologists, who were asked to character-
ize or assign the endpoints related to their area of expertise using each of
the generic indexes.

Once we received the assignments, we entered the results into an Excel
spreadsheet model to calculate the summary index values, to compare the
“with condition” results to average age-adjusted HRQL and to perfect
health, and to multiply the resulting decrements by the duration of the
health effect, following the approaches summarized above. We used FDA’s
assumptions for average age at incidence and for the duration of the effects.
Most of the effects are expected to occur on average in adulthood, except
for severe E. coli infections, for which the average age at incidence was
four years. For fatal cases and lifelong effects, we assumed that the average
life expectancy of the affected individuals would extend with certainty to
age 77, again consistent with FDA’s approach.11

The FDA analysis (along with more recent studies) suggests that pathogen-
related infections may be more common or more severe in individuals with
suppressed immune systems. We were not, however, able to quantify the
extent to which such individuals would be disproportionately affected, nor
were we able to estimate the HRQL of these individuals with or without the
illnesses of concern. Our assumption that, in the absence of the pathogen
exposure, individuals with suppressed immune systems would have the
same health status as the average member of the general population is likely
to overstate their “without condition” HRQL. The impact of pathogen-
related illness on HRQL may also differ for these individuals.

Estimates of QALY Gains

The expert assessment process resulted in identification of domain at-
tributes under each of the four indexes for each of the 17 health endpoints
assessed. In general, we found that endpoints of increasing severity were
often assigned similar attributes, meaning that the descriptions and/or at-
tribute levels offered by the several indexes did not distinguish sufficiently
among severity levels. When attribute assignments varied, they usually fol-
lowed the expected pattern in that the assignments for severe cases indi-
cated greater problems than the assignments for mild cases. The range
between the minimum and maximum values for each attribute suggested
that the experts sometimes varied significantly in their judgments about the

11This differs from the other case studies which apply a preferred approach: using condi-
tional survival rates to estimate life expectancy.
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degree of problems imposed; however, we did not formally assess the extent
or sources of this variation.

In Table A-4, we present the weighted values from the expert assign-
ments, reporting median rather than average values as the estimate of cen-
tral tendency because of the small number of experts involved. The results
indicate the estimated HRQL with each condition (not the decrement from
normal health), on a scale where one corresponds to perfect health and zero
corresponds to death. This table excludes fatalities, which have a “with
condition” value of zero.

The domain attributes assigned by the experts result in median index

TABLE A-4 Juice Processing Case Study: HRQL with Pathogen-Related
Illness

HRQL with Pathogen-Related Illness
(median)

Endpoint EQ-5D HUI-3 SF-6D QWB

1. B. cereus, mild 0.82 0.76 0.74 0.59
2. C. parvum, mild 0.77 0.62 0.68 0.53
3. C. parvum, moderate 0.74 0.50 0.56 0.53
4. C. parvum, severe 0.44 0.35 0.47 0.49
5. E. coli, mild 0.74 0.64 0.65 0.56
6. E. coli, moderate 0.64 0.50 0.56 0.56
7. E. coli, severe-acute, with colitis 0.16 0.10 0.43 0.48
8. E. coli, severe-acute, with hemolytic (0.11) 0.04 0.37 0.44

uremic syndrome
9. E. coli, severe-chronic, with colitis (0.11) (0.08) 0.36 0.44

10. E. coli, severe-chronic, with hemolytic (0.11) (0.10) 0.35 0.44
uremic syndrome

11. Salmonella, mild 0.80 0.71 0.69 0.53
12. Salmonella, moderate 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.53
13. Salmonella, severe 0.44 0.31 0.46 0.48
14. Salmonella, short-term reactive arthritis 0.71 0.73 0.80 0.64
15. Salmonella, long-term reactive arthritis, 0.60 0.56 0.69 0.56

flares and remissions with some wellness
16. Salmonella, long-term reactive arthritis, 0.60 0.42 0.53 0.52

waxes and wanes with no wellness
17. Salmonella, long-term reactive arthritis, 0.60 0.23 0.39 0.52

chronic and unremitting

NOTES: With-illness values assumed to reflect comparison to perfect health. Values in paren-
thesis are negative; the experts assigned attributes indicating significant impairments.

SOURCE: Case study team analysis of expert assignments provided in February to March,
2005.
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values that decrease with the increasing severity of the illness as expected, in
some cases dropping below zero (indicating that the weighted attributes
taken together result in a value considered worse than death). For mild
cases, the EQ-5D generally results in the values closest to optimal or perfect
health, while the QWB results in the lowest values, but this pattern is not
constant across the different pathogen-related endpoints.

The next step involved estimating the QALY losses averted by FDA’s
juice processing rule. This included: (1) determining the decrement from
“without condition” health for each condition; (2) multiplying the decre-
ment by the duration of each condition to estimate the QALYs lost; and
(3) multiplying the per-case values by the number of cases averted by the
rule.12 Table A-5 presents the resulting estimates of total QALYs lost for
our base case scenario, where we assume that normal health (in the absence
of the condition) would equal average age-adjusted health. As previously
discussed, we assume that the expert assignment implicitly involved com-
parison to perfect health and that the decrement from average health would
represent the same proportional reduction. This table presents the results
discounted at both a 3 and 7 percent discount rate, reflecting current guid-
ance for discounting in regulatory analysis (OMB, 2003a). Undiscounted,
the total estimated losses range from 2,500 to 3,700 QALYs, depending on
the index used.

This table indicates that the health effects that lead to the largest HRQL
decrements (i.e., particularly severe E. coli cases, see Table A-4) are not
necessarily the health effects that account for the largest proportion of the
benefits of the rule.13 When adjusted for duration and number of cases
averted, prevention of long-term reactive arthritis accounts for the largest
share of the overall benefits across all of the indexes, although the exact
proportion varies. (FDA’s original analysis was also dominated by the re-
sults for this endpoint, but these results are not included in the table be-
cause FDA did not compare their “with condition” results to an average
health scenario.) In total, the HUI-3 leads to the largest estimate of QALY
losses when compared to average health.

12We express these losses as QALYs (rather than as QALDs as in the FDA analyses) for
consistency with how these losses are usually reported in the research literature.

13Because the experts assigned the lowest attribute level in more than one domain for
severe E. coli infections under the EQ-5D and HUI-3, the resulting HRQL values are less than
zero (see Table A-4). Hence the estimates of QALY losses are greater than the duration of the
illness. For example, at the age of incidence (4 years), we assume that average HRQL without
the illness is 1.0, and find that the HRQL with the illness is negative 0.11 under the EQ-5D,
for a decrement of 1.11 from average health. If we multiply this decrement by 365 days to
reflect the impacts of the first year of the illness (1.11*365), the QALDs lost total 405,
exceeding the number of days in the year.
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Although the table reflects the new cases of illness associated with a
one-year decrease in exposure, in some cases the effects of the illness are
lifelong, and we use discounting to adjust the value of future year impacts.
Discounting the long-term impacts at a 3-percent annual rate, rather than
at 7 percent, increases the present value of the results as expected. The
relatively large difference in the results occurs because the 3-percent rate
raises the contribution of the long-term impacts to the total present value;
i.e., it discounts future impacts by a smaller amount. The undiscounted
results are even larger, ranging from 2,500 to 3,700 QALYs, because the
long-term impacts are not discounted to reflect their timing.

For preventable mortality, the estimates vary across indexes because we
compare a “with condition” value of zero to the age-specific estimates of
average population health, which differ across indexes (see Table A-2).
Application of the QWB results in the lowest estimates of average health
over time. Hence it also results in the lowest estimates of QALY losses for
fatal cases. If we assess preventable mortality without adjusting the life
years lost for HRQL, the two fatal cases averted annually lead to the loss of
84 life years undiscounted; 47 years if discounted at 3 percent, or 27 years
if discounted at 7 percent.

In Table A-6, we compare the results of the above analysis to the results
of our sensitivity analysis, which assumes that the affected individuals would
be in perfect or optimal health (a value of 1.0) in the absence of the
pathogen-related illness. This comparison overstates the actual impact of
the rule because the affected individuals are unlikely to be in optimal health
throughout their lifespan in the absence of these exposures. However, we
include this perfect health comparison since it is often found in the litera-
ture and underlies the original FDA approach. The table includes the results

TABLE A-6 Juice Processing Case Study: Sensitivity Analysis for
QALY Losses

Case Study Expert Assessment (median)
FDA

Discount QWB
Scenario Rate EQ-5D HUI-3 SF-6D QWB Results

Total QALY losses compared to 3% 1,463 1,864 1,293 1,298 N/A
average age-adjusted health 7% 794 1,019 706 721

Total QALY losses compared to 3% 1,659 2,121 1,563 1,700
perfect health 7% 882 1,136 843 924 888*

N/A = not reported in FDA analysis (FDA, 2001).
*Adds life years lost for fatal cases to FDA’s QALY estimate for nonfatal cases.
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from FDA’s 2001 analysis, which also applied the QWB in comparison to
perfect health.

This table indicates that comparison to perfect health increases the
estimates of QALYs across the different indexes, as expected. The differ-
ence between average health and perfect health rises with age (see Table A-
2), and hence has the largest impact on the results for illnesses with lifelong
effects. The differences between the median results from the case study’s
expert assignment using the QWB and the original FDA analysis (also
based on the QWB) appear to stem largely from differences in the attributes
assigned to the individual health endpoints. The FDA results are, however,
within the same general range as the other estimates.

Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Our final step involved reporting the cost-effectiveness ratios described
in the Committee’s recommendations (see Chapter 5). We include three of
the four recommended ratios because the fourth (comprehensive) ratio is
not relevant in this case; the rule does not lead to quantified benefits other
than those health risk reductions included in the effectiveness measure.

In these calculations, we use FDA’s estimates of annualized regulatory
costs and health treatment cost savings. In both cases, FDA applies a dis-
count rate of 7 percent. While we were able to recalculate the estimate of
regulatory costs to reflect a 3 percent discount rate, we lacked the data
necessary to recalculate the estimates of medical cost savings. Thus we use
the same estimates of medical cost savings under both discounting scenarios,
which understates these savings under the 3-percent scenario. In addition,
the FDA estimates include medical expenditures only and do not include
the other types of health treatment cost savings recommended for inclusion
in these calculations. Hence the net costs used in these ratios are higher than
they would be if we had been able to follow all of the Committee’s recom-
mendations.

In Table A-7, we first report the costs per life saved and per life year
saved, discounted at 3 and 7 percent. The cost estimate in each of these
calculations reflects compliance costs only, including both recurring costs
and the annualized value of the initial costs.14 Medical cost savings are not
considered. We then report the health-benefits-only ratio using each of the
alternative approaches to estimating QALY losses; in this case, we net out
the medical costs savings from the regulatory costs. In all cases, this exhibit

14Annualization spreads initial costs over the estimated lifetime of the investment, similar
to the process of determining loan payments (with an interest rate that equals the discount
rate). In this case, we annualized the costs over 20 years.
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reports QALY losses calculated as a decrement from average population
health.

This table indicates that the costs per life saved and per life year saved
are relatively high, because this rule averts only two cases of mortality per
year. Once we add in the impacts of the nonfatal effects, as well as the
associated medical cost savings, the ratios result in much smaller values. In
general, the HUI-3 leads to the lowest cost per QALY, and the SF-6D leads
to the highest, although the results for the EQ-5D, the SF-6D, and the QWB
are very similar. Because a higher discount rate reduces the impact of future
year QALY losses, the costs per QALY are higher under a 7 percent dis-
count rate than under the 3-percent rate. All of these ratios would show
lower costs per QALY if the results of our sensitivity analysis were used,
because the comparison to perfect health increases the estimates of QALY
gains.

FDA’s QWB results lead to estimates of cost-effectiveness within the
same general range. FDA’s estimates compare to perfect health and are
discounted at 7 percent. If we add the effects of preventable mortality
(which FDA excluded from the QALY estimate) to the estimates for nonfatal
effects, the result is a value of $26,000 per QALY. This estimate is similar to
the cost-effectiveness ratios that result if we use the QALY estimates (from
Table A-6) that compare to perfect health discounted at the same rate.

As noted earlier, this analysis does not follow some of the Committee’s
recommendations. We did not assess the distributional and ethical implica-
tions of these regulations in detail, and the FDA analysis provides only
limited information on these impacts. An example of the type of informa-
tion that could be highlighted in such an assessment is provided in Chap-
ter 4 of this report.

In addition, our analysis does not fully address the uncertainty in these
estimates, as required under current government-wide guidance (OMB,
2003a) and as recommended by the Committee. Uncertainty is inherent in
all the components of the analysis, regardless of whether the assessment is
in the form of a CEA or BCA. Further investigation would be needed to
determine which aspects of the analysis are most uncertain and to estimate
the extent to which such uncertainty varies depending on the HRQL valu-
ation approach used.

We did, however, explore the experts’ views on the assessment process
in a series of brief phone interviews. The experts noted that the assessment
was more difficult in cases for which a single endpoint represented an
illness that has changing symptoms over time and that varies in its impacts
across patients. In some cases, the experts found that the endpoints were
not sufficiently distinguished to allow for level differences on the attribute
scales, and the indexes included some attributes that appeared irrelevant or
were improperly described for these particular health effects. Several ex-
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perts thought that asking clinical experts to act as proxies for patients was
problematic.

Other sources of uncertainty in our HRQL assessment relate to the
indexes themselves. For example, the developers of each index calculated
relative health state index values using different population surveys (see
Table 3-4), and another set of population surveys were the basis for the
Committee’s estimates of average age-specific health under each index (see
Table A-2). Hence some of the variation in our results may reflect differ-
ences in the data sources used rather than solely reflecting differences in the
indexes themselves.

Across all of the HRQL approaches, the estimates of the decrements
associated with the conditions also may be misstated if a significant portion
of those affected are in less good health than the general population, due,
for example, to immune system problems. For these individuals, the differ-
ence between “with pathogen-related illness” and “without pathogen-
related illness” HRQL may be different than assumed in our analysis, and
the duration of the condition may also vary.

NHTSA CHILD RESTRAINTS REGULATION

Our second case study addressed an NHTSA regulation requiring an-
choring systems for child restraints. We selected this regulation to explore
issues related to valuing effects on children as well as alternative approaches
for assessing the HRQL impacts of injuries. This case study also provided
an example of NHTSA’s approach to regulatory analysis, which relies on
estimates of ELS to value nonfatal health impacts.

We were unable to use injury data from NHTSA’s analysis of the child
restraints rule for this case study, however. NHTSA used very broad injury
categories that did not provide the descriptive information needed for char-
acterizing HRQL impacts. Because the estimates of the number and types of
injuries used in our analysis are quite different from the estimates in the
child restraints rule and reflect a high level of uncertainty, the case study
results are not comparable to the results of NHTSA’s original analysis and
we do not present cost-effectiveness ratios.

In this case study, we first applied the EQ-5D and the HUI-2, asking
medical experts to match the characteristics of each injury to the relevant
attribute levels. We then used data from previously completed research to
apply the QWB and the FCI to the same set of injuries.

NHTSA Analysis

We began this case study with a review of the analysis NHTSA com-
pleted for its child restraints rule (NHTSA, 1999a,b). This rule requires the
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use of standardized anchor systems in motor vehicles and on child re-
straints. In its economic analysis, NHTSA quantified the costs and benefits
of both rigid and flexible anchor systems, assessing two regulatory options
that represented alternate approaches to complying with the final rule and
a third option that it ultimately rejected.

To estimate the benefits of the rule, NHTSA combined data on deaths
and injuries to children in seat restraints with data on the impacts of child
restraint misuse from several sources, focusing on children ages zero to six.
NHTSA made several modifications to these data, first adjusting for the
number of injuries that would have occurred in the absence of restraints,
then estimating the percent of all injuries associated with restraint misuse
and the fraction of this misuse that would be eliminated by the anchor rule.
The data on injuries and fatalities were reported by KABCO category,
which classifies injuries based on the degree of incapacitation (killed (K),
incapacitating injury (A), nonincapacitating injury (B), possible injury (C),
and no injury (O)). NHTSA converted the estimates from the KABCO
categories to the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), using a standard algorithm
that reflects the distribution of all crash-related injuries (not solely injuries
to restrained children).

The AIS is a simple numerical system for ranking and comparing the
severity of injuries based on the probability that the injury could be fatal. A
score of 0 indicates that there were no injuries, whereas a score of 6 indi-
cates that the injury was likely to be immediately fatal; intermediate scores
of 1 through 5 indicate injuries of increasing threat to life. When multiple
injuries occur, they are scored according to the most life-threatening injury;
i.e., the Maximum AIS or MAIS. Examples of the types of injuries that fall
into each category are provided in Chapter 2, Table 2-6.

To value these injuries, NHTSA applied its ELS approach, which first
involves determining the costs and monetized QALY impacts for nonfatal
injuries in each AIS category.15 See Box 2-4 for a description of the ELS
approach. These monetary estimates are converted to ELS fractions by
dividing the value for each injury category by the value of a fatality (esti-
mated by NHTSA as roughly $3 million). These fractions are then multi-
plied by the number of injuries averted in each category and added to the
number of fatalities, to determine the total ELS value for each regulatory
option. The ELS values for each AIS category are calculated periodically
based on data for all types of crashes nationally, then applied across the

15The QALY losses are based on an index adapted especially for crash-related injuries
(Miller et al., 1991), rather than on one of the generic indexes used elsewhere in this case
study.
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subsequent regulatory analyses.16 More information on this approach is
provided in Chapter 2.

For the child restraints rule, the results imply that, on average, 58
injuries were equivalent to one fatality, given the severity of the injuries
produced by NHTSA’s standard conversion formula. The results for each
of the options assessed are reported in Table A-8 below; the table suggests
that the regulatory options considered led to almost identical ranges of
benefits.

NHTSA determined that the national costs of the final rule were most
likely to average $152 million annually (in 1996 dollars), with a range from
$123 to $167 million. This best estimate reflects the less expensive of the
two implementation options (a nonrigid restraint attachment and rigid
vehicle anchor). The alternative option permitted (both rigid) was esti-
mated to cost $217 to $256 million annually, while the rejected approach
(both nonrigid) was between these two estimates, at $149 to $196 million
per year.

NHTSA then calculated the cost-effectiveness of the final rule by divid-
ing the compliance costs by the ELS estimates reported in Table A-8. The
results indicated that the costs per ELS ranged from $1.5 to $2.7 million,
without discounting. NHTSA also presented several sensitivity analyses,
including several that discounted the estimates of equivalent fatalities at
different rates. (This discounting reflects the fact that the costs of the rule
would be incurred in the year in which the vehicle or car restraint is pur-
chased, while the benefits accrue over the several-year period for which the
vehicle or car restraint is used.) At the time that the analysis was completed,
OMB recommended application of a 7-percent discount rate, which led to
a cost per ELS ranging from $2.1 to $3.7 million.

In this analysis, NHTSA did not report a total dollar value for all of the
injuries and fatalities averted by the rule, and hence did not calculate net
benefits (benefits minus costs). In more recent analyses, NHTSA has used
its estimates of the dollar value of injuries and fatalities in each AIS cat-
egory (including expenditures and monetized QALY impacts) in both BCA
and CEA to determine net benefits as well as cost-effectiveness.

Case Study Analytic Approach

For this case study, the analysis of QALY impacts was more compli-
cated than in the FDA analysis. Our first step involved identifying a readily
accessible source of more detailed injury descriptions that could be valued

16The data used in the child restraints rule were derived from NHTSA’s report on 1994
crashes; NHTSA is now using updated values for the year 2000 (NHTSA, 1996, 2002a).
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using generic HRQL indexes. Based on advice from NHTSA staff, we relied
on data from the agency’s National Automotive Sampling System, Crash-
worthiness Data System (NASS-CDS) for the years 1999–2003. While this
system includes data on thousands of crash victims, only 22 of the sampled
cases involved injuries to children in child restraints. These sample cases
represent roughly 1,752 cases nationwide (including 160 that are immedi-
ately fatal); however, NHTSA staff caution that the standard error associ-
ated with extrapolating from this small number of sample cases is quite
large. As a result, we did not adjust our estimates for comparability with
the estimates of cases averted for the different injury classes in the NHTSA
child restraints analysis. (The regulation was not expected to prevent all
injuries to restrained children, even after all vehicles and restraints in use
are equipped with the anchors.)

The injuries reported for these 22 cases are provided in Table A-9
below. For each case, the table indicates the sample weight, or multiplier,
that is applied to the sample values to extrapolate to the national popula-
tion. In addition, the exhibit indicates the status of the child immediately
after the accident and lists the individual injuries incurred. The final column
reports the AIS classification for the case; the MAIS for cases with multiple
injuries is marked with an asterisk (*).17

TABLE A-8 NHTSA Estimates of Annual Quantified Benefits

Avoided Equivalent
Incidence Fatalities

Type of Anchor Endpoint (cases/year) (undiscounted)

Options permitted in final rule:
Rigid restraint attachment/ Lives saved 36–47 36–47

Rigid vehicle anchor Injuries prevented 1,231–2,893 21–50
Total N/A 57–97

Nonrigid restraint attachment/ Lives saved 36–50 36–50
Rigid vehicle anchor Injuries prevented 1,235–2,929 21–50

Total N/A 57–101

Option not permitted in final rule:
Nonrigid restraint attachment/ Lives saved 36–50 36–50

Nonrigid vehicle anchor Injuries prevented 1,235–2,929 21–50
Total N/A 57–101

NOTE: Detail does not add to total due to rounding.

SOURCE: NHTSA (1999a), p. i, Table S-1, p. 49, Table 17.

17Cases with injuries in AIS categories 0 or 1 only were excluded from this analysis because
they are not expected to noticeably impact HRQL.
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TABLE A-9 Child Restraints Case Study: Injuries to Restrained Children,
Ages 0–6, 1999–2003

Case Weighting
Number Factor Injury Description MAIS

1 21.29 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 2
a. Blunt, traumatic abdominal injury
b. Vault skull fracture NFS*

2 54.34 Fatal 3
a. Humerous fracture open/displaced/comminuted
b. Vault skull fracture comminuted

3 18.81 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 3
a. Cerebrum contusions—multiple NFS*
b. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
c. Vault skull fracture closed

4 411.33 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 2
a. Vault skull fracture NFS

5 85.65 Fatal 6
a. Head crush
b. Lung contusion bilateral with or without hemo-/

pneumothorax
c. Rib cage fracture >3 ribs on one side and <4 ribs on

either side
d. Tibia fracture NFS

6 3.41 Fatal 5
a. Brain stem injury involving hemorrhage
b. Vault skull fracture complex (open with loss of

brain tissue)
c. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage NFS—extra axial
d. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage subdural NFS
e. Subclavian vein laceration NFS
f. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
g. Vault skull fracture comminuted

7 124.43 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 5
a. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage epidural or

extradural small bilateral*
b. Vault skull fracture complex (open with loss of

brain tissue)
c. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage subdural small
d. Unconscious post resuscitation on admission or initial

observation at scene (GCS <9), appropriate movements
with painful stimuli no matter

e. Cerebrum contusion multiple, at least one on each side
small

f. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
8 8.39 Nonfatal (transported and released) 2

a. Lethargic, stuporous, obtunded post resuscitation on
admission or initial observation at scene (GCS 9-14)
NFS

continues
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9 50.12 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 5
a. Unconscious post resusciation on admission or initial

observation at scene (GCS <9), inappropriate
movements no matter length of unconsciousness*

b. Lung contusion bilateral with or without hemo-/
pneumothorax

c. Cervical spine cord contusion incomplete cord
syndrome with dislocation

d. Spleen laceration moderate (OIS Grade III)
10 8.24 Nonfatal (transported and released) 2

a. Tibia fracture shaft
11 37.29 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 3

a. Cerebrum contusion single small*
b. Orbit fracture open/displaced/comminuted
c. Vault skull fracture closed

12 75.56 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 2
a. Awake post resuscitation on admission or initial

observation at scene (GCS 15), prior unconsciousness,
but length of time NFS

13 16.03 Fatal 4
a. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage epidural or

extradural small
b. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage subdural small
c. Cerebrum brain swelling/edema NFS
d. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
e. Base (basilar) skull fracture NFS
f. Vault skull fracture comminuted
g. Vault skull fracture closed

14 145.31 Nonfatal (transported and released) 2
a. Leg or ankle fracture NFS

15 1 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 2
a. Clavicle fracture (OIS Grade I or II)

16 128.9 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 4
a. Unconscious post resuscitation on admission or initial

observation at scene (GCS <9) appropriate movements
with painful stimuli no matter*

b. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
17 61.87 Nonfatal (transported and released) 2

a. Clavicle fracture (OIS Grade I or II)
18 85.65 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 3

a. Base (basilar) skull fracture NFS*
b. Orbit fracture NFS

19 1 Fatal 5
a. Thoracic spine cord laceration incomplete cord

syndrome with fracture

TABLE A-9 Continued

Case Weighting
Number Factor Injury Description MAIS

continues
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b. Lung contusion bilateral with or without hemo-/
pneumothorax

c. Cerebrum hematoma/hemorrhage subdural NFS
c. Jejunum-ileum laceration perforation (OIS Grade III)
f. Cerebrum subarachnoid hemorrhage
g. Cervical spine dislocation
h. Humerus fracture NFS

20 7.75 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 3
a. Femur fracture NFS*
b. Pelvis fracture NFS

21 382.64 Nonfatal (hospitalized) 2
a. Maxilla fracture NFS

22 23.03 Nonfatal (hospitalized)
a. Awake post resuscitation on admission or initial 2

observation at scene (GCS 15) amnesia

NOTES: Injury descriptions are transferred verbatim from the NHTSA file without editing.
NFS = Not further specified; GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale; OIS = Organ Injury Score.
*indicates MAIS injury for multiple injury cases that are not immediately fatal.
Case 11 included two MAIS 2 injuries; we identify the first (injury 11a) as the MAIS because
it generally results in larger HRQL decrements.

SOURCE: NASS-CDS data provided by Jim Simons, NHTSA, December 7, 2004.

TABLE A-9 Continued

Case Weighting
Number Factor Injury Description MAIS

The NASS-CDS data did not include information on the duration of the
injury or on life expectancy (NHTSA, 2002b). We estimated duration using
the same data sources as used to assess HRQL, as described below. To
estimate life expectancy without the injury or fatality, we used conditional
survival rates, similar to the approach NHTSA uses in its ELS assessment.18

For the case study, we relied on data on average U.S. mortality rates for
each year of life from detailed life tables (CDC, 2002), and calculated the
probability of surviving to each year of age conditional on having survived
to the previous age. With the exception of the five immediately fatal cases
and two of the 17 nonfatal sampled cases, the injuries were not expected to
affect life expectancy. For the traumatic brain injury in case 7, we used data
from Harrison-Felix et al. (2004) to assess the reduction in life expectancy;
for the spinal cord injury in case 9, we relied on data from Frankel
et al. (1998).

18Conditional survival rates take this form: conditional survival rate for current year =
survival rate for prior year * (1 – current year death rate).
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In completing the analysis, we applied some simplifying assumptions
due to data and time constraints. First, we assumed that the average age of
the affected children was 3 years, and that they reflected the same gender
distribution as the general population of the same age. Although injuries to
a newborn could have quite different effects than would the same injury for
a 3- or 6-year-old, the sources used in our analysis did not provide informa-
tion on age-related HRQL differences for young children. Second, we
treated these injuries as if they all occurred in a single year, rather than
spread out over a 5-year period. We used discounting only to reflect the
time value of averting the future year HRQL impacts associated with an
injury that occurs in the current year; we did not discount the different
years of incidence in the NASS-CDS data set.

Our assessment of HRQL impacts involved the use of four generic
indexes. For two of these indexes, the EQ-5D and the HUI-2, we asked five
medical experts to match the characteristics of each injury to the relevant
index attributes, following a process similar to that applied in the FDA case
study. We also asked the experts to assess duration, breaking each case into
three time periods: the acute, rehabilitation, and long-term phases. We
requested that they assess each injury separately and assess the combined
effects of all injuries for each of the multiple injury cases.

For the other two indexes, we used values from previously completed
research. For the QWB, we relied on data provided by Troy Holbrook of
the University of California, San Diego. Holbrook’s team used patient self-
assessments to determine the attributes associated with various injuries, for
individuals age 18 or older (Holbrook et al., 1999).19 The resulting HRQL
estimates are available by body region and injury severity (based on the six
major AIS categories) for four time periods: predischarge, and at 6, 12, and
18 months. We matched these data with the body regions and AIS scores
for each injury in our data set, focusing on the injury identified as the MAIS
in multiple injury cases. We applied the Holbrook predischarge values to
the hospitalization period, then applied the 6-month values from discharge
(or injury date, if not hospitalized) to 6 months, the 12-month values from
6 to 12 months, and the 18-month values from 12 months through the
remaining lifespan.

The fourth index used was the FCI, which is currently being developed
(with NHTSA support) to measure the impacts of nonfatal injuries on
functional status. It differs from the other indexes in that it is not intended
to reflect all aspects of HRQL. Furthermore, it is not yet widely validated or

19Holbrook also provided adolescent data, but we used the adult values because of the
small size of the adolescent sample. Comparison of the adolescent and adult values showed a
lower “with injury” HRQL for adults, as expected, given that adolescents are likely to be in
better health, on average, absent injury.
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used. Ellen MacKenzie of Johns Hopkins University provided predicted 12-
month FCI scores based on the AIS descriptions for each injury contained in
our database. For most of the nonfatal injuries, the scores indicated that the
individual would have returned to normal functioning at the 12-month
mark; functional limitations persisted in only 5 of the 17 sampled cases
with nonfatal injuries. MacKenzie reported FCI values for each individual
injury in each of these five cases. Values for multiple injury cases were
based on the worst score in each domain across all of the injuries incurred.

Because the FCI only provides 12-month scores at this point in its
development, we did not use it to assess lifetime impacts. Instead, we com-
pared the 12-month FCI values to the values for the same time under the
EQ-5D, HUI-2, and QWB. For each index, we use the “with injury” values
that reflect comparison to perfect health (a value of 1.0), because average
population values were not available for the FCI.

Estimates of QALY Gains

The first step in applying the above indexes involved determining
HRQL with the injuries. As discussed above, for the EQ-5D and HUI-2 we
asked medical experts to determine the duration and attribute descriptions
that best matched the likely impacts of each of the injuries listed in Ta-
ble A-9. To better understand the variability in these estimates, the Com-
mittee commissioned a statistical analysis of the expert ratings to deter-
mine the extent of agreement both within and across the different indexes
(Mason, 2005). The results indicated that, while the experts differed in the
attributes they selected, the extent of these differences was not significantly
affected by which index was used. The major differences in the results were
due to the varying estimates of duration rather than to the differences in
the estimates of HRQL in each injury phase.

For the QWB, the attribute data were provided by adult patients and
reflected all aspects of their health, not simply the effects of the injury.
Inspection of the resulting HRQL estimates suggests that the QWB results
appear more uniform across cases than the estimates using the other in-
dexes. At least some of this difference results from disparities in the data
sources; for example, the QWB data set includes injury cases that may vary
less in severity than the NASS-CDS cases assessed by the experts (e.g., it
includes only hospitalized patients), and it used a more aggregated catego-
rization scheme (i.e., classification by body part and AIS rather than by
individual injury).

The next step in the analysis involved estimating the QALY losses that
could be avoided if all of these injuries were averted by a hypothetical
regulation. This step included (1) determining the decrement from “with-
out condition” health for each phase of each injury; (2) multiplying the
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decrement by duration and summing across the phases for each injury to
estimate QALY losses; and (3) multiplying these per case values by the
sample from Table A-9.

Table A-10 provides the resulting estimates of total QALY losses for
the EQ-5D, HUI-2, and QWB, assuming that normal health (in the absence
of the injury) would equal average population health for an individual of
the same age, and applying both 7 and 3 percent discount rates. Undiscounted,
the results range from 21,000 to 27,000 QALYs. If we consider only the

TABLE A-10 Child Restraints Case Study: QALY Losses, All Cases

Case Study Expert Assessment (median) Holbrook QWB
Patient Data

EQ-5D HUI-2 (median)

3% 7% 3% 7% 3% 7%
Case Discount Discount Discount Discount Discount Discount
Number Mais Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate

1 2 1.6 1.6 2.2 2.2 98 53
2 3 (fatal) 1,517 783 1,511 780 1,421 748
3 3 105 55 47 25 91 50
4 2 7.5 7.5 11 11 1,886 1,027
5 6 (fatal) 2,392 1,235 2,381 1,230 2,240 1,180
6 5 (fatal) 95 49 95 49 89 47
7 5 2,437 1,237 2,178 1,100 556 269
8 2 18 9.6 15 7.7 38 21
9 5 925 458 881 432 277 119

10 2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 41 22
11 3 172 89 46 25 181 99
12 2 0.002 0.002 0.1 0.1 347 189
13 4 (fatal) 448 231 446 230 419 221
14 2 6.3 6.3 5.0 5.0 724 393
15 2 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 4.1 2.3
16 4 824 431 650 341 543 299
17 2 2.0 2.0 1.1 1.1 256 140
18 3 2.6 2.6 1.4 1.4 416 226
19 5 (fatal) 28 14 28 14 26 14
20 3 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 44 24
21 2 15 15 5.5 5.5 1,431 791
22 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 106 58

Total 8,998 4,629 8,305 4,263 11,236 5,992

NOTES: Assumes that, in the absence of injury, health status would equal the average for the
U.S. population in the same age group. Represents HRQL decrement per case for each phase
multiplied by duration and sample weight. Detail may not add to total due to rounding.
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160 cases nationally that are immediately fatal, the life-year losses (unad-
justed for HRQL) total 12,000 life years undiscounted; 4,800 years if dis-
counted at 3 percent, or 2,400 years if discounted at 7 percent.

The table indicates that the QALY losses for each endpoint vary in the
extent to which they are similar across the three indexes; the QWB results
in the largest estimates of total losses, followed by the EQ-5D and then the
HUI-2. Not surprisingly, the largest values are generally associated with
those fatal cases and severe injuries with the largest sample weights, reflect-
ing their comparatively high per-case values and the number of cases repre-
sented nationally.20 However, under the QWB, some of the more minor
(e.g., MAIS 2) injuries also have relatively large values, reflecting the lower
variability of the QWB estimates, which are magnified in cases where the
sample is large. Several cases have very small values, usually because they
reflect injuries with only short-term impacts. The cases with values of 0
represent those where the experts believed that any impairments would not
be noticeable, given the attribute definitions used under the relevant index.

Discounting the long-term impacts at a 3-percent rate, rather than at
7 percent, increases the present value of the totals, as expected. It does not
affect the values for the short-term effects because we did not discount the
first-year values. Larger differences occur for the long-term impacts because
the 3 percent rate increases the contribution of future year effects to the
total present value.

Our sensitivity analysis, presented in Table A-11, indicates that com-
parison to perfect health (a value of 1.0) rather than average health in-
creases the estimates of QALY losses across the different approaches, as
expected. This difference is moderated, however, by the fact that we assume
that HRQL is 1.0 for the young children considered in this analysis under
both the average health and perfect health scenarios. Average HRQL de-
creases with age (see Table A-2) and hence has the largest impact on the
results for those injuries that have lifelong effects. The difference between
the average and perfect health results is larger under the QWB because the
sensitivity analysis does not include adjustment for the use of adult values,
which include decrements unrelated to the injury. In contrast, the expert
assignment approach used with the EQ-5D and HUI-2 reflects injuries to
children. The results for individual endpoints show similar patterns to the
results reported in Table A-10 and continue to be dominated largely by
those fatal and severe cases with the highest sample weights.

20For one injury (case 9, a severe spinal cord injury), the attribute assignments lead to a
negative HRQL value under the EQ-5D. As discussed in the FDA case study, multiplying this
negative value by duration leads to a undiscounted QALY estimate that exceeds the actual
duration of the effect.
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Because of the data limitations discussed earlier, for the FCI we com-
pare the 12-month values to the 12-month values for the other three in-
dexes, rather than using it to assess lifetime effects. We focus on the five
cases with injuries that were identified (by MacKenzie) as affecting func-
tioning at the 12-month mark.21 (Under the FCI, the remaining 12 nonfatal
injury cases are expected to result in full recovery by this time.) The results
of the comparison are provided in Table A-12, based on the perfect health
scenario for consistency with the FCI estimates.

The estimates vary in the extent to which they appear consistent across
indexes, due to differences between the indexes themselves as well as in the
data sources and methods used in the analyses. For example, the character-
ization of injuries according to the FCI resulted from a more extensive and
collaborative expert process than used by case study team for the EQ-5D
and HUI-2. The FCI and QWB estimates are based on injuries to adults,
while the EQ-5D and HUI-2 attribute assignments reflect injuries to chil-
dren. In addition, the QWB patient assessments do not separate the impact
of these injuries from other factors affecting HRQL, and the data are
reported for broad injury categories. For all indexes, the estimates used
reflect values for adults rather than children.

As noted earlier, we did not compare these results to the results of
NHTSA’s regulatory analysis because our estimates of the numbers and
types of injuries differ significantly from the data used to support the rule

TABLE A-11 Child Restraints Case Study: Sensitivity Analysis for
QALY Losses

Case Study Expert
Assessment (median)

Discount Holbrook QWB
Scenario Rate EQ-5D HUI-2 Results (median)

Total QALY losses 3% 8,998 8,305 11,236
compared to average 7% 4,629 4,263 5,992
age-adjusted health

Total QALY losses 3% 9,717 9,040 19,862
compared to perfect 7% 4,832 4,469 9,822
health

21The median results from the expert assessment suggest that six cases would have long-
term HRQL effects: the five in Table A-12 plus case number 8.
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and reflect a very high degree of uncertainty. We were unable to investigate
the reasons for the differences between our estimates and those used in the
NHTSA analysis, and hence did not attempt to adjust our data to better
reflect the rule’s likely impacts.

Similar to the FDA case study, the Committee did not conduct a de-
tailed assessment of the distributional and ethical implications of these
findings, nor did we formally address the uncertainty in the estimates.
However, we believe that one of the major sources of uncertainty in this
case study relates to the use of adult health state index values for children.
While the use of adult values is often necessitated by limitations in the
available data, it raises difficult practical and ethical questions as discussed
in more detail in the main text of this report.

We also discussed the attribute assignment process with the experts
involved in this case study, who indicated that it was difficult and time
consuming due to need to assess a large number of injuries. Estimating
duration was particularly challenging. The experts’ experience with this
task suggests that it may be preferable to use estimates from the research
literature (similar to the approach used in the other case studies), or to ask
the experts to assess HRQL at prespecified intervals (e.g., at 3, 6, 12, and
18 months postinjury). In addition, the experts received relatively little
descriptive information and indicated that more information on the injuries

TABLE A-12 Child Restraints Case Study: HRQL with
Injury, 12 Months after Injury

HRQL with Injury at 12 Months
IOM Case
Number MAIS FCI EQ-5D HUI-2 QWB

3 3 0.86 0.80 0.91 0.68
7 5 0.66 0.32 0.39 0.71
9 5 0.60 0.39 0.42 0.71

10 2 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.67
16 4 0.68 0.77 0.82 0.70

NOTES: With-illness values assumed to reflect comparison to perfect health.
FCI, EQ-5D, and HUI estimates include only the impact of the injuries;
QWB estimates include all aspects of health. FCI and QWB based on injuries
to adults, EQ-5D and HUI-2 reflect injuries to children. Includes only those
nonfatal cases with FCI estimates less than 1.0 at 12 months.

SOURCES: Case study team analysis of data from the following sources:
FCI: Ellen MacKenzie, February 2 and March 16, 2005. QWB: Troy
Holbrook, January 21, 2005. EQ-5D and HUI-2: Expert assignment, De-
cember 2004 to January 2005.

.
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would have been helpful. They also observed that medical specialization
affects how one classifies health impacts; a larger and more broadly repre-
sentative panel would have been desirable.

The experts’ comments on the domains and attribute scales used in the
different indexes were similar to those raised in the FDA case study, but the
problems appeared to be exacerbated by the need to apply the indexes to
children. The experts noted that the attribute scales do not provide enough
variation within each domain to describe some injuries adequately. In addi-
tion, the scales are not always applicable to young children, who are not
likely to engage in some of the activities described. Finally, the experts
indicated that using these indexes to assess the long-term effects of injuries
incurred in childhood is particularly difficult.

EPA NONROAD ENGINE AIR EMISSIONS REGULATION

The third case study was based on an EPA regulation establishing air
emissions standards for nonroad engines as well as standards for diesel fuel.
This regulation enabled the Committee to explore issues related to valuing
the effects of chronic illness and preventable mortality. In addition, it pro-
vided insights into the data and methods EPA uses in its analysis of air
pollution rules, which account for a sizable fraction of the regulations likely
to be affected by the Committee’s recommendations. This case study also
provided an example of a rule with quantified nonhealth (visibility) ben-
efits, as well as significant health and environmental benefits that could not
be quantified.

In this case study, we considered a subset of the cardiovascular and
respiratory effects included in EPA’s analysis, focusing on those endpoints
that account for the majority of the monetized benefits of the rule: prevent-
able mortality, chronic bronchitis, and cardiac disease following nonfatal
acute myocardial infarction (AMI). For simplicity, we omitted the less sig-
nificant endpoints from our comparison of HRQL approaches. While these
other endpoints involve short-lived events and exacerbations of preexisting
illnesses that pose a number of conceptual and analytic challenges, evalua-
tion of their HRQL impacts may be desirable within the framework of a
regulatory CEA.

We used three approaches to estimate QALY losses in this case: (1) ask-
ing clinical experts to assign EQ-5D attributes; (2) applying EQ-5D index
values based on statistical analysis of MEPS data; and (3) transferring esti-
mates from selected studies in the CEA Registry. The approaches vary only
in the valuation of nonfatal effects. Under all three approaches, we use
identical values for averted mortality, comparing a “with condition” value
of zero to the EQ-5D index value that would be otherwise expected at each
age over the remaining lifespan.
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EPA Analysis

The foundation of our case study was the analysis supporting EPA’s
final nonroad diesel rule (EPA, 2004a,b). EPA’s BCA quantified the impact
of reduced fine particulate matter (PM) emissions on a number of respira-
tory and cardiovascular health effects as well as preventable mortality. To
predict cases averted and assess benefit values, EPA relied on its BenMAP
model (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/benmodels.html), which it developed
to support a wide range of air pollution rules. This model combines esti-
mates from selected epidemiological studies with detailed data on popula-
tion characteristics and emissions changes to provide both summary and
disaggregate estimates of impacts. It also supports probabilistic analysis of
uncertainty.

To value averted cases of mortality, EPA applied a range of estimates of
the value of statistical life, with a mean of $5.5 million. EPA adjusted these
estimates to reflect the effects of real income growth over time and the lag
between exposure reduction and reduction in mortality rates. For chronic
bronchitis and restricted activity days, EPA adapted dollar values from
stated preference studies of individual WTP. For other nonfatal effects, EPA
relied on data on the medical costs of illness and lost earnings due to the
lack of suitable WTP estimates. EPA also used WTP estimates to value
changes in visibility at selected recreational areas.

EPA’s primary estimates of health and other impacts are provided in
Table A-13. The table reports annual impacts as of the year 2030, when
virtually all engines in use are expected to meet the standards. As indicated
by the table, EPA estimates that annual monetized benefits will total $80
billion or $83 billion, depending on which discount rate is used.22 The
dollar value of these benefits is determined largely by the impact of averted
mortality, which represents over 90 percent of the monetized effects.23

EPA’s cost analysis addressed the short- and long-term impacts of the
rule on the costs of producing and operating engines of various types as
well as refining and distributing fuel. EPA then used a multimarket model
to assess the economic impacts of these cost changes. The results indicated
that the social welfare costs of the final rule would total approximately
$2.0 billion annually as of 2030.

22Although the estimates presented in the table are for a single year of the regulatory
intervention, discounting is used to adjust some of the monetary values to better reflect the
timing of the impacts (e.g., the lag between exposure reduction and reduction in incidence).

23These estimates are for the final rule; EPA did not quantify the cases averted or other
impacts for alternative regulatory options in this analysis.
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The monetized net benefits (benefits minus costs) of the final rule will
thus total approximately $78 to $81 billion annually as of 2030, depending
on the discount rate used. EPA accompanied these estimates with a discus-
sion of the distribution of the impacts as well as quantified analyses of
different sources of uncertainty. Because EPA was not able to quantify a
number of other health and ecological benefits associated with reductions
in a variety of pollutants, EPA concluded that the monetized benefits may
significantly understate the total benefits of the regulations.

TABLE A-13 EPA Estimates of Annual Quantified Benefits

Avoided Monetary
Incidence Value

Endpoint (cases/year) (in millions)

Premature mortality: Long-term exposure (adults, 30 12,000 $72,000–$77,000
and over)

Infant mortality (infants, under one year) 22 $150
Chronic bronchitis (adults, 26 and over) 5,600 $2,400
Nonfatal myocardial infarctions (adults, 18 and 15,000 $1,200

older)
Hospital admissions—Respiratory (adults, 20 and 5,100 $92

older)
Hospital admissions—Cardiovascular (adults, 20 and 3,800 $83

older)
Emergency room visits for asthma (18 and younger) 6,000 $1.7
Acute bronchitis (children, 8–12) 13,000 $5.2
Asthma exacerbations (asthmatic children, 6–18) 200,000 $9.2
Lower respiratory symptoms (children, 7–14) 160,000 $2.7
Upper respiratory symptoms (asthmatic children, 120,000 $3.2

9–11)
Work loss days (adults, 18–65) 1,000,000 $130
Minor restricted activity days (adults, 18–65) 5,900,000 $320

Recreational visibility impairment (86 areas) N/A $1,700

Total N/A $80,000–$83,000

NOTES: Primary estimates for the year 2030; excludes nonmonetized health and welfare
benefits and EPA’s analyses of uncertainty. 2000 dollars, ranges reflect results discounted at 3
and 7 percent.
EPA reports all figures rounded to two significant digits; detail does not add to total due to
rounding. Respiratory hospital admissions for PM include admissions for chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, pneumonia, and asthma. Cardiovascular hospital admissions for PM in-
clude total cardiovascular admissions and admissions subcategories for ischemic heart dis-
ease, dysrhythmias, and heart failure, excluding myocardial infarction to avoid double-
counting.

SOURCE: EPA (2004b, pp. 39134–39135, Tables VI.E-1 and VI.E-2).
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Case Study Analytic Approach

This case study follows the same general approach as the other case
studies. We began by developing disease descriptions, relying primarily on
EPA’s regulatory impact analysis and the epidemiological studies EPA used
in its risk assessment (Pope et al., 2002, for preventable mortality; Abbey
et al., 1995, for chronic bronchitis; and Peters et al., 2001, for nonfatal
AMI). As needed, we supplemented these data with information from a
2004 CEA of a one-microgram reduction in PM prepared by Bryan Hubbell
of EPA (which EPA subsequently updated and applied in its Clean Air
Interstate Rule (EPA, 2005), as discussed in Chapter 2). While the Hubbell
analysis considered a different reduction in pollution levels and used popu-
lation data for a different year (2000 rather than 2030) than used in the
nonroad rule analysis, it reflects the same underlying risk studies and the
same general modeling approach.

We used the descriptions from the EPA data sources directly in the case
study approaches that relied on existing research; i.e., the MEPS-based EQ-
5D and the transfer of values from the Harvard Registry. The expert assign-
ment approach required more detailed condition descriptions. For chronic
bronchitis, we described three severity categories and instructed the experts
to assume that the patient is in middle age. In our calculations, we assumed
the chronic bronchitis would last for the remainder of the affected individu-
als’ lifespan but did not consider its effects on life expectancy nor model the
likely worsening of symptoms over time.24 Our assessment of life expect-
ancy used conditional survival rates as in the NHTSA case study, similar to
the approach used in Hubbell (2004) and other EPA analyses.

For AMI, the development of disease descriptions for the expert assign-
ment process was more complicated. First, to assess the likelihood that
AMI survivors would develop angina and/or congestive heart failure, we
used the approach in Hubbell (2004), which assumed that 10.2 percent of
survivors would experience congestive heart failure and angina, 9.8 percent
would experience congestive heart failure without angina, 40.8 percent
would experience angina only, and 39.2 percent would experience neither
congestive heart failure or angina. We then split the cases in each of these
categories into severity classes and further subdivided them by whether the
age at incidence was above or below 65 years. These steps resulted in
22 subcategories for the post-AMI progression of heart disease.

For these post-AMI disease states, we assumed that cardiac disease
would last for the remainder of the affected individuals’ lifespan and again

24Hubbell (2004) assessed reduced life expectancy associated with chronic bronchitis based
on data on the effects of all chronic lower respiratory disease. We did not make this adjust-
ment in the case study.
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did not model the likely worsening of symptoms over time. We did, how-
ever, consider the effects of cardiac disease on life expectancy. We adjusted
the population average conditional survival rates using different factors for
AMI cases with and without congestive heart failure. Consistent with
Hubbell (2004) and EPA’s 2004 regulatory analysis, we assumed that the
years lost to preventable mortality from cardiac disease were included in
the separate estimates of fatal cases and (to avoid double-counting) did not
assess them as part of the cardiac disease scenario. Hence the reduction in
HRQL associated with the nonfatal endpoints is assessed only for the af-
fected individuals’ remaining lifespans.

For mortality, no disease descriptions were needed because “with con-
dition” HRQL is zero in all cases. However, assessing PM-related mortality
requires addressing a number of other issues. A key question raised in
EPA’s analysis is whether the affected individuals would have had the same
remaining lifespan as the general population in the absence of the pollution.
This issue has been the subject of some debate; however, EPA generally
assumes that the distribution of underlying conditions is the same as for the
overall population of the same age. (Exposure to PM most affects the risk
of death among elderly individuals—age 74 on average, and there is a high
prevalence of preexisting heart disease and other illnesses among the gen-
eral population at this age.) EPA also adjusts for the time lag between
pollution reductions and reductions in mortality among the adult popula-
tion; this adjustment is not made in assessing infant mortality. In general,
we followed the same base case assumptions as used in EPA’s primary
benefits estimates but do not replicate the sensitivity analyses that EPA
reports.

Once we had developed the descriptive information needed for the
assessment of each endpoint, we implemented three approaches for estimat-
ing “with condition” HRQL. Our first approach, expert assignment, was
similar to that used in the FDA and NHTSA case studies. For the EPA
study, we asked two groups of experts (six respiratory disease specialists
and five cardiologists) to apply the EQ-5D attributes to those endpoints
related to their area of specialization.

In the second approach, we applied preliminary estimates of HRQL
decrements from a recently developed catalogue of EQ-5D values. This
catalogue has since been published by Patrick Sullivan and colleagues (2005)
and used a population survey (MEPS) to develop EQ-5D for a number of
chronic conditions. (The catalogue is described in Chapter 3.) The research-
ers first calculated EQ-5D index values for those respondents reporting
each condition, then used regression analysis to determine the marginal
impact of the condition of interest alone, separating out the effects of any
comorbidities. We used preliminary estimates of these marginal decrements
in our analysis for chronic bronchitis, AMI, angina pectoris, and heart
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failure, based on data provided by Sullivan for each condition (reported by
three-digit International Classification of Disease Version 9 (ICD-9) code),
and combined the decrements as needed to reflect each of the health end-
points assessed. These preliminary estimates differ from the updated esti-
mates provided in the published study.

The third approach involved the transfer of estimates from studies
selected from the CEA Registry, based on a review conducted by Brauer
and Neumann (2005). Brauer and Neumann identified 127 respiratory and
cardiovascular health states with index values in the database, focusing on
studies published after 1994. They identified those estimates most suitable
for application to this case study based on the similarity of the health state
and appropriateness of the methodology, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Based on our review of these studies, we identified two that appeared to
provide the most suitable estimates for this case study. For chronic bronchi-
tis, we used a Canadian study that compared alternative medications and
applied the HUI-3 to develop one-year average HRQL values covering both
chronic and acute phases of the condition (Torrance et al., 1999). For post-
AMI health states, we used a Dutch study (Oostenbrink et al., 2001) that
employed the EQ-5D to estimate HRQL in patients after infrainguinal
bypass surgery. This study included HRQL estimates for a subset of pa-
tients who suffered an AMI during the follow-up period.25

The two studies selected from the CEA Registry use different indexes,
raising questions about the appropriate index to use for preventable mor-
tality. It was difficult to find a justification for using either the EQ-5D
(consistent with the AMI study) or the HUI-3 (consistent with the chronic
bronchitis study), or for averaging the results under each index to establish
“without condition” HRQL. For simplicity and comparability, we applied
the same EQ-5D estimates to assess mortality for the CEA Registry analysis
as in the other two HRQL approaches used in this case study.

Estimates of QALY Gains

The three approaches applied in this case study addressed different
respiratory and cardiovascular endpoints broken out in different ways. Our
expert assignment approach used 25 subcategories characterized by sever-
ity and symptoms; our application of the MEPS-based catalogue used four
ICD codes (one for chronic bronchitis and three for cardiac disease) in

25Although we considered using different estimates for cases with and without congestive
heart failure or angina (as in the expert assignment and application of values from the MEPS
catalogue), we were unable to find an internally consistent set of index values that addressed
all of the combinations of the conditions of interest.
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various combinations; and our benefits transfer from the CEA Registry
studies used one estimate for chronic bronchitis and one estimate for all
post-AMI conditions.

In the expert assignment, we found that the results did not always vary
across the severity categories. The EQ-5D allows a choice of three attribute
levels within each domain. In some cases, individual experts assigned the
same attribute levels to cases of differing severities. The assignments also
indicated that the experts disagreed about whether certain conditions would
impose no, moderate, or severe problems in a particular domain. Where the
estimates varied across endpoints, they generally followed the expected
pattern, showing increasing problems for cases with increasing severity.
Mild cases resulted in median HRQL values close to 1.0, indicating a
negligible effect on the quality of life. In contrast, the most severe form of
congestive heart failure led to HRQL values close to zero, with median
estimates of 0.05 or less. In general, the median values were identical for the
two age groups specified in the AMI scenarios (those above and below
65 years).

The QALY estimates varied across the three approaches. In Table A-
14, we provide the results for the average age at incidence under each
approach, in comparison to both average and perfect health. (The adjust-
ments made in these comparisons are described in the “General Approach”
section, above.) While these adjustments seem sensible within the context
of each approach, they lead to inconsistencies in the relationships across
the results.

As illustrated by the table, for the expert assessment, the “with condi-
tion” values (and the decrement from normal health) are consistently lower
under the average health scenario than under the perfect health scenario;
we applied the same percentage reduction to a lower value (average “with-
out condition” HRQL is less than perfect HRQL). For the MEPS-based
EQ-5D catalogue, the “with condition” values are the same under both
scenarios, but the decrement is larger under the perfect health scenario and
increases with age (because we add the difference between average and
optimal health, which grows with age). For the values taken from the CEA
Registry studies, which scenario results in larger estimates depended on
age, because we anchored the percentage reduction from average popula-
tion health at the average age of the underlying study samples. The average
age in the chronic bronchitis study is 55 years, slightly higher than the
average age at incidence used in our analysis (Torrance et al., 1999).
For the AMI study, the average age of the study sample is 69 years
(Oostenbrink et al., 2001).

We multiplied the estimates of decrements from “without condition”
health by duration (taking life expectancy into account) to determine the
QALY losses associated with each nonfatal endpoint as well as with pre-
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ventable mortality. We report the results of these calculations in Table A-15.
The results reflect the losses for all cases, assuming that the health status of
affected individuals would be the same as the population average for indi-
viduals of the same age in the absence of the pollution-related health effects.
These estimates represent the lifetime losses for all cases averted by the
annual reduction in pollution levels as of the year 2030; using discounting
to reflect the future year impacts of the new cases, i.e., their lifetime effects.
Undiscounted, the results range from 160,000 to 170,000 QALYs. Without
adjustment for HRQL, the life-year losses associated with the cases of
preventable mortality (including fatalities for 12,000 adults and 22 infants)
total 130,000 life years undiscounted; 93,000 life years if discounted at
3 percent; and 64,000 life years discounted at 7 percent.

As shown in Table A-15, the three approaches to estimating HRQL
impacts yield differing results. Because the estimates for mortality are iden-
tical under all three approaches, these differences are driven by the ap-
proaches used to value the nonfatal endpoints. The expert assignment yields
values for chronic bronchitis that are more than twice as large as the
estimates from the EQ-5D MEPS catalogue or CEA Registry studies. For

TABLE A-15 Nonroad Diesel Emissions Case Study: QALY Losses, All
Cases

3% 7%
HRQL Approach/Endpoint Discount Rate Discount Rate

Expert Assignment of EQ-5D Attributes
Nonfatal chronic bronchitis 16,245 9,966
Nonfatal AMI 10,259 7,823
Preventable mortality 92,852 63,605
Total 119,356 81,395

EQ-5D MEPS Catalogue
Nonfatal chronic bronchitis 7,136 4,341
Nonfatal AMI 8,848 6,402
Preventable mortality 92,852 63,605
Total 108,837 74,349

Transfer from Selected Studies
Nonfatal chronic bronchitis 6,028 3,699
Nonfatal AMI 15,246 10,782
Preventable mortality 92,852 63,605
Total 114,126 78,086

NOTES: Assumes that, in the absence of illness, health status would equal the average for the
U.S. population in the same age group. Represents HRQL decrement per case multiplied by
duration and by number of new cases averted annually. Detail may not add to total due to
rounding.
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the AMI endpoints, the CEA Registry studies lead to estimates of QALY
losses that are greater than the results under the expert assessment or the
EQ-5D catalogue, possibly because that study addressed more severe cases
than the average post-AMI population. The estimates of the number of
cases avoided, age at incidence, and life expectancy are constant across all
three approaches; hence these results reflect the differing estimates of the
HRQL decrement associated with each condition.

Table A-16 provides the estimates of QALY losses that result when the
“with condition” HRQL is compared to perfect health rather than to aver-
age age-adjusted HRQL. As noted earlier and illustrated in Table A-14, the
approach that produces the largest estimates of “with condition” HRQL
varies due to the differing adjustments used in these comparisons. As ex-
pected, the results are larger in the perfect health comparison because per-
fect health is represented by a constant value of 1.0 across all years of age,
while average health declines with age.

Cost-Effectiveness Ratios

Our final step involved reporting the four cost-effectiveness ratios dis-
cussed in Chapter 5 of this report, based on the data available for this case
study. In these calculations, we use EPA’s estimates of annualized regula-
tory costs, which are reported as $2.0 billion per year regardless of whether
a 3 or 7 percent discount rate is used. For health care treatment costs, we
use the per-case medical cost estimates for treatment of chronic bronchitis
and nonfatal AMIs provided in Hubbell (2004), which round to $1.1 bil-
lion regardless of which discount rate is applied. This estimate will under-
state total health care cost savings because it excludes other types of costs
(such as health care-related time losses) associated with treatment of the
conditions.

TABLE A-16 Nonroad Diesel Emissions Case Study: Sensitivity Analysis
for QALY Losses

Discount EQ-5D Expert EQ-5D MEPS Transfer from
Scenario Rate Assignment Catalogue Selected Studies

Total QALY losses 3% 119,356 108,837 114,126
compared to average 7% 81,395 74,349 78,086
age-adjusted health

Total QALY losses 3% 154,447 186,785 173,160
compared to perfect 7% 104,666 125,292 116,638
health
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In the comprehensive ratio, we net out the value of the benefits not
addressed in the effectiveness measure; i.e., the short-lived health impacts
and the environmental effects. According to EPA’s analysis, the total value
of these additional benefits is about $2.3 billion annually as of the year
2030. In other words, the combined value of these other benefits exceeds
the costs of the regulations. Thus netting these benefit values out of the
regulatory costs led to negative costs, or savings.

In Table A-17, we report the results for each of the ratios recom-
mended by the Committee. The costs per QALY are less than the costs per
life year saved in part because the estimate of costs in the former ratio is
lower due to the netting out of medical cost savings. The ratios are within
the same order of magnitude across the different approaches used to assess
HRQL, and in some cases appear indistinguishable. For the comprehensive
ratio, we do not report the results of the calculations because the netting
out of other benefits leads to cost savings. All of the cost per QALY esti-
mates would be lower if we used the results of our sensitivity analysis, since
the comparison to perfect health yields larger estimates of QALY losses.

Again, this case study does not fully reflect certain of the Committee’s
recommendations. While we did not fully assess the distributional or ethical
implications of this regulation, Chapter 4 provides an example of a sum-
mary of these impacts, and EPA’s analysis provides more detailed informa-
tion on related topics. In addition, our analysis relies on mean or median
values and provides only limited assessment of uncertainty. More extensive
uncertainty analysis is required by both the Committee’s recommendations
and the existing government-wide guidance. EPA’s BCA provides substan-
tial discussion of this issue, including various assessments of the degree of
uncertainty in both the cost and benefit estimates.

In this case study, the experts involved in determining the EQ-5D at-
tributes raised several issues similar to those raised by the experts involved
in the FDA and NHTSA studies. These concerns related to the relationship
between the disease descriptions and the attribute descriptions, the differ-
ences between expert and patient judgments about disease impacts, and the
difficulties inherent in considering an “average” or “typical” case rather
than an individual patient. As noted earlier, there are a number of steps that
analysts can take to develop a more thorough assessment process; e.g., pre-
testing the approach, working with the experts to ensure that they have a
common understanding of the health conditions, index attributes, and the
task itself, and following the initial assignment with a process for resolving
(or better understanding) any inconsistencies in the results. Relying on
patient, rather than expert, assignments was not possible given the time and
resources available for this case study, but could significantly alter the
findings.

For the other two approaches used in this case study, related uncertain-
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ties are discussed in the background documents. The MEPS-based EQ-5D
analysis (Sullivan et. al, 2005) includes a variety of data that could be used
in more formal, quantitative analysis of uncertainty. In applying estimates
from the CEA Registry studies, we rely on a single study for each endpoint.
However, other studies report varying results for similarly defined health
conditions (see Brauer and Neumann, 2005). A more comprehensive approach
would consider the full range of values reported; similar, for example, to
the approach used in Hubbell (2004).

CONCLUSION

These case studies demonstrated that it is possible to apply a number of
approaches to assess the cost-effectiveness of economically significant health
and safety regulations. While the Committee was not able to conduct new
primary research on the HRQL impacts of the health effects considered, we
were able to examine the consequences of applying expert judgment pro-
cesses and information from different types of existing studies. Although
more sophisticated application of these approaches is desirable in the con-
text of actual regulatory analyses, all appear feasible and provide informa-
tion of interest for decision making.

The case studies also aided us in identifying areas where more research
would be useful. For example, the experts involved in the assignment pro-
cess noted that the generic indexes did not always provide attribute descrip-
tions that were applicable to the health conditions being characterized, and
better tailored approaches might be desirable. This was particularly true
when the indexes were applied to children. In addition, our review of
existing studies in the CEA Registry indicated gaps and inconsistencies in
the HRQL values currently available for application to regulatory analysis.
Meta-analysis or other approaches that combine results of different studies,
as well as additional analysis of uncertainties, also could be helpful. In
addition, further development of criteria and best practices for transferring
estimates from existing studies would be desirable. We also found that the
MEPS catalogue used in the EPA case study was quite useful for this sort of
analysis; it provides U.S. population health state index values for a variety
of conditions encountered in many regulatory analyses.

The case studies suggested that the types of health risk information
available to regulatory analysts pose challenges not necessarily present in
clinical outcomes studies or medical technology assessments. In particular,
regulatory agencies generally work with risk estimates that reflect small
changes in the probability of injury, illness, or death spread throughout a
large population. This focus on expected or statistical cases often may
require assessing HRQL and longevity impacts for an average or typical
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case (or range of cases) of each condition averted by a rule. While some of
the health risk information needed to implement a QALY-based CEA is not
needed for a BCA, many agencies have developed this additional data in the
context of implementing their own approaches to CEA. We faced the most
significant data constraints in the NHTSA case study because of the broad
injury categories used by that agency. More detailed data on the injuries
averted by a particular rule would allow more accurate assessment of HRQL
impacts.

The cost-of-illness estimates currently used by the agencies are not
entirely compatible with the definition of health treatment costs developed
for the reference case by the U.S. Panel on Cost Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine (Gold et al., 1996b) and discussed in the Committee’s recommen-
dations. In many cases, these estimates only include direct medical costs.
When lost productivity estimates were available, they addressed the long-
term impacts of the health condition, not solely the impacts of medical
treatment. As noted in the main text of this report, such estimates of lost
productivity are likely to double count impacts included in the effectiveness
measure, and hence are not suitable for this type of analysis. Development
of standard estimating practices for the health care treatment costs to be
used in CEA would be useful.

The case studies also provide examples of the implications of a number
of the Committee’s recommendations. For instance, the FDA and EPA rules
differ significantly in terms of the importance of preventable mortality to
the results. For the EPA rule, which averts a relatively large number of
deaths, the cost per life year and cost per QALY gained are much more
similar than in the case of the FDA rule, which prevents very few deaths.
The EPA rule also illustrates the potential for significant changes in the
cost-effectiveness measure when other benefits are considered in a compre-
hensive ratio. Furthermore, the analyses show the importance of comparing
“with condition” values to measures of expected actual “without condi-
tion” health; comparisons to perfect health lead to estimates of QALY
losses that are misleadingly large in some cases.

Finally, we were not able to assess whether alternative HRQL ap-
proaches would change regulatory decisions. The final rules used in these
case studies lacked information on the impacts of the wide range of regula-
tory options required by the OMB guidance, so we could not compare the
results of different HRQL approaches across regulatory options. However,
the cost-per-QALY estimates appear relatively similar across the different
HRQL approaches used in the case studies. For example, using a 3 percent
discount rate, the range for the health-benefits-only ratio was $13,000 to
$18,000 per QALY in the FDA case study, and $7,500 to $8,300 in the
EPA case study.
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Rand Corporation; Ted Miller, Pacific Institutes for Research and Evalua-
tion; Ryan Palugod, Institute of Medicine; William Rhoads, Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention; Jon Walker, National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.

Expert application of generic indexes: Carmen Brauer, M.D., Harvard
School of Public Health; Kristine Campbell, M.D., Children’s Hospital of
Pittsburgh; Tim Davis, M.D., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
Arlene Greenspan, Ph.D., Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; David
Mooney, M.D., Children’s Hospital, Boston.

Nonroad Engine Air Emissions Regulation Case Study

Lead authors: Lisa A. Robinson, Independent Consultant; Wilhelmine
Miller, Institute of Medicine; Robert Black, Independent Consultant.
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IOM Committee advisers: Maureen Cropper (lead); Richard Burnett;
James Hammitt; Alan Krupnick.

Other advisers: Carmen Brauer, M.D., Harvard School of Public
Health; Bryan Hubbell, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Tursynbek
Nurmagambetov, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Seymour
Williams, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Contributors: Adam Atherly, Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion; Sarah Brennan, Industrial Economics Incorporated; Jim DeMocker,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Chris Dockins, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency; Janel Hanmer, University of Wisconsin-Madison;
Fernando Holguin, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; William
Lawrence, M.D., Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality; Darwin
LaBarthe, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Jim Neumann, In-
dustrial Economics, Incorporated; Peter Neumann, Harvard School of Pub-
lic Health; Nathalie Simon, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Patrick
Sullivan, University of Colorado.

Expert application of generic indexes: Respiratory disease—David M.
Mannino, M.D., University of Kentucky School of Medicine; Peter Barkin,
M.D., Emerson Hospital; R. Graham Barr, M.D., Presbyterian Hospital,
Columbia University; Scott D. Ramsey, M.D., Fred Hutchinson Cancer
Research Center; Mark J. Utell, M.D., University of Rochester; Roger
Yusen, M.D., Washington University School of Medicine. Cardiovascular
disease—Harlan M. Krumholz, M.D., Yale Medical School; Russell V.
Luepker, M.D., Mayo Clinic; John Rumsfeld, M.D., University of Colo-
rado; Douglas D. Schocken, M.D., University of South Florida; John
Spertus, M.D., University of Missouri-Kansas City.
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B
Health Indexes

TABLE B-1 The Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB)

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

MOBILITY 5 No limitations for health reasons.
SCALE 4 Did not drive a car, health related; did not ride in a car as

usual for age (younger than 15 years), health related.
3 Did not use public transportation, health related.
2 Had or would have used more help than usual for age to

use public transportation, health related.
1 In hospital, health related.

PHYSICAL 4 No limitations for health reasons.
ACTIVITY 3 In wheelchair, moved or controlled movement of wheelchair
SCALE without help from someone else.

2 Had trouble or did not try to lift, stoop, bend over, or use
stairs or inclines, health related; limped, used a cane,
crutches, or walker, health related; had any other physical
limitation in walking; or did not try to walk as far or as
fast as others the same age are able, health related.

1 In wheelchair, did not move or control the movement of
wheelchair without help from someone else, or in bed,
chair, or couch for most or all of the day, health related.

SOCIAL 5 No limitations for health reasons.
ACTIVITY 4 Limited in other (e.g., recreational) role activity, health
SCALE related.

3 Limited in major (primary) role activity, health related.
2 Performed no major role activity, health related, but did

perform self-care activities.
1 Performed no major role activity, health related, and did

not perform or had more help than usual in performance
of one or more self-care activities, health related.

continues
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SYMPTOM/ 23 Trouble sleeping; intoxication; problems with sexual interest
PROBLEM or performance; or excessive worry.
COMPLEX 22 No symptoms or problem.

21 Breathing smog or unpleasant air.
20 Wore glasses or contact lenses.
19 Taking medication or staying on a prescribed diet for health

reasons.
18 Pain in ear, tooth, jaw, throat, lips, tongue; several missing

or crooked permanent teeth—includes wearing bridges or
false teeth; stuffy, runny nose; or any trouble hearing—
includes wearing a hearing aid.

17 Overweight for age and height or skin defect of face, body,
arms, or legs, such as scars, pimples, warts, bruises, or
changes in color.

16 Pain or discomfort in one or both eyes (such as burning or
itching) or any trouble seeing after correction.

15 Trouble talking, such as lisp, stuttering, hoarseness, or
being unable to speak.

14 Burning or itching rash on large areas of face, body, arms,
or legs.

13 Headache, or dizziness, or ringing in ears, or spells of
feeling hot, or nervous or shaky.

12 Spells of feeling upset, being depressed, or of crying.
11 Cough, wheezing, or shortness of breath, with or without

fever, chills, or aching all over.
10 General tiredness, weakness, or weight loss.
9 Sick or upset stomach, vomiting or loose bowel movement,

with or without fever, chills, or aching all over.
8 Pain, burning, bleeding, itching, or other difficulty with

rectum, bowel movements, or urination (passing water).
7 Pain, stiffness, weakness, numbness, or other discomfort in

chest, stomach (including hernia or rupture), side, neck,
back, hips, or any joints or hands, feet, arms, or legs.

6 Any combination of one or more hands, feet, arms, or legs
either missing, deformed (crooked), paralyzed (unable to
move), or broken—includes wearing artificial limbs or
braces.

5 Trouble learning, remembering, or thinking clearly.
4 Pain, bleeding, itching, or discharge (drainage) from sexual

organs—does not include normal menstrual (monthly)
bleeding.

3 Burn over large areas of face, body, arms, or legs.
2 Loss of consciousness such as seizure (fits), fainting, or

coma (out cold or knocked out).
1 Death.

Scoring algorithm: See Kaplan and Anderson (1988) or Patrick and Erickson (1993, pp. 389–
391).

TABLE B-1 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description
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TABLE B-2 The Health Utilities Index Mark 2 (HUI-2)

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

SENSATION 1 Able to see, hear, and speak normally for age.
2 Requires equipment to see or hear or speak.
3 Sees, hears, or speaks with limitations even with equipment.
4 Blind, deaf, or mute.

MOBILITY 1 Able to walk, bend, lift, jump, and run normally for age.
2 Walks, bends, lifts, jumps, or runs with some limitations

but does not require help.
3 Requires mechanical equipment (such as canes, crutches,

braces, or wheelchair) to walk or get around
independently.

4 Requires the help of another person to walk or get around
and requires mechanical equipment as well.

5 Unable to control or use arms and legs.

EMOTION 1 Generally happy and free from worry.
2 Occasionally fretful, angry, irritable, anxious, depressed, or

suffering “night terrors.”
3 Often fretful, angry, irritable, anxious, depressed, or

suffering “night terrors.”
4 Almost always fretful, angry, irritable, anxious, depressed.
5 Extremely fretful, angry, irritable, anxious, or depressed

usually requiring hospitalization or psychiatric
institutional care.

COGNITION 1 Learns and remembers school work normally for age.
2 Learns and remembers school work more slowly than

classmates as judged by parents and/or teachers.
3 Learns and remembers very slowly and usually requires

special educational assistance.
4 Unable to learn and remember.

SELF-CARE 1 Eats, bathes, dresses, and uses the toilet normally for age.
2 Eats, bathes, dresses, or uses the toilet independently with

difficulty.
3 Requires mechanical equipment to eat, bathe, dress, or use

the toilet independently.
4 Requires the help of another person to eat, bathe, dress, or

use the toilet.

PAIN 1 Free of pain and discomfort.
2 Occasional pain. Discomfort relieved by nonprescription

drugs or self-control activity without disruption of normal
activities.

3 Frequent pain. Discomfort relieved by oral medicines with
occasional disruption of normal activities.

continues
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4 Frequent pain; frequent disruption of normal activities.
Discomfort requires prescription narcotics for relief.

5 Severe pain. Pain not relieved by drugs and constantly
disrupts normal activities.

FERTILITY 1 Able to have children with a fertile spouse.
2 Difficulty in having children with a fertile spouse.
3 Unable to have children with a fertile spouse.

Scoring algorithm: See Torrance et al. (1996). Also available at http://www.fhs.mcmaster.ca/
hui2.htm.

TABLE B-2 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description
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TABLE B-3 The Health Utilities Index Mark 3 (HUI-3)

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

VISION 1 Able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint and
recognize a friend on the other side of the street,
without glasses or contact lenses.

2 Able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint and
recognize a friend on the other side of the street, but
with glasses.

3 Able to read ordinary newsprint with or without glasses
but unable to recognize a friend on the other side of
the street, even with glasses.

4 Able to recognize a friend on the other side of the street
with or without glasses but unable to read ordinary
newsprint, even with glasses.

5 Unable to read ordinary newsprint and unable to
recognize a friend on the other side of the street, even
with glasses.

6 Unable to see at all.

HEARING 1 Able to hear what is said in a group conversation with at
 least three other people, without a hearing aid.

2 Able to hear what is said in a conversation with one
other person in a quiet room without a hearing aid,
but requires a hearing aid to hear what is said in a
group conversation with at least three other people.

3 Able to hear what is said in a conversation with one
other person in a quiet room with a hearing aid, and
able to hear what is said in a group conversation with
at least three other people, with a hearing aid.

4 Able to hear what is said in a conversation with one
other person in a quiet room, without a hearing aid,
but unable to hear what is said in a group
conversation with at least three other people even with
a hearing aid.

5 Able to hear what is said in a conversation with one
other person in a quiet room with a hearing aid, but
unable to hear what is said in a group conversation
with at least three other people even with a hearing
aid.

6 Unable to hear at all.

SPEECH 1 Able to be understood completely when speaking with
strangers or friends.

2 Able to be understood partially when speaking with
strangers but able to be understood completely when
speaking with people who know me well.

3 Able to be understood partially when speaking with
strangers or people who know me well.

continues
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4 Unable to be understood when speaking with strangers
but able to be understood partially by people who
know me well.

5 Unable to be understood when speaking to other people
(or unable to speak at all).

AMBULATION 1 Able to walk around the neighborhood without
difficulty, and without walking equipment.

2 Able to walk around the neighborhood with difficulty;
but does not require walking equipment or the help of
another person.

3 Able to walk around the neighborhood with walking
equipment, but without the help of another person.

4 Able to walk only short distances with walking
equipment, and requires a wheelchair to get around
the neighborhood.

5 Unable to walk alone, even with walking equipment.
Able to walk short distances with the help of another
person, and requires a wheelchair to get around the
neighborhood.

6 Cannot walk at all.

DEXTERITY 1 Full use of two hands and ten fingers.
2 Limitations in the use of hands or fingers, but does not

require special tools or help of another person.
3 Limitations in the use of hands or fingers, is independent

with use of special tools (does not require the help of
another person).

4 Limitations in the use of hands or fingers, requires the
help of another person for some tasks (not
independent even with use of special tools).

5 Limitations in use of hands or fingers, requires the help
of another person for most tasks (not independent
even with use of special tools).

6 Limitations in use of hands or fingers, requires the help
of another person for all tasks (not independent even
with use of special tools).

EMOTION 1 Happy and interested in life.
2 Somewhat happy.
3 Somewhat unhappy.
4 Very unhappy.
5 So unhappy that life is not worthwhile.

TABLE B-3 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

continues
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TABLE B-3 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

COGNITION 1 Able to remember most things, think clearly and solve
day-to-day problems.

2 Able to remember most things, but have a little difficulty
when trying to think and solve day-to-day problems.

3 Somewhat forgetful, but able to think clearly and solve
day-to-day problems.

4 Somewhat forgetful, and have a little difficulty when
trying to think or solve day-to-day problems.

5 Very forgetful, and have great difficulty when trying to
think or solve day-to-day problems.

6 Unable to remember anything at all, and unable to think
or solve day-to-day problems.

PAIN 1 Free of pain and discomfort.
2 Mild to moderate pain that prevents no activities.
3 Moderate pain that prevents a few activities.
4 Moderate to severe pain that prevents some activities.
5 Severe pain that prevents most activities.

Scoring algorithm: Available at http://www.fhs.mcmaster.ca/hug/hui3.htm.
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TABLE B-4 The EuroQol-5D (EQ-5D)

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

MOBILITY 1 I have no problems in walking about.
2 I have some problems in walking about.
3 I am confined to bed.

SELF-CARE 1 I have no problems with self-care.
2 I have some problems washing or dressing myself.
3 I am unable to wash or dress myself.

USUAL 1 I have no problems with performing my usual activities
ACTIVITIES (e.g., work, study, housework, family or leisure

activities).
2 I have some problems with performing my usual

activities.
3 I am unable to perform my usual activities.

PAIN/ 1 I have no pain or discomfort.
DISCOMFORT 2 I have moderate pain or discomfort.

3 I have extreme pain or discomfort.

ANXIETY/ 1 I am not anxious or depressed.
DEPRESSION 2 I am moderately anxious or depressed.

3 I am extremely anxious or depressed.

Scoring algorithm: See Shaw et al., 2005, for U.S. population-based preference weights. Scor-
ing algorithms for statistical applications (SPSS, Stata, SAS) are available at the Agency for
Healthcare Research Quality website, http://www.ahrq.gov/rice/.
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TABLE B-5 The SF-6D (SF-12 version)

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

PHYSICAL 1 Your health does not limit you in moderate activities.
FUNCTIONING 2 Your health limits you a little in moderate activities.

3 Your health limits you a lot in moderate activities.

ROLE 1 You have no problems with your work or other regular
LIMITATIONS daily activities as a result of your physical health or

any emotional problems.
2 You are limited in the kind of work or other activities as

a result of your physical health.
3 You accomplish less than you would like as a result of

emotional problems.
4 You are limited in the kind of work or other activities as

a result of your physical health and accomplish less
than you would like as a result of emotional problems.

SOCIAL 1 Your health limits your social activities none of the time.
FUNCTIONING 2 Your health limits your social activities a little of the

time.
3 Your health limits your social activities some of the time.
4 Your health limits your social activities most of the time.
5 Your health limits your social activities all of the time.

PAIN 1 You have pain that does not interfere with your normal
work (both outside the home and housework) at all.

2 You have pain that interferes with your normal work
(both outside the home and housework) a little bit.

3 You have pain that interferes with your normal work
(both outside the home and housework) moderately.

4 You have pain that interferes with your normal work
(both outside the home and housework) quite a bit.

5 You have pain that interferes with your normal work
(both outside the home and housework) extremely.

MENTAL 1 You feel downhearted and low none of the time.
HEALTH 2 You feel downhearted and low a little of the time.

3 You feel downhearted and low some of the time.
4 You feel downhearted and low most of the time.
5 You feel downhearted and low all of the time.

VITALITY 1 You have a lot of energy all of the time.
2 You have a lot of energy most of the time.
3 You have a lot of energy some of the time.
4 You have a lot of energy a little of the time.
5 You have a lot of energy none of the time.

Scoring algorithm: See Brazier and Roberts, 2004. Scoring algorithm and software are avail-
able from the authors.
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TABLE B-6 The Functional Capacity Index (FCI) Version 2.1 Final

Attribute
Domains Levels Description

EXCRETORY A No limitations
FUNCTIONS No accidents and no use of medication or devices

B Controllable excretory difficulty (bowel and bladder)
No accidents with use of medication or devices* or

accidents once per week or less with or without use of
medication or device*

C2 Severe incontinence (bowel and bladder); Accidents every
day or continuous use of catheter or colostomy pouch

*device does not include catheter or colostomy pouch

EATING A No limitation
No limitations in chewing, swallowing, or digesting food

that require restrictions in diet or special preparation
of foods

B Minor to moderate limitation
Restrictions in diet or special preparation of foods

required
C Tube feeding and/or gastrostomy required

SEXUAL A No limitations due to physical limitation
FUNCTION B Some difficulty due to physical limitation

C A lot of difficulty due to physical limitation
including not being able to do it at all

AMBULATION A No limitations walking, running, walking briskly, or
(MAY standing for long periods
INCLUDE No limitations walking without help from another
LIMITATIONS person or device*
DUE TO PAIN) No limitations running or walking briskly or standing

for long periods
B Some limitations running or walking briskly or standing

for long periods
No limitations walking without help from another

person or device*
But has some limitations running, walking briskly, or

standing for long periods
C1 Some limitations walking but independent (independent

community ambulator)
Has some limitations walking
But can walk at least 150 yards (length of city block)

without help from another person or device*
C2 Can walk long distances but only with device or help

(community ambulator with assistance)
Has some limitations walking
Can walk at least 150 yards (length of city block) but

only with help from another person or device*

continues
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D Walking limited to short distances with or without
device or help (home ambulator)

Cannot walk 150 yards even with help or device*
But can walk shorter distances (i.e. < 150 yards) with or

without help from another person or device*
E Cannot walk at all

Cannot walk even short distances; requires wheelchair all
the time to get around

*Device includes walking aids (e.g. cane, crutch, walker)
or prosthesis/orthosis

BENDING, A No difficulty bending, stooping, lifting and no difficulty
STOOPING, lifting arms over head
AND LIFTING No difficulty lifting and carrying weights up to 50 lbs
(MAY (a small child)
INCLUDE No difficulty lifting arms over head
LIMITATIONS B Minor difficulty bending, stooping, lifting, and/or
DUE TO PAIN) difficulty lifting arms over head

Has difficulty lifting and carrying 50 lbs (a small child),
but can lift at least 10 lbs (a bag of groceries) with no
or little difficulty and/or

Has difficulty lifting arms over head but can do it at
least 5 times in a row

C Major difficulty bending, stooping, lifting
Has a lot of difficulty lifting and carrying at least 10 lbs

(a bag of groceries), including not being able to do it
at all

May or may not have difficulty lifting arms over head
but can do it at least 5 times in a row

D Complete or near complete loss of upper body function
Has difficulty lifting and carrying at least 10 lbs (a bag

of groceries), including not being able to do it at all
Has difficulty lifting arms over head at least 5 times in a

row, including not being able to do it at all

HAND AND A No limitations
WRIST No difficulty grasping and handling small or large
FUNCTION objects with either hand
(MAY No difficulty twisting and turning doorknob or key with
INCLUDE either hand
LIMITATIONS B1 Minor difficulty in hand and/or wrist function—one
DUE TO PAIN) hand

Difficulty grasping and handling small objects with one
hand but no difficulty with large objects and/or

Difficulty twisting and turning doorknob or key with one
hand

TABLE B-6 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description
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May use special tool but does not require the help of
another person

B2 Minor difficulty in hand and/or wrist function—both
hands

Difficulty grasping and handling small objects with both
hands but no difficulty with large objects and/or

Difficulty twisting and turning doorknob or key with one
or both hands

May use special tool but does not require the help of
another person

C1 Major difficulty in hand function—one hand
Difficulty grasping and handling large and small objects

with one hand
May or may not have difficulty twisting and turning

doorknob or key with one or both hands
May use special tool but does not require the help of

another person
C2 Major difficulty in hand function—both hands

Difficulty grasping and handling large and small objects
with both hands

May or may not have difficulty twisting and turning
doorknob or key with one or both hands

May use special tool but does not require the help of
another person

D Near complete loss of hand function (including paralysis)
Difficulty grasping and handling large and small objects
Requires the help of another person for some, but not all

tasks necessary for daily living
E Complete loss of function (including paralysis) in both

hands
Difficulty grasping and handling large and small objects
Requires the help of another person for all or nearly all

tasks necessary for daily living

SPEECH A No limitations
B Minor limitations in everyday situations

Can be understood by most everyone; may get stuck,
stutter, stammer, slur

C Major limitations
Can only be understood by people who know person

well
D Cannot speak and/or be understood by others or requires

voice box to speak

HEARING A No limitations hearing without hearing aid
B1 Minor difficulty hearing

TABLE B-6 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description
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With or without hearing aid has some difficulty hearing,
but only when listening conditions are less than ideal

B2 Moderate difficulty
With or without hearing aid has difficulty hearing under

everyday listening conditions
C Profound to total loss of hearing; noncorrectable

Cannot hear even with the use of a hearing aid

VISION A No limitations; No difficulties reading small and large
print, driving and going about daily activities with or
without glasses/contacts

B Minor or moderate limitations
Minor or moderate difficulty reading small and large

print, driving and going about daily activities with or
without glasses/contacts

C Severe limitations
Severe difficulty reading small and large print, driving
and going about daily activities with or without
glasses/contacts; includes blind with light perception
only

D Blind without light perception

COGNITIVE A No limitations
FUNCTION B Minor limitations

Minor difficulties with reasoning/solving problems,
memory, concentration/thinking and/or attention; can
live independently (i.e. does not require assistance with
either ADL or IADL activities due to cognitive deficits)

C Moderate to severe limitations
Moderate to severe difficulties with reasoning/solving

problems, memory, concentration/thinking and/or
attention; can live independently (i.e. does not require
assistance with ADL activities) but (due to cognitive
deficits) may need assistance with some IADL activities
of daily living

D Unconfined dependence
Cannot live independently due to cognitive deficits but

24-hour supervision is not required
E Confined dependence

Cannot live independently due to cognitive deficits;
24-hour supervision is required

F Minimally responsive or vegetative state
Cannot respond to simple commands except possibly

with eye movement

Scoring algorithm: See MacKenzie et al. (1996), for original FCI scores and classifications;
contact author for current scoring algorithm.

TABLE B-6 Continued

Attribute
Domains Levels Description
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C
OMB Circular A-4

September 17, 2003

TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE AGENCIES
AND ESTABLISHMENTS

Subject: Regulatory Analysis

This Circular provides the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB’s)
guidance to Federal agencies on the development of regulatory analysis as
required under Section 6(a)(3)(c) of Executive Order 12866, “Regulatory
Planning and Review,” the Regulatory Right-to-Know Act, and a variety of
related authorities. The Circular also provides guidance to agencies on the
regulatory accounting statements that are required under the Regulatory
Right-to-Know Act.

This Circular refines OMB’s “best practices” document of 1996 (http:/
/www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforeg/riaguide.html), which was issued as a
guidance in 2000 (http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m00-
08.pdf), and reaffirmed in 2001 (http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memo-
randa/m01-23.html). It replaces both the 1996 “best practices” and the
2000 guidance.

In developing this Circular, OMB first developed a draft that was
subject to public comment, interagency review, and peer review. Peer re-
viewers included Cass Sunstein, University of Chicago; Lester Lave, Car-
negie Mellon University; Milton C. Weinstein and James K. Hammitt of the
Harvard School of Public Health; Kerry Smith, North Carolina State Uni-
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versity; Jonathan Weiner, Duke University Law School; Douglas K. Owens,
Stanford University; and W. Kip Viscusi, Harvard Law School. Although
these individuals submitted comments, OMB is solely responsible for the
final content of this Circular.

A. Introduction

This Circular is designed to assist analysts in the regulatory agencies by
defining good regulatory analysis—called either “regulatory analysis” or
“analysis” for brevity—and standardizing the way benefits and costs of
Federal regulatory actions are measured and reported. Executive Order
12866 requires agencies to conduct a regulatory analysis for economically
significant regulatory actions as defined by Section 3(f)(1). This require-
ment applies to rulemakings that rescind or modify existing rules as well as
to rulemakings that establish new requirements.

The Need for Analysis of Proposed Regulatory Actions1

Regulatory analysis is a tool regulatory agencies use to anticipate and
evaluate the likely consequences of rules. It provides a formal way of orga-
nizing the evidence on the key effects—good and bad—of the various alter-
natives that should be considered in developing regulations. The motivation
is to (1) learn if the benefits of an action are likely to justify the costs or
(2) discover which of various possible alternatives would be the most cost-
effective.

A good regulatory analysis is designed to inform the public and other
parts of the Government (as well as the agency conducting the analysis) of
the effects of alternative actions. Regulatory analysis sometimes will show
that a proposed action is misguided, but it can also demonstrate that well-
conceived actions are reasonable and justified.

Benefit-cost analysis is a primary tool used for regulatory analysis.2

Where all benefits and costs can be quantified and expressed in monetary
units, benefit-cost analysis provides decision makers with a clear indication
of the most efficient alternative, that is, the alternative that generates the
largest net benefits to society (ignoring distributional effects). This is useful
information for decision makers and the public to receive, even when eco-
nomic efficiency is not the only or the overriding public policy objective.

1We use the term “proposed” to refer to any regulatory actions under consideration regard-
less of the stage of the regulatory process.

2See Mishan EJ (1994), Cost-Benefit Analysis, fourth edition, Routledge, New York.
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It will not always be possible to express in monetary units all of the
important benefits and costs. When it is not, the most efficient alternative
will not necessarily be the one with the largest quantified and monetized
net-benefit estimate. In such cases, you should exercise professional judg-
ment in determining how important the non-quantified benefits or costs
may be in the context of the overall analysis. If the non-quantified benefits
and costs are likely to be important, you should carry out a “threshold”
analysis to evaluate their significance. Threshold or “break-even” analysis
answers the question, “How small could the value of the non-quantified
benefits be (or how large would the value of the non-quantified costs need
to be) before the rule would yield zero net benefits?” In addition to thresh-
old analysis you should indicate, where possible, which non-quantified
effects are most important and why.

Key Elements of a Regulatory Analysis

A good regulatory analysis should include the following three basic
elements: (1) a statement of the need for the proposed action, (2) an exami-
nation of alternative approaches, and (3) an evaluation of the benefits and
costs—quantitative and qualitative—of the proposed action and the main
alternatives identified by the analysis.

To evaluate properly the benefits and costs of regulations and their
alternatives, you will need to do the following:

• Explain how the actions required by the rule are linked to the ex-
pected benefits. For example, indicate how additional safety equip-
ment will reduce safety risks. A similar analysis should be done for
each of the alternatives.

• Identify a baseline. Benefits and costs are defined in comparison with
a clearly stated alternative. This normally will be a “no action”
baseline: what the world will be like if the proposed rule is not
adopted. Comparisons to a “next best” alternative are also especially
useful.

• Identify the expected undesirable side-effects and ancillary benefits
of the proposed regulatory action and the alternatives. These should
be added to the direct benefits and costs as appropriate.

With this information, you should be able to assess quantitatively the
benefits and costs of the proposed rule and its alternatives. A complete
regulatory analysis includes a discussion of non-quantified as well as quan-
tified benefits and costs. A non-quantified outcome is a benefit or cost that
has not been quantified or monetized in the analysis. When there are impor-
tant non-monetary values at stake, you should also identify them in your
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analysis so policymakers can compare them with the monetary benefits and
costs. When your analysis is complete, you should present a summary of the
benefit and cost estimates for each alternative, including the qualitative and
non-monetized factors affected by the rule, so that readers can evaluate
them.

As you design, execute, and write your regulatory analysis, you should
seek out the opinions of those who will be affected by the regulation as well
as the views of those individuals and organizations who may not be affected
but have special knowledge or insight into the regulatory issues. Consulta-
tion can be useful in ensuring that your analysis addresses all of the relevant
issues and that you have access to all pertinent data. Early consultation can
be especially helpful. You should not limit consultation to the final stages of
your analytical efforts.

You will find that you cannot conduct a good regulatory analysis ac-
cording to a formula. Conducting high-quality analysis requires competent
professional judgment. Different regulations may call for different empha-
ses in the analysis, depending on the nature and complexity of the regula-
tory issues and the sensitivity of the benefit and cost estimates to the key
assumptions.

A good analysis is transparent. It should be possible for a qualified
third party reading the report to see clearly how you arrived at your esti-
mates and conclusions. For transparency’s sake, you should state in your
report what assumptions were used, such as the time horizon for the analy-
sis and the discount rates applied to future benefits and costs. It is usually
necessary to provide a sensitivity analysis to reveal whether, and to what
extent, the results of the analysis are sensitive to plausible changes in the
main assumptions and numeric inputs.

A good analysis provides specific references to all sources of data,
appendices with documentation of models (where necessary), and the re-
sults of formal sensitivity and other uncertainty analyses. Your analysis
should also have an executive summary, including a standardized account-
ing statement.

B. The Need for Federal Regulatory Action

Before recommending Federal regulatory action, an agency must dem-
onstrate that the proposed action is necessary. If the regulatory intervention
results from a statutory or judicial directive, you should describe the spe-
cific authority for your action, the extent of discretion available to you, and
the regulatory instruments you might use. Executive Order 12866 states
that “Federal agencies should promulgate only such regulations as are re-
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quired by law, are necessary to interpret the law, or are made necessary by
compelling need, such as material failures of private markets to protect or
improve the health and safety of the public, the environment, or the well
being of the American people . . . .”

Executive Order 12866 also states that “Each agency shall identify the
problem that it intends to address (including, where applicable, the failures
of private markets or public institutions that warrant new agency action) as
well as assess the significance of that problem.” Thus, you should try to
explain whether the action is intended to address a significant market fail-
ure or to meet some other compelling public need such as improving gov-
ernmental processes or promoting intangible values such as distributional
fairness or privacy. If the regulation is designed to correct a significant
market failure, you should describe the failure both qualitatively and (where
feasible) quantitatively. You should show that a government intervention is
likely to do more good than harm. For other interventions, you should also
provide a demonstration of compelling social purpose and the likelihood of
effective action. Although intangible rationales do not need to be quanti-
fied, the analysis should present and evaluate the strengths and limitations
of the relevant arguments for these intangible values.

Market Failure or Other Social Purpose

The major types of market failure include: externality, market power,
and inadequate or asymmetric information. Correcting market failures is a
reason for regulation, but it is not the only reason. Other possible justifica-
tions include improving the functioning of government, removing distribu-
tional unfairness, or promoting privacy and personal freedom.

1. Externality, common property resource and public good

An externality occurs when one party’s actions impose uncompen-
sated benefits or costs on another party. Environmental problems are a
classic case of externality. For example, the smoke from a factory may
adversely affect the health of local residents while soiling the property in
nearby neighborhoods. If bargaining were costless and all property rights
were well defined, people would eliminate externalities through bargain-
ing without the need for government regulation.3 From this perspective,
externalities arise from high transactions costs and/or poorly defined prop-
erty rights that prevent people from reaching efficient outcomes through
market transactions.

3See Coase RH (1960), Journal of Law and Economics, 3, 1–44.
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Resources that may become congested or overused, such as fisheries or
the broadcast spectrum, represent common property resources. “Public
goods,” such as defense or basic scientific research, are goods where provi-
sion of the good to some individuals cannot occur without providing the
same level of benefits free of charge to other individuals.

2. Market Power

Firms exercise market power when they reduce output below what
would be offered in a competitive industry in order to obtain higher prices.
They may exercise market power collectively or unilaterally. Government
action can be a source of market power, such as when regulatory actions
exclude low-cost imports. Generally, regulations that increase market
power for selected entities should be avoided. However, there are some
circumstances in which government may choose to validate a monopoly.
If a market can be served at lowest cost only when production is limited
to a single producer—local gas and electricity distribution services, for
example—a natural monopoly is said to exist. In such cases, the govern-
ment may choose to approve the monopoly and to regulate its prices and/
or production decisions. Nevertheless, you should keep in mind that tech-
nological advances often affect economies of scale. This can, in turn, trans-
form what was once considered a natural monopoly into a market where
competition can flourish.

3. Inadequate or Asymmetric Information

Market failures may also result from inadequate or asymmetric infor-
mation. Because information, like other goods, is costly to produce and
disseminate, your evaluation will need to do more than demonstrate the
possible existence of incomplete or asymmetric information. Even though
the market may supply less than the full amount of information, the amount
it does supply may be reasonably adequate and therefore not require gov-
ernment regulation. Sellers have an incentive to provide information through
advertising that can increase sales by highlighting distinctive characteristics
of their products. Buyers may also obtain reasonably adequate information
about product characteristics through other channels, such as a seller offer-
ing a warranty or a third party providing information.

Even when adequate information is available, people can make mis-
takes by processing it poorly. Poor information-processing often occurs in
cases of low probability, high-consequence events, but it is not limited to
such situations. For instance, people sometimes rely on mental rules-of-
thumb that produce errors. If they have a clear mental image of an incident
which makes it cognitively “available,” they might overstate the probability
that it will occur. Individuals sometimes process information in a biased
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manner, by being too optimistic or pessimistic, without taking sufficient
account of the fact that the outcome is exceedingly unlikely to occur. When
mistakes in information processing occur, markets may overreact. When it
is time-consuming or costly for consumers to evaluate complex information
about products or services (e.g., medical therapies), they may expect gov-
ernment to ensure that minimum quality standards are met. However, the
mere possibility of poor information processing is not enough to justify
regulation. If you think there is a problem of information processing that
needs to be addressed, it should be carefully documented.

4. Other Social Purposes

There are justifications for regulations in addition to correcting market
failures. A regulation may be appropriate when you have a clearly identi-
fied measure that can make government operate more efficiently. In addi-
tion, Congress establishes some regulatory programs to redistribute re-
sources to select groups. Such regulations should be examined to ensure
that they are both effective and cost-effective. Congress also authorizes
some regulations to prohibit discrimination that conflicts with generally
accepted norms within our society. Rulemaking may also be appropriate to
protect privacy, permit more personal freedom or promote other demo-
cratic aspirations.

Showing That Regulation at the Federal Level Is the Best Way to Solve
the Problem

Even where a market failure clearly exists, you should consider other
means of dealing with the failure before turning to Federal regulation.
Alternatives to Federal regulation include antitrust enforcement, consumer-
initiated litigation in the product liability system, or administrative com-
pensation systems.

In assessing whether Federal regulation is the best solution, you should
also consider the possibility of regulation at the State or local level. In some
cases, the nature of the market failure may itself suggest the most appropri-
ate governmental level of regulation. For example, problems that spill across
State lines (such as acid rain whose precursors are transported widely in the
atmosphere) are probably best addressed by Federal regulation. More local-
ized problems, including those that are common to many areas, may be
more efficiently addressed locally.

The advantages of leaving regulatory issues to State and local authori-
ties can be substantial. If public values and preferences differ by region,
those differences can be reflected in varying State and local regulatory
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policies. Moreover, States and localities can serve as a testing ground for
experimentation with alternative regulatory policies. One State can learn
from another’s experience while local jurisdictions may compete with each
other to establish the best regulatory policies. You should examine the
proper extent of State and local discretion in your rulemaking context.

A diversity of rules may generate gains for the public as governmental
units compete with each other to serve the public, but duplicative regula-
tions can also be costly. Where Federal regulation is clearly appropriate to
address interstate commerce issues, you should try to examine whether it
would be more efficient to retain or reduce State and local regulation. The
local benefits of State regulation may not justify the national costs of a
fragmented regulatory system. For example, the increased compliance costs
for firms to meet different State and local regulations may exceed any
advantages associated with the diversity of State and local regulation. Your
analysis should consider the possibility of reducing as well as expanding
State and local rulemaking.

The role of Federal regulation in facilitating U.S. participation in global
markets should also be considered. Harmonization of U.S. and interna-
tional rules may require a strong Federal regulatory role. Concerns that
new U.S. rules could act as non-tariff barriers to imported goods should be
evaluated carefully.

The Presumption Against Economic Regulation

Government actions can be unintentionally harmful, and even useful
regulations can impede market efficiency. For this reason, there is a pre-
sumption against certain types of regulatory action. In light of both eco-
nomic theory and actual experience, a particularly demanding burden of
proof is required to demonstrate the need for any of the following types of
regulations:

• price controls in competitive markets;
• production or sales quotas in competitive markets;
• mandatory uniform quality standards for goods or services if the

potential problem can be adequately dealt with through voluntary
standards or by disclosing information of the hazard to buyers or
users; or

• controls on entry into employment or production, except (a) where
indispensable to protect health and safety (e.g., FAA tests for com-
mercial pilots) or (b) to manage the use of common property re-
sources (e.g., fisheries, airwaves, Federal lands, and offshore areas).
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C. Alternative Regulatory Approaches

Once you have determined that Federal regulatory action is appropri-
ate, you will need to consider alternative regulatory approaches. Ordi-
narily, you will be able to eliminate some alternatives through a preliminary
analysis, leaving a manageable number of alternatives to be evaluated ac-
cording to the formal principles of the Executive Order. The number and
choice of alternatives selected for detailed analysis is a matter of judgment.
There must be some balance between thoroughness and the practical limits
on your analytical capacity. With this qualification in mind, you should
nevertheless explore modifications of some or all of a regulation’s attributes
or provisions to identify appropriate alternatives. The following is a list of
alternative regulatory actions that you should consider.

Different Choices Defined by Statute

When a statute establishes a specific regulatory requirement and the
agency is considering a more stringent standard, you should examine the
benefits and costs of reasonable alternatives that reflect the range of the
agency’s statutory discretion, including the specific statutory requirement.

Different Compliance Dates

The timing of a regulation may also have an important effect on its net
benefits. Benefits may vary significantly with different compliance dates
where a delay in implementation may result in a substantial loss in future
benefits (e.g., a delay in implementation could result in a significant reduc-
tion in spawning stock and jeopardize a fishery). Similarly, the cost of a
regulation may vary substantially with different compliance dates for an
industry that requires a year or more to plan its production runs. In this
instance, a regulation that provides sufficient lead time is likely to achieve
its goals at a much lower overall cost than a regulation that is effective
immediately.

Different Enforcement Methods

Compliance alternatives for Federal, State, or local enforcement in-
clude on-site inspections, periodic reporting, and noncompliance penalties
structured to provide the most appropriate incentives. When alternative
monitoring and reporting methods vary in their benefits and costs, you
should identify the most appropriate enforcement framework. For example,
in some circumstances random monitoring or parametric monitoring will
be less expensive and nearly as effective as continuous monitoring.
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Different Degrees of Stringency

In general, both the benefits and costs associated with a regulation will
increase with the level of stringency (although marginal costs generally
increase with stringency, whereas marginal benefits may decrease). You
should study alternative levels of stringency to understand more fully the
relationship between stringency and the size and distribution of benefits
and costs among different groups.

Different Requirements for Different Sized Firms

You should consider setting different requirements for large and small
firms, basing the requirements on estimated differences in the expected
costs of compliance or in the expected benefits. The balance of benefits and
costs can shift depending on the size of the firms being regulated. Small
firms may find it more costly to comply with regulation, especially if there
are large fixed costs required for regulatory compliance. On the other hand,
it is not efficient to place a heavier burden on one segment of a regulated
industry solely because it can better afford the higher cost. This has the
potential to load costs on the most productive firms, costs that are dispro-
portionate to the damages they create. You should also remember that a
rule with a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities will
trigger the requirements set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act. (5 U.S.C.
603(c), 604).

Different Requirements for Different Geographic Regions

Rarely do all regions of the country benefit uniformly from government
regulation. It is also unlikely that costs will be uniformly distributed across
the country. Where there are significant regional variations in benefits and/
or costs, you should consider the possibility of setting different require-
ments for the different regions.

Performance Standards Rather than Design Standards

Performance standards express requirements in terms of outcomes
rather than specifying the means to those ends. They are generally superior
to engineering or design standards because performance standards give the
regulated parties the flexibility to achieve regulatory objectives in the most
cost-effective way. In general, you should take into account both the cost
savings to the regulated parties of the greater flexibility and the costs of
assuring compliance through monitoring or some other means.
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Market-Oriented Approaches Rather than Direct Controls

Market-oriented approaches that use economic incentives should be
explored. These alternatives include fees, penalties, subsidies, marketable
permits or offsets, changes in liability or property rights (including policies
that alter the incentives of insurers and insured parties), and required bonds,
insurance or warranties. One example of a market-oriented approach is a
program that allows for averaging, banking, and/or trading (ABT) of cred-
its for achieving additional emission reductions beyond the required air
emission standards. ABT programs can be extremely valuable in reducing
costs or achieving earlier or greater benefits, particularly when the costs of
achieving compliance vary across production lines, facilities, or firms. ABT
can be allowed on a plant-wide, firm-wide, or region-wide basis rather than
vent by vent, provided this does not produce unacceptable local air quality
outcomes (such as “hot spots” from local pollution concentration).

Informational Measures Rather than Regulation

If intervention is contemplated to address a market failure that arises
from inadequate or asymmetric information, informational remedies will
often be preferred. Measures to improve the availability of information
include government establishment of a standardized testing and rating sys-
tem (the use of which could be mandatory or voluntary), mandatory disclo-
sure requirements (e.g., by advertising, labeling, or enclosures), and govern-
ment provision of information (e.g., by government publications, telephone
hotlines, or public interest broadcast announcements). A regulatory mea-
sure to improve the availability of information, particularly about the con-
cealed characteristics of products, provides consumers a greater choice than
a mandatory product standard or ban.

Specific informational measures should be evaluated in terms of their
benefits and costs. Some effects of informational measures are easily over-
looked. The costs of a mandatory disclosure requirement for a consumer
product will include not only the cost of gathering and communicating the
required information, but also the loss of net benefits of any information
displaced by the mandated information. The other costs also may include
the effect of providing information that is ignored or misinterpreted, and
inefficiencies arising from the incentive that mandatory disclosure may give
to overinvest in a particular characteristic of a product or service.

Where information on the benefits and costs of alternative informa-
tional measures is insufficient to provide a clear choice between them, you
should consider the least intrusive informational alternative sufficient to
accomplish the regulatory objective. To correct an informational market
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failure it may be sufficient for government to establish a standardized test-
ing and rating system without mandating its use, because competing firms
that score well according to the system should thereby have an incentive to
publicize the fact.

D. Analytical Approaches

Both benefit-cost analysis (BCA) and cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)
provide a systematic framework for identifying and evaluating the likely
outcomes of alternative regulatory choices. A major rulemaking should be
supported by both types of analysis wherever possible. Specifically, you
should prepare a CEA for all major rulemakings for which the primary
benefits are improved public health and safety to the extent that a valid
effectiveness measure can be developed to represent expected health and
safety outcomes. You should also perform a BCA for major health
and safety rulemakings to the extent that valid monetary values can be
assigned to the primary expected health and safety outcomes. In undertaking
these analyses, it is important to keep in mind the larger objective of ana-
lytical consistency in estimating benefits and costs across regulations and
agencies, subject to statutory limitations. Failure to maintain such consis-
tency may prevent achievement of the most risk reduction for a given level
of resource expenditure. For all other major rulemakings, you should carry
out a BCA. If some of the primary benefit categories cannot be expressed in
monetary units, you should also conduct a CEA. In unusual cases where no
quantified information on benefits, costs and effectiveness can be produced,
the regulatory analysis should present a qualitative discussion of the issues
and evidence.

Benefit-Cost Analysis

A distinctive feature of BCA is that both benefits and costs are ex-
pressed in monetary units, which allows you to evaluate different regula-
tory options with a variety of attributes using a common measure.4 By
measuring incremental benefits and costs of successively more stringent
regulatory alternatives, you can identify the alternative that maximizes net
benefits.

The size of net benefits, the absolute difference between the projected
benefits and costs, indicates whether one policy is more efficient than an-
other. The ratio of benefits to costs is not a meaningful indicator of net

4Mishan EJ (1994), Cost-Benefit Analysis, fourth edition, Routledge, New York.
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benefits and should not be used for that purpose. It is well known that
considering such ratios alone can yield misleading results.

Even when a benefit or cost cannot be expressed in monetary units, you
should still try to measure it in terms of its physical units. If it is not possible
to measure the physical units, you should still describe the benefit or cost
qualitatively. For more information on describing qualitative information,
see the section “Developing Benefit and Cost Estimates.”

When important benefits and costs cannot be expressed in monetary
units, BCA is less useful, and it can even be misleading, because the calcula-
tion of net benefits in such cases does not provide a full evaluation of all
relevant benefits and costs.

You should exercise professional judgment in identifying the impor-
tance of non-quantified factors and assess as best you can how they might
change the ranking of alternatives based on estimated net benefits. If the
non-quantified benefits and costs are likely to be important, you should
recommend which of the non-quantified factors are of sufficient impor-
tance to justify consideration in the regulatory decision. This discussion
should also include a clear explanation that support designating these non-
quantified factors as important. In this case, you should also consider con-
ducting a threshold analysis to help decision makers and other users of the
analysis to understand the potential significance of these factors to the
overall analysis.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis5

Cost-effectiveness analysis can provide a rigorous way to identify op-
tions that achieve the most effective use of the resources available without
requiring monetization of all of relevant benefits or costs. Generally, cost-
effectiveness analysis is designed to compare a set of regulatory actions with
the same primary outcome (e.g., an increase in the acres of wetlands pro-
tected) or multiple outcomes that can be integrated into a single numerical
index (e.g., units of health improvement).

Cost-effectiveness results based on averages need to be treated with
great care. They suffer from the same drawbacks as benefit–cost ratios. The
alternative that exhibits the smallest cost-effectiveness ratio may not be the
best option, just as the alternative with the highest benefit–cost ratio is not
always the one that maximizes net benefits. Incremental cost-effectiveness

5For a full discussion of CEA, see Gold, ML, Siegel, JE, Russell, LB, and Weinstein, MC
(1996), Cost Effectiveness in Health and Medicine: The Report of the Panel on Cost-Effec-
tiveness in Health and Medicine, Oxford University Press, New York.
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analysis (discussed below) can help to avoid mistakes that can occur when
policy choices are based on average cost-effectiveness.

CEA can also be misleading when the “effectiveness” measure does not
appropriately weight the consequences of the alternatives. For example,
when effectiveness is measured in tons of reduced pollutant emissions, cost-
effectiveness estimates will be misleading unless the reduced emissions of
diverse pollutants result in the same health and environmental benefits.

When you have identified a range of alternatives (e.g., different levels of
stringency), you should determine the cost-effectiveness of each option com-
pared with the baseline as well as its incremental cost-effectiveness com-
pared with successively more stringent requirements. Ideally, your CEA
would present an array of cost-effectiveness estimates that would allow
comparison across different alternatives. However, analyzing all possible
combinations is not practical when there are many options (including pos-
sible interaction effects). In these cases, you should use your judgment to
choose reasonable alternatives for careful consideration.

When constructing and comparing incremental cost-effectiveness ra-
tios, you should be careful to determine whether the various alternatives are
mutually exclusive or whether they can be combined. If they can be com-
bined, you should consider which might be favored under different regula-
tory budget constraints (implicit or explicit). You should also make sure
that inferior alternatives identified by the principles of strong and weak
dominance are eliminated from consideration.6

The value of CEA is enhanced when there is consistency in the analysis
across a diverse set of possible regulatory actions. To achieve consistency,
you need to carefully construct the two key components of any CEA: the
cost and the “effectiveness” or performance measures for the alternative
policy options.

With regard to measuring costs, you should be sure to include all the
relevant costs to society B whether public or private. Rulemakings may also
yield cost savings (e.g., energy savings associated with new technologies).
The numerator in the cost-effectiveness ratio should reflect net costs, de-
fined as the gross cost incurred to comply with the requirements (sometimes
called “total” costs) minus any cost savings. You should be careful to avoid
double-counting effects in both the numerator and the denominator of the
cost-effectiveness ratios. For example, it would be incorrect to reduce gross

6Gold ML, Siegel JE, Russell LB, and Weinstein MC (1996), Cost Effectiveness in Health
and Medicine: The Report of the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine, Oxford
University Press, New York, pp. 284–285.
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costs by an estimated monetary value on life extension if life-years are
already used as the effectiveness measure in the denominator.

In constructing measures of “effectiveness”, final outcomes, such as
lives saved or life-years saved, are preferred to measures of intermediate
outputs, such as tons of pollution reduced, crashes avoided, or cases of
disease avoided. Where the quality of the measured unit varies (e.g., acres
of wetlands vary substantially in terms of their ecological benefits), it is
important that the measure capture the variability in the value of the se-
lected “outcome” measure. You should provide an explanation of your
choice of effectiveness measure.

Where regulation may yield several different beneficial outcomes, a
cost-effectiveness comparison becomes more difficult to interpret because
there is more than one measure of effectiveness to incorporate in the analy-
sis. To arrive at a single measure you will need to weight the value of
disparate benefit categories, but this computation raises some of the same
difficulties you will encounter in BCA. If you can assign a reasonable mon-
etary value to all of the regulation’s different benefits, then you should do
so. But in this case, you will be doing BCA, not CEA.

When you can estimate the monetary value of some but not all of the
ancillary benefits of a regulation, but cannot assign a monetary value to the
primary measure of effectiveness, you should subtract the monetary esti-
mate of the ancillary benefits from the gross cost estimate to yield an
estimated net cost. (This net cost estimate for the rule may turn out to be
negative—that is, the monetized benefits exceed the cost of the rule.) If you
are unable to estimate the value of some of the ancillary benefits, the cost-
effectiveness ratio will be overstated, and this should be acknowledged in
your analysis. CEA does not yield an unambiguous choice when there are
benefits or costs that have not been incorporated in the net-cost estimates.
You also may use CEA to compare regulatory alternatives in cases where
the statute specifies the level of benefits to be achieved.

The Effectiveness Metric for Public Health and Safety Rulemakings

When CEA is applied to public health and safety rulemakings, one or
more measures of effectiveness must be selected that permits comparison of
regulatory alternatives. Agencies currently use a variety of effectiveness
measures.

There are relatively simple measures such as the number of lives saved,
cases of cancer reduced, and cases of paraplegia prevented. Sometimes these
measures account only for mortality information, such as the number of
lives saved and the number of years of life saved. There are also more
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comprehensive, integrated measures of effectiveness such as the number of
“equivalent lives” (ELs) saved and the number of “quality-adjusted life
years” (QALYs) saved.

The main advantage of the integrated measures of effectiveness is that
they account for a rule’s impact on morbidity (nonfatal illness, injury,
impairment and quality of life) as well as premature death. The inclusion
of morbidity effects is important because (a) some illnesses (e.g., asthma)
cause more instances of pain and suffering than they do premature death,
(b) some population groups are known to experience elevated rates of
morbidity (e.g, the elderly and the poor) and thus have a strong interest in
morbidity measurement7, and (c) some regulatory alternatives may be
more effective at preventing morbidity than premature death (e.g., some
advanced airbag designs may diminish the nonfatal injuries caused by
airbag inflation without changing the frequency of fatal injury prevented
by airbags).

However, the main drawback of these integrated measures is that they
must meet some restrictive assumptions to represent a valid measure of
individual preferences.8 For example, a QALY measure implicitly assumes
that the fraction of remaining lifespan an individual would give up for an
improvement in health-related quality of life does not depend on the re-
maining lifespan. Thus, if an individual is willing to give up 10 years of life
among 50 remaining years for a given health improvement, he or she would
also be willing to give up 1 year of life among 5 remaining years. To the
extent that individual preferences deviate from these assumptions, analytic
results from CEA using QALYs could differ from analytic results based on
willingness-to-pay-measures.9 Though willingness to pay is generally the
preferred economic method for evaluating preferences, the CEA method, as
applied in medicine and health, does not evaluate health changes using
individual willingness to pay. When performing CEA, you should consider
using at least one integrated measure of effectiveness when a rule creates a
significant impact on both mortality and morbidity.

When CEA is performed in specific rulemaking contexts, you should be
prepared to make appropriate adjustments to ensure fair treatment of all
segments of the population. Fairness is important in the choice and execu-
tion of effectiveness measures. For example, if QALYs are used to evaluate
a lifesaving rule aimed at a population that happens to experience a high

7Russell LB and Sisk JE (2000), “Modeling Age Differences in Cost Effectiveness Analysis”,
International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care, 16(4), 1158–1167.

8Pliskin JS, Shepard DS, and Weinstein MC (1980), “Utility Functions for Life Years and
Health Status,” Operations Research, 28(1), 206–224.

9Hammitt JK (2002), “QALYs Versus WTP,” Risk Analysis, 22(5), pp. 985–1002.
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rate of disability (i.e., where the rule is not designed to affect the disability),
the number of life years saved should not necessarily be diminished simply
because the rule saves the lives of people with life-shortening disabilities.
Both analytic simplicity and fairness suggest that the estimated number of
life years saved for the disabled population should be based on average life
expectancy information for the relevant age cohorts. More generally, when
numeric adjustments are made for life expectancy or quality of life, analysts
should prefer use of population averages rather than information derived
from subgroups dominated by a particular demographic or income group.

OMB does not require agencies to use any specific measure of effective-
ness. In fact, OMB encourages agencies to report results with multiple
measures of effectiveness that offer different insights and perspectives. The
regulatory analysis should explain which measures were selected and why,
and how they were implemented.

The analytic discretion provided in choice of effectiveness measure will
create some inconsistency in how agencies evaluate the same injuries and
diseases, and it will be difficult for OMB and the public to draw meaningful
comparisons between rulemakings that employ different effectiveness mea-
sures. As a result, agencies should use their web site to provide OMB and
the public with the underlying data, including mortality and morbidity
data, the age distribution of the affected populations, and the severity and
duration of disease conditions and trauma, so that OMB and the public can
construct apples-to-apples comparisons between rulemakings that employ
different measures.

There are sensitive technical and ethical issues associated with choosing
one or more of these integrated measures for use throughout the Federal
government. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) may assemble a panel of
specialists in cost-effectiveness analysis and bioethics to evaluate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of these different measures and other measures
that have been suggested in the academic literature. OMB believes that the
IOM guidance will provide Federal agencies and OMB useful insight into
how to improve the measurement of effectiveness of public health and
safety regulations.

Distributional Effects

Those who bear the costs of a regulation and those who enjoy its
benefits often are not the same people. The term “distributional effect”
refers to the impact of a regulatory action across the population and
economy, divided up in various ways (e.g., income groups, race, sex, indus-
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trial sector, geography). Benefits and costs of a regulation may also be
distributed unevenly over time, perhaps spanning several generations. Dis-
tributional effects may arise through “transfer payments” that stem from a
regulatory action as well. For example, the revenue collected through a fee,
surcharge in excess of the cost of services provided, or tax is a transfer
payment.

Your regulatory analysis should provide a separate description of dis-
tributional effects (i.e., how both benefits and costs are distributed among
sub-populations of particular concern) so that decision makers can prop-
erly consider them along with the effects on economic efficiency. Execu-
tive Order 12866 authorizes this approach. Where distributive effects are
thought to be important, the effects of various regulatory alternatives
should be described quantitatively to the extent possible, including the
magnitude, likelihood, and severity of impacts on particular groups. You
should be alert for situations in which regulatory alternatives result in
significant changes in treatment or outcomes for different groups. Effects
on the distribution of income that are transmitted through changes in mar-
ket prices can be important, albeit sometimes difficult to assess. Your
analysis should also present information on the streams of benefits and
costs over time in order to provide a basis for assessing intertemporal
distributional consequences, particularly where intergenerational effects
are concerned.

E. Identifying and Measuring Benefits and Costs

This Section provides guidelines for your preparation of the benefit and
cost estimates required by Executive Order 12866 and the “Regulatory
Right-to-Know Act.” The discussions in previous sections will help you
identify a workable number of alternatives for consideration in your analy-
sis and an appropriate analytical approach to use.

General Issues

1. Scope of Analysis

Your analysis should focus on benefits and costs that accrue to citizens
and residents of the United States. Where you choose to evaluate a regula-
tion that is likely to have effects beyond the borders of the United States,
these effects should be reported separately. The time frame for your analy-
sis should cover a period long enough to encompass all the important
benefits and costs likely to result from the rule.
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2. Developing a Baseline

You need to measure the benefits and costs of a rule against a baseline.
This baseline should be the best assessment of the way the world would
look absent the proposed action. The choice of an appropriate baseline may
require consideration of a wide range of potential factors, including:

• evolution of the market,
• changes in external factors affecting expected benefits and costs,
• changes in regulations promulgated by the agency or other govern-

ment entities, and
• the degree of compliance by regulated entities with other regulations.

It may be reasonable to forecast that the world absent the regulation
will resemble the present. If this is the case, however, your baseline should
reflect the future effect of current government programs and policies. For
review of an existing regulation, a baseline assuming “no change” in the
regulatory program generally provides an appropriate basis for evaluating
regulatory alternatives. When more than one baseline is reasonable and the
choice of baseline will significantly affect estimated benefits and costs, you
should consider measuring benefits and costs against alternative baselines.
In doing so you can analyze the effects on benefits and costs of making
different assumptions about other agencies’ regulations, or the degree of
compliance with your own existing rules. In all cases, you must evaluate
benefits and costs against the same baseline. You should also discuss the
reasonableness of the baselines used in the sensitivity analyses. For each
baseline you use, you should identify the key uncertainties in your forecast.

EPA’s 1998 final PCB disposal rule provides a good example of using
different baselines. EPA used several alternative baselines, each reflecting a
different interpretation of existing regulatory requirements. In particular,
one baseline reflected a literal interpretation of EPA’s 1979 rule and an-
other the actual implementation of that rule in the year immediately preced-
ing the 1998 revision. The use of multiple baselines illustrated the substan-
tial effect changes in EPA’s implementation policy could have on the cost of
a regulatory program. In the years after EPA adopted the 1979 PCB dis-
posal rule, changes in EPA policy—especially allowing the disposal of auto-
mobile “shredder fluff” in municipal landfills—reduced the cost of the
program by more than $500 million per year.

In some cases, substantial portions of a rule may simply restate statu-
tory requirements that would be self-implementing, even in the absence of
the regulatory action. In these cases, you should use a pre-statute baseline.
If you are able to separate out those areas where the agency has discretion,
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you may also use a post-statute baseline to evaluate the discretionary ele-
ments of the action.

3. Evaluation of Alternatives

You should describe the alternatives available to you and the reasons
for choosing one alternative over another. As noted previously, alternatives
that rely on incentives and offer increased flexibility are often more cost-
effective than more prescriptive approaches. For instance, user fees and
information dissemination may be good alternatives to direct command-
and-control regulation. Within a command-and-control regulatory pro-
gram, performance-based standards generally offer advantages over stan-
dards specifying design, behavior, or manner of compliance.

You should carefully consider all appropriate alternatives for the key
attributes or provisions of the rule. The previous discussion outlines ex-
amples of appropriate alternatives. Where there is a “continuum” of alter-
natives for a standard (such as the level of stringency), you generally should
analyze at least three options: the preferred option; a more stringent option
that achieves additional benefits (and presumably costs more) beyond those
realized by the preferred option; and a less stringent option that costs less
(and presumably generates fewer benefits) than the preferred option.

You should choose reasonable alternatives deserving careful consider-
ation. In some cases, a regulatory program will focus on an option that is
near or at the limit of technical feasibility. In this case, the analysis would
not need to examine a more stringent option. For each of the options
analyzed, you should compare the anticipated benefits to the corresponding
costs.

It is not adequate simply to report a comparison of the agency’s pre-
ferred option to the chosen baseline. Whenever you report the benefits and
costs of alternative options, you should present both total and incremental
benefits and costs. You should present incremental benefits and costs as
differences from the corresponding estimates associated with the next less-
stringent alternative.10 It is important to emphasize that incremental effects
are simply differences between successively more stringent alternatives.

10For the least stringent alternative, you should estimate the incremental benefits and costs
relative to the baseline. Thus, for this alternative, the incremental effects would be the same as
the corresponding totals. For each alternative that is more stringent than the least stringent
alternative, you should estimate the incremental benefits and costs relative to the closest less-
stringent alternative.
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Results involving a comparison to a “next best” alternative may be espe-
cially useful.

In some cases, you may decide to analyze a wide array of options. In
1998, DOE analyzed a large number of options in setting new energy
efficiency standards for refrigerators and freezers and produced a rich
amount of information on their relative effects. This analysis—examining
more than 20 alternative performance standards for one class of refrigera-
tors with top-mounted freezers—enabled DOE to select an option that
produced $200 more in estimated net benefits per refrigerator than the least
attractive option.

You should analyze the benefits and costs of different regulatory provi-
sions separately when a rule includes a number of distinct provisions. If the
existence of one provision affects the benefits or costs arising from another
provision, the analysis becomes more complicated, but the need to examine
provisions separately remains. In this case, you should evaluate each spe-
cific provision by determining the net benefits of the proposed regulation
with and without it.

Analyzing all possible combinations of provisions is impractical if the
number is large and interaction effects are widespread. You need to use
judgment to select the most significant or relevant provisions for such
analysis. You are expected to document all of the alternatives that were
considered in a list or table and which were selected for emphasis in the
main analysis.

You should also discuss the statutory requirements that affect the selec-
tion of regulatory approaches. If legal constraints prevent the selection of a
regulatory action that best satisfies the philosophy and principles of Execu-
tive Order 12866, you should identify these constraints and estimate their
opportunity cost. Such information may be useful to Congress under the
Regulatory Right-to-Know Act.

4. Transparency and Reproducibility of Results

Because of its influential nature and its special role in the rulemaking
process, it is appropriate to set minimum quality standards for regulatory
analysis. You should provide documentation that the analysis is based on
the best reasonably obtainable scientific, technical, and economic informa-
tion available. To achieve this, you should rely on peer-reviewed literature,
where available, and provide the source for all original information.

A good analysis should be transparent and your results must be repro-
ducible. You should clearly set out the basic assumptions, methods, and
data underlying the analysis and discuss the uncertainties associated with
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the estimates. A qualified third party reading the analysis should be able to
understand the basic elements of your analysis and the way in which you
developed your estimates.

To provide greater access to your analysis, you should generally post it,
with all the supporting documents, on the internet so the public can review
the findings. You should also disclose the use of outside consultants, their
qualifications, and history of contracts and employment with the agency
(e.g., in a preface to the RIA). Where other compelling interests (such as
privacy, intellectual property, trade secrets, etc.) prevent the public release
of data or key elements of the analysis, you should apply especially rigorous
robustness checks to analytic results and document the analytical checks
used.

Finally, you should assure compliance with the Information Quality
Guidelines for your agency and OMB’s “Guidelines for Ensuring and Maxi-
mizing the Quality, Objectivity, Utility, and Integrity of Information Dis-
seminated by Federal Agencies” (“data quality guidelines”) http://www.
whitehouse.gov/omb/fedreg/reproducible.html.

Developing Benefit and Cost Estimates

1. Some General Considerations

The analysis document should discuss the expected benefits and costs
of the selected regulatory option and any reasonable alternatives. How is
the proposed action expected to provide the anticipated benefits and costs?
What are the monetized values of the potential real incremental benefits
and costs to society? To present your results, you should:

• include separate schedules of the monetized benefits and costs that
show the type and timing of benefits and costs, and express the
estimates in this table in constant, undiscounted dollars (for more on
discounting see “Discount Rates” below);

• list the benefits and costs you can quantify, but cannot monetize,
including their timing;

• describe benefits and costs you cannot quantify; and
• identify or cross-reference the data or studies on which you base the

benefit and cost estimates.

When benefit and cost estimates are uncertain (for more on this see
“Treatment of Uncertainty” below), you should report benefit and cost
estimates (including benefits of risk reductions) that reflect the full prob-
ability distribution of potential consequences. Where possible, present prob-
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ability distributions of benefits and costs and include the upper and lower
bound estimates as complements to central tendency and other estimates.

If fundamental scientific disagreement or lack of knowledge prevents
construction of a scientifically defensible probability distribution, you
should describe benefits or costs under plausible scenarios and character-
ize the evidence and assumptions underlying each alternative scenario.

2. The Key Concepts Needed to Estimate Benefits and Costs

“Opportunity cost” is the appropriate concept for valuing both ben-
efits and costs. The principle of “willingness-to-pay” (WTP) captures the
notion of opportunity cost by measuring what individuals are willing to
forgo to enjoy a particular benefit. In general, economists tend to view
WTP as the most appropriate measure of opportunity cost, but an in-
dividual’s “willingness-to-accept” (WTA) compensation for not receiving
the improvement can also provide a valid measure of opportunity cost.

WTP and WTA are comparable measures under special circumstances.
WTP and WTA measures may be comparable in the following situations: if
a regulation affects a price change rather than a quantity change; the change
being evaluated is small; there are reasonably close substitutes available;
and the income effect is small.11 However, empirical evidence from experi-
mental economics and psychology shows that even when income/wealth
effects are “small”, the measured differences between WTP and WTA can
be large.12 WTP is generally considered to be more readily measurable.
Adoption of WTP as the measure of value implies that individual prefer-
ences of the affected population should be a guiding factor in the regulatory
analysis.

Market prices provide rich data for estimating benefits and costs based
on willingness-to-pay if the goods and services affected by the regulation
are traded in well-functioning competitive markets. The opportunity cost of
an alternative includes the value of the benefits forgone as a result of
choosing that alternative. The opportunity cost of banning a product—a
drug, food additive, or hazardous chemical—is the forgone net benefit (i.e.,

11See Hanemann WM (1991), American Economic Review, 81(3), 635–647.
12See Kahneman D, Knetsch JL, and Thaler RH (1991), “Anomalies: The Endowment

Effect, Loss Aversion, and Status Quo Bias,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 3(1), 192–
206.
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lost consumer and producer surplus13) of that product, taking into account
the mitigating effects of potential substitutes.

The use of any resource has an opportunity cost regardless of whether
the resource is already owned or has to be purchased. That opportunity
cost is equal to the net benefit the resource would have provided in the
absence of the requirement. For example, if regulation of an industrial plant
affects the use of additional land or buildings within the existing plant
boundary, the cost analysis should include the opportunity cost of using the
additional land or facilities.

To the extent possible, you should monetize any such forgone benefits
and add them to the other costs of that alternative. You should also try to
monetize any cost savings as a result of an alternative and either add it to
the benefits or subtract it from the costs of that alternative. However, you
should not assume that the “avoided” costs of not doing another regulatory
alternative represent the benefits of a regulatory action where there is no
direct, necessary relationship between the two. You should also be careful
when the costs avoided are attributable to an existing regulation. Even
when there is a direct relationship between the two regulatory actions, the
use of avoided costs is problematic because the existing regulation may not
maximize net benefits and thus may itself be questionable policy. (See the
section, “Direct Use of Market Data,” for more detail.)

Estimating benefits and costs when market prices are hard to measure
or markets do not exist is more difficult. In these cases, you need to develop
appropriate proxies that simulate market exchange. Estimates of willing-
ness-to-pay based on revealed preference methods can be quite useful. As
one example, analysts sometimes use “hedonic price equations” based on
multiple regression analysis of market behavior to simulate market prices
for the commodity of interest. The hedonic technique allows analysts to
develop an estimate of the price for specific attributes associated with a
product. For instance, a house is a product characterized by a variety of
attributes including the number of rooms, total floor area, and type of
heating and cooling. If there are enough data on transactions in the housing

13Consumer surplus is the difference between what a consumer pays for a unit of a good
and the maximum amount the consumer would be willing to pay for that unit. It is measured
by the area between the price and the demand curve for that unit. Producer surplus is the
difference between the amount a producer is paid for a unit of a good and the minimum
amount the producer would accept to supply that unit. It is measured by the area between the
price and the supply curve for that unit.
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market, it is possible to develop an estimate of the implicit price for specific
attributes, such as the implicit price of an additional bathroom or for
central air conditioning. This technique can be extended, as well, to develop
an estimate for the implicit price of public goods that are not directly traded
in markets. An analyst can develop implicit price estimates for public goods
like air quality and access to public parks by assessing the effects of these
goods on the housing market. Going through the analytical process of
deriving benefit estimates by simulating markets may also suggest alterna-
tive regulatory strategies that create such markets.

You need to guard against double-counting, since some attributes are
embedded in other broader measures. To illustrate, when a regulation im-
proves the quality of the environment in a community, the value of real
estate in the community generally rises to reflect the greater attractiveness
of living in a better environment. Simply adding the increase in property
values to the estimated value of improved public health would be double
counting if the increase in property values reflects the improvement in
public health. To avoid this problem you should separate the embedded
effects on the value of property arising from improved public health. At the
same time, an analysis that fails to incorporate the consequence of land use
changes when accounting for costs will not capture the full effects of
regulation.

3. Revealed Preference Methods

Revealed preference methods develop estimates of the value of goods
and services—or attributes of those goods and services—based on actual
market decisions by consumers, workers and other market participants. If
the market participant is well informed and confronted with a real choice,
it may be feasible to determine accurately and precisely the monetary value
needed for a rulemaking. There is a large and well-developed literature on
revealed preference in the peer-reviewed, applied economics literature.

Although these methods are well grounded in economic theory, they
are sometimes difficult to implement given the complexity of market trans-
actions and the paucity of relevant data. When designing or evaluating a
revealed preference study, the following principles should be considered:

• the market should be competitive. If the market isn’t competitive
(e.g., monopoly, oligopoly), then you should consider making adjust-
ments such that the price reflects the true value to society (often
called the “shadow price”);

• the market should not exhibit a significant information gap or asym-
metric information problem. If the market suffers from information
problems, then you should discuss the divergence of the price from
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the underlying shadow price and consider possible adjustments to
reflect the underlying shadow price;

• the market should not exhibit an externality. In this case, you should
discuss the divergence of the price from the underlying shadow price
and consider possible adjustments to reflect the underlying shadow
price;

• the specific market participants being studied should be representa-
tive of the target populations to be affected by the rulemaking under
consideration;

• a valid research design and framework for analysis should be
adopted. Examples include using data and/or model specifications
that include the markets for substitute and complementary goods
and services and using reasonably unrestricted functional forms.
When specifying substitute and complementary goods, the analysis
should preferably be based on data about the range of alternatives
perceived by market participants. If such data are not available, you
should adopt plausible assumptions and describe the limitations of
the analysis.

• the statistical and econometric models employed should be appropri-
ate for the application and the resulting estimates should be robust in
response to plausible changes in model specification and estimation
technique; and

• the results should be consistent with economic theory.

You should also determine whether there are multiple revealed-prefer-
ence studies of the same good or service and whether anything can be
learned by comparing the methods, data and findings from different stud-
ies. Professional judgment is required to determine whether a particular
study is of sufficient quality to justify use in regulatory analysis. When
studies are used in regulatory analysis despite their technical weaknesses
(e.g., due to the absence of other evidence), the regulatory analysis should
discuss any biases or uncertainties that are likely to arise due to those
weaknesses. If a study has major weaknesses, the study should not be used
in regulatory analysis.

a. Direct Uses of Market Data

Economists ordinarily consider market prices as the most accurate mea-
sure of the marginal value of goods and services to society. In some in-
stances, however, market prices may not reflect the true value of goods and
services due to market imperfections or government intervention. If a regu-
lation involves changes to goods or services where the market price is not a
good measure of the value to society, you should use an estimate that
reflects the shadow price. Suppose a particular air pollutant damages crops.
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One of the benefits of controlling that pollutant is the value of the crop
yield increase as a result of the controls. That value is typically measured by
the price of the crop. However, if the price is held above the market price by
a government program that affects supply, a value estimate based on this
price may not reflect the true benefits of controlling the pollutant. In this
case, you should calculate the value to society of the increase in crop yields
by estimating the shadow price, which reflects the value to society of the
marginal use of the crop. If the marginal use is for exports, you should use
the world price. If the marginal use is to add to very large surplus stock-
piles, you should use the value of the last units released from storage minus
storage cost. If stockpiles are large and growing, the shadow price may be
low or even negative.

Other goods whose market prices may not reflect their true value in-
clude those whose production or consumption results in substantial (1) posi-
tive or negative external effects or (2) transfer payments. For example, the
observed market price of gasoline may not reflect marginal social value due
to the inclusion of taxes, other government interventions, and negative
externalities (e.g., pollution). This shadow price may also be needed for
goods whose market price is substantially affected by existing regulations
that do not maximize net benefits.

b. Indirect Uses of Market Data

Many goods or attributes of goods that are affected by regulation—
such as preserving environmental or cultural amenities—are not traded
directly in markets. The value for these goods or attributes arise both from
use and non-use. Estimation of these values is difficult because of the ab-
sence of an organized market. However, overlooking or ignoring these
values in your regulatory analysis may significantly understate the benefits
and/or costs of regulatory action.

“Use values” arise where an individual derives satisfaction from using
the resource, either now or in the future. Use values are associated with
activities such as swimming, hunting, and hiking where the individual makes
use of the natural environment.

“Non-use values” arise where an individual places value on a resource,
good or service even though the individual will not use the resource, now or
in the future. Non-use value includes bequest and existence values.

General altruism for the health and welfare of others is a closely related
concept but may not be strictly considered a “non-use” value.14 A general

14See McConnell KE (1997), Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 32,
22–37.
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concern for the welfare of others should supplement benefits and costs
equally; hence, it is not necessary to measure the size of general altruism in
regulatory analysis. If there is evidence of selective altruism, it needs to be
considered specifically in both benefits and costs.

Some goods and services are indirectly traded in markets, which means
that their value is reflected in the prices of related goods and services that
are directly traded in markets. Their use values are typically estimated
through revealed preference methods. Examples include estimates of the
values of environmental amenities derived from travel-cost studies, and
hedonic price models that measure differences or changes in the value of
real estate. It is important that you utilize revealed preference models that
adhere to economic criteria that are consistent with utility maximizing
behavior. Also, you should take particular care in designing protocols for
reliably estimating the values of these attributes.

4. Stated Preference Methods

Stated Preference Methods (SPM) have been developed and used in the
peer-reviewed literature to estimate both “use” and “non-use” values of
goods and services. They have also been widely used in regulatory analyses
by Federal agencies, in part, because these methods can be creatively em-
ployed to address a wide variety of goods and services that are not easy to
study through revealed preference methods.

The distinguishing feature of these methods is that hypothetical ques-
tions about use or non-use values are posed to survey respondents in order
to obtain willingness-to-pay estimates relevant to benefit or cost estimation.
Some examples of SPM include contingent valuation, conjoint analysis and
risk-tradeoff analysis. The surveys used to obtain the health-utility values
used in CEA are similar to stated-preference surveys but do not entail
monetary measurement of value. Nevertheless, the principles governing
quality stated-preference research, with some obvious exceptions involving
monetization, are also relevant in designing quality health-utility research.

When you are designing or evaluating a stated-preference study, the
following principles should be considered:

• the good or service being evaluated should be explained to the re-
spondent in a clear, complete and objective fashion, and the survey
instrument should be pre-tested;

• willingness-to-pay questions should be designed to focus the respon-
dent on the reality of budgetary limitations and alerted to the avail-
ability of substitute goods and alternative expenditure options;

• the survey instrument should be designed to probe beyond general
attitudes (e.g., a “warm glow” effect for a particular use or non-use
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value) and focus on the magnitude of the respondent’s economic
valuation;

• the analytic results should be consistent with economic theory using
both “internal” (within respondent) and “external” (between re-
spondent) scope tests such as the willingness to pay is larger (smaller)
when more (less) of a good is provided;

• the subjects being interviewed should be selected/sampled in a statis-
tically appropriate manner. The sample frame should adequately
cover the target population. The sample should be drawn using prob-
ability methods in order to generalize the results to the target popu-
lation;

• response rates should be as high as reasonably possible. Best survey
practices should be followed to achieve high response rates. Low
response rates increase the potential for bias and raise concerns about
the generalizability of the results. If response rates are not adequate,
you should conduct an analysis of non-response bias or further study.
Caution should be used in assessing the representativeness of the
sample based solely on demographic profiles. Statistical adjustments
to reduce non-response bias should be undertaken whenever feasible
and appropriate;

• the mode of administration of surveys (in-person, phone, mail, com-
puter, internet or multiple modes ) should be appropriate in light of
the nature of the questions being posed to respondents and the length
and complexity of the instrument;

• documentation should be provided about the target population, the
sampling frame used and its coverage of the target population, the
design of the sample including any stratification or clustering, the
cumulative response rate (including response rate at each stage of
selection if applicable); the item non-response rate for critical ques-
tions; the exact wording and sequence of questions and other infor-
mation provided to respondents; and the training of interviewers and
techniques they employed (as appropriate);

• the statistical and econometric methods used to analyze the collected
data should be transparent, well suited for the analysis, and applied
with rigor and care.

Professional judgment is necessary to apply these criteria to one or
more studies, and thus there is no mechanical formula that can be used to
determine whether a particular study is of sufficient quality to justify use in
regulatory analysis. When studies are used despite having weaknesses on
one or more of these criteria, those weaknesses should be acknowledged in
the regulatory analysis, including any resulting biases or uncertainties that
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are likely to result. If a study has too many weaknesses with unknown
consequences for the quality of the data, the study should not be used.

The challenge in designing quality stated-preference studies is arguably
greater for non-use values and unfamiliar use values than for familiar goods
or services that are traded (directly or indirectly) in market transactions.
The good being valued may have little meaning to respondents, and respon-
dents may be forming their valuations for the first time in response to the
questions posed. Since these values are effectively constructed by the re-
spondent during the elicitation, the instrument and mode of administration
should be rigorously pre-tested to make sure that responses are not simply
an artifact of specific features of instrument design and/or mode of admin-
istration.

Since SPM generate data from respondents in a hypothetical setting,
often on complex and unfamiliar goods, special care is demanded in the
design and execution of surveys, analysis of the results, and characteriza-
tion of the uncertainties. A stated-preference study may be the only way to
obtain quantitative information about non-use values, though a number
based on a poor quality study is not necessarily superior to no number at
all. Non-use values that are not quantified should be presented as an “in-
tangible” benefit or cost.

If both revealed-preference and stated-preference studies that are di-
rectly applicable to regulatory analysis are available, you should consider
both kinds of evidence and compare the findings. If the results diverge
significantly, you should compare the overall size and quality of the two
bodies of evidence. Other things equal, you should prefer revealed prefer-
ence data over stated preference data because revealed preference data are
based on actual decisions, where market participants enjoy or suffer the
consequences of their decisions. This is not generally the case for respon-
dents in stated preference surveys, where respondents may not have suffi-
cient incentives to offer thoughtful responses that are more consistent with
their preferences or may be inclined to bias their responses for one reason
or another.

5. Benefit-Transfer Methods

It is often preferable to collect original data on revealed preference or
stated preference to support regulatory analysis. Yet conducting an original
study may not be feasible due to the time and expense involved. One
alternative to conducting an original study is the use of “benefit transfer”
methods. (The transfer may involve cost determination as well). The prac-
tice of “benefit transfer” began with transferring existing estimates ob-
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tained from indirect market and stated preference studies to new contexts
(i.e., the context posed by the rulemaking). The principles that guide trans-
ferring estimates from indirect market and stated preference studies should
apply to direct market studies as well.

Although benefit-transfer can provide a quick, low-cost approach for
obtaining desired monetary values, the methods are often associated with
uncertainties and potential biases of unknown magnitude. It should there-
fore be treated as a last-resort option and not used without explicit justifi-
cation.

In conducting benefit transfer, the first step is to specify the value to be
estimated for the rulemaking. You should identify the relevant measure of
the policy change at this initial stage. For instance, you can derive the
relevant willingness-to-pay measure by specifying an indirect utility func-
tion. This identification allows you to “zero in” on key aspects of the
benefit transfer.

The next step is to identify appropriate studies to conduct benefit transfer.
In selecting transfer studies for either point transfers or function transfers,
you should base your choices on the following criteria:

• The selected studies should be based on adequate data, sound and
defensible empirical methods and techniques.

• The selected studies should document parameter estimates of the
valuation function.

• The study context and policy context should have similar popula-
tions (e.g., demographic characteristics). The market size (e.g., target
population) between the study site and the policy site should be
similar. For example, a study valuing water quality improvement in
Rhode Island should not be used to value policy that will affect water
quality throughout the United States.

• The good, and the magnitude of change in that good, should be
similar in the study and policy contexts.

• The relevant characteristics of the study and the policy contexts
should be similar. For example, the effects examined in the original
study should be “reversible” or “irreversible” to a degree that is
similar to the regulatory actions under consideration.

• The distribution of property rights should be similar so that the
analysis uses the same welfare measure. If the property rights in the
study context support the use of WTA measures while the rights in
the rulemaking context support the use of WTP measures, benefit
transfer is not appropriate.

• The availability of substitutes across study and policy contexts should
be similar.
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If you can choose between transferring a function or a point estimate,
you should transfer the entire demand function (referred to as benefit func-
tion transfer) rather than adopting a single point estimate (referred to as
benefit point transfer).15

Finally, you should not use benefit transfer in estimating benefits if:

• resources are unique or have unique attributes. For example, if a
policy change affects snowmobile use in Yellowstone National Park,
then a study valuing snowmobile use in the state of Michigan should
not be used to value changes in snowmobile use in the Yellowstone
National Park.

• If the study examines a resource that is unique or has unique at-
tributes, you should not transfer benefit estimates or benefit func-
tions to value a different resource and vice versa. For example, if a
study values visibility improvements at the Grand Canyon, these
results should not be used to value visibility improvements in urban
areas.

• There are significant problems with applying an “ex ante” valuation
estimate to an “ex post” policy context. If a policy yields a significant
change in the attributes of the good, you should not use the study
estimates to value the change using a benefit transfer approach.

• You also should not use a value developed from a study involving,
small marginal changes in a policy context involving large changes in
the quantity of the good.

Clearly, all of these criteria are difficult to meet. However, you should
attempt to satisfy as many as possible when choosing studies from the
existing economic literature. Professional judgment is required in determin-
ing whether a particular transfer is too speculative to use in regulatory
analysis.

6. Ancillary Benefits and Countervailing Risks

Your analysis should look beyond the direct benefits and direct costs of
your rulemaking and consider any important ancillary benefits and counter-
vailing risks. An ancillary benefit is a favorable impact of the rule that is
typically unrelated or secondary to the statutory purpose of the rulemaking
(e.g., reduced refinery emissions due to more stringent fuel economy stan-
dards for light trucks) while a countervailing risk is an adverse economic,

15See Loomis JB (1992), Water Resources Research, 28(3), 701–705 and Kirchoff, S, Colby,
BG, and LaFrance, JT (1997), Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 33,
75–93.
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health, safety, or environmental consequence that occurs due to a rule and
is not already accounted for in the direct cost of the rule (e.g., adverse safety
impacts from more stringent fuel-economy standards for light trucks).

You should begin by considering and perhaps listing the possible ancil-
lary benefits and countervailing risks. However, highly speculative or mi-
nor consequences may not be worth further formal analysis. Analytic prior-
ity should be given to those ancillary benefits and countervailing risks that
are important enough to potentially change the rank ordering of the main
alternatives in the analysis. In some cases the mere consideration of these
secondary effects may help in the generation of a superior regulatory alter-
native with strong ancillary benefits and fewer countervailing risks. For
instance, a recent study suggested that weight-based, fuel-economy stan-
dards could achieve energy savings with fewer safety risks and employment
losses than would occur under the current regulatory structure.

Like other benefits and costs, an effort should be made to quantify and
monetize ancillary benefits and countervailing risks. If monetization is not
feasible, quantification should be attempted through use of informative
physical units. If both monetization and quantification are not feasible,
then these issues should be presented as non-quantified benefits and costs.
The same standards of information and analysis quality that apply to direct
benefits and costs should be applied to ancillary benefits and countervailing
risks.

One way to combine ancillary benefits and countervailing risks is to
evaluate these effects separately and then put both of these effects on the
benefits side, not on the cost side. Although it is theoretically appropriate to
include disbenefits on the cost side, legal and programmatic considerations
generally support subtracting the disbenefits from direct benefits.

7. Methods for Treating Non-Monetized Benefits and Costs

Sound quantitative estimates of benefits and costs, where feasible, are
preferable to qualitative descriptions of benefits and costs because they help
decision makers understand the magnitudes of the effects of alternative
actions. However, some important benefits and costs (e.g., privacy protec-
tion) may be inherently too difficult to quantify or monetize given current
data and methods. You should carry out a careful evaluation of non-quantified
benefits and costs. Some authorities16 refer to these non-monetized and
non-quantified effects as “intangible”.

16Mishan EJ (1994), Cost-Benefit Analysis, fourth edition, Routledge, New York.
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a. Benefits and Costs that are Difficult to Monetize

You should monetize quantitative estimates whenever possible. Use
sound and defensible values or procedures to monetize benefits and costs,
and ensure that key analytical assumptions are defensible. If monetization
is impossible, explain why and present all available quantitative informa-
tion. For example, if you can quantify but cannot monetize increases in
water quality and fish populations resulting from water quality regulation,
you can describe benefits in terms of stream miles of improved water qual-
ity for boaters and increases in game fish populations for anglers. You
should describe the timing and likelihood of such effects and avoid double-
counting of benefits when estimates of monetized and physical effects are
mixed in the same analysis.

b. Benefits and Costs that are Difficult to Quantify

If you are not able to quantify the effects, you should present any
relevant quantitative information along with a description of the unquanti-
fied effects, such as ecological gains, improvements in quality of life, and
aesthetic beauty. You should provide a discussion of the strengths and
limitations of the qualitative information. This should include information
on the key reason(s) why they cannot be quantified. In one instance, you
may know with certainty the magnitude of a risk to which a substantial, but
unknown, number of individuals are exposed. In another instance, the
existence of a risk may be based on highly speculative assumptions, and the
magnitude of the risk may be unknown.

For cases in which the unquantified benefits or costs affect a policy
choice, you should provide a clear explanation of the rationale behind the
choice. Such an explanation could include detailed information on the
nature, timing, likelihood, location, and distribution of the unquantified
benefits and costs. Also, please include a summary table that lists all the
unquantified benefits and costs, and use your professional judgment to
highlight (e.g., with categories or rank ordering) those that you believe are
most important (e.g., by considering factors such as the degree of certainty,
expected magnitude, and reversibility of effects).

While the focus is often placed on difficult to quantify benefits of
regulatory action, some costs are difficult to quantify as well. Certain per-
mitting requirements (e.g., EPA’s New Source Review program) restrict the
decisions of production facilities to shift to new products and adopt innova-
tive methods of production. While these programs may impose substantial
costs on the economy, it is very difficult to quantify and monetize these
effects. Similarly, regulations that establish emission standards for recre-
ational vehicles, like motor bikes, may adversely affect the performance of
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the vehicles in terms of driveability and 0 to 60 miles per hour acceleration.
Again, the cost associated with the loss of these attributes may be difficult
to quantify and monetize. They need to be analyzed qualitatively.

8. Monetizing Health and Safety Benefits and Costs

We expect you to provide a benefit-cost analysis of major health and
safety rulemakings in addition to a CEA. The BCA provides additional
insight because (a) it provides some indication of what the public is willing
to pay for improvements in health and safety and (b) it offers additional
information on preferences for health using a different research design than
is used in CEA. Since the health-preference methods used to support CEA
and BCA have some different strengths and drawbacks, it is important that
you provide decision makers with both perspectives.

In monetizing health benefits, a WTP measure is the conceptually ap-
propriate measure as compared to other alternatives (e.g., cost of illness or
lifetime earnings), in part because it attempts to capture pain and suffering
and other quality-of-life effects. Using the WTP measure for health and
safety allows you to directly compare your results to the other benefits and
costs in your analysis, which will typically be based on WTP.

If well-conducted revealed-preference studies of relevant health and
safety risks are available, you should consider using them in developing
your monetary estimates. If appropriate revealed-preference data are not
available, you should use valid and relevant data from stated-preference
studies. You will need to use your professional judgment when you are
faced with limited information on revealed preference studies and substan-
tial information based on stated preference studies.

A key advantage of stated-preference and health-utility methods com-
pared to revealed preference methods is that they can be tailored to address
the ranges of probabilities, types of health risks and specific populations
affected by your rule. In many rulemakings there will be no relevant infor-
mation from revealed-preference studies. In this situation you should con-
sider commissioning a stated-preference study or using values from pub-
lished stated-preference studies. For the reasons discussed previously, you
should be cautious about using values from stated-preference studies and
describe in the analysis the drawbacks of this approach.

a. Nonfatal Health and Safety Risks

With regard to nonfatal health and safety risks, there is enormous
diversity in the nature and severity of impaired health states. A traumatic
injury that can be treated effectively in the emergency room without hospi-
talization or long-term care is different from a traumatic injury resulting in
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paraplegia. Severity differences are also important in evaluation of chronic
diseases. A severe bout of bronchitis, though perhaps less frequent, is far
more painful and debilitating than the more frequent bouts of mild bron-
chitis. The duration of an impaired health state, which can range from a
day or two to several years or even a lifetime (e.g., birth defects inducing
mental retardation), need to be considered carefully. Information on both
the severity and duration of an impaired health state is necessary before the
task of monetization can be performed.

When monetizing nonfatal health effects, it is important to consider
two components: (1) the private demand for prevention of the nonfatal
health effect, to be represented by the preferences of the target population
at risk, and (2) the net financial externalities associated with poor health
such as net changes in public medical costs and any net changes in economic
production that are not experienced by the target population. Revealed-
preference or stated-preference studies are necessary to estimate the private
demand; health economics data from published sources can typically be
used to estimate the financial externalities caused by changes in health
status. If you use literature values to monetize nonfatal health and safety
risks, it is important to make sure that the values you have selected are
appropriate for the severity and duration of health effects to be addressed
by your rule.

If data are not available to support monetization, you might consider
an alternative approach that makes use of health-utility studies. Although
the economics literature on the monetary valuation of impaired health
states is growing, there is a much larger clinical literature on how patients,
providers and community residents value diverse health states. This litera-
ture typically measures health utilities based on the standard gamble, the
time tradeoff or the rating scale methods. This health utility information
may be combined with known monetary values for well-defined health
states to estimate monetary values for a wide range of health states of
different severity and duration. If you use this approach, you should be
careful to acknowledge your assumptions and the limitations of your esti-
mates.

b. Fatality Risks

Since agencies often design health and safety regulation to reduce risks
to life, evaluation of these benefits can be the key part of the analysis. A
good analysis must present these benefits clearly and show their impor-
tance. Agencies may choose to monetize these benefits. The willingness-to-
pay approach is the best methodology to use if reductions in fatality risk are
monetized.
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Some describe the monetized value of small changes in fatality risk as
the “value of statistical life” (VSL) or, less precisely, the “value of a life.”
The latter phrase can be misleading because it suggests erroneously that the
monetization exercise tries to place a “value” on individual lives. You
should make clear that these terms refer to the measurement of willingness
to pay for reductions in only small risks of premature death. They have no
application to an identifiable individual or to very large reductions in indi-
vidual risks. They do not suggest that any individual’s life can be expressed
in monetary terms. Their sole purpose is to help describe better the likely
benefits of a regulatory action.

Confusion about the term “statistical life” is also widespread. This
term refers to the sum of risk reductions expected in a population. For
example, if the annual risk of death is reduced by one in a million for each
of two million people, that is said to represent two “statistical lives” ex-
tended per year (2 million people x 1/1,000,000 = 2). If the annual risk of
death is reduced by one in 10 million for each of 20 million people, that
also represents two statistical lives extended.

The adoption of a value for the projected reduction in the risk of
premature mortality is the subject of continuing discussion within the eco-
nomic and public policy analysis community. A considerable body of aca-
demic literature is available on this subject. This literature involves either
explicit or implicit valuation of fatality risks, and generally involves the use
of estimates of VSL from studies on wage compensation for occupational
hazards (which generally are in the range of 10–4 annually), on consumer
product purchase and use decisions, or from an emerging literature using
stated preference approaches. A substantial majority of the resulting esti-
mates of VSL vary from roughly $1 million to $10 million per statistical
life.17

There is a continuing debate within the economic and public policy
analysis community on the merits of using a single VSL for all situations
versus adjusting the VSL estimates to reflect the specific rule context. A
variety of factors have been identified, including whether the mortality risk
involves sudden death, the fear of cancer, and the extent to which the risk is
voluntarily incurred.18 The consensus of EPA’s recent Science Advisory

17See Viscusi WK and Aldy JE, Journal of Risk and Uncertainty (forthcoming) and Mrozek
JR and Taylor LO (2002), Journal of Policy Analysis and Management, 21(2), 253–270.

18Distinctions between “voluntary” and “involuntary” should be treated with care. Risks
are best considered to fall within a continuum from “voluntary” to “involuntary” with very
few risks at either end of this range. These terms are also related to differences in the cost of
avoiding risks.
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Board (SAB) review of this issue was that the available literature does not
support adjustments of VSL for most of these factors. The panel did con-
clude that it was appropriate to adjust VSL to reflect changes in income and
any time lag in the occurrence of adverse health effects.

The age of the affected population has also been identified as an impor-
tant factor in the theoretical literature. However, the empirical evidence on
age and VSL is mixed. In light of the continuing questions over the effect of
age on VSL estimates, you should not use an age-adjustment factor in an
analysis using VSL estimates.19

Another way that has been used to express reductions in fatality risks is
to use the life expectancy method, the “value of statistical life-years (VSLY)
extended.” If a regulation protects individuals whose average remaining life
expectancy is 40 years, a risk reduction of one fatality is expressed as “40
life-years extended.” Those who favor this alternative approach emphasize
that the value of a statistical life is not a single number relevant for all
situations. In particular, when there are significant differences between the
effect on life expectancy for the population affected by a particular health
risk and the populations studied in the labor market studies, they prefer to
adopt a VSLY approach to reflect those differences. You should consider
providing estimates of both VSL and VSLY, while recognizing the develop-
ing state of knowledge in this area.

Longevity may be only one of a number of relevant considerations
pertaining to the rule. You should keep in mind that regulations with
greater numbers of life-years extended are not necessarily better than regu-
lations with fewer numbers of life-years extended. In any event, when you
present estimates based on the VSLY method, you should adopt a larger
VSLY estimate for senior citizens because senior citizens face larger overall
health risks from all causes and they may have accumulated savings to
spend on their health and safety.20

The valuation of fatality risk reduction is an evolving area in both
results and methodology. Hence, you should utilize valuation methods that
you consider appropriate for the regulatory circumstances. Since the
literature-based VSL estimates may not be entirely appropriate for the risk
being evaluated (e.g., the use of occupational risk premia to value reductions

19Graham JD (2003), Memorandum to the President’s Management Council, Benefit-Cost
Methods and Lifesaving Rules. This memorandum can be found at http://www.whitehouse.
gov/omb/inforeg/pmc_benefit_cost_memo.pdf

20Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, OMB, Memorandum to the President’s
Management Council, ibid.
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in risks from environmental hazards), you should explain your selection of
estimates and any adjustments of the estimates to reflect the nature of the
risk being evaluated. You should present estimates based on alternative
approaches, and if you monetize mortality risk reduction, you should do so
on a consistent basis to the extent feasible. You should clearly indicate the
methodology used and document your choice of a particular methodology.
You should explain any significant deviations from the prevailing state of
knowledge. If you use different methodologies in different rules, you should
clearly disclose the fact and explain your choices.

c. Valuation of Reductions in Health and Safety Risks to Children

The valuation of health outcomes for children and infants poses special
challenges. It is rarely feasible to measure a child’s willingness to pay for
health improvement and an adult’s concern for his or her own health is not
necessarily relevant to valuation of child health. For example, the wage
premiums demanded by workers to accept hazardous jobs are not readily
transferred to rules that accomplish health gains for children.

There are a few studies that examine parental willingness to pay to
invest in health and safety for their children. Some of these studies suggest
that parents may value children’s health more strongly than their own
health. Although this parental perspective is a promising research strategy,
it may need to be expanded to include a societal interest in child health and
safety.

Where the primary objective of a rule is to reduce the risk of injury,
disease or mortality among children, you should conduct a cost-effective-
ness analysis of the rule. You may also develop a benefit-cost analysis to the
extent that valid monetary values can be assigned to the primary expected
health outcomes. For rules where health gains are expected among both
children and adults and you decide to perform a benefit-cost analysis, the
monetary values for children should be at least as large as the values for
adults (for the same probabilities and outcomes) unless there is specific and
compelling evidence to suggest otherwise.21

Discount Rates

Benefits and costs do not always take place in the same time period.
When they do not, it is incorrect simply to add all of the expected net
benefits or costs without taking account of when the actually occur. If

21For more information, see Dockins C., Jenkins RR, Owens N, Simon NB, and Wiggins
LB (2002), Risk Analysis, 22(2), 335–346.
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benefits or costs are delayed or otherwise separated in time from each
other, the difference in timing should be reflected in your analysis.

As a first step, you should present the annual time stream of benefits
and costs expected to result from the rule, clearly identifying when the
benefits and costs are expected to occur. The beginning point for your
stream of estimates should be the year in which the final rule will begin to
have effects, even if that is expected to be some time in the future. The
ending point should be far enough in the future to encompass all the signifi-
cant benefits and costs likely to result from the rule.

In presenting the stream of benefits and costs, it is important to mea-
sure them in constant dollars to avoid the misleading effects of inflation in
your estimates. If the benefits and costs are initially measured in prices
reflecting expected future inflation, you can convert them to constant dol-
lars by dividing through by an appropriate inflation index, one that corre-
sponds to the inflation rate underlying the initial estimates of benefits or
costs.

1. The Rationale for Discounting

Once these preliminaries are out of the way, you can begin to adjust
your estimates for differences in timing. (This is a separate calculation from
the adjustment needed to remove the effects of future inflation.) Benefits or
costs that occur sooner are generally more valuable. The main rationales
for the discounting of future impacts are:

a) Resources that are invested will normally earn a positive return, so
current consumption is more expensive than future consumption,
since you are giving up that expected return on investment when
you consume today.

b) Postponed benefits also have a cost because people generally prefer
present to future consumption. They are said to have positive time
preference.

c) Also, if consumption continues to increase over time, as it has for
most of U.S. history, an increment of consumption will be less
valuable in the future than it would be today, because the principle
of diminishing marginal utility implies that as total consumption
increases, the value of a marginal unit of consumption tends to
decline.

There is wide agreement with point (a). Capital investment is produc-
tive, but that point is not sufficient by itself to explain positive interest rates
and observed saving behavior. To understand these phenomena, points (b)
and (c) are also necessary. If people are really indifferent between consump-
tion now and later, then they should be willing to forgo current consumption
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in order to consume an equal or slightly greater amount in the future. That
would cause saving rates and investment to rise until interest rates were
driven to zero and capital was no longer productive. As long as we
observe positive interest rates and saving rates below 100 percent, people
must be placing a higher value on current consumption than on future
consumption.

To reflect this preference, a discount factor should be used to adjust the
estimated benefits and costs for differences in timing. The further in the
future the benefits and costs are expected to occur, the more they should be
discounted. The discount factor can be calculated given a discount rate. The
formula is 1/(1+ the discount rate)t where “t” measures the number of years
in the future that the benefits or costs are expected to occur. Benefits or
costs that have been adjusted in this way are called “discounted present
values” or simply “present values”. When, and only when, the estimated
benefits and costs have been discounted, they can be added to determine the
overall value of net benefits.

2. Real Discount Rates of 3 percent and 7 percent

OMB’s basic guidance on the discount rate is provided in OMB Circu-
lar A-94 (http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/index.html). This Cir-
cular points out that the analytically preferred method of handling tempo-
ral differences between benefits and costs is to adjust all the benefits and
costs to reflect their value in equivalent units of consumption and to
discount them at the rate consumers and savers would normally use in
discounting future consumption benefits. This is sometimes called the “shadow
price” approach to discounting because doing such calculations requires
you to value benefits and costs using shadow prices, especially for capital
goods, to correct for market distortions. These shadow prices are not well
established for the United States. Furthermore, the distribution of impacts
from regulations on capital and consumption are not always well known.
Consequently, any agency that wishes to tackle this challenging analytical
task should check with OMB before proceeding.

As a default position, OMB Circular A-94 states that a real discount
rate of 7 percent should be used as a base-case for regulatory analysis. The
7 percent rate is an estimate of the average before-tax rate of return to
private capital in the U.S. economy. It is a broad measure that reflects the
returns to real estate and small business capital as well as corporate capital.
It approximates the opportunity cost of capital, and it is the appropriate
discount rate whenever the main effect of a regulation is to displace or alter
the use of capital in the private sector. OMB revised Circular A-94 in 1992
after extensive internal review and public comment. In a recent analysis,
OMB found that the average rate of return to capital remains near the
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7 percent rate estimated in 1992. Circular A-94 also recommends using
other discount rates to show the sensitivity of the estimates to the discount
rate assumption.

Economic distortions, including taxes on capital, create a divergence
between the rate of return that savers earn and the private rate of return to
capital. This divergence persists despite the tendency for capital to flow to
where it can earn the highest rate of return. Although market forces will
push after-tax rates of return in different sectors of the economy toward
equality, that process will not equate pre-tax rates of return when there are
differences in the tax treatment of investment. Corporate capital, in par-
ticular, pays an additional layer of taxation, the corporate income tax,
which requires it to earn a higher pre-tax rate of return in order to provide
investors with similar after-tax rates of return compared with non-corporate
investments. The pre-tax rates of return better measure society’s gains from
investment. Since the rates of return on capital are higher in some sectors of
the economy than others, the government needs to be sensitive to possible
impacts of regulatory policy on capital allocation.

The effects of regulation do not always fall exclusively or primarily on
the allocation of capital. When regulation primarily and directly affects
private consumption (e.g., through higher consumer prices for goods and
services), a lower discount rate is appropriate. The alternative most often
used is sometimes called the “social rate of time preference.” This simply
means the rate at which “society” discounts future consumption flows to
their present value. If we take the rate that the average saver uses to dis-
count future consumption as our measure of the social rate of time prefer-
ence, then the real rate of return on long-term government debt may pro-
vide a fair approximation. Over the last thirty years, this rate has averaged
around 3 percent in real terms on a pre-tax basis. For example, the yield on
10-year Treasury notes has averaged 8.1 percent since 1973 while the aver-
age annual rate of change in the CPI over this period has been 5.0 percent,
implying a real 10-year rate of 3.1 percent.

For regulatory analysis, you should provide estimates of net benefits
using both 3 percent and 7 percent. An example of this approach is EPA’s
analysis of its 1998 rule setting both effluent limits for wastewater dis-
charges and air toxic emission limits for pulp and paper mills. In this
analysis, EPA developed its present-value estimates using real discount rates
of 3 and 7 percent applied to benefit and cost streams that extended for-
ward for 30 years. You should present a similar analysis in your own work.

In some instances, if there is reason to expect that the regulation will
cause resources to be reallocated away from private investment in the cor-
porate sector, then the opportunity cost may lie outside the range of 3 to
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7 percent. For example, the average real rate of return on corporate capital
in the United States was approximately 10 percent in the 1990s, returning
to the same level observed in the 1950s and 1960s. If you are uncertain
about the nature of the opportunity cost, then you should present benefit
and cost estimates using a higher discount rate as a further sensitivity
analysis as well as using the 3 and 7 percent rates.

3. Time Preference for Health-Related Benefits and Costs

When future benefits or costs are health-related, some have questioned
whether discounting is appropriate, since the rationale for discounting
money may not appear to apply to health. It is true that lives saved today
cannot be invested in a bank to save more lives in the future. But the
resources that would have been used to save those lives can be invested to
earn a higher payoff in future lives saved. People have been observed to
prefer health gains that occur immediately to identical health gains that
occur in the future. Also, if future health gains are not discounted while
future costs are, then the following perverse result occurs: an attractive
investment today in future health improvement can always be made more
attractive by delaying the investment. For such reasons, there is a profes-
sional consensus that future health effects, including both benefits and
costs, should be discounted at the same rate. This consensus applies to both
BCA and CEA.

A common challenge in health-related analysis is to quantify the time
lag between when a rule takes effect and when the resulting physical im-
provements in health status will be observed in the target population. In
such situations, you must carefully consider the timing of health benefits
before performing present-value calculations. It is not reasonable to assume
that all of the benefits of reducing chronic diseases such as cancer and
cardiovascular disease will occur immediately when the rule takes effect.
For rules addressing traumatic injury, this lag period may be short. For
chronic diseases it may take years or even decades for a rule to induce its
full beneficial effects in the target population.

When a delay period between exposure to a toxin and increased prob-
ability of disease is likely (a so-called latency period), a lag between expo-
sure reduction and reduced probability of disease is also likely. This latter
period has sometimes been referred to as a “cessation lag,” and it may or
may not be of the same duration as the latency period. As a general matter,
cessation lags will only apply to populations with at least some high-level
exposure (e.g., before the rule takes effect). For populations with no such
prior exposure, such as those born after the rule takes effect, only the
latency period will be relevant.
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Ideally, your exposure-risk model would allow calculation of reduced
risk for each year following exposure cessation, accounting for total cumu-
lative exposure and age at the time of exposure reduction. The present-
value benefits estimate could then reflect an appropriate discount factor for
each year’s risk reduction. Recent analyses of the cancer benefits stemming
from reduction in public exposure to radon in drinking water have adopted
this approach. They were supported by formal risk-assessment models that
allowed estimates of the timing of lung cancer incidence and mortality to
vary in response to different radon exposure levels.22

In many cases, you will not have the benefit of such detailed risk
assessment modeling. You will need to use your professional judgment as to
the average cessation lag for the chronic diseases affected by your rule. In
situations where information exists on latency but not on cessation lags, it
may be reasonable to use latency as a proxy for the cessation lag, unless
there is reason to believe that the two are different. When the average lag
time between exposures and disease is unknown, a range of plausible alter-
native values for the time lag should be used in your analysis.

4. Intergenerational Discounting

Special ethical considerations arise when comparing benefits and costs
across generations. Although most people demonstrate time preference in
their own consumption behavior, it may not be appropriate for society to
demonstrate a similar preference when deciding between the well-being of
current and future generations. Future citizens who are affected by such
choices cannot take part in making them, and today’s society must act with
some consideration of their interest.

One way to do this would be to follow the same discounting techniques
described above and supplement the analysis with an explicit discussion of
the intergenerational concerns (how future generations will be affected by
the regulatory decision). Policymakers would be provided with this addi-
tional information without changing the general approach to discounting.

Using the same discount rate across generations has the advantage of
preventing time-inconsistency problems. For example, if one uses a lower
discount rate for future generations, then the evaluation of a rule that has
short-term costs and long-term benefits would become more favorable
merely by waiting a year to do the analysis. Further, using the same dis-

22Committee on Risk Assessment of Exposure to Radon in Drinking Water, Board on
Radiation Effects Research, Commission on Life Sciences (1996), Risk Assessment of Radon
in Drinking Water, National Research Council, National Academy Press, Washington, DC.
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count rate across generations is attractive from an ethical standpoint. If one
expects future generations to be better off, then giving them the advantage
of a lower discount rate would in effect transfer resources from poorer
people today to richer people tomorrow.

Some believe, however, that it is ethically impermissible to discount the
utility of future generations. That is, government should treat all genera-
tions equally. Even under this approach, it would still be correct to discount
future costs and consumption benefits generally (perhaps at a lower rate
than for intragenerational analysis), due to the expectation that future
generations will be wealthier and thus will value a marginal dollar of ben-
efits or costs by less than those alive today. Therefore, it is appropriate to
discount future benefits and costs relative to current benefits and costs,
even if the welfare of future generations is not being discounted. Estimates
of the appropriate discount rate appropriate in this case, from the 1990s,
ranged from 1 to 3 percent per annum.23

A second reason for discounting the benefits and costs accruing to
future generations at a lower rate is increased uncertainty about the appro-
priate value of the discount rate, the longer the horizon for the analysis.
Private market rates provide a reliable reference for determining how soci-
ety values time within a generation, but for extremely long time periods no
comparable private rates exist. As explained by Martin Weitzman24, in the
limit for the deep future, the properly averaged certainty-equivalent dis-
count factor (i.e., 1/[1+r]t) corresponds to the minimum discount rate hav-
ing any substantial positive probability. From today’s perspective, the only
relevant limiting scenario is the one with the lowest discount rate—all of
the other states at the far-distant time are relatively much less important
because their expected present value is so severely reduced by the power of
compounding at a higher rate.

If your rule will have important intergenerational benefits or costs you
might consider a further sensitivity analysis using a lower but positive
discount rate in addition to calculating net benefits using discount rates of
3 and 7 percent.

5. Time Preference for Non-Monetized Benefits and Costs

Differences in timing should be considered even for benefits and costs
that are not expressed in monetary units, including health benefits. The

23Portney PR and Weyant JP, eds. (1999), Discounting and Intergenerational Equity, Re-
sources for the Future, Washington, DC.

24Weitzman ML In Portney PR and Weyant JP, eds. (1999), Discounting and Intergenera-
tional Equity, Resources for the Future, Washington, DC.
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timing differences can be handled through discounting. EPA estimated cost-
effectiveness in its 1998 rule, “Control of Emissions from Nonroad Diesel
Engines,” by discounting both the monetary costs and the non-monetized
emission reduction benefits over the expected useful life of the engines at
the 7 percent real rate recommended in OMB Circular A-94.

Alternatively, it may be possible in some cases to avoid discounting
non-monetized benefits. If the expected flow of benefits begins as soon as
the cost is incurred and is expected to be constant over time, then annualiz-
ing the cost stream is sufficient, and further discounting of benefits is un-
necessary. Such an analysis might produce an estimate of the annualized
cost per ton of reduced emissions of a pollutant.

6. The Internal Rate of Return

The internal rate of return is the discount rate that sets the net present
value of the discounted benefits and costs equal to zero. The internal rate of
return does not generally provide an acceptable decision criterion, and
regulations with the highest internal rate of return are not necessarily the
most beneficial. Nevertheless, it does provide useful information and for
many it will offer a meaningful indication of regulation’s impact. You
should consider including the internal rate of return implied by your regu-
latory analysis along with other information about discounted net present
values.

Other Key Considerations

1. Other Benefit and Cost Considerations

You should include these effects in your analysis and provide estimates
of their monetary values when they are significant:

• Private-sector compliance costs and savings;
• Government administrative costs and savings;
• Gains or losses in consumers’ or producers’ surpluses;
• Discomfort or inconvenience costs and benefits; and
• Gains or losses of time in work, leisure and/or commuting/travel

settings.

Estimates of benefits and costs should be based on credible changes in
technology over time. For example, retrospective studies may provide evi-
dence that “learning” will likely reduce the cost of regulation in future
years. The weight you give to a study of past rates of cost savings resulting
from innovation (including “learning curve” effects) should depend on
both its timeliness and direct relevance to the processes affected by the
regulatory alternative under consideration. In addition, you should take
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into account cost-saving innovations that result from a shift to regulatory
performance standards and incentive-based policies. On the other hand,
significant costs may result from a slowing in the rate of innovation or of
adoption of new technology due to delays in the regulatory approval pro-
cess or the setting of more stringent standards for new facilities than exist-
ing ones. In some cases agencies are limited under statute to consider only
technologies that have been demonstrated to be feasible. In these situations,
it may be useful to estimate costs and cost savings assuming a wider range
of technical possibilities.

When characterizing technology changes over time, you should assess
the likely technology changes that would have occurred in the absence of
the regulatory action (technology baseline). Technologies change over time
in both reasonably functioning markets and imperfect markets. If you as-
sume that technology will remain unchanged in the absence of regulation
when technology changes are likely, then your analysis will over-state both
the benefits and costs attributable to the regulation.

Occasionally, cost savings or other forms of benefits accrue to parties
affected by a rule who also bear its costs. For example, a requirement that
engine manufacturers reduce emissions from engines may lead to technolo-
gies that improve fuel economy. These fuel savings will normally accrue to
the engine purchasers, who also bear the costs of the technologies. There is
no apparent market failure with regard to the market value of fuel saved
because one would expect that consumers would be willing to pay for
increased fuel economy that exceeded the cost of providing it. When these
cost savings are substantial, and particularly when you estimate them to be
greater than the cost associated with achieving them, you should examine
and discuss why market forces would not accomplish these gains in the
absence of regulation. As a general matter, any direct costs that are averted
as a result of a regulatory action should be monetized wherever possible
and either added to the benefits or subtracted from the costs of that
alternative.

2. The Difference between Costs (or Benefits) and Transfer Payments

Distinguishing between real costs and transfer payments is an impor-
tant, but sometimes difficult, problem in cost estimation. Benefit and cost
estimates should reflect real resource use. Transfer payments are monetary
payments from one group to another that do not affect total resources
available to society. A regulation that restricts the supply of a good, causing
its price to rise, produces a transfer from buyers to sellers. The net reduc-
tion in the total surplus (consumer plus producer) is a real cost to society,
but the transfer from buyers to sellers resulting from a higher price is not a
real cost since the net reduction automatically accounts for the transfer
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from buyers to sellers. However, transfers from the United States to other
nations should be included as costs, and transfers from other nations to the
United States as benefits, as long as the analysis is conducted from the
United States perspective.

You should not include transfers in the estimates of the benefits and
costs of a regulation. Instead, address them in a separate discussion of the
regulation’s distributional effects. Examples of transfer payments include
the following:

• Scarcity rents and monopoly profits
• Insurance payments
• Indirect taxes and subsidies

Treatment of Uncertainty

The precise consequences (benefits and costs) of regulatory options are
not always known for certain, but the probability of their occurrence can
often be developed. The important uncertainties connected with your regu-
latory decisions need to be analyzed and presented as part of the overall
regulatory analysis. You should begin your analysis of uncertainty at the
earliest possible stage in developing your analysis. You should consider
both the statistical variability of key elements underlying the estimates of
benefits and costs (for example, the expected change in the distribution of
automobile accidents that might result from a change in automobile safety
standards) and the incomplete knowledge about the relevant relationships
(for example, the uncertain knowledge of how some economic activities
might affect future climate change).25 By assessing the sources of uncer-
tainty and the way in which benefit and cost estimates may be affected
under plausible assumptions, you can shape your analysis to inform deci-
sion makers and the public about the effects and the uncertainties of alter-
native regulatory actions.

The treatment of uncertainty must be guided by the same principles of
full disclosure and transparency that apply to other elements of your regu-
latory analysis. Your analysis should be credible, objective, realistic, and
scientifically balanced.26 Any data and models that you use to analyze

25In some contexts, the word “variability” is used as a synonym for statistical variation
that can be described by a theoretically valid distribution function, whereas “uncertainty”
refers to a more fundamental lack of knowledge. Throughout this discussion, we use the term
“uncertainty” to refer to both concepts.

26When disseminating information, agencies should follow their own information quality
guidelines, issued in conformance with the OMB government-wide guidelines (67 FR 8452,
February 22, 2002).
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uncertainty should be fully identified. You should also discuss the quality of
the available data used. Inferences and assumptions used in your analysis
should be identified, and your analytical choices should be explicitly evalu-
ated and adequately justified. In your presentation, you should delineate
the strengths of your analysis along with any uncertainties about its conclu-
sions. Your presentation should also explain how your analytical choices
have affected your results.

In some cases, the level of scientific uncertainty may be so large that
you can only present discrete alternative scenarios without assessing the
relative likelihood of each scenario quantitatively. For instance, in assessing
the potential outcomes of an environmental effect, there may be a limited
number of scientific studies with strongly divergent results. In such cases,
you might present results from a range of plausible scenarios, together with
any available information that might help in qualitatively determining which
scenario is most likely to occur.

When uncertainty has significant effects on the final conclusion about
net benefits, your agency should consider additional research prior to
rulemaking. The costs of being wrong may outweigh the benefits of a faster
decision. This is true especially for cases with irreversible or large upfront
investments. If your agency decides to proceed with rulemaking, you should
explain why the costs of developing additional information—including any
harm from delay in public protection—exceed the value of that information.

For example, when the uncertainty is due to a lack of data, you might
consider deferring the decision, as an explicit regulatory alternative, pend-
ing further study to obtain sufficient data27. Delaying a decision will also
have costs, as will further efforts at data gathering and analysis. You will
need to weigh the benefits of delay against these costs in making your
decision. Formal tools for assessing the value of additional information are
now well developed in the applied decision sciences and can be used to help
resolve this type of complex regulatory question.

“Real options” methods have also formalized the valuation of the added
flexibility inherent in delaying a decision. As long as taking time will lower
uncertainty, either passively or actively through an investment in informa-
tion gathering, and some costs are irreversible, such as the potential costs of
a sunk investment, a benefit can be assigned to the option to delay a
decision. That benefit should be considered a cost of taking immediate

27Clemen RT (1996), Making Hard Decisions: An Introduction to Decision Analysis, sec-
ond edition, Duxbury Press, Pacific Grove.
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action versus the alternative of delaying that action pending more informa-
tion. However, the burdens of delay—including any harm to public health,
safety, and the environment—need to be analyzed carefully.

1. Quantitative Analysis of Uncertainty

Examples of quantitative analysis, broadly defined, would include for-
mal estimates of the probabilities of environmental damage to soil or water,
the possible loss of habitat, or risks to endangered species as well as prob-
abilities of harm to human health and safety. There are also uncertainties
associated with estimates of economic benefits and costs, such as the cost
savings associated with increased energy efficiency. Thus, your analysis
should include two fundamental components: a quantitative analysis char-
acterizing the probabilities of the relevant outcomes and an assignment of
economic value to the projected outcomes. It is essential that both parts be
conceptually consistent. In particular, the quantitative analysis should be
conducted in a way that permits it to be applied within a more general
analytical framework, such as benefit-cost analysis. Similarly, the general
framework needs to be flexible enough to incorporate the quantitative
analysis without oversimplifying the results. For example, you should ad-
dress explicitly the implications for benefits and costs of any probability
distributions developed in your analysis.

As with other elements of regulatory analysis, you will need to balance
thoroughness with the practical limits on your analytical capabilities. Your
analysis does not have to be exhaustive, nor is it necessary to evaluate each
alternative at every step. Attention should be devoted to first resolving or
studying the uncertainties that have the largest potential effect on decision
making. Many times these will be the largest sources of uncertainties. In the
absence of adequate data, you will need to make assumptions. These should
be clearly identified and consistent with the relevant science. Your analysis
should provide sufficient information for decision makers to grasp the
degree of scientific uncertainty and the robustness of estimated probabili-
ties, benefits, and costs to changes in key assumptions.

For major rules involving annual economic effects of $1 billion or
more, you should present a formal quantitative analysis of the relevant
uncertainties about benefits and costs. In other words, you should try to
provide some estimate of the probability distribution of regulatory benefits
and costs. In summarizing the probability distributions, you should provide
some estimates of the central tendency (e.g., mean and median) along with
any other information you think will be useful such as ranges, variances,
specified low-end and high-end percentile estimates, and other characteris-
tics of the distribution.
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Your estimates cannot be more precise than their most uncertain com-
ponent. Thus, your analysis should report estimates in a way that reflects
the degree of uncertainty and not create a false sense of precision. Worst-
case or conservative analyses are not usually adequate because they do not
convey the complete probability distribution of outcomes, and they do not
permit calculation of an expected value of net benefits. In many health and
safety rules, economists conducting benefit-cost analyses must rely on for-
mal risk assessments that address a variety of risk management questions
such as the baseline risk for the affected population, the safe level of expo-
sure or, the amount of risk to be reduced by various interventions. Because
the answers to some of these questions are directly used in benefits analyses,
the risk assessment methodology must allow for the determination of ex-
pected benefits in order to be comparable to expected costs. This means
that conservative assumptions and defaults (whether motivated by science
policy or by precautionary instincts), will be incompatible with benefit
analyses as they will result in benefit estimates that exceed the expected
value. Whenever it is possible to characterize quantitatively the probability
distributions, some estimates of expected value (e.g., mean and median)
must be provided in addition to ranges, variances, specified low-end and
high-end percentile estimates, and other characteristics of the distribution.

Whenever possible, you should use appropriate statistical techniques to
determine a probability distribution of the relevant outcomes. For rules that
exceed the $1 billion annual threshold, a formal quantitative analysis of
uncertainty is required. For rules with annual benefits and/or costs in the
range from 100 million to $1 billion, you should seek to use more rigorous
approaches with higher consequence rules. This is especially the case where
net benefits are close to zero. More rigorous uncertainty analysis may not
be necessary for rules in this category if simpler techniques are sufficient to
show robustness. You may consider the following analytical approaches
that entail increasing levels of complexity:

• Disclose qualitatively the main uncertainties in each important input
to the calculation of benefits and costs. These disclosures should
address the uncertainties in the data as well as in the analytical
results. However, major rules above the $1 billion annual threshold
require a formal treatment.

• Use a numerical sensitivity analysis to examine how the results of
your analysis vary with plausible changes in assumptions, choices of
input data, and alternative analytical approaches. Sensitivity analysis
is especially valuable when the information is lacking to carry out a
formal probabilistic simulation. Sensitivity analysis can be used to
find “switch points”—critical parameter values at which estimated
net benefits change sign or the low cost alternative switches. Sensitiv-
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ity analysis usually proceeds by changing one variable or assumption
at a time, but it can also be done by varying a combination of
variables simultaneously to learn more about the robustness of your
results to widespread changes. Again, however, major rules above
the $1 billion annual threshold require a formal treatment.

• Apply a formal probabilistic analysis of the relevant uncertainties B
possibly using simulation models and/or expert judgment as revealed,
for example, through Delphi methods.28 Such a formal analytical
approach is appropriate for complex rules where there are large,
multiple uncertainties whose analysis raises technical challenges, or
where the effects cascade; it is required for rules that exceed the $1
billion annual threshold. For example, in the analysis of regulations
addressing air pollution, there is uncertainty about the effects of the
rule on future emissions, uncertainty about how the change in emis-
sions will affect air quality, uncertainty about how changes in air
quality will affect health, and finally uncertainty about the economic
and social value of the change in health outcomes. In formal proba-
bilistic assessments, expert solicitation is a useful way to fill key gaps
in your ability to assess uncertainty.29 In general, experts can be used
to quantify the probability distributions of key parameters and rela-
tionships. These solicitations, combined with other sources of data,
can be combined in Monte Carlo simulations to derive a probability
distribution of benefits and costs. You should pay attention to corre-
lated inputs. Often times, the standard defaults in Monte Carlo and
other similar simulation packages assume independence across distri-
butions. Failing to correctly account for correlated distributions of
inputs can cause the resultant output uncertainty intervals to be too
large, although in many cases the overall effect is ambiguous. You
should make a special effort to portray the probabilistic results—in
graphs and/or tables—clearly and meaningfully.

New methods may become available in the future. This document is
not intended to discourage or inhibit their use, but rather to encourage and
stimulate their development.

28The purpose of Delphi methods is to generate suitable information for decision making
by eliciting expect judgment. The elicitation is conducted through a survey process which
eliminates the interactions between experts. See Morgan MG and Henrion M (1990), Uncer-
tainty: A Guide to Dealing with Uncertainty in Quantitative Riskand Policy Analysis, Cam-
bridge University Press.

29Cooke RM (1991), Experts in Uncertainty: Opinion and Subjective Probability in Sci-
ence, Oxford University Press.
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2. Economic Values of Uncertain Outcomes

In developing benefit and cost estimates, you may find that there are
probability distributions of values as well for each of the outcomes. Where
this is the case, you will need to combine these probability distributions to
provide estimated benefits and costs.

Where there is a distribution of outcomes, you will often find it useful
to emphasize summary statistics or figures that can be readily understood
and compared to achieve the broadest public understanding of your find-
ings. It is a common practice to compare the “best estimates” of both
benefits and costs with those of competing alternatives. These “best esti-
mates” are usually the average or the expected value of benefits and costs.
Emphasis on these expected values is appropriate as long as society is “risk
neutral” with respect to the regulatory alternatives. While this may not
always be the case, you should in general assume “risk neutrality” in your
analysis. If you adopt a different assumption on risk preference, you should
explain your reasons for doing so.

3. Alternative Assumptions

If benefit or cost estimates depend heavily on certain assumptions, you
should make those assumptions explicit and carry out sensitivity analyses
using plausible alternative assumptions. If the value of net benefits changes
from positive to negative (or vice versa) or if the relative ranking of regula-
tory options changes with alternative plausible assumptions, you should
conduct further analysis to determine which of the alternative assumptions
is more appropriate. Because different estimation methods may have hid-
den assumptions, you should analyze estimation methods carefully to make
any hidden assumptions explicit.

F. Specialized Analytical Requirements

In preparing analytical support for your rulemaking, you should be
aware that there are a number of analytic requirements imposed by law and
Executive Order. In addition to the regulatory analysis requirements of
Executive Order 12866, you should also consider whether your rule will
need specialized analysis of any of the following issues.

Impact on Small Businesses and Other Small Entities

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. chapter 6), agencies
must prepare a proposed and final “regulatory flexibility analysis” (RFA) if
the rulemaking could “have a significant impact on a substantial number of
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small entities.” You should consider posting your RFA on the internet so
the public can review your findings.

Your agency should have guidelines on how to prepare an RFA and
you are encouraged to consult with the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the
Small Business Administration on expectations concerning what is an ad-
equate RFA. Executive Order 13272 (67 FR 53461, August 16, 2002)
requires you to notify the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of any draft rules
that might have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities. Executive Order 13272 also directs agencies to give every
appropriate consideration to any comments provided by the Advocacy Of-
fice. Under SBREFA, EPA and OSHA are required to consult with small
business prior to developing a proposed rule that would have a significant
effect on small businesses. OMB encourages other agencies to do so as well.

Analysis of Unfunded Mandates

Under the Unfunded Mandates Act (2 U.S.C. 1532), you must prepare
a written statement about benefits and costs prior to issuing a proposed or
final rule (for which your agency published a proposed rule) that may result
in aggregate expenditure by State, local, and tribal governments, or by the
private sector, of $100,000,000 or more in any one year (adjusted annually
for inflation). Your analytical requirements under Executive Order 12866
are similar to the analytical requirements under this Act, and thus the same
analysis may permit you to comply with both analytical requirements.

Information Collection, Paperwork, and Recordkeeping Burdens

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. chapter 35), you will
need to consider whether your rulemaking (or other actions) will create any
additional information collection, paperwork or recordkeeping burdens.
These burdens are permissible only if you can justify the practical utility of
the information for the implementation of your rule. OMB approval will be
required of any new requirements for a collection of information imposed
on 10 or more persons and a valid OMB control number must be obtained
for any covered paperwork. Your agency’s CIO should be able to assist you
in complying with the Paperwork Reduction Act.

Information Quality Guidelines

Under the Information Quality Law, agency guidelines, in conformance
with the OMB government-wide guidelines (67 FR 8452, February 22,
2002), have established basic quality performance goals for all information
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disseminated by agencies, including information disseminated in support of
proposed and final rules. The data and analysis that you use to support
your rule must meet these agency and OMB quality standards. Your agen-
cy’s CIO should be able to assist you in assessing information quality. The
Statistical and Science Policy Branch of OMB’s Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs can provide you assistance. This circular defines OMB’s
minimum quality standards for regulatory analysis.

Environmental Impact Statements

The National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4321–4347) and
related statutes and executive orders require agencies to consider the envi-
ronmental impacts of agency decisions, including rulemakings. An environ-
mental impact statement must be prepared for “major Federal actions sig-
nificantly affecting the quality of the human environment.” You must
complete NEPA documentation before issuing a final rule. The White House
Council on Environmental Quality has issued regulations (40 C.F.R. 1500–
1508) and associated guidance for implementation of NEPA, available
through CEQ’s website (http://www.whitehouse.gov/ceq/).

Impacts on Children

Under Executive Order 13045, “Protection of Children from Environ-
mental Health Risks and Safety Risks,” each agency must, with respect to
its rules, “to the extent permitted by law and appropriate, and consistent
with the agency’s mission,” “address disproportionate risks to children that
result from environmental health risks or safety risks.” For any substantive
rulemaking action that “is likely to result in” an economically significant
rule that concerns “an environmental health risk or safety risk that an
agency has reason to believe may disproportionately affect children,” the
agency must provide OMB/OIRA “an evaluation of the environmental
health or safety effects of the planned regulation on children,” as well as
“an explanation of why the planned regulation is preferable to other poten-
tially and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the agency.”

Energy Impacts

Under Executive Order 13211 (66 FR 28355, May 22, 2001), agencies
are required to prepare and submit to OMB a Statement of Energy Effects
for significant energy actions, to the extent permitted by law. This State-
ment is to include a detailed statement of “any adverse effects on energy
supply, distribution, or use (including a shortfall in supply, price increases,
and increased use of foreign supplies)” for the action and reasonable alter-
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natives and their effects. You need to publish the Statement or a summary
in the related NPRM and final rule. For further guidance, see OMB Memo-
randum 01-27 (“Guidance on Implementing Executive Order 13211”, July
13, 2001), available on OMB’s website.

G. Accounting Statement

You need to provide an accounting statement with tables reporting
benefit and cost estimates for each major final rule for your agency. You
should use the guidance outlined above to report these estimates. We have
included a suggested format for your consideration.

Categories of Benefits and Costs

To the extent feasible, you should quantify all potential incremental
benefits and costs. You should report benefit and cost estimates within the
following three categories: monetized quantified, but not monetized; and
qualitative, but not quantified or monetized.

These categories are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. Throughout
the process of listing preliminary estimates of benefits and costs, agencies
should avoid double-counting. This problem may arise if more than one
way exists to express the same change in social welfare.

Quantifying and Monetizing Benefits and Costs

You should develop quantitative estimates and convert them to dollar
amounts if possible. In many cases, quantified estimates are readily convert-
ible, with a little effort, into dollar equivalents.

Qualitative Benefits and Costs

You should categorize or rank the qualitative effects in terms of their
importance (e.g., certainty, likely magnitude, and reversibility). You should
distinguish the effects that are likely to be significant enough to warrant
serious consideration by decision makers from those that are likely to be
minor.

Treatment of Benefits and Costs over Time

You should present undiscounted streams of benefit and cost estimates
(monetized and net) for each year of the analytic time horizon. You should
present annualized benefits and costs using real discount rates of 3 and
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7 percent. The stream of annualized estimates should begin in the year in
which the final rule will begin to have effects, even if the rule does not take
effect immediately. Please report all monetized effects in 2001 dollars. You
should convert dollars expressed in different years to 2001 dollars using the
GDP deflator.

Treatment of Risk and Uncertainty

You should provide expected-value estimates as well as distributions
about the estimates, where such information exists. When you provide only
upper and lower bounds (in addition to best estimates), you should, if
possible, use the 95 and 5 percent confidence bounds. Although we encour-
age you to develop estimates that capture the distribution of plausible
outcomes for a particular alternative, detailed reporting of such distribu-
tions is not required, but should be available upon request.

The principles of full disclosure and transparency apply to the treat-
ment of uncertainty. Where there is significant uncertainty and the resulting
inferences and/or assumptions have a critical effect on the benefit and cost
estimates, you should describe the benefits and costs under plausible alter-
native assumptions. You may add footnotes to the table as needed to pro-
vide documentation and references, or to express important warnings.

In a previous section, we identified some of the issues associated with
developing estimates of the value of reductions in premature mortality risk.
Based on this discussion, you should present alternative primary estimates
where you use different estimates for valuing reductions in premature mor-
tality risk.

Precision of Estimates

Reported estimates should reflect, to the extent feasible, the precision
in the analysis. For example, an estimate of $220 million implies rounding
to the nearest $10 million and thus a precision of +/–$5 million; similarly,
an estimate of $222 million implies rounding to the nearest $1 million and
thus, a precision of +/–$0.5 million.

Separate Reporting of Transfers

You should report transfers separately and avoid the misclassification
of transfer payments as benefits or costs. Transfers occur when wealth or
income is redistributed without any direct change in aggregate social wel-
fare. To the extent that regulatory outputs reflect transfers rather than net
welfare gains to society, you should identify them as transfers rather than
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30The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 603(c), 604).

benefits or costs. You should also distinguish transfers caused by Federal
budget actions—such as those stemming from a rule affecting Social Secu-
rity payments—from those that involve transfers between non-governmen-
tal parties—such as monopoly rents a rule may confer on a private party.
You should use as many categories as necessary to describe the major
redistributive effects of a regulatory action. If transfers have significant
efficiency effects in addition to distributional effects, you should report
them.

Effects on State, Local, and Tribal Governments, Small Business, Wages
and Economic Growth

You need to identity the portions of benefits, costs, and transfers re-
ceived by State, local, and tribal governments. To the extent feasible, you
also should identify the effects of the rule or program on small businesses,
wages, and economic growth.30 Note that rules with annual costs that are
less than one billion dollars are likely to have a minimal effect on economic
growth.

H. Effective Date

The effective date of this Circular is January 1, 2004 for regulatory
analyses received by OMB in support of proposed rules, and January 1,
2005 for regulatory analyses received by OMB in support of final rules. In
other words, this Circular applies to the regulatory analyses for draft pro-
posed rules that are formally submitted to OIRA after December 31, 2003,
and for draft final rules that are formally submitted to OIRA after Decem-
ber 31, 2004. (However, if the draft proposed rule is subject to the Circular,
then the draft final rule will also be subject to the Circular, even if it is
submitted prior to January 1, 2005.) To the extent practicable, agencies
should comply earlier than these effective dates. Agencies may, on a case-by-
case basis, seek a waiver from OMB if these effective dates are impractical.
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D
Acronyms and Glossary

ACRONYMS

ADL Activities of daily living
AIS Abbreviated Injury Scale

BCA Benefit–cost analysis (same as CBA)

CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
CEA Cost-effectiveness analysis
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
COI Cost of illness
CPSC Consumer Product Safety Commission
CR Category rating
CUA Cost-utility analysis

DALY Disability-adjusted life year
DOT Department of Transportation

ELS Equivalent lives saved
EOP Executive Office of the President
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
EQ-5D EuroQoL-5D

FMCSA Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
FSIS Food Safety and Inspection Service
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HALex Health and Limitations Index
HALY Health-adjusted life year
HRQL Health-related quality of life
HSPH Harvard School of Public Health
HUI Health Utilities Index
HYE Healthy year equivalent

MAIS Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale
MILY Morbidity-Inclusive Life Year

NASS National Accident Sampling System
NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OIRA Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
OMB Office of Management and Budget
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

PCEHM Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine
PTO Person trade-off

QALD Quality-adjusted life day
QALY Quality-adjusted life year
QWB Quality of Well-Being Scale

RS Rating scale

SAVE Saved young life equivalent
SDWA Safe Drinking Water Act
SG Standard gamble

TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act
TTO Time trade-off

USC United States Code

VAS Visual analogue scale
VSL Value of a statistical life
VSLY Value of a statistical life year

WTP Willingness to pay

YHL Years of healthy life
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GLOSSARY

Activities of Daily Living (ADL): The measurement of independence that is
based on the following five personal care activities: bathing, dress-
ing, using the toilet, getting in or out of bed or chair, and eating.

Attribute, Health: A state, behavior, or perception that is part of an opera-
tional definition of health-related quality of life.

Bayesian Methods: Statistical techniques for synthesizing data from differ-
ent studies using empirical data and subjective probability. Used in
benefits transfer to combine such data with information on the regu-
latory scenario.

Benefit: Generally used to indicate a positive or desirable outcome. See
Chapter 5 for specific definitions relevant to the calculation of cost-
effectiveness ratios.

Benefit–Cost Analysis (BCA): Also referred to as cost-benefit analysis
(CBA). A type of economic analysis that compares the monetary
value of improvements and harms to determine the option that pro-
vides the largest net benefits to society.

Benefit Transfer: The practice of applying estimates developed in an exist-
ing research study (the “study scenario”) to another context, such as
a regulatory analysis (the “regulatory scenario”). Generally involves
using studies that differ somewhat from the regulatory context in
terms of the characteristics of the risks or of the affected population.

Concurrent Validity: A type of validity based on a comparison of scores on
a measurement to those obtained by applying alternative, equivalent
measurements at the same time.

Construct: A concept or model developed or constructed through informed
scientific theory.

Construct Validity: A type of validity that compares results of several con-
trasting tests of validity (e.g., convergent and divergent validation
tests) with predictions from a model.

Content Validity: The extent to which a measurement covers all aspects of
the topic being assessed.

Contingent Valuation: A stated preference method that uses surveys to di-
rectly elicit estimates of individual willingness to pay. These values
are “contingent” on the realization of the scenarios described in the
study.

Convergent Validity: The extent to which two or more measuring instru-
ments for the same topic are in accord.

Correlation: A measure of association that conveys the degree to which two
or more sets of observations fit a linear relationship.
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Cost: Generally used to indicate a measure of the resources that are used or
exchanged to obtain or produce a good or service. See Chapter 5 for
specific definitions relevant to the calculation of cost-effectiveness
ratios.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA): An economic analysis in which all costs
are related to one common measure of effectiveness. Results are usu-
ally presented as a ratio of the increase in costs associated with an
increase in effectiveness.

Cost of Illness (COI): The direct medical costs associated with illness, in-
cluding, for example, resources expended for doctor visits, medica-
tion, and hospital stays. May also include indirect costs associated
with lost productivity due to morbidity or preventable mortality.

Cost-Utility Analysis: A type of cost-effectiveness analysis that uses a form
of health-adjusted life year weighted by a measure of individual pref-
erences or utility as the effectiveness metric. (This report does not
use the term because the Committee does not interpret health-
adjusted life years as actual measures of utilities.)

Criterion Validity: Validity based on a comparison of results obtained using
a measurement scale believed to indicate the true situation.

Decision Analysis: An explicit, quantitative, systematic approach to deci-
sion making under uncertain conditions.

Delphi Process: An iterative process for reaching consensus among experts
where opinions are exchanged anonymously.

Disability: The temporary or long-term reduction in an individual’s func-
tional capacity.

Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY): A summary measure of population
health status originally used to quantify the global burden of dis-
eases. DALYs are calculated as disability weights, inverse to quality-
adjusted life-year weights, assigned to each of 107 categories of
health status.

Discounting: The process of converting future cost and benefits to a present
value under the assumption that individuals generally prefer to re-
ceive desirable benefits soon and to defer costs, using a rate that
reflects the opportunity cost associated with these time preferences.
The formula is 1/(1+r)t where r equals the discount rate and t mea-
sures the number of years into the future when the cost or benefit
accrues.

Domains: Components of a health state; categories of function, perception,
or experience within a health-related quality-of-life survey instru-
ment.

Economic Efficiency: A criterion for identifying the preferred allocation of
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scarce resources based on determining the option that generates the
largest net benefits to society, ignoring the distribution of the im-
pacts.

Expected Utility: A quantity representing the relative desirability of a given
action that has uncertain outcomes. Each possible outcome has a
utility or preference rank and a probability of occurrence. The ex-
pected utility is the value of a particular outcome multiplied by the
probability that outcome will occur, summed over all possible out-
comes.

Expected Utility Theory: The dominant theory of individual behavior un-
der conditions of uncertainty. The theory assumes that, under differ-
ent alternatives, the individual will choose the alternative that has
the highest expected utility.

Functional Status: The effective performance or ability of an individual to
perform certain activities, roles, and tasks, such as going to work,
riding a bicycle, maintaining the house.

Generic Index: Multiattribute health state classification system with prede-
termined index values, usually anchored by death (0) and perfect or
optimal health (1.0). Index values for health states that are described
generically in terms of functional (e.g., mobility) and experiential
(e.g., pain) attributes or domains are usually extablished by commu-
nity or general population preference elicitation surveys. Examples
of generic indexes are the EuroQol EQ-5D, the Health Utilities In-
dex, the Quality of Well Being Scale, and the SF-6D.

Health-Adjusted Life Year (HALY): Summary measures of population
health that describe morbidity and mortality with a single index
value. Types of HALY measures include quality-adjusted life years,
disability-adjusted life years, and healthy-year equivalents.

Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQL): A value that takes into account
impairments, functional status, perceptions, and social opportuni-
ties during the lifetime of an individual as influenced by disease,
injury, treatment, or policy.

Health State: An individual’s general state of health, including aspects such
as morbidity, functioning, and general well-being.

Health State Classification System: A classification system consisting of
mutually exclusive and an exhaustive set of health states used to
describe and measure HRQL. It consists of one or more concepts,
domains, or indicators and is used to generate health states.

Healthy-Year Equivalent (HYE): A measurement of HRQL that incorpo-
rates two sets of preferences. The first set reflects individuals’ prefer-
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ences for life years. The second set reflects individuals’ preferences
for states of health.

Incidence: The number of new cases of disease.
Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio: The additional cost incurred by the

next most effective strategy to produce an additional unit of health
outcome. (See Cost-Effectiveness Ratio.)

Indicator, Health Status: A measure indicating the presence, absence, or
degree of health-related quality of life.

Injury: A form of harm, damage, or loss that can either be physical or
mental.

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living: An evaluation of independence that
generally consists of performing six home management activities:
preparing meals, shopping for personal items, managing money, us-
ing the telephone, doing light house work, and doing heavy house-
work.

Internal Consistency (of a measurement): The extent to which various com-
ponents all measure the same thing.

Interobserver or Interrater Reliability: The correlation between responses
to the same items obtained by different observers or raters.

Interval Scales: A scale in which the distance between adjacent numbers in
one region is equal to the distance between adjacent numbers in an-
other region of the scale.

League Table: A table, usually in ascending order of cost per unit of out-
come, that is used to rank the cost-effectiveness or (less frequently)
the net benefits of different policy or medical interventions. May
also be referred to as a “scorecard.”

Life Expectancy: The average number of years of life remaining for an indi-
vidual of a certain age, based on statistical analysis of population
death rates.

Monte Carlo Model: A simulation model used to assess uncertainty, that
selects values from prespecified probability distributions for each
parameter through repeated trials. Results are reported as probability
distributions indicating the estimated likelihood of each outcome.

Meta-Analysis: Statistical methods for combining the results from different
studies.

Morbidity: The conditions or qualities associated with illness or disease.
Multiattribute Assessment: An assessment that consists of a multidimen-

sional preference-based health state classification system; an indirect
method for obtaining utility scores.
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Nominal Scale: Scales in which numbers are assigned arbitrarily with no
inherent order, but only as a classification system.

Opportunity Cost: The value of the best alternative that must be forgone
when scarce resources are used or invested for a particular purpose
or policy alternative.

Ordinal Scale: A scale that implies a distinct order among categories, but
without any prescription of the relative distance between adjacent
values.

Outcome Measure: The final health consequence of an intervention.

Person Trade-Off (PTO): A choice-based elicitation method that determines
the relative values of health states and interventions by asking ques-
tions about the equivalence of different-sized groups of people in
different states of health.

Preferences: The exercise of choice, reflecting the desirability of a particular
set of outcomes over another.

Prevalence: The number of cases of a given disease in a given population at
a designated time.

Preventable Mortality: A decrease in the risk of death attributable to a par-
ticular intervention.

Proxy Respondent: A person who responds to a survey by providing infor-
mation and details about another person who is in the survey sample.

Psychometrics: The branch of psychology dealing with the testing and mea-
surement of psychological variables.

Psychophysics: The study of human perceptions and judgments about physi-
cal phenomena.

Quality-Adjusted Life Year (QALY): A health outcomes measure used in
CEA that integrates the quality of life with length of life using a
multiplicative formula, measured on a scale ranging from 0 to 1 that
characterizes HRQL.

Quality of Life: The judgment or value of the experience of an individual or
group that reflects their physical, emotional, and social well-being.

Rating Scale: A numerical scale that directly values preferences for health
states under conditions of certainty.

Ratio Scale: An interval scale with a true zero point, so ratios between
values are meaningful.

Rational Choice Theory: An economic theory based on three basic assump-
tions about how individuals make choices. The three basic
assumptions are (1) ranking alternatives according to their prefer-
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ences for the goods, (2) consistency of choices, and (3) the preference
for more rather than less.

Reference Case: A set of rules or stipulated criteria that facilitates compari-
sons of alternatives. (See Gold et al., 1996b, for reference case crite-
ria for health-related CEA.)

Reliability: The extent in which one gets the same or identical results with
repeated measurement; the stability of measurement.

Response Shift: Changing internal standards or values regarding quality of
life in a particular state of health based upon experience with that
state.

Restricted-Activity Days: The number of days a person experiences restric-
tions in his or her normal activities due to impaired health.

Revealed Preference: Methods that use observable behavior or market data
to determine the monetary value of nonmarket goods or services.
For example, data on the wage differential associated with riskier
jobs may be used to value the change in risk.

Risk Aversion: The preference for a certain rather than an uncertain out-
come.

Sensitivity Analysis: A form of quantitative assessment that varies the value
of key input parameters to determine the impact on the results, often
used to characterize the uncertainty associated with the selected pa-
rameter estimates.

Social Discount Rate: The rate at which society is willing to trade off costs
or benefits incurred in different time periods.

Social Welfare: The combined well-being of all members of society; the
summation of all things that members of a society view as contribut-
ing to the quality of their lives.

Standard Gamble (SG): The determination of a utility of a particular out-
come using a lottery-based approach. An SG score is obtained by
discovering a point of indifference between a lottery consisting of a
preferred outcome with a probability P and a less-preferred outcome
with probability of 1–P, versus a guaranteed intermediately ranked
certain outcome.

Stated Preference: Methods that ask individuals to state the monetary
amount that they would be willing to pay to obtain a good or ser-
vice; includes contingent valuation surveys and similar approaches.

Test–Retest Reliability: The reliability of results when the tests are repeated
and in agreement to prior or earlier tests.

Time Preference: A characteristic of the utility function. A gain today is
more valuable than the same gain in the future. The trade-off be-
tween current and future gains is reflected in the discount rate.
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Time Trade-Off (TTO): A choice-based preference elicitation technique.
The TTO score for a particular health state is the point of indiffer-
ence between shorter period of time in perfect (or other desirable)
health and a longer period in an impaired health state.

Utilitarianism: A theory of social justice that contends that the right policy
is one that produces the greatest happiness or welfare for the great-
est number of people.

Utility: A concept from welfare economics that refers to the level of satis-
faction or well-being individuals achieve from the consumption of
goods and services. May include goods that are not directly bought
and sold in the market, such as good health.

Validity: A descriptive term meaning that a measure is well grounded and
accurately reflects the concept that it is intended to measure.

Value: Sometimes used narrowly to refer solely to monetary worth or a
numerical quantity; this report uses a broader definition that encom-
passes worth as measured by individual preferences, desirability, use-
fulness, or importance.

Value of a Statistical Life (VSL): A statistical life is the aggregation, across a
population, of small reductions in the risk of preventable mortality.
Estimates of willingness to pay for these risk reductions are then
summed across the affected population to determine the value of a
statistical life saved (or preventable death avoided) by a policy. For
example, if each member of a population of 100,000 were willing to
pay $50 for a 1/100,000 risk reduction, the corresponding value of a
statistical life would be $5 million (i.e., $50 * 100,000).

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS): A format for preference measurement in
which a subject marks a representation of a scale (e.g., a rule or
thermometer) that indicates the intensity of response.

Von Neumann and Morgenstern Utility Function: A function that is based
on a set of axioms, including transitivity and continuity, that repre-
sents one definition of rational choice in a risky environment.

Welfare Economics: The normative theory of economics that focuses on
allocating resources so as to achieve the maximum or optimal level
of well-being for members of society.

Well-Being: Subjective evaluation of one’s mental, bodily, and emotional
states.

Willingness to Accept (WTA): When used to value desirable benefits in
BCA, the least amount of money that an individual would accept to
forego the improvement.
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Willingness to Pay (WTP): When used to value desirable benefits in BCA,
the maximum amount of money that an individual would voluntar-
ily exchange to obtain an improvement, given his or her budget con-
straints.

Years of Healthy Life (YHL): A duration of life that is discounted by a
fraction between 0 and 1 that estimates the quality of life during a
given period.
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CDC. Dr. Lawrence served as Chair of the Institute of Medicine (IOM)
committees that investigated dioxin in the food supply, that considered
extensions of Medicare benefits, and that set priorities for vaccine
development.

Henry A. Anderson, M.D., is the Wisconsin State Environmental and Occu-
pational Disease Epidemiologist and Chief Medical Officer. He holds ad-
junct professorships at the University of Wisconsin Medical School-Madison
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Department of Population Health and Institute for Environmental Studies.
His published work and research interests cover a broad spectrum of envi-
ronmental, occupational, and public health topics, including disease sur-
veillance, risk assessment, childhood asthma, lead poisoning, mercury and
PCBs in fish, arsenic in drinking water, asbestos disease, and occupational
fatalities and injuries. He was a founding member of the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry Board of Scientific Councilors (1988–
1992) and the Director’s Advisory Committee for the CDC National Center
for Environmental Health (1999–2003). He currently chairs the National
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health Science Advisory Board, serves
on the Presidential Advisory Board on Radiation Worker Compensation,
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Children’s Health
Protection Advisory Council. He is past chair of the Environmental Health
Committee of the EPA Science Advisory Board and from 1997–2003 served
on the EPA Science Advisory Board Executive Committee. He received his
M.D. degree from the University of Wisconsin Medical School.

Richard Burnett, Ph.D., is a Senior Research Scientist with the Safe Envi-
ronments Program at Health Canada, where he has worked since 1983 on
issues related to the health effects of outdoor air pollution. He is also
adjunct professor, Department of Epidemiology and Community Medicine,
at the University of Ottawa. Dr. Burnett’s work has focused on the use of
administrative health and environmental information to determine the pub-
lic health impacts of combustion-related pollution using nonlinear random
effects models, time series, and spatial analytical techniques. He served on
the 2001 National Research Council (NRC) Committee on Air Quality
Management in the United States. His Ph.D. in mathematical statistics is
from Queen’s University.

Carl F. Cranor, Ph.D., is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Cali-
fornia, Riverside, specializing in legal and moral philosophy. He has writ-
ten widely on philosophic issues at the intersection of science and the law,
including philosophic issues in risk assessment and the regulation of toxic
substances, and analysis of the acceptability of risks. More recently his
work concerns the use of science in the tort law and the precautionary
principle. He wrote Regulating Toxic Substances: A Philosophy of Science
and the Law and has just completed a book to be published by Cambridge
University Press, tentatively entitled Toxic Torts: Science, Law and the
Possibility of Justice. As a Congressional Fellow, he worked at the U.S.
Congress’ Office of Technology Assessment co-authoring The Identifica-
tion and Regulation of Carcinogens (1987). He has served on science advi-
sory panels for the State of California. An elected fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the Collegium Ramazzini,
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Professor Cranor received his B.A degree from the University of Colorado,
a Ph.D. from UCLA, and an M.S.L. from Yale Law School.

Maureen Cropper, Ph.D., is a Professor of Economics at the University of
Maryland, a Lead Economist at the World Bank, and a University Fellow at
Resources for the Future. Her research has focused on valuing environmen-
tal amenities (especially environmental health effects), on the discounting of
future health benefits, and on the trade-offs implicit in environmental regu-
lations. Her recent research focuses on factors affecting deforestation in
developing countries and on the externalities associated with motorization.
Dr. Cropper is past president of the Association of Environmental and
Resource Economists and a former chair of the Advisory Council for Clean
Air Act Compliance Analysis, a subcommittee of EPA’s Science Advisory
Board. She has served on the advisory boards of Resources for the Future,
the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, the Donald Bren School of the Envi-
ronment, and the AEI-Brookings Center on Regulation. Dr. Cropper re-
ceived a B.A. in Economics from Bryn Mawr College and a Ph.D. in Eco-
nomics from Cornell University.

Norman Daniels, Ph.D., is Professor of Ethics and Population Health at the
Harvard School of Public Health, formerly having served as Goldthwaite
Professor and Chair of the Tufts Philosophy Department and Professor of
Medical Ethics at Tufts Medical School. He has written widely in the
philosophy of science, ethics, political and social philosophy, and medical
ethics. His most recent books include Seeking Fair Treatment: From the
AIDS Epidemic to National Health Care Reform (1995); Benchmarks of
Fairness for Health Care Reform (co-authored, 1996); From Chance to
Choice: Genetics and Justice (co-authored, 2000); Is Inequality Bad for
Our Health? (co-authored, 2000); and (with James Sabin) Setting Limits
Fairly: Can We Learn to Share Medical Resources? (2002). Professor
Daniels is a fellow of the Hastings Center, a member of the IOM, and a
founding member of the National Academy of Social Insurance and of the
International Society for Equity in Health. He received his doctorate in
philosophy from Harvard University.

Dennis G. Fryback, Ph.D., is a professor of Population Health Sciences and
of Industrial Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He joined
the staff at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 1974 and since 1984
has been a Professor of Preventive Medicine. Dr. Fryback has chaired the
Health Care Technology Study Section for the U.S. Agency for Health Care
Policy and Research. He was a member of the United States Preventive
Services Task Force and served on the Panel on Cost Effectiveness in Health
and Medicine convened by the Office of Disease Prevention and Health
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Promotion of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). In
1997–1998 he served as a member of the IOM’s Committee on Summariz-
ing Population Health and was appointed to the national advisory board
for the U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in 1997. Dr.
Fryback is a founding member of the Society for Medical Decision Making
(SMDM), has remained continuously active in SMDM activities since 1978,
and has served as SMDM president. The SMDM named him a recipient of
the SMDM Award for Career Achievement. He received an M.A. in math-
ematics and Ph.D. in mathematical psychology from the University of Michi-
gan, where he trained in human decision making and decision analysis. He
was elected to the IOM in 2000.

Alan M. Garber, M.D., Ph.D., is the Henry J. Kaiser Jr. Professor and a
professor of medicine, of economics, of business, and of health research and
policy at Stanford University. He has been the director of both the univer-
sity’s Center for Health Policy and the Center for Primary Care and Out-
comes Research since their founding. He directs the health care program of
the National Bureau of Economic Research and serves as a staff physician
at the Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System, where he is the
associate director of the VA Center for Health Care Evaluation. Dr. Garber’s
research is directed toward methods for improving health care delivery and
financing, particularly for the elderly, in settings of limited resources. He
has developed methods for determining the cost-effectiveness of health inter-
ventions, and studies ways to structure financial and organizational incen-
tives to ensure that cost-effective care is delivered. He is Chair of the
Medicare Coverage Advisory Committee, and is a member of the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association’s Medical Advisory Panel, the National
Institutes of Health National Advisory Council on Aging, and the IOM,
among other distinctions. Dr. Garber received his undergraduate degree
summa cum laude and Ph.D. in economics from Harvard and an M.D. with
research honors from Stanford.

Marthe R. Gold, M.D., M.P.H., has served as the Arthur C. Logan Profes-
sor and Chair of the Department of Community Health and Social Medi-
cine at the City University of New York Medical School since 1997. She has
served as a Senior Policy Adviser in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Health, DHHS, and on the 1993 Task Force for Health Care Reform,
where she worked on benefit design and protections for vulnerable popula-
tions. Dr. Gold directed the work of the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in
Health and Medicine, a nonfederal expert panel whose final report, issued
by the DHHS in 1996, remains an influential guide to cost-effectiveness
methodology for academic and policy uses. She co-edited the IOM 1998
report, Summarizing Population Health, and has participated in national
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and international groups seeking to standardize health status measures.
Dr. Gold has published in the areas of socioeconomic predictors of and
disparities in health, measurement of health outcomes, and the use of cost-
effectiveness analysis in resource allocation. She has served on a number of
advisory committees for agencies of the DHHS including the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality, the CDC, and the National Center for
Health Statistics, among other government and privately sponsored advi-
sory groups. A family physician, she trained and subsequently served on the
faculty of the Department of Community and Family Medicine at the Uni-
versity of Rochester Medical School.

James K. Hammitt, Ph.D., is Professor of Economics and Decision Sciences
and Director of the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis at the Harvard School
of Public Health. His research and teaching concern the development of
decision analysis, benefit–cost analysis, game theory, and other quantitative
methods and their application to health and environmental policy in the
United States and internationally. He is particularly interested in the man-
agement of long-term environmental issues such as global climate change
and stratospheric-ozone depletion, in comprehensive evaluation of risk-
control measures (including ancillary benefits and countervailing risks),
and in alternative methods for measuring the value of reducing health risks,
including monetary and health-adjusted life-year metrics. Professor
Hammitt serves as a member of the Environmental Economics Advisory
Committee and the Advisory Council on Clear Air Compliance Analysis of
the EPA Science Advisory Board. He recently concluded service as a mem-
ber of the American Statistical Association Committee on Energy Statistics
(Advisory Committee to the U.S. Energy Information Administration) and
the NRC panel studying the implications of dioxin in the food supply.
Professor Hammitt holds degrees in applied mathematics (A.B., Sc.M.) and
public policy (M.P.P., Ph.D.) from Harvard University. He was previously
Senior Mathematician at the RAND Corporation and a faculty member at
the RAND Graduate School of Policy Studies.

Lisa I. Iezzoni, M.D., M.Sc., is Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical
School and Co-Director of Research in the Division of General Medicine
and Primary Care, Department of Medicine, at Beth Israel Deaconess Medi-
cal Center in Boston. She received her degrees in medicine and health policy
and management from Harvard University. Dr. Iezzoni has conducted nu-
merous studies for the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, the
Medicare agency, and private foundations on a variety of topics, including
methods for predicting costs, clinical outcomes, and quality of care. She has
published and spoken widely on risk adjustment and has edited Risk Ad-
justment for Measuring Health Care Outcomes, now in its third edition
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(2003). A 1996 recipient of the Investigator Award in Health Policy Re-
search from The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, she is studying health
care quality and policy issues relating to persons with disabilities. Her book
When Walking Fails was published in the spring of 2003, and another
book, More Than Ramps: Improving Health Care Quality and Access for
People with Disabilities, co-authored with Bonnie L. O’Day, is scheduled
for publication in late 2005. Dr. Iezzoni is a member of the IOM in the
National Academy of Sciences.

Peter D. Jacobson, J.D., M.P.H., is Professor of Health Law and Policy in
the Department of Health Management and Policy, University of Michigan
School of Public Health, where he teaches courses on health law and law
and public health. He is also Director of the Center for Law, Ethics, and
Health. Before coming to the University of Michigan, he was Senior Behav-
ioral Scientist at RAND from 1988 to 1996. In 1995, Professor Jacobson
received an Investigator Award in Health Policy Research from The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation to examine the role of the courts in shaping
health care policy. He has also published a series of articles on the develop-
ment of legal doctrine in managed care litigation. He has written on the
treatment of cost-effectiveness analysis by the courts for an IOM sympo-
sium. His most recent book is Strangers in the Night: Law and Medicine in
the Managed Care Era (2002). Professor Jacobson is a member of the
Board of Editors of the Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law. He
received his law degree from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law and
his M.P.H. from UCLA.

Emmett Keeler, Ph.D., has been a senior mathematician with RAND since
1968. He is currently leading a large study of 40 organizations to evaluate
interventions to improve care for chronic illness. He also leads a project
that supplies cost-effectiveness analyses to a variety of UCLA geriatric
interventions. Dr. Keeler teaches analytic methods at UCLA and at The
Pardee RAND Graduate School and has taught at Harvard and the Uni-
versity of Chicago. In 2003 he received the distinguished investigator award
from AcademyHealth. Dr. Keeler served on the NRC’s Panel to Review
the Scientific Evidence on the Polygraph and the IOM’s Subcommittee on
Economic Costs of Uninsured Populations. His Ph.D. in mathematics is
from Harvard University.

Willard G. Manning, Ph.D., is Professor at the Harris School of Public
Policy at The University of Chicago. His primary research focus has been
the effects of health insurance and alternative delivery systems on the use of
health services and health status. He has also the studied the economics of
poor health habits. He is an expert in statistical issues related to health
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expenditures, and cost-effectiveness analysis. He has received article of the
year awards for his work on the effects of managed care, on the costs of
poor health habits, and on econometric methods for health expenditure
data. He was a member of the Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine. Dr. Manning has served on several IOM committees and is a
member of the IOM. His Ph.D. in economics is from Stanford University.

Charles Poole, M.P.H., Sc.D., is an Associate Professor in the Department
of Epidemiology at the University of North Carolina School of Public
Health, where his work focuses on the development and application of
epidemiologic research methods and principles. His areas of substantive
research interest include environmental and occupational epidemiology. He
served with the EPA, worked as an epidemiologic consultant, and taught at
the Boston University School of Public Health. He has served on the editorial
boards of several leading epidemiological journals. Dr. Poole has served on
four previous NRC committees, including the Committee on Estimating the
Health-Risk-Reduction Benefits of Proposed Air Pollution Regulations. He
received his M.P.H. degree from the University of North Carolina and his
Sc.D. degree from Harvard University.

David A. Schkade, M.B.A, Ph.D., is the Jerome S. Katzin Chair of the Rady
School of Management at University of California, San Diego. Until 2004,
he was the Herbert D. Kelleher/MCorp Regents Professor of Business at the
University of Texas, Austin. He has been a visiting senior research scholar
in the Woodrow Wilson School of Public Affairs at Princeton University,
and on the faculties of the University of Chicago and Duke University.
Professor Schkade has published on a variety of topics, including environ-
mental resource valuation, the psychology of well-being, loss aversion, and
jury decision making. His work has been supported by grants from public
agencies, private foundations, and corporations. He currently serves on the
editorial boards of three journals and has served on grant review and site
visit panels of the National Science Foundation and the EPA. His work on
punitive damages has been cited in several court cases, including opinions
by the U.S. Supreme Court, the First U.S. District Court, and the California
State Supreme Court. He received B.A. (Mathematics) and M.B.A. degrees
from the University of Texas, Austin, and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Orga-
nizational Psychology from Carnegie Mellon University.

ADVISERS TO THE COMMITTEE

Alan Krupnick, Ph.D., is Senior Fellow and Director, Quality of the Envi-
ronment at Resources for the Future in Washington, D.C. His research
addresses the valuation of health and ecological improvements and also
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focuses on analyzing environmental issues, in particular, the benefits, costs,
and design of air pollution policies, both in the United States and in devel-
oping countries. Dr. Krupnick has served as a consultant to state govern-
ments, federal agencies, private corporations, the Canadian government,
the European Union, the World Health Organization, and the World Bank.
He co-chaired an advisory committee that counseled the EPA on new ozone
and particulate standards. Dr. Krupnick also served as senior economist on
the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, advising the Clinton Admin-
istration on environmental and natural resource policy issues. He is a regu-
lar member of expert committees from the National Academies.

Judith L. Wagner, Ph.D., is a Scholar-in-Residence at the IOM. She has
more than 30 years’ experience in health policy analysis and health technol-
ogy economics. Most recently, as a Senior Analyst at the Congressional
Budget Office, she specialized in prescription drug issues, including the
design of a Medicare prescription drug benefit, Medicaid drug payment,
and reform of current laws governing the entrance of generic drugs into the
marketplace. Before joining CBO, she was a consultant at the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, MN, where she conducted cost and cost-effectiveness analyses
of medical procedures and technologies. She also managed major assess-
ments of the cost-effectiveness of preventive and diagnostic technologies at
the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment. Dr. Wagner holds a
Ph.D. from Cornell University, where she studied economics and opera-
tions research with an emphasis on environmental applications. She also
holds masters’ degrees from the University of Michigan (in economics) and
from Cornell (in environmental systems engineering).

Milton C. Weinstein, Ph.D., is the Henry J. Kaiser Professor of Health
Policy and Management at the Harvard School of Public Health, Professor
of Medicine at the Harvard Medical School, and Director of the Program
on Economic Evaluation of Medical Technology. He is best known for his
research on cost-effectiveness of medical practices and for developing meth-
ods of economic evaluation and decision analysis in health care. He is a co-
developer of the Cost-Effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications com-
puter simulation model and also of the Coronary Heart Disease Policy
Model, which has been used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of cardiovas-
cular prevention and treatment. His current research relates to infectious
disease treatment, screening, and vaccination. He was a member of both
IOM committees on vaccine priorities and developed the methodology that
was used to quantify the potential health and economic benefits of new
vaccines. Dr. Weinstein has authored Decision Making in Health and Medi-
cine: Integrating Evidence and Values; Cost-Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine, the report of the Panel of Cost Effectiveness in Health and Medi-
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cine; Clinical Decision Analysis; and Hypertension: A Policy Perspective.
He is a member of the IOM of the National Academies and a recipient of
the Award for Career Achievement from the Society for Medical Decision
Making. Dr. Weinstein received his A.B. and A.M. in Applied Mathematics
(1970), his M.P.P. (1972), and his Ph.D. in Public Policy (1973) from
Harvard University.

IOM STAFF AND CONSULTANT

Wilhelmine Miller, M.S., Ph.D., is a senior program officer at the IOM and
staff director for the Committee. She has been at IOM for seven years, and
co-directed the four-year, six-report IOM study on the consequences of
uninsurance. Prior to joining IOM, Dr. Miller was an adjunct faculty
member in the Departments of Philosophy at Georgetown University and
Trinity College, Washington, DC, where she taught political philosophy,
ethics, and public policy. She received her doctorate in philosophy from
Georgetown in 1997. From 1976–1989 Dr. Miller served as a policy analyst
and social scientist within the Department of Health and Human Services.
She received her M.S. degree in health policy and management from
Harvard University in 1976.

Ryan Palugod, B.A., is a research assistant in the IOM Division of Health
Care Services. He has worked with several projects over his five-year tenure
at IOM, including studies of uninsurance, immunization and vaccine fi-
nance, and the quality of mental health and substance abuse services. Prior
to coming to IOM, Mr. Palugod worked as an administrative assistant with
the American Association of Homes, Services for the Aging. He graduated
from Towson University in 1999 with a degree in health care management
and is pursuing a master’s degree in public administration at George Mason
University.

Lisa A. Robinson, M.P.P., is an independent consultant who specializes in
the economic analysis of regulations. She was previously a Principal at
Industrial Economics, Incorporated (IEc), where she directed numerous
regulatory impact analyses for the EPA and other clients. Ms. Robinson
also developed state-of-the-art methods for benefit–cost analysis and
authored several guidance documents. Prior to her employment at IEc, she
was the Director of Policy, Planning and Budget for a federal agency and an
analyst at the U.S. Office of Management and Budget. She received her
Master in Public Policy degree from the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University in 1982.
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treatment of risk and uncertainty,
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Activities of daily living (ADL), 115n, 126n,

318
Administrative guidance, history of

regulatory analysis, 22
Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 21
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improving, 1
AIS. See Abbreviated Injury Scale
Alternative assumptions, 310

Index

Alternative HALY metrics for regulatory
CEA, 86–91

choosing a HALY measure for
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disability-adjusted life years, 88–90
healthy year equivalents, 88
quality-adjusted life years, 86–88
saved-young-life equivalents, 90–91

Alternative regulatory approaches, 266–269
different choices defined by statute, 266
different compliance dates, 266
different degrees of stringency, 267
different enforcement methods, 266
different requirements for different
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different requirements for different sized
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informational measures rather than

regulation, 268–269
market-oriented approaches rather than
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performance standards rather than
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Alternatives, evaluation of, 277–278
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general approach, 195–203
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Clinton, Bill, 22, 25
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), 21
COI. See Cost of illness
Collecting data and conducting research to

improve HRQL measurement and
regulatory CEA, 13–14

recommendation 10, 13
recommendation 11, 13
recommendation 12, 13–14

Committee on Estimating the Health-Risk-
Reduction Benefits of Proposed Air
Pollution Regulations, 18

Committee on Summary Measures of
Population Health, 18

Committee to Evaluate Measures of Health
Benefits for Environmental, Health,
and Safety Regulation, 2, 5, 15, 40,
94, 193

Common property resource and public
good, externality of, 262–263

Communicating methods and results, 64–65
“Community” index values, 93, 136

Comparisons
of cost-effectiveness ratios, 176
of key features of BCA and CEA, 39
to “with condition” values based on

expert assignment, 202
to “with condition” values based on

patient self-assessments, 202–203
Comparisons among elicitation methods,

81–86
empirical validity, 83–85
feasibility, 81–82
reliability, 82–83
theoretical reliability, 83

Competitive Enterprise Institute v. NHTSA,
49–50

Compliance cost
per death averted, 167, 170
per life year gained, 167, 170

Compliance dates, different, 266
Comprehensive ratio, 167, 170–171
Condition-specific indexes and applications

to special populations, 102–106
HRQL measurement for children, 106–

107
special populations, 104–105

Congress, 42
Construct validity, 318
Consumer Product Safety Act, 43
Consumer Product Safety Commission

(CPSC), 26, 46
Consumer surpluses, 281
Content validity, 70, 318
Contingent valuation approach, 125, 318
“Control of Emissions from Nonroad Diesel

Engines,” 303
Convergent validity, 318
Correlations, 318

and conversions among HRQL
measures, 123–124

and cross-walks of HRQL measures,
126–127

Corrosion Proof Fittings v. EPA, 45
Cost, 319
Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), 1–4, 7–

22, 27–28, 31–41, 46–58, 64–73,
83–88, 92, 103–105, 109–110, 116–
119, 123–189, 194, 214, 217, 228,
236–241, 270–272, 285, 292, 300,
319

calculation of, 36–37
valuation approach, 32–36
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Cost-effectiveness ratios, 10, 212–215, 237–
240

comparison of, 154–155, 176
compliance cost per death averted, 170
compliance cost per life year gained,

170
components of, 168
comprehensive ratio, 170–171
constructing and reporting, 11–12, 167–

181
defining, 171–173
disaggregated impacts, 177
examples of, 169
examples of cost-effectiveness ratios,

169
health-benefits-only ratio, 170
nonmonetized benefits of the

Environmental Protection Agency’s
nonroad diesel rule, 179–180

recommendation 2, 11–12, 167–173
recommendation 3, 12, 173–174
recommendation 4, 12, 174–175
recommendation 5, 12, 175–177
recommendation 6, 12, 177–180
recommendation 7, 12, 181

Cost of illness (COI), 30, 33n, 319
Cost per life year ($/LY), 73
Cost per quality adjusted life year

($/QALY), 36, 73
CPSC. See Consumer Product Safety

Commission
CR. See Category rating
Crashworthiness Data System (CDS), 218
Criteria for selecting integrated effectiveness

measures for regulatory CEA, 7, 162
Criteria for selecting HALY metrics for

regulatory CEA, 68–72
standard performance criteria for HRQL

instruments, 70
Criterion validity, 319
Cryptosporidium parvum, 204–210
Current practices for regulatory analysis,

50–65
benefits analysis guidelines, 51–55
current valuation practices, 55–62
key analytic requirements of OMB

guidelines, 51
other guidelines relavant to CEA, 62–65

Current valuation practices, 55–62
EPA’s morbidity inclusive life year

(MILY) approach, 60–61
FDA’s benefit valuation approach, 59

maximum abbreviated injury scale
(MAIS) categories used in NHTSA
analyses, 58

NHTSA’s equivalent lives saved (ELS)
approach, 60–61

quantified benefits of EPA’s nonroad
diesel rule, 56

quantified benefits of the FDA’s juice
processing rule, 57

D

DALY. See Disability-adjusted life year
Data collection and research needed to

improve HRQL measurement and
CEA for regulatory decision making,
184–188

direct and indirect uses of data, 283–285
recommendation 10, 185–186
recommendation 11, 186
recommendation 12, 187–188

Deaths averted, defined, 171
Decision analysis, 319
Decomposed valuation approach, 97
Degrees of stringency, different, 267
Delayed effects, risks with, 142
“Delphi methods,” 111, 309, 319
Department of Agriculture, 58
Department of Energy (DOE), 278
Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS), 13, 116, 186–187
Direct health care costs, 33
Direct non-health care costs, 33
Direct rating, category rating and visual

analogue scales, 79–80
Direct uses of market data, 283–284
Disability, defined, 319
Disability-adjusted life year (DALY), 80–81,

88–91, 319
the WHO’s DALY, 89

Disaggregated impacts, 176–177
Disclosure, full, 314
Discount rates, 296–303

intergenerational discounting, 301–302
the rationale for discounting, 297–298
real discount rates of 3 percent and 7

percent, 298–300
social, 323
time preference for health-related

benefits and costs, 300–301
time preference for non-monetized

benefits and costs, 302–303
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Discounting, 152–154, 209, 319
the rationale for, 297–298
and timing of impacts, 63, 153

Distributional concerns about risks and
regulatory interventions, 144–155,
183

calculation of health gains, 149–151
children, 146–148
comparing cost-effectiveness ratios, 154–

155
distributional considerations in

regulatory decisions, 147
population health data and subgroups,

148–149
risk-related considerations for regulatory

decisions, 145
the treatment of future generations in

CEA, 151–154
Distributional effects, 274–275
Documentation, 70
DOE. See Department of Energy
Domains, 34, 98–102, 319

and number of attribute levels for
generic HRQL indexes, 95

Double-counting issues, 30, 62

E

Economic analysis, the role of, 19–26
Economic efficiency, 319–320
Economic regulation, the presumption

against, 265
Economic values of uncertain outcomes, 310
“Economically significant” regulations,

defining, 24
Effective date, 315
Effectiveness

constructing measures of, 272
selecting integrated measures of, 10–11,

272–273
Effectiveness metric, for public health and

safety rulemakings, 272–274
ELS. See Equivalent lives saved
Emission reduction benefits, non-monetized,

303
Empirical validity, 83–85

mean valuations for 13 EQ-5D health
states with four estimation methods,
85

the TTO method and discounting, 84

Endpoints, 207
describing, 197–198

Energy impacts, 312–313
Enforcement, 157

different methods for, 266
Environmental impact statements, 312
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 43–

48, 58, 62, 101, 117, 120, 139, 143,
147–151, 156, 178, 194–199, 202,
228–232, 237–241, 276, 299, 303

New Source Review program, 291
Science Advisory Board, 294–295
violating TSCA, 48

EO. See Executive Orders
EOP. See Executive Office of the President
EPA. See Environmental Protection Agency
EPA analysis, 229–230

EPA estimates of annual quantified
benefits, 230

EPA’s morbidity inclusive life year (MILY)
approach, 60–61

EQ-5D. See EuroQoL-5D
Equivalent lives saved (ELS), 60, 215–217,

273
Escherichia coli O157:H7, 204–210
Estimates of QALY gains, 207–212, 223–

228, 233–237
HRQL with illness at average age of

incidence, 235
HRQL with injury, 227
HRQL with pathogen-related illness, 208
QALY total losses, 210, 224, 236
sensitivity analysis for QALY losses,

211, 226, 237
Estimating the Contributions of Lifestyle-

Related Factors to Preventable
Death, 186

Estimating the Public Health Benefits of
Proposed Air Pollution Regulations,
121

Estimation of costs, 62–63
Estimation of “with condition” HRQL,

198–199
approaches for determining “with

condition” HRQL, 200
Ethical and nonquantifiable aspects of

regulatory decisions
beyond ratios, 130–158
conclusions, 157–158
distributional concerns about risks and

regulatory interventions, 144–155
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improving regulatory decision making,
155–157

value of a QALY, 134–140
Ethical and other implications of risks and

of interventions to address risks,
140–144

dimensions of value affecting the
acceptability of risks, 140–143

nonquantifiable impacts, 143
summary, 143–144

Ethical assumptions in QALY-based CEA,
132–134

valuing life years compared with valuing
lives, 132–134

Ethically informed decisions, 7–9
EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D), 6, 18, 72, 79, 83–

85, 94, 99–104, 111–112, 119–124,
128, 136, 165–166, 198–204, 214–
215, 222–228, 232–234, 238, 252

availability, 101
domains, 100
history, 100
valuation, 100–101

EuroQoL-5D (EQ-5D) health states, mean
valuations, with four estimation
methods, 85

EVGGFP. See Global health status measure
(EVGGFP—excellent, very good,
good, fair, poor)

Executive Office of the President (EOP), 16
Executive Orders (EOs), 25

No. 12044—Improving Government
Regulations, 22

No. 12291—Federal Regulation, 22
No. 12866—Regulatory Planning and

Review, 3, 22–26, 258–262, 266,
275, 278, 310–311

No. 12898—Federal Actions to Address
Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income
Populations, 25

No. 13045—Protection of Children from
Environmental Health Risks and
Safety Risks, 25, 312

No. 13211, 312–313
No. 13272, 311

Expert assignment of health states, using
generic HRQL instruments, 110–111

Externality, common property resource and
public good, 262–263

“Extra-welfarists,” 27

F

Fatality risks, 293–296
FCI. See Functional Capacity Index
FDA. See Food and Drug Administration
Feasibility, 70, 81–82

defined, 44
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and

Rodenticide Act, 43
Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Administration (FMCSA), 46
Federal Register, 20–21
Federal regulatory action

market failure or other social purpose,
262–264

need for, 261–265
the presumption against economic

regulation, 265
showing that regulation at the Federal

level is the best way to solve the
problem, 264–265

“Feeling thermometer,” 79
Firms, different requirements for different

sized, 267
FMCSA. See Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Administration
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 46,

53, 57, 114, 117, 151–152, 194, 197,
214, 222, 225–228, 232, 238, 241

analysis by, 204–205
benefit valuation approach of, 59
case study analytic approach, 205–207
cost-effectiveness ratios, 212–215
estimates of annual quantified benefits,

206
estimates of QALY gains, 207–212
juice processing regulation, 194, 204–

215
Food Quality Protection Act, 45
Food safety, 145, 147, 209
Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS),

46, 58
Food supply, safeguarding, 1
Ford, Gerald, 22
FSIS. See Food Safety and Inspection Service
Full disclosure, 314
Functional Capacity Index (FCI), 103, 198,

215, 222–226, 254–257
Functional status, 74, 320
Future generations in CEA, 152–154

discounting and timing of impacts, 153
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future effects, 151–152
future generations, 152–154
treatment of, 151–154

G

Generic HRQL indexes, 6, 93–102, 320
domains and number of attribute levels

for generic HRQL indexes, 95
the EuroQol-5D, 100–101
Health Utilities Index, 98–99
measuring HRQL with generic

instruments—community value, 97
Quality of Well-Being Scale, 97–98
the SF-6D, 101–102
valuation surveys for generic HRQL

instruments, 96
Generic indexes, 165–166

characterizing health states with, 166
Geographic regions, different requirements

for, 267
Global Burden of Disease, 81
Global health status measure (EVGGFP—

excellent, very good, good, fair,
poor), 126n

Graham, John, 17
Guidelines relevant to CEA, 62–65

assessing uncertainty and nonquantified
effects, 64

communicating the methods and results,
64–65

determining the distribution of impacts,
64

discounting impacts over time, 63
estimating costs, 62–63
using ratios, 64

H

HALYs. See Health-adjusted life years
Harvard Center for Risk Analysis, 120
Harvard School of Public Health (HSPH),

199
Center for Risk Analysis, 117

Health-adjusted life years (HALYs), 2–10,
15–19, 27–28, 32–40, 52–56, 63–91,
122, 135, 159–163, 181, 320

alternative HALY metrics for regulatory
CEA, 86–91

describing health states, 74–76

metrics of, 69
monetized, 52, 65
valuing health states and preference

elicitation methods, 77–86
Health and Retirement Survey 2000, 99
Health and safety rulemakings, 47
Health-based requirements, 42–43
Health benefit values for regulatory analysis

correlations and cross-walks of HRQL
measures, 126–127

criteria for selecting HALY metrics for
regulatory CEA, 68–72

health-adjusted life years, 73–91
measures and strategies for obtaining,

67–129
research and development of metrics and

valuation methodologies, 123–125
single-dimension measures of health-

related outcomes, 72–73
sources of health state values for

regulatory analysis, 92–123
summary and conclusions, 125–129

Health-benefits-only ratio, 167, 170
Health care policy, effectiveness in, 5
Health-care-treatment-cost impacts, defined,

172
Health effects likely to be quantified in

forthcoming major health and safety
rulemakings, 48

Health endpoints, describing, 197–198
Health gains, calculation of, 149–151
“Health–health” analysis, 49
Health indexes, 245–257

EuroQoL-5D, 252
Functional Capacity Index, 254–257
Health Utilities Index, 247–251
Quality of Well-Being Scale, 245–246
SF-6D, 253

Health profiling instruments, disease-
specific, 103

Health-related effectiveness measures, 5–7
Health-related quality of life (HRQL), 2–16,

34–40, 52–53, 57–62, 67–79, 83–
129, 133–137, 148–150, 156, 160–
170, 177–189, 195–209, 214–218,
222, 227, 232–241, 273, 320

with illness at average age of incidence,
235

with injury, 227
measurement and regulatory CEA,

conducting research to improve, 13–
14
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measurement for children, 106–107
measurement quality, 166–167
with pathogen-related illness, 208

Health risks, regulating, 1
Health state index values

and benefits transfer, 116–121
the CEA Registry, 118
defined, 34n
from published sources, 120–121

Health state values for regulatory analysis,
92–123

approaches based on population survey
data, 110–116

assignment of health states by experts or
other proxies, 106–109

condition-specific indexes and
applications to special populations,
102–106

generic HRQL indexes, 93–102
health state index values from prior

studies and benefits transfer, 116–
121

primary elicitation of condition-specific
index values, 92–93

uncertainty in health status and
preference measurement, 121–123

Health states, 74, 320
changes in, 136
concepts and domains used in defining

self-reported health status, quality of
life, and health-related quality of life,
76

describing, 74–76
health-adjusted life years, 75
“postregulatory,” 8

Health Utilities Index (HUI), 6, 71, 98–99,
104, 119–120, 124, 165–166, 198,
247–251

availability, 99
domains, 99
history, 98–99
Mark 1 (HUI-1), 99
Mark 2 (HUI-2), 99, 104, 107, 215,

222, 227, 247–248
Mark 3 (HUI-3), 72, 99–100, 120, 124,

202–204, 209, 214, 233, 249–251
valuation, 99

Healthy year equivalent (HYE), 88, 91,
320–321

“Hedonic price equations,” 281
Holistic approach, 97

HRQL. See Health-related quality of life
HRQL valuation, using ordinal data for,

124
HRQL values, 135–139

individual preferences and societal
values, 138–139

whose values count, 135–138
HSPH. See Harvard School of Public Health
HUI. See Health Utilities Index
Hybrid requirements, 44–46
HYE. See Healthy year equivalent

I

IADL. See Immediate activities of daily
living

ICD. See International Classification of
Disease codes

Immediate activities of daily living (IADL),
115n

Impacts
on children, 312
determining the distribution of, 64
on small businesses and other small

entities, 310–311
Indirect uses of market data, 284–285
Individual preferences, and societal values,

138–139
Informal caregiver time, 33
Information collection, paperwork, and

recordkeeping burdens, 311
Information needed for regulatory decision

making, 12–13, 181–184
distributional and other aspects of risk

and regulation, 183
inadequate, 263–264
recommendation 8, 13, 181–184
recommendation 9, 13, 184

Information quality guidelines, 311–312
Information Quality Law, 311
Informational measures, rather than

regulation, 268–269
Injuries, 321

reducing the risk of, 1
to restrained children, 219–221

Institute of Medicine (IOM), 2, 18, 116,
186, 193, 274

Committee on Summary Measures of
Population Health, 18

Intangibles, 290
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Integrated measures of effectiveness, 10–11,
161–167

characterizing health states with generic
indexes, 166

criteria for selecting integrated
effectiveness measures for health-
related CEA, 162

generic indexes, 165–166
HRQL measurement quality, 166–167
recommendation 1, 11, 161–167
valuation, 164–165

Interagency Working Group on Summary
Measures of Population Health, 116

Intergenerational discounting, 301–302
International Classification of Disease (ICD)

codes, 113, 233
International Classification of Impairments,

Disabilities, and Handicap, 89
Interobserver reliability. See Intrarater test-

retest reliability
Intrarater test-retest reliability, 321

of the SG, TTO and visual analogue
scale techniques, 82

IOM. See Institute of Medicine

J

Judicial review of regulatory analyses, 47–
50

Juice processing. See Food safety

K

KABCO injury categories, 216
Kaldor-Hicks criterion, 31

L

Latency period, 300
“Learning curve” effects, 303
Life expectancy (LE), 87, 115n, 321
Life years (LYs), 8–9, 132–133

gaining, 172
Lives, 9, 133
Longevity, 4, 35, 38

changes in, 5
trading off, 139

LYs. See Life years

M

MAIS. See Maximum Abbreviated Injury
Scale

Mapi Research Institute, 102n
Market data, direct and indirect uses of,

283–285
Market failure or other social purpose,

262–264
externality, common property resource

and public good, 262–263
inadequate or asymmetric information,

263–264
market power, 263
other social purposes, 264

Market-oriented approaches rather than
direct controls, 268

Market power, 263
Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS),

60–61, 216–218, 222
categories used in NHTSA analyses, 58

Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale 2
(MAIS 2), 225

Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS),
101–102, 111, 123, 148, 199, 203,
228, 232–237

Methods for treating non-monetized
benefits and costs, 290–292

benefits and costs that are difficult to
monetize, 291

benefits and costs that are difficult to
quantify, 291–292

MILY. See Morbidity-Inclusive Life Year
Monetized emission reduction benefits, 303
Monetized health-adjusted life years in

benefit cost analysis, 53
Monetizing benefits and costs, 292–296,

313
fatality risks, 293–296
nonfatal health and safety risks, 292–

293
valuation of reductions in health and

safety risks to children, 296
Monopoly issues, 263
Monte Carlo simulations, 309, 321
Morbidity, 321

changes in, 5
combining in a single measure with

mortality, 139–140
Morbidity-Inclusive Life Year (MILY), 58–

61, 156
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Mortality-based indicators, 5
Motor vehicle accidents, national costs of, 55
Multiple regression analysis, 281

N

National Automotive Sampling System
(NASS), 218, 221–223

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
312

National Health Interview Survey (NHIS),
98, 114, 126n, 148

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), 46, 50–58,
103–104, 147, 194–202, 215–217,
221, 226–227, 232, 238, 241

case study analytic approach, 217–223
child restraints regulation, 194, 215–228
equivalent lives saved (ELS) approach,

60–61
estimates of annual quantified benefits,

218
estimates of QALY gains, 223–228

National Institute on Aging, 124
National Medical Expenditure Survey

(NMES), 126n
National Research Council

Board on Environmental Studies and
Toxicology, 121

Committee on Estimating the Health-
Risk-Reduction Benefits of Proposed
Air Pollution Regulations, 18, 185

NEPA. See National Environmental Policy
Act

Net benefits, calculation of, 31
Neumann, Peter, 120
New Source Review program, 291
NHIS. See National Health Interview

Survey
NHTSA. See National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration
Nixon, Richard, 22
NMES. See National Medical Expenditure

Survey
“Non-use values,” 284–285
Nonfatal health and safety risks, 292–293
Nonmonetized benefits and costs

of the EPA’s nonroad diesel rule, 179–
180, 303

methods for treating, 290–292
Nonquantifiable impacts, 143

Nonquantified effects, assessing, 64
Nonroad diesel rule, 178, 194–195
Nonroad engine air emissions regulation,

228–240
case study analytic approach, 231–233
cost-effectiveness ratios, 237–240
EPA analysis, 229–230
estimates of QALY gains, 233–237

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 21
NRDC v. EPA, 44
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 26

O

Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970, 42, 45

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), 42–43, 46,
58

Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs (OIRA), 17, 315

Statistical and Science Policy Branch,
312

Office of Management and Budget (OMB),
1–4, 16–22, 26, 41, 50–55, 62–65,
93, 108n, 116, 121, 143, 149, 274,
279, 313–315

Circular A-4, 3, 16, 23, 40, 50, 53–56,
62–65, 134, 146, 152–154, 174,
194–196, 217, 258–315

criteria for evaluating stated preference
studies, 54

rationale for requiring CEA as part of
regulatory analysis, 17

OIRA. See Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs

OMB. See Office of Management and
Budget

OSHA. See Occupational Safety and Health
Administration

Outcome measures, 8, 322

P

Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and
Medicine (PCEHM), 18, 32–33, 67,
93, 103–105, 110, 118–119, 122,
125, 128, 149, 172, 241

Paperwork Reduction Act, 93, 108n, 311
Pareto Principle, 31, 38
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Particulate matter (PM) emissions, 229
Patient self-assessments, 222
Patient time, 33
PCEHM. See Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in

Health and Medicine
Performance standards, rather than design

standards, 267
Person trade-off (PTO), 6, 77–81, 89–91,

138–139, 155, 322
Personal control, degree of, 142
PM. See Particulate matter emissions
Population-based, condition-specific HRQL

values, 112–113
Population health data, and subgroups,

148–149
Population survey data-based approaches,

110–116
catalogues of chronic condition HRQL

values, 111–113
incorporation of health profiles and

HRQL questions and instruments in
routine population surveys, 114–116

sources for population-based, condition-
specific HRQL values, 112–113

statistically inferred HRQL values, 114
“Postregulatory” health status, 8
Precision of estimates, 314
Preference-based indexes, 103, 322
“Preference weights,” 34n
Premature mortality, 72–73
Preventable mortality, 72–73, 211, 322
Primary elicitation of condition-specific

index values, 92–93
Probabilistic analysis, of uncertainty, 64
Producer surpluses, 281
Professional judgment, 286
Proposed regulatory actions, need for

analysis of, 259–260
PTO. See Person trade-off
Publicity, 157
Published sources, using health state index

values from, 120–121
Purpose and scope issues, 193–195

EPA’s nonroad diesel rule, 194–195
FDA’s juice processing rule, 194
NHTSAs child restraint rule, 194

Q

QALDs. See Quality-adjusted life days
QALYs. See Quality-adjusted life years

Qualitative benefits and costs, 313
Quality

defined for benefit transfer studies, 116
of life, 74, 322

Quality-adjusted life days (QALDs), 59, 204
Quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), 4–16,

34–37, 57–62, 68–71, 78–92, 103–
105, 109, 117, 122–135, 139–154,
158–185, 193–197, 204–205, 214–
217, 224–226, 234–241, 273, 322

gain in defined, 172
total losses, 210, 224, 236

Quality of Life Instruments Database, 102n
Quality of Well-Being Scale (QWB), 6, 58–

59, 71–72, 97–98, 114, 122, 165–
166, 198–204, 212–215, 222–227,
245–246

availability, 98
domains, 98
history, 97–98
self-administered version, 98
valuation, 98

Quantified benefits, 313
EPA estimates of annual, 230
of EPA’s nonroad diesel rule, 56
of the FDA’s juice processing rule, 57

QWB. See Quality of Well-Being Scale

R

Radon exposure levels, 30
RAND Health Insurance Experiment, 101
Rating scale (RS), 85, 90, 119, 322
Ratios

ethical and nonquantifiable aspects of
regulatory decisions beyond, 130–
158

scale of, 322
using, 64

Rawls, John, 17
Real discount rates, of 3 percent and 7

percent, 298–300
“Real options” methods, 306
Recent regulations

examples of, 46–47
health effects likely to be quantified in

forthcoming major health and safety
rulemakings, 48

summary of recent major health and
safety rulemakings, 47
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Recommendations for regulatory cost-
effectiveness analysis, 11–14, 159–
189

constructing and reporting cost-
effectiveness ratios, 167–181

data collection and research needed to
improve HRQL measurement and
CEA for regulatory decision making,
184–188

information needed for regulatory
decision making, 181–184

selecting integrated measures of
effectiveness, 161–167

summary, 188–189
Regulations

compliance costs defined, 172
at the Federal level, 264–265
recent, 46–48
summary, 65–66
types of risk regulations, 41–50

Regulatory analysis
choosing a HALY measure for, 91
current practices for, 50–65
key elements of, 260–261

Regulatory Analysis. See Circular A-4
Regulatory decision making, 155–157

enforcement, 157
presenting information needed for, 12–

13
publicity, 157
relevance, 157
revisability and appeals, 157

Regulatory development
and economic analysis, 3–4
key requirements of the Administrative

Procedure Act, 21
process of, 20–22
requirements for regulatory analysis and

decision making, 22–26
the role of economic analysis in, 19–26

Regulatory Flexiblity Act, 267, 310
“Regulatory flexiblity analysis” (RFA),

310–311
Regulatory interventions, 10
“Regulatory Right-to-Know Act,” 26, 258,

275, 278
Relevance, 157
Reliability, 70, 82–83, 323

intrarater test-retest reliability of the SG,
TTO and visual analogue scale
techniques, 82

Reporting cost-effectiveness ratios, 11–12,
167–181

Representativeness issues, 70
Reproducibility of results, 278–279
Requirements for regulatory analysis and

decision making, 22–26
definition of “economically significant”

regulations, 24
Executive Orders, 25
history of administrative guidance on

regulatory analysis, 22
Research and development of metrics and

valuation methodologies, 123–125
best practices in stated preference

surveys and benefits transfer, 125
correlations and conversions among

HRQL measures, 123–124
using ordinal data for HRQL valuation,

124
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,

43
Resources for the Future, 17
Revealed preference methods, 282–285, 323

direct uses of market data, 283–284
indirect uses of market data, 284–285

Revisability and appeals, 157
RFA. See “Regulatory flexiblity analysis”
RIA, 279
“Risk neutrality,” 310
Risk-related considerations for regulatory

decisions, 145
“Risk–risk” analysis, 49
Risks

with delayed effects, 142
detecting, 141–142, 145
dimensions of value affecting the

acceptability of, 140–143
and dread, 142, 145
personal control over, 142, 145
treatment of, 314

Routine population surveys, incorporation
of health profiles and HRQL
questions and instruments in, 114–
116

RS. See Rating scale

S

SAB. See Science Advisory Board
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), 44–45
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Salmonella (non typhi), 204–210
Saved young life equivalent (SAVE), 90–91
Science Advisory Board (SAB), 294–295
SDWA. See Safe Drinking Water Act
Self-reported health status (SRHS), 115n
“Senior discount” controversy, 134
Sensitivity analysis, 156, 225, 308–309, 323

for QALY losses, 211, 226, 237
SF-6D, 6, 71, 75, 94, 101–102, 123–124,

165–166, 198, 204, 214, 253
availability, 102
domains, 101–102
history, 101
valuation, 102

SF-12 data sets, 71, 101–102, 123–124, 165
SF-36 data sets, 71, 75, 101–102, 165

version 2, 102, 124
SG. See Standard gamble
“Shadow price” approach, 298
Single-dimension measures of health-related

outcomes, 72–73
Small Business Administration, Chief

Counsel for Advocacy of, 311
Social purposes, 264
“Social rate of time preference,” 299
Special populations, 104–105
Specialized analytical requirements, 310–

313
analysis of unfunded mandates, 311
energy impacts, 312–313
environmental impact statements, 312
impact on small businesses and other

small entities, 310–311
impacts on children, 312
information collection, paperwork, and

recordkeeping burdens, 311
information quality guidelines, 311–312

SPM. See “Stated preference” methods
SRHS. See Self-reported health status
Standard gamble (SG), 77–78, 80–86, 90,

105–107, 119, 124, 323
Standard performance criteria, for HRQL

instruments, 70
“Stated preference” methods (SPM), 30,

285–287, 323
Statistical and Science Policy Branch, 312
Statistically inferred HRQL values, 114
Statutory standards, 42–46

health-based requirements, 42–43
hybrid requirements, 44–46
technology-based requirements, 44

Summarizing Population Health, 116
Supreme Court, 43
“Switch points,” 308

T

Technology-based requirements, 44
Theoretical reliability, 83
“Threshold” analysis, 260
Time preference, 323

for health-related benefits and costs,
300–301

for non-monetized benefits and costs,
302–303

Time trade-off (TTO), 77–90, 100, 105,
114, 119–124, 128, 324

Toxic chemicals, minimizing exposure to, 1
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), 45,

48
Trade-off based methods, 80

for longevity, 139
Transfers, separate reporting of, 314–315
Transparency, 70, 261, 278–279, 314
TSCA. See Toxic Substances Control Act
TTO. See Time trade-off
TTO method and discounting, 84

U

Uncertain outcomes, economic values of,
310

Uncertainty
alternative assumptions, 310
assessing, 64
economic values of uncertain outcomes,

310
in health status and preference

measurement, 121–123
probabilistic analysis of, 64
quantitative analysis of, 307–309
treatment of, 305–310, 314

Unfunded Mandates Act, 311
U.S. Constitution, 42
U.S. Public Health Service, 32
“Use values,” 284–285
Utility function, 324
Utility-theoretical model, 86
Utility theory, 70
“Utility weights,” 34n
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V

Validity, 324
concurrent, 318
convergent, 318
criterion, 319

Valuation, 29–30, 32–36, 70, 98–102,
137n, 164–165, 288–289

contingent, 125
decomposed, 97
of reductions in health and safety risks

to children, 296
Valuation surveys, for generic HRQL

instruments, 96
Value, 19n, 324
Value of a QALY, 134–140

combining morbidity and mortality in a
single measure, 139–140

source of HRQL values, 135–139
summary, 140

Value of a statistical life (VSL), 59, 294–
295, 324

Value of a statistical life year (VSLY), 59,
295

Valuing Health Outcomes conference, 17
Valuing health states and preference

elicitation methods, 77–86
comparisons among elicitation methods,

81–86
direct rating—category rating and visual

analogue scales, 79–80
person trade-off, 80–81
standard gamble, 78
time trade-off, 78–79

Valuing life years compared with valuing
lives, 132–134

lives, life years (LYs), and quality-
adjusted life years (QALYs), 133

the “senior discount” controversy, 134
Visual analogue scale (VAS), 77, 80–85,

100, 107, 324
VSL. See Value of a statistical life
VSLY. See Value of a statistical life year

W

Wage-risk studies, 30n
Water quality, improving, 1
Weitzman, Martin, 302
Welfare economics, 83, 324
Well-being, 74, 76, 324
White House Council on Environmental

Quality, 312
Whitman v. American trucking, 41
WHO. See World Health Organization
WHO’s DALY, 89
Willingness to accept (WTA), 29n, 280, 324
Willingness to pay (WTP), 16, 29–30, 34–

38, 62, 65, 85, 195, 229, 280, 288,
292, 325

“With condition” HRQL, approaches for
determining, 200

“With condition” values, 234
“With injury” values, 223
“With pathogen-related illness,” 215
“Without condition” HRQL, 199–203

comparison to “with condition” values
based on expert assignment, 202

comparison to “with condition” values
based on patient self-assessments,
202–203, 211

“Without condition” values, 234
“Without pathogen-related illness,” 215
World Health Organization (WHO), 87–89,

126n
Global Burden of Disease, 81

WTA. See Willingness to accept
WTP. See Willingness to pay

Y

Yellowstone National Park, 289
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